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A Note on Translation, Quotation and 
Transliteration 

I have striven intentionally in this study to reduce the inclusion of Russian in 
the body text, in order to make it as accessible as possible to the reader who 
lacks proficiency in that language. The vast majority of quotations are therefore 
given in English translation, often with the Russian version supplied in an ac-
companying footnote so as to cater for those interested in the exact wording of 
the original. I have made use of already existing English translations where 
possible, at times slightly modifying these when necessary (such modifications 
are always indicated). In all instances have I taken care to compare the transla-
tions used with the Russian originals, so as to ensure that they meet a satisfac-
tory standard. In cases when an adequate translation could not be found, either 
because none exists, which is the case with Berdiaev’s early writings, or because 
a translation does exist but is unreliable, as is the case with Berdiaev’s autobi-
ography, the translations are my own (unless otherwise indicated).  

Since the current thesis is neither linguistic nor has a micro-level literary 
focus, which would demand a greater degree of attention to the exact spelling 
of the source texts than is provided here, I have allowed myself to make use of 
editions of Berdiaev’s writings which were affected by the 1917 spelling reform, 
despite the fact that both his pre-Revolutionary Russian publications as well as 
the majority of the emigré editions of his works employed the old orthography. 
Regrettably, there exists as yet no critical edition of Berdiaev’s writings, with the 
possible exception of his earliest works, which means that I have quoted from a 
selection of contemporary editions. In rare cases when a work that makes use 
of the old orthography is quoted, for example the articles from the journal The 
Path [Put’], the spelling has been modernized. 

Russian titles, as well as individual Russian key concepts or words that ap-
pear in the main text, are transliterated throughout. The system of romanization 
used is the Library of Congress system, the only exceptions being a few per-
sonal names that are already well-established (e.g. Dostoevsky), as well as the 
variants of Berdiaev’s own name that appear in already existing English transla-
tions. The sigils […] and [---] signify, respectively, that a number of words have 
been left out of a quotation, or that more than one sentence has been left out 
of the quotation. 
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I. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

1.1.1. The Principal Line of Inquiry 
The Christian existentialist philosopher Nikolai Berdiaev (1874-1948) belonged 
to what arguably amounts to the most outstanding generation of philosophers 
that Russia has ever produced. Inspired by the thought of the classic 
Slavophiles and of Vladimir Solov’ëv (1853-1900), it proffered such brilliant 
and inspired thinkers as Sergei Bulgakov (1871-1944), Pavel Florenskii (1882-
1937), and Lev Karsavin (1882-1952), to mention only a few. Yet, sad to say, 
their legacy remains largely unknown in Western philosophical circles, not to 
mention among the general public. More puzzling, perhaps, is that it remains 
unacknowledged on the whole by the Russian Orthodox Church, despite the 
fact that these thinkers in their day spearheaded an Orthodox revival within 
what was then an increasingly secularized intelligentsia. Even during the “redis-
covery” of this indigenous cultural heritage, previously banned under the 
Communist regime, that took place in connection with the disintegration of the 
totalitarian system, the Church displayed a decidedly limited interest in their 
legacy, if not downright indifference towards it.1 While Western ignorance may 
reasonably be explained by the fact that the religious disposition of the Russian 
thinkers was out of step with the predominantly atheist trend of thought during 
the last century, the motive behind the Church’s lack of concern is rather more 
complicated. It might be argued, of course, that as long as the Church is mainly 
preoccupied with the task of strengthening its position in society and directs 
most of its energies towards regaining the ground it lost during the Soviet years 
of martyrdom and repression, it is only natural for it to be less interested in 
rehabilitating simultaneously a group of dead thinkers.  

While this argument certainly has some basis, there is another more pro-
found reason why their legacy remains contentious and why they have not 
gained general acceptance in ecclesiastical circles or received the official sanc-

                                                        
1 A notable exception is the efforts of Aleksandr Vladimirovich Men’ (1935-1990), a renowned 
priest and theologian with truly ecumenical intentions and wide philosophical horizons, who died 
in tragic and strange circumstances. 
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tion of the church. It lies in the nature of the thought of these thinkers itself, 
which has given rise periodically to uncertainties regarding its compatibility with 
established church doctrine, an issue which still remains largely unresolved. In 
fact, the question of its “orthodoxy” arose already during their life-times.  

Every so often, when doubts were raised, allusions were made to Gnosti-
cism, the arch-heresy of antiquity, which has been a thorn in the side of norma-
tive Christian theology ever since its inception. To be sure, such an accusation 
is not to be taken lightly for anyone who wishes to remain true to Orthodoxy. 
While the common view of the thinkers mentioned was that they only brought 
out and elaborated on what was already latent in Orthodox tradition, and on 
the whole they evaluated Gnosticism negatively, in the case of Nikolai Berdiaev 
one is struck by quite a specific strategy. On occasion Berdiaev chose to defend 
himself and his fellow philosophers against the charge by stating that they dis-
played neither affinity with, nor direct dependence on, Gnosticism.  

All the same, a closer look at his writings reveals that to all intents and pur-
poses he was profoundly engaged in “the gnostic challenge,” maintaining that 
“the question which Gnosis raises is a profoundly disturbing one which is al-
ways with us, an eternal Question that has its importance even to-day.”2 More-
over, although he took care not to designate himself as “gnostic,” he would 
recurrently employ the term “gnosis” with positive connotations. Indeed he 
would go so far as to state that “a truly Christian gnosis is a possibility, and 
such is the purpose of religious philosophy.”3 At the same time, he made a 
special effort to stress that his gnosis should not be considered equivalent to the 
Gnosis of the ancient heretics. In view of this demarcation, the question natu-
rally arises: What, then, did he have in mind? What were the defining features 
of the gnosis he wished to affirm and how did it differ from what he rejected? 
And how can this discrepancy be explained?  

Contrary to what might be thought, the answers to these questions are far 
from obvious. While the present thesis will not set out to elucidate the relation 
of Berdiaev’s thought to the encoded doctrine of the Orthodox Church, an 
issue which was briefly touched upon above, it will address the question of the 
nature of Berdiaev’s gnosis, based on a scrutiny of the occurrences and uses in 
his writings of this key concept itself. But this is not all. I shall also draw the 
reader’s attention to a cluster of attitudes and assumptions that permeate Ber-
diaev’s teaching on man, and which also shine through descriptions of his per-

                                                        
2 Nicolas Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, trans. Oliver Fielding Clarke (London: Geoffrey Bles / 
The Centenary Press, 1948), xiii; Nikolai Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha: problematika i 
apologiia khristianstva,” in Dialektika bozhestvennogo i chelovecheskogo (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo AST, 
2003), 276: “[…] самый вопрос, с которым связан гнозис, очень беспокойный и глубокий 
вопрос, вечный Вопрос, который и для наших дней имеет значение.” The English transla-
tion has been slightly amended. 
3 Nicolas Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, trans. R. M. French (New York: Collier Books, 1962), 53; 
Nikolai Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie: Prolegomeny k kritike Otkroveniia,” in Istina i otkrovenie 
(Saint Petersburg: Izdatel'stvo Russkogo Khristianskogo gumanitarnogo instituta, 1996), 49: “[…] 
возможен истинный христианский гнозис. Таким является замысел религиозной 
философии.” 
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sonal experience, and thereby advance an argument as to why and how, taken 
together, they may be said to make up parts of a greater whole, namely what 
might be termed a particular existential gnostic outlook or mindset, even when no 
explicit reference is made either to Gnosticism or Gnosis. This issue concerns 
Berdiaev’s assumed gnosticism, by which I understand both a certain sensibility 
and a philosophical position that significantly parallels that of ancient Gnosti-
cism.4 In order to facilitate an understanding of its specificity, I shall make use of 
an interpretive framework grounded in Hans Jonas’s pioneering philosophical 
exegesis of the written remains of ancient Gnosticism. More than any other 
scholar in the field, Hans Jonas (1903-1993) directed his energies to elucidating 
the philosophical configuration of the existential attitude of Gnosticism, the 
study of which revealed to him a particular vision of the relation between the 
human being, the cosmos and God. While Jonas made an existential reading of 
Gnosticism, I for my part aim, inversely, to explore the gnostic thrust of Ber-
diaev’s existential thought. In short, to undertake what might be termed a 
“gnostic reading” of Berdiaev through the Jonasian lens. Such a reading will 
unveil, I believe, a number of crucial facets, which have been intuited to a cer-
tain extent by previous research, but never before disclosed or explored in their 
full complexity. 

 

1.1.2. Jonasian Gnosticism as a Key Interpretive Framework 
I have chosen to name the conceptual framework established by Jonas that lies 
at the basis of my study, Jonasian Gnosticism. This neologism is introduced in 
order to signal that I am making use of a quite specific scholarly interpretive 
approach to, as well as representation of, what is commonly known as Gnosti-
cism.5 Jonasian Gnosticism is the ancient Gnostic phenomenon interpreted 
from an existentialist philosophical viewpoint using a phenomenological 
method. In relation to more established varieties of research, this line of ap-
proach was thought by its creator to represent a complementary, but no less 
vital one. Its uniqueness consisted not least in its vision of a core, or inner es-
sence, purportedly informing all the expressions of Gnostic thought, as well as 
in the profundity and subtlety of the philosophical elucidation of the existential 
first principles pertaining to this core. It highlights a cluster of motifs, demon-
strating the manner in which they intersect in the fabric of an integral whole, its 
basic tenet being that all the diverse, yet decidedly interconnected currents at-
tempted to tackle a number of fundamental and universal issues of human ex-

                                                        
4 It should be clear that I distinguish between gnosis and gnosticism, and also between the capi-
talized and uncapitalized versions of the these terms. See section 1.3.1. for commentary. 
5 The concept proposed here is naturally destined to be fraught with all the drawbacks inherent in 
any such construct. Obviously, it tends to privilege some aspects, while marginalizing others. This 
holds true, of course, not merely for Jonas’s interpretation of Gnosticism, but also for my own 
interpretation of Jonas. 
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istence. A famous fragment ascribed to Theodotos, a proponent of the so-
called Valentinian school of Gnostic thought, cited by Jonas, succinctly defines 
the burning questions that haunted the Gnostics in the following words: “What 
makes us free is the knowledge [gnosis] of who we were, what we have become; 
where we were, wherein we have been thrown; whereto we speed, wherefrom 
we are redeemed; what is birth and what rebirth.”6 As may be discerned from 
this fragment centred on four interrogative markers (whence, what, why, 
whereto), the chief striving of the Gnostics consisted in reaching an under-
standing of the root causes and nature of the present state of existence, as well 
as of the future of human destiny. The responses to these issues found expres-
sion in cosmic and supracosmic narrative myths, unequalled in profundity and 
splendour. 

 

1.1.3. Defining the Key Notions 
I shall address in the thematic section of my thesis several of the issues raised 
by Jonasian Gnosticism. If I may anticipate somewhat the response that shall 
be attempted to the question of Berdiaev’s alleged gnosticism, I would like to 
quote the rare, perhaps the only, instance when Berdiaev uses the concept of 
gnosticism in a positive sense: “Gnosticism must be affirmed but it must be 
existential gnosticism.”7 How I understand this “existential gnosticism” that I 
intend to deal with, may be summarized by reference to a quotation from 
Jonas: “[…] this strange and even shocking form of an extreme option about 
the meaning of Being, the situation of man, the absolute importance of self-
hood and the wrestling with the saving of this selfhood from all the powers of 
alienation that impinge on man […].”8 Although its full elucidation will only 
follow as I proceed, and I shall therefore have to put this very loosely in the 
form of an introductory statement, I would like to specify here the set of inter-
connected motifs implied in this quotation that will be my focus, motifs that 
were singled out by Jonas as fundamental to the doctrine and existential attitude 
of Gnosticism. Foremost among these is that of gnosis itself, as a cathartic and 
liberating form of knowledge, already implied in the quotation from Theodotos 
given above. Another crucial notion is what Jonas called “acosmism” or “de-
mundanization [Entweltlichung],” which I understand on the one hand as a non-
acceptance of the world, and on the other, as an active emancipatory striving to-
wards transcending it, a renouncing of “worldliness.” Closely related to this is 
the radical attitude of the Gnostic towards the world, which may take the form 

                                                        
6 Quoted after Hans Jonas, The Gnostic Religion: The Message of the Alien God and the Beginnings of 
Christianity, 3rd ed. (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001), 334. 
7 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Divine and the Human, trans. R. M. French (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1949), 
46-47; Nikolai Berdiaev, “Ėkzistentsial’naia dialektika bozhestvennogo i chelovecheskogo,” in O 
naznachenii cheloveka (Moscow: Respublika, 1993), 279-280: “Нужно утверждать гностицизм, но 
гностицизм экзистенциальный.”  
8 Ibid., xxvi.  
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of non-conformity or of metaphysical revolt. Additionally, his situation in the 
world is characterized by an experience of non-belonging or alienation, a pre-
dicament whose rationale lies in the conviction that his innermost self, his 
pneuma or spirit, takes pride in an otherworldly, or supramundane, origin. Im-
plied herein is a distinction between two world orders, or more specifically a 
dualism between this world, or cosmos, pictured in negative terms and the truly 
divine world from where this innermost self, consubstantial with God, origi-
nates. Despite Jonas’s tendency to privilege negative concepts, in the latter two 
points the reason why the Gnostic doctrine cannot be considered exclusively 
rejectionist is to be found, since its negative attitude towards the world is 
matched by an equally strong and lofty vision of man in (his) capacity of being 
a divine spirit, as well as by a defence of his inner dignity in the face of what are 
seen as malignant forces of enslavement and, in Berdiaev’s case, of objectifica-
tion. The Gnostic struggle can be considered in this sense to be a striving for 
authenticity and freedom within what is perceived as a place of isolation and 
exile.  

To put what has just been said slightly differently and more systematically, 
the key motifs that will be explored in the thematic analysis, may be enumerated 
as follows:  
• Demundanization as a devaluation of the world order and a corresponding 

eschatological flight towards transcension of the given 
• The revolutionary or rebellious element in this “rejection of the world”; the 

revolt of the spirit 
• Alienation or strangeness in the world as key existential experience 
• Dualism: a) variations on anthropic dualism, not least that between soul and 

body, on the one hand, and between soul and spirit on the other; b) a meta-
physical dualism between two world orders or modes of being  

• Pneumocentric anthropology: The primacy of spirit (the “pneumatic self”) 
over the world and its concurrent affinity with God; a “saving of the self-
hood” from the powers that impede its liberty 

• The centrality of gnosis both as revelatory source of insight and as saving 
knowledge; the possibility of a spiritual enlightenment; gnosis as participa-
tory knowledge and transformative spiritual experience; the soteriological 
and eschatological aspects of this particular mode of knowledge 

As may be gathered from the above, key notions that will appear throughout 
are demundanization, dualism, pneumatism, and gnosis, to which will be added a few 
other related and complementary ones as I proceed with the investigation. They 
will be applied in an attempt to elucidate what bearing they might have on Ber-
diaev’s thought.  

Besides making use of these motifs and notions borrowed from Jonasian 
Gnosticism, I shall also investigate the beginning of Berdiaev’s activity as a 
religious philosopher, which may reveal something of his basic inspirations, as 
well as the biographical context of the concurrent first appearances and uses in 
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his texts of the concept of gnosis. In addition, his attitude towards the ancient 
Gnostics and his estimation of their thought will be treated in a separate chap-
ter. But before I turn to these issues, I shall offer in the remaining sections of 
this introductory chapter some comments on previous research relevant to the 
subject matter; advance an argument for the novelty and relevance of my own contribu-
tion in relation to this previous research; clarify and define what is meant here 
by Gnosticism; shed some light on what constitutes the originality of Hans Jonas’s 
approach; and lastly, attempt to address a few possible objections to my own line of 
approach. 
 

1.2. Previous Research  

1.2.1. Two Varieties of Research 
Generally speaking, modern research into Gnosticism has taken one of two 
roads. The first category of research examines ancient Gnosticism as a unique 
and single historical occurrence, or more accurately as the manifestation of a 
compound of interrelated religious currents, with an equally unrepeatable situ-
atedness, though it does recognize aligned currents in later epochs, such as 
Manichaeism, Bogomilism, Catharism and others. This variety of research has 
flourished since the second half of the last century, boosted by the belated pub-
lication of the collection of original Gnostic scriptures unearthed in Egypt in 
1945, and by a considerable increase in public interest. This approach has been 
the customary one within the exacting scholarly fields of philology, theology 
and the history of religion, and remains so to this day, with good reason. Some 
of its central findings will provide the basis for my discussion of Gnosticism in 
1.3. 

And yet, possibly owing to the evocative nature of the phenomenon under 
scrutiny, renowned scholars working within the parameters of this line of re-
search, such as Adolf von Harnack and Hans Jonas, could not refrain from 
suggesting the existence of what appeared to be gnosticizing tendencies in the 
culture of Modernity, thereby opening up for the second variety of research. 
The latter, which is decidedly more speculative than the one mentioned above, 
recognizes in ancient Gnosticism what might be termed a prototype of a mode 
of thought, or a value structure, with certain inalienable features, that is thought 
to have (re)surfaced in more recent times, be it in Modernity or Postmodernity, 
without, however, there necessarily being any direct attestable dependency on 
ancient Gnosticism. Instead, the relevance of Gnosticism lies in this case in its 
archetypal or paradigmatic function. This line of research has given rise to a 
rich harvest of studies that pinpoint various echoes of Gnosticism mainly 
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within modern esoteric currents of thought, (religious) philosophy,9 social and 
political discourses,10 and imaginative fiction.11 The classical philologist Gilles 
Quispel, even went so far as to endorse the vision of a continuous and momen-
tous presence of gnosis in European culture: “Besides these two [faith and 
reason], there has always existed a third current in the West, namely gnosis. 
Gnosis arose in Alexandria at the beginning of our era. [---] Jerusalem, Athens 
and Alexandria, these are the three cities that have defined our culture. But the 
most neglected of the currents that arose there is the Alexandrian.”12 The pres-
ent thesis may be counted as belonging to this second variety of research, in 
view of the fact that it examines the configuration of a particular case of what 
might be termed twentieth-century philosophical neo-gnosticism.  
 

1.2.2. Studies of Gnostic Elements in Modern Russian Culture and 
in Berdiaev in Particular 
An indication of the scholarly interest that Gnosticism have generated during 
the past two decades in Russia is the series of academic conferences arranged 
annually at the Rudomino Library for Foreign Literature in Moscow under the 
banner “Russia and Gnosis” (“Rossiia i Gnozis”). The contributions to these 
symposia belong to both of the above-mentioned categories.13 Independent of 
these, a number of other studies have appeared, Russian or otherwise, that 
explore alleged gnostic motifs in the thought of Russian thinkers, principally 
Vladimir Solov’ëv,14 and also in writers of imaginative fiction, such as Aleksandr 

                                                        
9 See Gnosis und Mystik in der Geschichte der Philosophie, ed. Peter Koslowski (Zurich and Munich: 
Artemis Verlag, 1988). 
10 See Religionstheorie und politische Theologie. Bd 2, Gnosis und Politik, ed. Jacob Taubes (Munich: 
Wilhelm Fink Verlag / Verlag Ferdinand Schöningh, 1984). 
11 See Gnosis and Hermeticism from Antiquity to Modern Times, Roelof van den Broek and Wouter J. 
Hanegraaff eds. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998); Richard Smith, “Afterword: 
The Modern Relevance of Gnosticism,” in The Nag Hammadi Library in English, 3rd ed., ed. James 
M. Robinson (San Fransisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990), 532-549. 
12 Gnosis: De derde component van de Europese cultuurtraditie, ed. Gilles Quispel (Haarlem: Rozekruis 
pers, 2005), 15, 16: “Naast deze twee [het geloof en de rede] heeft altijd een derde stroming in het 
Westen bestaan, de gnosis. De gnosis ontstond in Alexandrië omtrent het begin van onze jaar-
telling. [---] Jeruzalem, Athene en Alexandrië, deze drie zijn de steden die onze cultuur hebben 
bepaald. Maar de meest miskende van de stromingen die daar ontstonden, is de Alexandrijnse.” 
13 Proceedings of the conferences are published annually by the library. 
14 See Piama P. Gaidenko, “Gnostische Motive in der Philosophie Schellings und Solowjews,” in 
Philosophische Religion: Gnosis zwischen Philosophie und Theologie, ed. Peter Koslowski (Munich: Wil-
helm Fink Verlag, 2006), 127-148; Maria Carlson, “Gnostic Elements in the Cosmogony of 
Vladimir Soloviev,” in Russian Religious Thought, Judith Deutsch Kornblatt and Richard F. Gustaf-
son eds. (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1996), 49-67; Aleksandr Vladimirovich 
D’iakov, Gnosticheskie motivy v filosofii V. S. Solov’ëva, dissertation presented at Saint Petersburg State 
University in 2001, unpublished manuscript; Aleksei Pavlovich Kozyrëv, Solov’ëv i gnostiki (Mos-
cow: Izdatel’ Savin S. A., 2007). 
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Blok15 and Andrei Platonov,16 to name only a few. A number of more inclusive 
monographs that trace what might be termed the neo-gnostic trajectory in Rus-
sian thought also deserve mention. Irene Masing-Delic’s Abolishing Death: A 
Salvation Myth of Russian Twentieth-Century Literature, applies gnosticizing “param-
eters” to a number of modern Russian writers and thinkers, proponents of 
what she has christened the “immortalizers’ vision of the world.”17 Aleksandr 
D’iakov’s monograph Gnosticism and Russian Philosophy is another fine and ambi-
tious work that deserves mention, but which, regrettably, does not award Ber-
diaev more than a few pages.18  

As concerns Berdiaev, a vast number of minor works, mainly articles, have 
pointed to the existence of an underlying gnostic subtext or an alleged “hidden 
gnosticism” embedded in his thought. In fact, works of this kind were being 
published already during the philosopher’s lifetime. Almost without exception, 
the discovery of any such underlying element that smacked of gnosticism was 
evaluated at the time in a decidedly negative light. In fact, Berdiaev was “ac-
cused” quite straightforwardly on several occasions of holding gnostic views. In 
his autobiography he complains that it was especially his unorthodox idea of an 
uncreated freedom that provoked this allegation: “Orthodox Christians, Catho-
lics, and Protestants, who considered themselves right-minded, attacked my 
idea of an uncreated freedom, seeing in it a non-Christian dualism, gnosticism, 
a limiting of the omnipotence of the Divinity. But I always had the impression 
that I was being misunderstood.”19 Let us take a closer look at a few of the 
studies that make reference to gnosis or Gnosticism and purport to investigate 
the Gnostic connection. 

Berdiaev’s friend and fellow existentialist philosopher Lev Shestov (1866-
1938) authored an article entitled “Nikolai Berdiaev: Gnosis and Existential 
Philosophy,” in which he questions the expediency of Berdiaev’s references to 

                                                        
15 See F. Flamant, “Les tentations gnostiques dans la pensée lyrique d'A. Blok,” Revue des études 
slaves 54, no. 4 (1982): 583-592. 
16 See Kazimiera Ingdahl, “Andrej Platonov’s Revolutionary Utopia: A Gnostic Reading,” Wiener 
Slawistischer Almanach 46 (2000): 17-43. 
17 Irene Masing-Delic, Abolishing Death: A Salvation Myth of Russian Twentieth-Century Literature 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), 26. Masing-Delic focuses on what might be termed 
utopian millenarian immanentism, which I believe differs from the “dualistic transcendent relig-
ion of salvation” which is Jonasian Gnosticism. Regrettably, her work neglects to treat 
Mayakovsky and Platonov, who certainly would have deserved a given place in her highly capti-
vating and evocative study.  
18 Aleksandr Vladimirovich D’iakov, Gnostitsizm i russkaia filosofiia: opyt istoriko-filosofskogo analiza 
(Moscow: Izdatel’stvo RGSU Soiuz, 2003), 264-266. Contrary to established practice, D’iakov 
provides his reader with a detailed survey of foreign and indigenous scholarly studies on Gnosti-
cism. He should therefore be credited with having laid a conscientious scholarly foundation for 
his subsequent examination, something that ought to be obligatory in any such study, but which, 
alas, is a rarity. 
19 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” in Samopoznanie (Moscow: Eksmo, 2008), 565: 
“Православные, католики, протестанты, чувствующие себя ортодоксальными, очень 
нападали на мою идею несотворенной свободы, видели в ней нехристианский дуализм, 
гностицизм, ограничение всемогущества Божества. Но я всегда имел впечатление, что 
меня не понимают.”  
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“gnosis” as his source of philosophical insight.20 Ironically, despite being a fide-
ist and a belligerent antirationalist, Shestov nevertheless makes use of quite 
commonsensical, even rationalist, arguments in his case against Berdiaev’s gno-
sis. For Shestov, gnosis is a much too ungraspable and tenuous concept to be 
viable in philosophical discourse. The article quite clearly reveals the discre-
pancy between the sceptic agnostic variety of existential thought, represented 
here by Shestov, and the gnosticizing variety, represented by Berdiaev, which 
recognizes a suprarational or mystical mode of knowledge, namely gnosis.  

No less importantly, in the 1930s the Russian emigrant, and Catholic nun, 
Justina (Juliia) Danzas (1879-1942) published two studies devoted to investigat-
ing the Manichaean tendencies in Orthodoxy, and the relation between Russian 
religious philosophy and Gnosticism.21 Having published a voluminous study 
on ancient Gnosticism roughly twenty years earlier, she might be said to have 
been especially suited for such an undertaking. Unfortunately, in the second of 
her truly pioneering studies, she treats almost exclusively the Sophia connection 
in Solov’ëv and Bulgakov, mentioning Berdiaev only in passing, owing to the 
fact that Sophia played a lesser role in his thought. Significant for our context, 
nonetheless, is the fact that in 1936 Berdiaev himself responded to her findings 
by writing a review of the longer of these two studies, where he also comments 
on the Gnostic connection, an issue to which I shall return in 2.2.6. 

Disappointingly, much of the early commentary on Berdiaev’s alleged gnos-
tic tendencies is propelled by what could be termed a heresiological cause, usu-
ally from one or other theological point of view. This is to some extent the case 
with Danzas, and to an even greater degree with the Jesuit pater Paul V. Ken-
nedy’s doctoral dissertation, A Philosophical Appraisal of the Modernist Gnosticism of 
Nicholas Berdyaev, which is another example of an early assessment of Berdiaev’s 
thought written during the philosopher’s lifetime, i.e. in 1936. The stated pur-
pose of this study was “to expound and evaluate the predominant tendencies 
manifested in Berdyaev’s post-[First World] war writings,” the basic thesis pro-
pounded being that the “most important aspect common to all his works is a 
modified type of Gnosticism resting on a foundation of Modernist ‘vital experi-
ence.’”22 As it turns out, the title of the work is somewhat misleading, in view of 
the fact that it is not so much an investigation into Berdiaev’s “gnosticism,” as a 
general evaluation of the theological implications of his philosophy in the light 
of Catholic apologetics. Only in the concluding seventh chapter does Kennedy 
give an account of what exactly “modernist Gnosticism” amounts to, where he 

                                                        
20 Lev Shestov, “Nikolai Berdiaev: gnozis i ėkzistentsial’naia filosofiia.” The article was published 
posthumously in the journal Sovremennye zapiski, no. 63, 1938, and republished in the anthology N. 
A. Berdiaev: pro et contra 1, ed. A. A. Ermichev (Saint Petersburg: Izdatel’stvo Russkogo Khristian-
skogo gumanitarnogo instituta, 1994), 411-436. 
21 Julia Danzas, L'Itinéraire religieux de la conscience russes (Paris: Les editions du CERF, 1935); Julia 
Danzas, “Les réminiscences gnostiques dans la philosophie religieuse russe moderne,” Revue des 
Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques 25 (1936): 658-685. 
22 Paul V. Kennedy, S. J., A Philosophical Appraisal of the Modernist Gnosticism of Nicholas Berdyaev, 
PhD thesis presented at St. Louis University, 1936, unpublished manuscript, 10. 
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draws a brief comparison between Berdiaev’s philosophy and Gnosticism. 
Kennedy concludes that Berdiaev “is a Gnostic,”23 and in another passage that 
“Berdyaev must be charged with defending a kind of Manicheism – a modified, 
diluted kind which is, however, no more acceptable than the original form of 
that heresy.”24 Having refuted Berdiaev’s philosophy point by point on the basis 
of its divergence from Catholic theology, Kennedy wraps up his study with 
what amounts to a veritable warning against Berdiaev in the form of an apology 
for the Catholic mother church:  

It would be most agreeable to interpret Berdyaev as a pilgrim struggling towards 
the truth, misled perhaps on some points but still essentially sound and whole-
some. It is Berdyaev himself, however, who rejects such an interpretation; he 
makes it plain that it is precisely against traditional Christianity that he is waging 
his fight. And as long as he persists in that attitude and continues to propose 
himself as a self-made religious leader bearing the burden of correcting the 
Church and inaugurating the new spirituality which the future calls for, so long 
must one be very slow to accord him reverence or pin one’s hopes of the future 
on him. Modernist Gnosticism is a dangerous malady.25 

Kennedy’s study is not merely seriously flawed by its apologetic-polemic tone, 
but also by its exclusive reliance on heresiological sources for the delineation of 
Gnosticism. In sum, the reader finds here an illustration of the highly depreca-
tory tone lingering in this field of research, demonstrating that heresiology of 
the classic brand was still alive and well in the 1930s.  

Another article, published in the same year, is written in the same vein as 
Kennedy’s study, although it is of considerably lesser scope. The stated purpose 
of Vernon J. Bourke’s article “The Gnosticism of N. Berdyaev,” is “to point 
out those things which Roman Catholic readers have found attractive in this 
new philosophy and also to indicate Berdyaevian teachings which do not seem 
to be consonant with Neo-Scholasticism.”26 The aim is thus apologetic, rather 
than scholarly, and the title of the article functions mainly as a deterrent di-
rected towards Catholic readers who in the opinion of the author are unduly 
drawn to the philosopher without realizing the peril, rather than as an indica-
tion of what is actually treated in the article. True, Bourke does refer to Ber-
diaev’s differentiation between two forms of mysticism, one of them charac-
terized by the latter as “gnostic,” and also hints at some gnosticizing tendencies 
in his thoughts on freedom and the spirit. But he nevertheless arrives at the 
conclusion that it is “evident that it is not this vague gnosticism of the spirit 
which has attracted so much recent attention.”27 Nonetheless, Bourke feels 
obliged to issue a warning, and his admonition to Catholic readers is that Ber-

                                                        
23 Ibid., 206. 
24 Ibid., 134. 
25 Ibid., 229-230. 
26 Vernon J. Bourke, “The Gnosticism of N. Berdyaev,” Thought: A Review of Culture and Idea, 
Fordham University Quarterly, no. 11 (Dec. 1936): 409. 
27 Ibid., 419-420. 
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diaev “is not the simple Christian that he appears on first glance. He is an ex-
ample of a very complex mentality.”28 And he goes on to caution that “the very 
intense zeal with which he [Berdiaev] thinks and writes is a fertile source of 
error.”29 To illustrate his point, Bourke refers to Berdiaev’s idea of an “aristo-
cracy of the spirit,” which, he insinuates, implies an unacceptable form of elit-
ism, supposedly displayed in Gnosticism. He further declares that it is evident 
“that the general philosophical position of Berdyaev is not consonant with 
Catholic Scholasticism,”30 and after having clarified on what points Berdiaev 
diverges from the latter, his final words on the issue are as follows: “Berdyaev 
has wonderfully profound and wise views on the problems of human life, hu-
man society, and human history, but his metaphysics is warped by his anti-
intellectualism. It would be more correct to say that he has no metaphysics. His 
valuable contributions to practical philosophy are vitiated by his lack of system, 
his excessive dependence on intuition, his misunderstanding of Christian Aris-
totelianism.”31 

It is possible that Berdiaev may have known of Bourke’s article. A passage in 
his autobiography reveals at least that he was familiar with a similar line of rea-
soning that would sympathize with his views on human society, while at the 
same time passing judgment on his supposed gnostic tendencies: “It was my 
Christian sociology, my insistance that the Christian world should implement 
social truth, that met with the greatest sympathies in the West. Thanks to this I 
was forgiven what they had the habit of calling the ‘gnostic’ deviation of my 
religious philosophy, my insufficiently orthodox ideas about freedom and hu-
man creativity.”32  

Berdiaev was attacked not only from the side of Orthodox and Catholic 
critics, but also by Protestants. In his article “Un gnostique moderne: Nicolas 
Berdiaeff,” published two years after the two last mentioned studies, i.e. in 
1938, Eugène Porret proposes to analyze merely one aspect of Berdiaev’s 
thought, namely “the most peculiar and least understood: the gnostic nature of 
his system.”33 After having enumerated some basic tenets of Berdiaev’s views 
on freedom, the fall, redemption and so forth, Porret states that “Berdiaev 
wanted to create a Christian gnosis in opposition to modern materialist and 
scientific philosophy.”34 Although this contention might be correct as far as it 

                                                        
28 Ibid., 420. 
29 Ibid., 421. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid., 422. 
32 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 530: “Наибольшее сочувствие на Западе вызывала моя 
христианская социология, мое требование, чтобы христианский мир осуществлял 
социальную правду. За это мне прощали ‘гностические,’ как любили говорить, уклоны 
моей религиозной философии, мои недостаточно ортодоксальные мысли о свободе и 
творчестве человека.” 
33 Eugène Porret, “Un gnostique moderne: Nicolas Berdiaeff,” Foi et Vie, no. 99/100 (1938): 188: 
“l’aspect le plus curieux et le moins compris: le caractère gnostique de son système.” 
34 Ibid., 197: “Berdiaeff a voulu créer une gnose chrétienne en opposition à la philosophie 
matérialiste et scientifique moderne.” 
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goes, it should be pointed out that Porret merely hints at a gnostic connection, 
but does not actually explore one in any greater detail. The only instance is an 
introductory remark, where he points in the direction of gnosis in the more 
limited sense: “Just like the Gnostics of the first centuries, Berdiaeff makes 
claims of having attained a certain knowledge, without doubt imperfect and 
partial, about the mystery of man and of God, about creation and of being, by 
means of a mystical intuition.”35 It is this mystical source of knowledge that 
ultimately becomes Porret’s stumbling block, although on entirely different 
grounds than was the case with Shestov. In Porret’s view, Berdiaev takes far 
too great liberties in relation to the authoritative word of the Bible. To demon-
strate his point, he recounts an anecdote about a conference attended by both 
Berdiaev and the prominent protestant theologian Karl Barth. As soon as Ber-
diaev had explained some aspects of his metaphysics, Barth reportedly ex-
claimed: “From where do you know all that?”36 Curiously, Porret’s conclusion 
turns out to be quite similar to that of Kennedy, namely that Berdiaev makes a 
fatal error in diverging from the normative religious tradition, although, being a 
Protestant, he points to Berdiaev’s deviation from the authority of the Bible, 
whereas Kennedy falls back on the authority of the Pope (Pius X). Porret ends 
his article with the following words of warning: “A Protestant would, without 
doubt, discover there the constant peril of ‘gnosis,’ this treacherous liberty that 
the mind indulges, in order to explore the least accessible domains in contra-
vention of Biblical Revelation; and he would recognize the menace that mysti-
cal and gnostic thought has always succumbed to throughout the entire history 
of the Church, namely of being more Neoplatonic than Evangelical.”37 This 
unanticipated finale, an allegation of Neoplatonism, rather than of Gnosticism, 
which one would think ought to be more appropriate in the context, only 
serves to expose the inconsequentiality in Porret’s study of “the gnostic nature” 
of Berdiaev’s thought.  

The authors mentioned so far, writing at a time when Berdiaev was still alive, 
should be honoured despite their preconceived notions for spotting the Gnos-
tic link early on, and for establishing the relevance of this subject matter. What 
their studies obviously failed to provide, despite their titles and stated purpose, 
was a structured investigation into the Gnostic connection that goes beyond 
mere allegations and insinuations. Since their time, and subsequent to Ber-
diaev’s passing, virtually every work published on Berdiaev tends to make allu-
sion to gnosticism in some way or another, although this is most often done in 
passing, and still without systematic examination. References to scholarship on 

                                                        
35 Ibid., 188: “Comme les gnostiques des premiers siècles, Berdiaeff prétend arriver à une certaine 
connaissance, incomplète et imparfaite sans doute, du mystère de l’homme et de Dieu, de la 
création et de l’être, par l’intuition mystique.” 
36 Ibid., 198. 
37 Ibid., 199: “Un protestant y découvrira sans doute, toujours le péril de la ‘gnose’, cette danger-
euse liberté que l’esprit se donne d’explorer, hors de la Révélation biblique, les domaines les 
moins accessibles; et il vérifiera le risque auquel tout au long de l’histoire de l’Église, la pensée 
gnostique et mystique succombe: à savoir d’être davantage néoplatonicienne qu’évangélique.” 
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Gnosticism appear only extremely rarely, and not at all to original Gnostic 
sources. On the other hand, the studies that do include a more thorough and 
substantial commentary on Gnosticism, such as those by Danzas or D’iakov, 
regrettably mention Berdiaev only in passing.  

Moreover, the perspectives on what Berdiaev’s supposed gnostic leanings 
consist in, vary considerably. In addition to his doctrine of an uncreated free-
dom, mention may be made of four specific aspects of Berdiaev’s thinking that 
commentators believe imply gnosticism, namely his claims to an unmediated 
spiritual source of knowledge (gnosis), his thoughts on androgyny,38 his negative 
view of the world and of Being (Gal’tseva), and finally his elevation of the sta-
tus of man to that of, or even above, God, something which is perceived as 
incompatible with a Christian standpoint (Gaidenko). Other recent works have 
identified individual gnostic elements, for example in his philosophy of Eros.39  

Especially valuable for the present investigation are the studies by Georgii 
Fedotov, Renata Gal’tseva and Piama Gaidenko, where one finds some excep-
tionally perceptive observations. Gal’tseva for one anticipates the principal line 
of inquiry of the present thesis. In her commentary on the thought of Berdiaev 
she points to a broad kinship between Gnosticism and modern existentialism, 
arguing that “Existentialism is above all a version of the gnostic sense of the 
world.”40 Although I think that Gal’tseva has hit upon a crucial point, she never 
indicates her actual source for having drawn this parallel, assuming as if it were 
a natural fact that the two are more or less equivalent, an assertion which may 
be seriously questioned. Surprisingly, Jonas is not mentioned in the context, 
despite the fact that he was the one who originally drew attention to the affinity 
between these two currents of thought. There is, however, an indication in 
Gal’tseva’s text that Jonas must have been her starting place for the compari-
son, namely in the motif which she has chosen to privilege. In her view, the 
many variants of Existentialism all lead to a “repulsion of the world [ottalki-
vanie ot mira],” stating that “of all points in the Existentialist canon, the key 
point is a rejection of the world […].”41 As I see it, this must certainly be a co-
vert borrowing of Jonas’s notion of “acosmism” or “demundanization 
[Entweltlichung],” which will be treated in chapter 3.2 of this thesis. No further 
comments on the above-mentioned scholars will be made here, as references to 
their works will be made throughout. 

 

                                                        
38 Olga Matich, “Androgyny and the Russian Silver Age,” Pacific Coast Philology 14 (Oct. 1979): 43: 
“Androgyny symbolizes perfection, plenitude or a godlike state, achieved by the transcendence of 
masculine-feminine polarity. In his interpretation of Genesis, Berdiaev reiterates the age-old 
Gnostic notion of androgyny: in essence we are androgynes; in history we are men or women.”  
39 Iurii Iur’evich Chërnyi, “Gnosticheskie motivy v filosofii ėrosa Berdiaeva,” 
http://socionavtika.narod.ru/Staty/diegesis/ch_berdyaew.htm. Accessed December 5, 2010. 
40 Renata Aleksandrovna Gal’tseva, Ocherki russkoi utopicheskoi mysli XX veka (Moscow: Nauka, 
1991), 18: “Экзистенциализм – это прежде всего вариант гностического мирочувствия.”  
41 Ibid.: “Из всех пунктов экзистенцилистского канона ключевым оказывается 
миронеприятие […].” 
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1.2.3. Relevance and Novelty of This Thesis in Relation to 
Previous Research 
As the above outline makes clear, there exists a widespread recognition of the 
presence in Berdiaev’s thought of elements which might be called gnostic, in-
deed have been termed just that. My own contribution thus represents a new 
take on the Gnostic connection, not its actual discovery. Nonetheless, even if 
isolated observations have been made, no scholar to my knowledge has dared 
venture a detailed and sufficiently thorough investigation of the subject. More-
over, although I am not opposed in principle to tentative attempts to locate 
modern gnosticism(s), and my study after all might be considered to belong to 
that category, I am deeply aware of the dangers inherent to such an undertak-
ing. In order to avoid some of the worst pitfalls, there are a number of key 
issues that need to be addressed. First of all it must be clarified on what 
grounds a general gnosticism is being ascribed to Berdiaev, if one is being as-
cribed, and why it is thought useful and applicable. From a dogmatic theologi-
cal perspective Berdiaev might qualify as a wholesale gnostic, without this hav-
ing to be argued to any greater degree. But the arguments brought forward to 
support such a view are often outmoded and antiquated, do not go beyond 
replicating the caricature drawn by the ancient opponents of Gnocticism, and 
tend to disregard the complexity of the issue at hand, consciously or not. Defin-
ing what is understood by gnosticism in the first place is crucial here, at least if 
one wishes to go beyond mere stereotypes. As a general ascriptive category it 
tends to lose much of its efficacy in cases where it lacks distinct and clear defi-
nition. As this is rarely undertaken, a situation has arisen where, as Ioan Culianu 
once put it, gnosis, which he tends to employ as a synonym for gnosticism, has 
become something of “a sick sign,” suffering from “hypersemy,” defined here 
as “a situation in which a nearly void concept (in our case, Gnosis) can accom-
modate with different contexts, in which it acquires different meanings.”42 I 
therefore agree with him that “Gnosis [and gnosticism, I might add] tends to 
become a meaningless word in an interpretation where no clear limits are put to 
this concept.”43 The issue becomes even more problematic when scholars neg-
lect to consult relevant and authoritative scholarship on the subject. My point, 
then, is that any gnostic ascription ought to be clearly circumscribed and based 
on references to relevant studies, and not merely propelled by an indiscriminate 
polemic thrust. Part of the aim of the following study is to meet such a de-
mand, and to approach Berdiaev’s thought, not from the perspective of one or 
other particular doctrine or theology, or any extrinsic criteria, other than that of 
Jonasian Gnosticism.44  

                                                        
42 Ioan P. Culianu, “The Gnostic Revenge: Gnosticism and Romantic Literature,” in Religionstheo-
rie und Politische Theologie, Band 2: Gnosis und Politik, ed. Jacob Taubes (Munich: Wilhelm Fink 
Verlag / Verlag Ferdinand Schöningh, 1984), 291. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Although I rely heavily on Jonas, I am not exclusively dependent on him. In section 1.3. I also 
seek advice from other scholars active within this field of research. 
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Second, if earlier commentaries on Berdiaev’s alleged gnosticism have 
tended to steer clear of precising definition and the referencing of relevant 
scholarship, they have also, almost without exception, failed to take Berdiaev’s 
own portrayal of ancient Gnosticism and his critique of the Gnostics into ac-
count. I for my part believe that it is not justifiable to disregard Berdiaev’s re-
current references to and quite intricate commentary on the classic Gnostics. 
The single fact that Berdiaev himself chose to polemicize with them, or rather 
with the demonic phantom image of them that he inherited from the heresiolo-
gists, can hardly be considered irrelevant in the context. On the contrary, his 
attitude towards them must be scrutinized before any general ascription of him 
as “gnostic” or of his philosophy as “gnosticism” can be made. In any case, his 
own attitude certainly ought to qualify any such ascription, if not to actually 
invalidate such an ascription altogether. There is also a good chance that it will 
tell us a great deal about his own professed gnosticism. To be sure, the sole fact 
that Berdiaev differentiates between different gnoses is in itself a sufficient ar-
gument for not speaking simply of gnosticism or of gnosis.  

I might bring my survey of previous research to a close, then, by stating that 
the studies mentioned above make a number of isolated, and in some cases 
exceptionally valuable, observations, but that there exists as yet no in-depth 
study which has taken a wider view in investigating so-called gnostic elements 
in Berdiaev’s thought. In addition, previous studies lack specific qualification 
and definition based on references to relevant academic works, and also neglect 
to comment on his critique of the Gnostics. If my study succeeds in meeting 
these criteria, as is the intention, then I believe it does indeed represent a size-
able contribution to Berdiaev studies. 

 

1.3. What is Gnosticism? 
Despite the impression that I might have given in the section above, my aim is 
not to make an exhaustive all-purpose study of the relation between Berdiaev’s 
thought and so-called historical Gnosticism of the first centuries BCE.45 Rather, 
I have chosen a specific line of approach, and a restricted one at that. Nonethe-
less, since my study is undeniably grounded within the framework that was the 
product of investigation into what is commonly known as Gnosticism, it will be 
necessary to include a few general remarks relevant to the latter. This will be 
done in an effort to resolve the issue of definition, the desirability of which is 
apparent from the above commentary on previous research, as well as to com-
pensate for my somewhat artificial isolation of Jonasian Gnosticism from the 

                                                        
45 Such a task would far surpass my abilities as well as go beyond the limits set for the present 
thesis. It would demand, I believe, a thorough and in-depth knowledge of the original Gnostic 
sources, and should therefore be carried out by someone who has devoted as much time to 
studying these sources as to studying Berdiaev. 
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general trend in modern scholarly research. After all, research has proceeded 
since Jonas’s day and the study of Gnosticism has virtually exploded in the 
course of recent decades,46 primarily in response to a wealth of newly unearthed 
sources, and their subsequent publication in facsimile editions, as well as in 
English translation. It should be emphasized, however, that although I have 
consulted a number of contemporary studies during the course of my research, 
as well as translations of original Gnostic writings, I remain close to Jonas. To 
my mind, Jonas’s contribution is not obsolete. In his capacity as a philosopher 
who explicated the ancient Gnostic phenomenon, he remains unrivalled. 

 

1.3.1. Basic Definition and General Considerations  
Gnosticism is commonly used as a generic term for designating a certain cluster 
of religious belief systems that flourished in Late Antiquity. It was defined by 
Jonas as “a broad variety of religious teachings that were rife in the Hellenized 
Near East of the first centuries A.D. and purported to offer knowledge of the 
otherwise hidden truth of total reality as the indispensible key to man’s salva-
tion.”47 Basic to this definition is the understanding of Gnosticism as an array 
of interconnected currents of religious thought as well as an emphasis on Gno-
sis as salvific knowledge. Both of these points will be examined in turn a little 
more closely below. 

Detailed historical studies demonstrate that neither Gnosticism nor early 
Christianity consisted in unitary movements in the early days. Instead, there 
appears to have existed a spectrum of quite disparate groups, movements and 
currents, which stood in differing relation to each other and to earlier tradition-
ary faiths. Bentley Layton writes that “in the three centuries before the reign of 
Constantine [which began in 306 CE] it is harder to find anything resembling 
one mainstream church or one central tradition: instead of a mainstream one 
finds many tributaries.”48 And, in “the first three centuries there was only spo-
radic coordination among the various Christian groups and certainly no central-
ized uniformity. [---] Although it is historically correct to speak of early Christi-
anity as one religion, it can also be described as a complex network of individ-
ual parties, groups, sects, or denominations.”49 In other words, the generic term 

                                                        
46 My knowledge of ancient Gnosticism is based primarily on the translated Gnostic texts pub-
lished in Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures: A New Translation with Annotations (New York: 
Doubleday, 1995), and The Nag Hammadi Scriptures: The International Edition, ed. Marvin Meyer 
(New York: HarperOne, 2007), as well as on two classic monographs, namely Kurt Rudolph's 
Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism, trans. and ed. Robert McLachlan Wilson (San 
Francisco: HarperSanFransisco, 1987), and Jonas, Gnostic Religion. 
47 Hans Jonas, “Gnosticism,” in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy 3, ed. Paul Edwards (New York: The 
Macmillan Company & The Free Press, 1967), 336. 
48 Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, p. xvii. 
49 Ibid., xviii. In contrast to what was once the case, contemporary scholarship tends to avoid the 
notion of “Gnosticism” and “Christianity” as two self-contained, monolithic and mutually exclu-
sive entities. Instead, it paints a considerably more complex picture. 
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Gnosticism has covered a range of currents that exhibit certain divergences. 
Nowadays, scholars commonly tend to classify the main Gnostic groups as 
belonging to one or other of two geographical categories, namely Persian 
Gnosticism (Manichaeism and Mandaeanism) or Syrian-Egyptian Gnosticism 
(Sethian, Thomasine, Valentinian, Basilidian). In addition, numerous minor 
groups and subcategories are recognized. It is a disputed issue as to whether 
Marcionism and Hermetism should be considered to be Gnostic in the stricter 
sense, although they were classified as such by Jonas. Occasionally, the term 
Gnostic Christianity is used in a more limited sense to designate not all the 
interrelated currents taken together, but one (sub)current only, which also goes 
under the name of Sethian Gnosticism,50 but this term is not used in this thesis. 

As might be expected, the cosmologies and theologies of these various cur-
rents varied correspondingly. To speak of a standardized faith professed by a 
uniform movement would therefore be quite misleading. Apart from the fact 
that the demand for uniformity may be considered misguided for purely factual 
historical reasons, it appears as though multiformity was in the very nature of 
the Gnostic phenomenon itself, a point brought out by Kurt Rudolph: 

The external variety of Gnosis is naturally not accidental but evidently belongs 
to its very nature. […] there was no gnostic ‘church’ or normative theology, no 
gnostic rule of faith nor any dogma of exclusive importance. No limits were set 
to free representation and theological speculation so far as they lay within the 
frame of the gnostic view of the world. Hence we find already in the heresiolo-
gists the most varied systems and attitudes set out under the common denomi-
nator ‘gnosis’ and the gnostic library of Nag Hammadi offers one of the best il-
lustrations of this situation, since here the most varied writings, with often di-
vergent points of view, are assembled together.51 

The establishment of a unitary set of dogmas or fixed creed and a canonical set 
of writings to go with it, was not in accord in other words with the intention of 
the Gnostics, since such extrinsic trappings would hamper unlimited specula-
tion and representation by definition. As Jonas argued it would also go against 
the individual inner enlightenment for which the Gnostics strived: “The leading 
Gnostics displayed pronounced intellectual individualism, and the mythological 
imagination of the whole movement was incessantly fertile. Non-conformism 
was almost a principle of the gnostic mind and was closely connected with the 
doctrine of the sovereign ‘spirit’ as a source of direct knowledge and illumina-
tion.”52  

Even so, the case for heterogeneity made above is not meant to deny that a 
number of common features may be found that are shared by the various cur-
rents and of which there are conceivably more than actual divergences. Though 
many commentators would undoubtedly fall in with Rudolph, who noted that 
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51 Rudolph, Gnosis, 53. 
52 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 41-42. 
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at “first glance the variety of the theories and speculations is confusing and 
discouraging,” it may also be so that “after long consideration do certain basic 
ideas emerge which again and again appear, although in varying formulation, 
and lead to the core of the whole.”53 As may be recalled, the vision of such a 
core or inner whole, as well as an attempt at its philosophical elucidation, may 
be said to have been Jonas’s seminal contribution to the field, about which 
more will be said in the following section.  

Jonas’s contribution aside, there are a number of characteristics that most 
scholars would agree are central to Gnostic doctrine. Its defining feature has 
commonly been recognized since ancient times as being its emphasis on the 
possibility of an unmediated spiritual insight into the mysteries pertaining to 
God, man and the world. Rather than being adherents of a doctrinal creed or 
faith, then, the Gnostics claimed a direct acquaintance with the divine, a spiritual 
knowledge (Gk. gnosis). More specifically, Gnosis represented a revelatory form of 
liberating knowledge that was thought to be the catalyst of redemption. In 
order to corroborate this view one could quote such sources as the so-called 
“Secret Book of James,” in which it is said: “‘This is also how you can acquire 
heaven’s kingdom for yourselves. Unless you acquire it through knowledge 
[Gnosis], you will not be able to find it.’”54 The so-called “Gospel of Philip” is 
also quite clear on the issue: “The word says, ‘If you know the truth, the truth 
will make you free.’ [John 8:32] Ignorance is a slave, knowledge [Gnosis] is 
freedom. If we know the truth, we shall find the fruit of truth within us. If we 
join with it, it will bring us fulfillment.”55 In a certain sense, Gnosis also repre-
sented a form of object knowledge, which bestowed on the knower or knowing 
one (i.e. the Gnostic) an insight into the origin of the world (cosmogony), the 
workings of the cosmos (cosmology), as well as of the supramundane primor-
dial world. Simultaneously, and more importantly perhaps, it bestowed on the 
knower an illuminating understanding pertaining to the why and how of individ-
ual existence. In the latter aspect Gnosis might be said to have constituted a 
form of self-knowledge.  

The central and underlying theme in Gnosticism is that man, as an individ-
ual, is a carrier of an indivisible divine spark, which retains an original aware-
ness of God. This is present as a pure spiritual principle (Gk. pneuma), as a pri-
mal key residing in the heart. The aim of the Gnostic was to awaken this divine 
spark, thereby releasing the knowledge enclosed therein. The Gnostics naturally 
expressed their jubilation and joy in the disclosure of this knowledge. But it 
must have been a bitter cup to drink, however, since the narrative myths bear 
witness to an exceptionally austere vision of mundane existence and convey a 
deep-seated misgiving about the metaphysical foundation of the cosmos. The 
flaws and deficiencies of the present world were thought to be fundamental and 
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immutable, the result of an apostasy, a cosmic coup, or a falling away of part of 
the premundane divine world. 

During the past half century, a plurality of circumscriptions have appeared 
that attempt in various ways to pinpoint the defining features of Gnosticism, 
most of which, however, tend to reproduce the above-mentioned basic themes. 
A contribution that deserves special mention is the “proposal for a termino-
logical and conceptual agreement” put forward for discussion by specialists in 
the field in Messina in 1966.56 What has become known as the Messina declara-
tion stresses the need to differentiate between gnosis and Gnosticism, the latter 
being defined as “a certain group of systems of the Second Century A.D.” that 
“involves a coherent series of characteristics that can be summarized in the idea 
of a divine spark in man, deriving from the divine realm, fallen into this world 
of fate, birth and death, and needing to be awakened by the divine counterpart 
of the self in order to be finally reintegrated.” This idea is “based ontologically 
on the conception of a downward movement of the divine whose periphery 
(often called Sophia or Ennoia) had to submit to the fate of entering into a 
crisis and producing – even if only indirectly – this world, upon which it cannot 
turn its back, since it is necessary for it to recover the pneuma – a dualistic con-
ception set against a monistic background, expressed in a double movement of 
devolution and reintegration.”57 In contrast to Gnosticism, gnosis should, ac-
cording to the proposal, be defined as “knowledge of the divine mysteries re-
served for an élite.”58 The proposal emphasizes, however, that “not every gnosis 
is Gnosticism, but only that which involves in this perspective the idea of the 
divine consubstantiality of the spark that is in need of being awakened and 
reintegrated. This gnosis […] involves the divine identity of the knower (the 
Gnostic), the known (the divine substance of one’s transcendent self), and the 
means by which one knows (gnosis as an implicit divine faculty is to be awakened and 
actualized […]).”59 Despite the commendable intention, the attempt to establish 
a conclusive consensus on terminology and conceptual use made by the 
Messina proposal, was disputed already from the start and may be said to have 
proved unsuccessful. Not least due to this failure, some contemporary scholars 
even voice doubt as to the general validity or viability of such an attempt.60 

The question of terminology and definition cannot possibly be resolved 
here, but so as to avoid unnecessary confusion in what follows I would like to 
specify how the terms gnosis and gnosticism will be employed in the current work. 

                                                        
56 The Origins of Gnosticism: Colloquium of Messina 13-18 April 1966, ed. Ugo Bianchi (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1967), xxvi. 
57 Ibid., xxvi-xxvii. 
58 Ibid., xxvi. 
59 Ibid., xxvii. 
60 As regards the essentials of Gnostic myth and speculative thought, a detailed account of its 
intricate features and variations would demand a discussion that would go far beyond the limits 
of the present thesis. For further information, I refer the reader to Rudolph’s Gnosis, as well as to 
the section 1.4.3. of the present thesis, where the basic features of Jonas’s delineation are given.  
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This pragmatic definition, which will be in effect when not otherwise specified, 
is a borrowing from Robert Galbreath, who made the following distinctions:  

Throughout this paper, I distinguish (although the sources I quote may not) be-
tween ‘Gnosticism’ and ‘gnosticism.’ Capitalized, the term refers to particular 
currents of thought, visionary experience, and mythopoesis of the second and 
third centuries A. D. which Jonas […] characterizes as constituting a ‘dualistic 
transcendent religion of salvation’ based on the attainment of saving knowledge 
(gnosis). Uncapitalized, the term refers to modern or universal manifestations of 
value structures and concepts which significantly parallel those of ancient Gnos-
ticism, without necessarily imputing or implying historical connection, either as 
survival or as revival […].‘Gnosis’ refers to both the concept and the experience 
of saving knowledge, whether in ancient or modern contexts.61 

My working definition differs from Galbreath’s only in this that I distinguish 
also between “Gnosis” and “gnosis,” where the former refers to “the concept 
and the experience of saving knowledge” in the ancient context and the latter to 
its modern or universal parallel. I should also like to point out that Galbreath’s 
word of warning that the quoted sources may offer a slightly different termino-
logical usage, should be taken in earnest. 
 

1.3.2. The Polemic With the Christian Heresiologists and Its 
Historical Repercussions 
It has been argued that a strict adherence to a set of normative dogmas and the 
fixation of a canonical set of writings to go with it, as well as submission of the 
laity to a clearly demarcated priestly hierarchy, such as eventually became man-
datory in the Christian Church, was the result of a strategy propounded in order 
to consolidate the triumphant Church and guard it against centrifugal tenden-
cies when it became an imperial religion in the course of the fourth century. 
According to this argument, a fixed profession of faith as well as a canonical set 
of writings became necessary, even crucial, trappings in the fight against per-
ceived heresy. Based on her intimate knowledge of the Gnostic source texts, 
Elaine Pagels has contributed to the elucidation of the political and theological 
contexts of this development and as well as of the consequences of the fierce 
polemic that took place between the first Christian theologians and the Gnos-
tics. She has demonstrated persuasively that the Gnostics were marginalized 
and criticized because they posed a threat, for various reasons, to the estab-
lished order and authority of the institutional Church. Among other things, she 
argues that their insistence on the primacy of immediate experience and the 
inner knowledge of the Divine over any external religious practices, may have 
been one of the reasons why the increasingly powerful institution of the 
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Church fought vigorously against them, because inner enlightenment and un-
checked speculation were considered uncontrollable.62 In other words, the mys-
tical frame of mind was considered more or less offensive since it tended to 
circumvent the priestly hierarchy and downplay the necessity of priestly medi-
ation, making it virtually redundant.63  

Interestingly, Pagels’s examples from the Nag Hammadi texts demonstrate 
that the polemic was reciprocal and that the Gnostics for their part could be 
critical at times of the adherents of the mainstream church, as well as of other 
Gnostic groups, for that matter.64 Pagels has also shown that the relation of the 
Gnostics to the Christian revelation and early tradition was indeed very com-
plex, not least because they performed exegeses of texts that were subsequently 
incorporated into the New Testament canon, indeed claiming the apostle Paul, 
often regarded as the founder of Church Christianity, as one of their own.65 

As studies of Gnosticism predating Pagels had argued, these polemics had 
crucial consequences not only for the Gnostics themselves, but also for the 
formation of Christian thought and doctrine as such. Indeed, the earliest Chris-
tian theologians fashioned their own theology to a considerable degree in oppo-
sition to the Gnostics, who, it was recognized, “had produced the first Chris-
tian theological literature of all, the extent of which in the second century was 
evidently much greater than that in the Catholic Church. This holds not only 
for theological works in the narrower sense, but also for poetry and the litera-
ture of simple piety, as is shown by the remains of hymns and the numerous 
apocryphal stories about Jesus and the apostles.”66 Indeed, scholarship within 
the German language sphere insisted early on that  

The oldest Christian theological systems were those of the Christian gnostics. 
Herder has aptly called them ‘the first religious philosophy in Christianity,’ and 
they had a far-reaching effect, negatively as well as positively, on the subsequent 
formation of Christian doctrine. ‘The will of Gnosis to create systems forced the 
consolidating Church to create dogmas in its turn.’ This observation was already 
made by A. von Harnack in his History of Dogma. The first authoritative ecclesias-
tical system, that of Irenaeus of Lyons, arose directly out of his opposition to 
Gnosis.67 

                                                        
62 See Elaine Pagels, The Gnostic Gospels (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1980), chapter six.  
63 One might observe that this was also the case regrettably with such mystics as Jacob Böhme, 
who was denounced as an “enthusiast [Schwärmer]” by the local Lutheran priest. Pagels further-
more argues that the monotheistic emphasis encapsulated in the early Christian confessions of 
faith may have been part of a strategy to enforce the power vertical of the Church, since it gave 
theological support to the bishop as Christ’s vicar on earth. 
64 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 40. & 102ff. On 102, Pagels cites a telling passage from the Second 
Treatise of the Great Seth, obviously levelled against the orthodox Christians: “The Savior ex-
plains that such persons [i.e. those who think they are advancing the name of Christ] made an 
imitation of the true church, ‘having proclaimed a doctrine of a dead man and lies, so as to re-
semble the freedom and purity of the perfect church (ekklesia).’” 
65 See Elaine Pagels, The Gnostic Paul: Gnostic Exegesis of the Pauline Letters (Harrisburg: Trinity Press 
International, 1992). 
66 Rudolph, Gnosis, 25. 
67 Ibid., 369. 
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The consequences for Christian doctrine aside, it would hardly be an exagger-
ation to state that, in the eyes of early Church theologians, the Gnostics posed a 
great threat. And since it is the victors who write history, Gnosticism became 
cursed as the ultimate anti-Christian heresy, a view forged with untold severity 
into a powerful demonic image that was subsequently handed down through 
the centuries. The outcome of this development should not be underestimated. 
The early establishment of a negative representation of the Gnostics, together 
with the systematic eradication of their testimonials, has been crucial to subse-
quent understandings of them. Indeed, the entire field was considered in the 
main forbidden ground and off-limits for historical research until the nine-
teenth century. In addition, the lack of first-hand sources meant that its defini-
tion relied almost entirely on the accounts of its one-time detractors. In the act 
of vilifying their opponents, the Church apologetes had made synopses of the 
teachings of the Gnostics as well as delineated the basic outlines of their cos-
mogonic myths. Except for a few scattered remains of original writings, this 
was virtually the only source of information on Gnosticism until the spectacular 
discovery of Gnostic source texts during the twentieth century, an occurrence 
which has revolutionized without doubt the possibility for novel interpretations 
to be made once and for all. During recent decades, this has led to original re-
evaluations and reinterpretations of the religious context and also of the eccle-
siastical history of first Christian centuries. Nonetheless, Gnosticism remains a 
topic that seems to polarize the emotions. The term is still being applied, often 
in a very generalizing and partial fashion, to a phenomenon that is to be label-
led, circumscribed, and then refuted. Labels such as “heresy” and “sectarian-
ism” are often used indiscriminately, a practice that reveals quite unabashedly 
the platform on which the speaker stands, and his or her marginalizing agenda. 
In the section above where I commented on previous research, I provided a 
few examples of how this customary practice was also directed against Berdiaev 
on occasion. Even in our own day, it still lingers on in Berdiaev studies. 

 

1.3.3. Gnosticism – a “Dubious Category”? 
Kurt Rudolph had already argued that the category “Gnosticism” should be 
eliminated “as far as possible, since it is not only pejorative, but also confus-
ing.”68 It should be noted that the term was not used in antiquity and is of a 
considerably later date. According to Bentley Layton and Christoph Markschies, 
it was coined by the Cambridge Platonist Henry More (1614-1687) in the 17th 
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century,69 a theory shared by Birger A. Pearson.70 In more recent times, the 
usage of the term Gnosticism as a general label has been put under scrutiny, 
most compellingly by Karen L. King and Michael Allen Williams. In Rethinking 
Gnosticism: An Argument for the Dismantling of a Dubious Category, Williams argues 
that the conceptual foundations on which the category of Gnosticism rests are 
the remains of the agenda of the heresiologists. The interpretive definition of 
Gnosticism that was created by the antagonistic efforts of the polemicists was 
later taken up by modern scholarship (Jonas is mentioned repeatedly in Wil-
liams’s study), and reflected in a categorical definition. In an attempt to verify 
its accuracy, Williams examines the terms by which Gnosticism as a category is 
defined, and then closely compares these suppositions with the contents of 
actual Gnostic texts, mainly from the Nag Hammadi library.71 The conclusion 
that Williams draws from this inquiry is that the term has come to be associated 
with an entire compound of negative denotations, such as dualism, body-and-
matter hatred, and anticosmism, most of which in fact are unfounded according 
to the Gnostic sources. Importantly also, Williams points out that the label 
“Gnostic,” contrary to what is sometimes maintained, does not appear to have 
been a customary self-designation in Late Antiquity for those propounding 
Gnosis. In fact, according to Williams, “gnostic” (Gk. gnostikós) is not a testified 
self-designation in any of the original so-called “Gnostic” texts. Instead, one 
finds other self-designations, such as “pneumatics,” “elect,” “the immovable 
race,” “race of the Perfect Human” etc.72 Many of its proponents simply 
thought of themselves as Christians, in fact as custodians of the true Christian 
knowledge, in contrast to the renegade Church followers. Williams concludes 
that the term needs to be replaced in order to reflect more accurately the differ-
ent movements it comprises.  

Williams has undoubtedly provided a weighty contribution to the critical 
examination of the construct “Gnosticism.” As was to be expected, his book 
provoked debate as soon as it appeared. Some scholars would share his con-
cern, for example Christoph Markschies who observes, in line with Williams’s 
argument, that “to bring together specific ancient groups and intellectual cur-
rents into a movement under the name of ‘gnosis’ and to designate their repre-
sentatives ‘gnostics’ represents a modern development of an ancient Christian 
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polemic […].”73 Or Karen L. King, who puts it so succinctly, scholars “have 
unwittingly reified a rhetorical category into a historical entity.”74 

Although I relate favourably to Williams’s efforts in principle, I believe that 
there are substantial obstacles to replacing the term “Gnosticism.” For one 
thing, the alternatives that are being offered give rise in their turn to new prob-
lems of definition. It is not without reason that Williams’s suggested replace-
ment term “the Biblical demiurgical tradition” has not been widely adopted. I 
therefore have to join that category of scholars, deplored by Williams, who 
recognize the dubious nature of the category of “Gnosticism,” yet who persist 
in using it, with the qualification, of course, that I am operating more specifi-
cally with Jonasian Gnosticism. As concerns the degree to which Jonas’s syn-
thesis accurately reflects the actual historical occurence and its testimonials, and 
the question as to whether his vision of a unity in diversity was well founded, 
however, are debated issues, and ones which I leave to the specialists in the 
field to determine. I merely wish to make clear that in the present context, the 
significance of Jonas’s work lies in its utibility as a heuristic tool for interpreting 
Berdiaev’s thought, rather than in its being an “objective” rendering of ancient 
Gnosticism. I should like, nonetheless, for the sake of accuracy, to mention a 
few important points made by Karen L. King in her What is Gnosticism?, a pen-
etrating study of the modern scholarly reception and interpretation of “Gnosti-
cism.”  

Just like Williams, King submits a number of aspects of Jonas’s legacy to cri-
tique, principally his insistence on perceiving a unified whole, his largely nega-
tive bias towards Gnosticism, and his overemphasis on the psychological as-
pects of Gnostic myth at the expense of the social-political component. Ac-
cording to King, when Jonas directed “his research at uncovering that unified 
sense of the whole, he contributed spectacularly to the reification of Gnosti-
cism as an independent religion and a singular, monolithic phenomenon. This 
aspect of his legacy continues to haunt the study of Gnosticism.”75 Further-
more, “though Jonas passionately promoted Gnosticism as a phenomenon with 
its own creative impulses and religious integrity, he maintained the traditional 
negative evaluation of it intellectually, morally, and religiously.”76 In fact, Jonas 
“evaluation of Gnosticism reproduced many of the elements of the polemicists’ 
discourse of heresy, and he constructed it as the deficient ‘other’ of true reli-
gion.”77 

King’s points are well taken, and I concede that she has identified some 
weak points in what I term Jonasian Gnosticism. Also, I tend to concur with 
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her view that Jonas might have played to some extent a detrimental role in the 
subsequent evaluation of Gnosticism, and, I would add, especially in endeav-
ours to identify gnostic returns, an issue not mentioned by King. But I would 
defend Jonas nevertheless by stating that I believe that his German phenom-
enological approach was not initially intended as a contribution to the construc-
tion of a “typological model,” the foundation of an alleged reified monolith. In 
my opinion, the latter reflects a late phase of Jonas’s development, when the 
demand for a conceptual basis for a clear definition and delineation of Gnosti-
cism was raised. To substantiate this view, I would point out that King pri-
marily deals with the article entitled “Delimitation of the Gnostic Phenomenon 
– Typological and Historical,”78 which represents the outcome of a develop-
ment towards what I would hold to be a more structuralist approach. It is also 
distinguished by a considerably more disapproving evaluation than in Jonas’s 
initial contributions. This seems to have been a result in part of his appalling 
experiences connected with the Second World War, when he re-evalued his 
personal worldview, and more specifically his view of Heideggerian thought.79 
With this development I believe that Jonas’s perception of Gnosticism also 
underwent a significant revision.80  

Lastly, I should add that although I do not deny the variedness of the Gnos-
tic currents, and do share King’s concern for the danger of over-generalization, 
I also share Jonas’s view of a certain unity in diversity. I would like to think that 
what King holds to be the greatest weakness of Jonasian Gnosticism, namely 
the vision of a unified whole, is also its greatest strength. 

Even so, it may seem as if I have now undermined my own project. For one 
thing, I make use of original Gnostic sources, something which was considered 
crucial by Williams, only very sparingly. Secondly, I make use of a framework 
which insists on the existence of a unitary whole, an approach bemoaned by 
King. Even more so, I advance yet another reified construct of my own, namely 
Jonasian Gnosticism. The fact remains, however, that I am not attempting to 
establish an identity between two phenomena, but rather to explore one unique 
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and unrepeatable historical phenomenon in its own right. Jonasian Gnosticism 
is to be viewed less as an objective model of ancient Gnosticism and more as a 
possibility for developing a fresh line of inquiry. For my present purposes, mak-
ing use of a model which is to some extent an objectified and reified abstrac-
tion, is unavoidable. But I do this merely in order to set in motion and then 
perpetuate the processual interplay between question and answer. In this sense 
it is possible to befriend Hans Jonas in his capacity as keymaker, not as the 
maker of prison locks. 
 

1.3.4. Some Observations on Berdiaev’s Sources of Information on 
Gnosticism 
There is no disputing that Berdiaev was well acquainted with what were held in 
his day to be the main tenets of ancient Gnosticism. But what do we know 
about the actual texts that would have provided him with such information? 
Suffice it to make here some elementary observations based on references in 
his published texts. A single instance which indicates that Berdiaev might actu-
ally have read an original Gnostic source text is found in an article discussing 
the publication of the papers of Anna Schmidt, a mysterious woman who cor-
responded with Vladimir Solov’ëv and made claims that she was an incarnation 
of his longed-for Sophia, the Wisdom of God. It is said here that “a few pas-
sages of [Schmidt’s] ‘The Third Testament’ resemble old gnostic books, for 
instance the Pistis Sophia.”81 Above and beyond that, it is reasonably certain 
that Berdiaev’s primary sources of information on Gnosticism consisted in a) 
the writings of the church fathers and ancient heresiologists, b) scholarly studies 
based on these, and c) the writings of fellow philosophers. As concerns the first 
category, one can corroborate this by pointing to a footnote of an article pub-
lished in January 1908, which indicates that Berdiaev was acquainted with the 
writings of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus of Lyon, and “other apologetes and doctors 
of the Church,” and more specifically with their refutation of Gnosticism.82 In 
another footnote, this time to an article originally published the following year, 
i.e. in 1909, Berdiaev again refers to Irenaeus’s apology for the “matter of the 
world” and concurrent refutation of the Gnostics, this time, however, pointing 
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out his actual source: a Russian edition of Irenaeus’s works dated 1900.83 The 
same Irenaeus’s critique of Valentinus is also referenced many years later in 
Freedom and the Spirit.84 Also, another footnote in the previously mentioned arti-
cle refers to a Russian translation of the writings of a certain Justin, published 
in 1902, although the note does not specifically mention the Gnostics.85 Justin 
“the philosopher,” as he is called by Berdiaev and commonly known in the 
Russia sphere, refers to a man who died as a martyr in Rome about A.D. 165, 
and who was later canonized. According to Rudolph, he is one of the earliest 
critics of Gnosticism known to history, author of the long lost, but “oldest 
heresiological work of which we have any information.”86  

Besides referencing the early Church apologetes, Berdiaev at times mentions 
contemporary studies and scholarship on the subject. For instance, in a foot-
note to an article published in 1916, Berdiaev mentions a work on Gnosticism, 
which he has found to be “very interesting.”87 Berdiaev calls its author Iurii 
Nikolaev, which indeed was the pseudonym under which the work was pub-
lished. In actual fact, the author’s real name was Juliia Nikolaevna Danzas, 
mentioned previously, and whose In Search of the Divine: Essays on the History of 
Gnosticism, originally published in Saint Petersburg in 1913, is an ambitious 
monograph that combines an apologetic tone with historical inquiry.88 Accord-
ing to S. G. Stratanovskii, it is the first monograph on Gnosticism to appear in 
the Russian language.89  

Chapter eight of Freedom and the Spirit, entitled “Theosophy and Gnosis,” 
makes mention of a few other scholarly works on Gnosticism: Еugène de 
Faye’s Gnostiques et gnosticisme, 2nd ed., 1925 [1913], as well as the same author’s 
Clément d'Alexandrie: Étude sur les rapports du christianisme et de la philosophie grecque 
au 2e siècle, 2nd ed, 1906 [1898].90 In another work, Berdiaev references Jacques-
François Denis’s De la philosophie d'Origène, published in Paris in 1884, as well as 
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Hans Leisegang’s Die Gnosis.91 In an article entitled “Marcionism” published in 
1928, Berdiaev refers to Adolf von Harnack’s pivotal Marcion: Das Evangelium 
vom fremden Gott (Leipzig 1921, 2nd ed. 1924), which he states is “the finest of all 
those written by him,” implying that he must have read several works by the 
same author.92 Again, in a footnote to The Destiny of Man, Berdiaev yet again 
refers his readers to “Harnack’s remarkable book on Marcion: Das Evangelium 
vom Fremden Gott.”93 

Finally, regarding the writings of fellow philosophers, it is clear from the 
introduction to Freedom and the Spirit that Berdiaev had read Vladimir Solov’ëv’s 
critique of ancient Gnosticism. Here he says: “As Vladimir Solovyov has very 
clearly shown, the whole process of the universe remained barren of results as 
far as the Gnostics were concerned, because of their inability to conceive of the 
lower being transformed into the higher.”94 This argument became, as we shall 
see, one of the key points in Berdiaev’s critical assessment of the Gnostics. The 
text that Berdiaev has in mind, but does not actually mention, is Solov’ëv’s 
“The Great Dispute and Christian Politics” of 1883, in the third chapter of 
which Solov’ëv criticizes the Gnostics.95 Solov’ëv had also published a number 
of entries for the Brockhaus and Efron Encyclopedic Dictionary, which treat 
Gnosticism in general, as well as a few of its major individual proponents, such 
as Valentinus, Marcion and others.96 It is likely that Berdiaev might have read 
these, although they are not explicitly mentioned. Another work that was 
known to Berdiaev and that deserves mention is Evgenii Nikolaevich Trubet-
skoi’s book on Solov’ëv, The World-Conception of Vladimir Solov’ëv, which brought 
up for discussion among other things the question of Solov’ëv’s relation to 
Gnosticism. 97  

There are other possible sources which were in existence at the time of Ber-
diaev’s writing and which, although they are not explicitly mentioned by Ber-
diaev, nevertheless deserve mention here. Among contemporary scholarly 
works, one ought to mention Wilhelm Bousset’s Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (1907), 
the studies by Richard Reitzenstein, and a little later, the earliest works of Hans 
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Jonas.98 Although neither Bousset, Reitzenstein, nor Jonas are actually refer-
enced, Berdiaev may have read one or other of these, as he was highly profi-
cient in German and apparently read widely in fields that interested him. In the 
Russian context, one could mention Mikhail Ėmmanuilovich Posnov’s Second 
Century Gnosticism and Its Vanquishing by the Christian Church as a viable source.99 
Even more likely candidates are those by Berdiaev’s fellow philosophers who 
touched upon the subject: Sergei Bulgakov’s Unfading Light,100; Lev Karsavin’s 
The Holy Fathers and Doctors of the Church,101; Sergei Nikolaevich Trubetskoi’s The 
Teaching of the Logos in Its History.102 In view of the fact that none of the enumer-
ated works are actually mentioned by Berdiaev in connection with the Gnostics, 
the question of if and how they might have influenced his view of Gnosticism 
must remain wholly tentative until further research on this topic has been 
undertaken. 

 

1.4. Hans Jonas as Keymaker 

1.4.1. Jonas’s Philosophical Contribution to the Study of 
Gnosticism 
Hans Jonas, according to Harold Bloom “the most distinguished philosophical 
historian of Gnosticism,”103 was a student and in due course also a colleague of 
the philosopher Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) and of the theologian Rudolf 
Bultmann (1884-1976). His first study on ancient Gnosticism was originally 
written as a doctoral dissertation under Heidegger’s supervision, and was pub-
lished in 1934 with a short foreword by Bultmann.104 Though Mandean litur-
gies, Hermetic scriptures and the polemical writings of the Christian apologists 
constituted Jonas’s main source texts for his German writings of the 1930s, 
which thus predated the discovery of the numerous Gnostic codices made later 
in the century,105 his investigation still stands out as arguably the philosophically 
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most profound and exacting among the modern endeavours. There can be little 
doubt that Jonas has been a prime source of reference for scholars of Gnosti-
cism, as well as a source of inspiration for the majority of writers who have 
attempted to establish alleged gnostic returns in Modernity. Elaine Pagels main-
tains that Jonas’s American work “remains, even today, the classic introduc-
tion,”106 and Karen L. King, although quite critical of Jonas, makes a statement 
to the same effect: “Jonas’s clarity of thought and philosophical insight brought 
to Gnostic studies a breath of fresh air that makes his work still the classic start-
ing point for exploring this topic.”107 Jonas’s accomplishment consisted not 
least in his broadening of the significance of Gnosticism from being merely an 
object of scholarly study limited to the fields of oriental studies, Christian the-
ology and the history of religion, into being a universal philosophical and exi-
stential concern. As Kurt Rudolph once noted, “through Jonas Gnosis was 
finally liberated from its scientific ‘ghetto existence’ and became the subject of 
widespread interest.”108 Later in life, in his preface to the third edition of The 
Gnostic Religion, Jonas would make no apologies but instead persist in testifying 
to the philosophical importance of Gnosticism:  

[…] I thought and still think that Gnosticism, apart from the challenge it poses 
to philologians, historians, theologians and so on, also poses a challenge to phi-
losophers. Among philosophers I am still, it seems, the only one who has acted 
on that belief; in spite of everything I have always been something of an out-
sider, because my interest was not quite the same as that of the real workers 
with the texts […].109  

In what way Jonas’s interest differed from the classic philologians will be clari-
fied in the following section. 

 

1.4.2. Jonas’s Relation to Prior Research Procedures and the 
Originality of His Phenomenological Approach110 
Research predating Jonas, dominated by Adolf von Harnack and the so-called 
History of Religions School (Die religionsgeschichtliche Schule), had argued that the 
gnostic currents should be termed “syncretistic” and eclectic, since they alle-
gedly, in quite an uncontrolled and muddled fashion, blended seemingly dispa-
rate elements from a number of earlier religious and philosophical systems, 
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such as Iranian dualism, Babylonian astrological lore, Neoplatonism and Juda-
ism, not to speak of Christian doctrine. This variety of research concerned itself 
above all with the textual fragments and sought to pinpoint derived elements, 
and thus to establish the genealogical linkage with preceding historical models, 
in an attempt to resolve the problem of origin. Based on a meticulous study of 
specific motifs and mythemes, it attempted to determine whether Gnosticism 
was primarily an offshoot of Christianity, i.e. a “Christian heresy,” as had been 
the view of the early Christian apologetes, a Jewish subcurrent, or predomi-
nantly heathen, i.e. non-monotheistic. Jonas summarizes this development as 
follows: “Diagnosis became largely a matter of genealogy, and for this the field 
was thrown wide open: one by one, or in varying combinations, the different 
oriental filiations suggested by the rainbow colors of the material […] were 
elaborated to determine the principal ‘whence’ and ‘what’ of Gnosis, with the 
overall result that its picture became more and more syncretistic.”111 As is 
clearly apparent from this account, this methodology approached the Gnostic 
phenomenon as a secondary and derivative one, rather than as something origi-
nal and unique in its own right, and in so doing tended to lose sight of the dis-
tinctive and incomparable nature of the phenomenon in question. Instead of 
perceiving an integral whole, researchers explained it away by breaking it down 
into its constituent parts, a process which led on the one hand to a subtle form 
of reductionism with regard to the historical phenomenon and, on the other, to 
an atomization of the whole field of study. Although he held his predecessors 
in great esteem, and obviously consulted their findings, Jonas nevertheless 
questioned what he considered to be this “chemical” reasoning, based on ex-
ternal dependence. He characterized it as “historical research concerned with 
things or objects [‘ding-’  or ‘objektgeschichtliche Forschung’],”112 in other 
words the manifestations of something, and not this something itself, which 
remained hidden from view. The weakness of this line of attack, or so Jonas 
thought, prevented researchers from clarifying what held the alleged syncretism 
together, i.e. its inner coherency, not to speak of failing to provide a convincing 
answer to the question as to why a syncretism was produced in the first place, 
since the studies pointed only to the creations of the past, in relation to which 
the Gnostic manifestations were considered degenerate. Contrary to the estab-
lished opinion of the time, Jonas championed the view that an “underlying 
unity” could certainly to be found,113 if not in the external “objectifications,” 
the “products,” then at least in the mindset of the producing historical agent, 
and that it was possible to ascertain the configuration of this mindset by carry-
ing out a phenomenological investigation. In fact, Jonas arrived at the conclu-
sion that the “syncretism, pertaining mainly to the outer shell, does not 
preclude – in fact it tends to mask – a highly original inner unity of thought 
distinct from all the disparate historical elements employed in its representa-
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tion.”114 To unveil this “inner unity of thought” became Jonas’s self-imposed 
aim. In other words, instead of searching for the key that would unlock the 
riddle of the Gnostic phenomenon by moving back along the historical timeline 
in an attempt to explain Gnosticism by reference to the creations of the past, as 
had been the previous practice, Jonas attempted to understand it by moving into 
the depths of the phenomenon itself: “My aim in this was not a record of 
[Gnosis’s] history but a hermeneutics of its phenomenology as it manifested 
itself in those testimonies.”115 Thus, phenomenology took pride of place over 
genealogy.  

Based on the study of a vast and multiform source material, Jonas eventually 
presented a synthesis of the common spirit that allegedly imbued all the Gnos-
tic currents, in which he initially also included such “half-tones” as the thought 
of Plotinus, Origen and Clement of Alexandria. The variedness of expressions 
notwithstanding, Jonas would come to speak of “the gnostic phenomenon,” or 
“gnostic paradigm,”116 as an integral whole possessing an inner unity. “My aim,” 
Jonas would remark in 1957,  

somewhat different from that of the preceding and still continuing research, but 
complementary to it, was a philosophic one: to understand the spirit speaking 
through these voices and in its light to restore an intelligible unity to the baffling 
multiplicity of its expressions. That there was such a gnostic spirit, and therefore 
an essence of Gnosticism as a whole, was the impression which struck me at my 
initial encounter with the evidence, and it deepened with increasing intimacy.117 

The approach chosen by Jonas was groundbreaking. Inspired by Bultmann and 
Heidegger, he developed a fertile mode of interpretation based on Heideggerian 
“existential analytics [Analytik des Daseins],” which strove to uncover an inner 
existential nucleus informing the mythological narratives of Gnosticism, by 
means of a procedure which subsequently came to be known as “de-
mythologization [Entmythologisierung]” in Bultmann’s studies of the New 
Testament.118 It was an attempt at making these narratives, which supposedly 
could not be embraced by the modern reader at face value, a relevant concern, 
by extracting and highlighting an inner core, pertaining principally to man’s 
understanding of himself and of his standing in the world. In his article “Neues 
Testament und Mythologie,” published in 1941, and in which Jonas’s work is 
mentioned as an useful precedent, Bultmann summarizes this approach in the 
following words: “The actual import of myth is not that it offers an objective 
view of the world; it gives expression, rather, to how man understands himself 
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in his world; the myth is to be interpreted not cosmologically, but anthropo-
logically, or better still: existentially.”119  

Jonas’s essential premise was that one should endeavour to pose novel re-
search questions to concrete historical (ontic) phenomena, on the basis of “an 
ontological familiarity with the general principles of existence [einer ontolo-
gischen Vertrautheit mit dem Dasein überhaupt],”120 as presented above all in 
Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit / Being and Time (1927).121 Jonas focused on the unique 
self-constitution and hence creative activity of a particular common historical 
subject, which figures in the title of his German work as the “Spirit of Late 
Antiquity [spätantiker Geist].” This historical subject should, however, not be 
considered equivalent to an empirical individual, or ethnic or social collective. 
Instead, it should be thought of as something akin to a “transcendental unity 
and creative principle [Konstitutionsgrund]” working from behind the “con-
crete historical manifestation [Objektivation],” or as an intangible “root [Wur-
zel].”122 Jonas thus sought for a “unitary foundation [Grund der Einheit],” that 
would disclose “the actual basic configuration of the historical existence [die 
faktische Grundverfassung des geschichtlichen Daseins]” at hand.123 Or, to put 
it more simply, the source texts were read as testimonies of a unique historical 
“existential attitude [Daseinshaltung].”  

 

1.4.3. Jonas’s Findings and Typological Model 
Jonas studied primarily mythological narratives. Indeed, he considered the cre-
ations of the anonymous mythopoeic mind more basic and primary to Gnosti-
cism than philosophical conceptualization, and this not only in the chronologi-
cal sense.124 His view of myth maintained that it was essentially a subjectifica-
tion of the world, and inversely a “mundanization [Verweltlichung]” of the 
subject, that is to say an anthropomorphization of the world in which human 
affections are ontologized. In the 1960s he would write that “one may regard 
the myth as a projection of an existential reality which seeks its own truth in a 
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total view of things and may even at first satisfy its primary aspiration in such 
objective-symbolic representations.”125 Or to put it in psychological terms, a 
subjective experience is projected onto the world and finds expression in sym-
bolic representation and mythic personification.  

If he was inspired by Heidegger’s philosophy in deciding what questions to 
pose in order to expose the existential attitude, as I see it, Jonas implicitly in-
scribed himself here into the morphological tradition of Goethe in his search 
for “the archetypal phenomenon [Urphänomen],” despite the fact that Goethe 
is not mentioned by name in the studies. Being true to the Goethean morpho-
logical paradigm, Jonas would extract a “unitary basic myth [einheitliche 
Grundmythos],” a “mythological ‘archetype,’ the pure form, which contains the 
necessary variability of the concrete expressions.”126 As to this “basic myth,” 
Jonas would delineate quite late in his career its progression as follows: 

The typical gnostic myth […] starts with a doctrine of divine transcendence in 
its original purity; it then traces the genesis of the world from some primordial 
disruption of this blessed state, a loss of divine integrity which leads to the 
emergence of lower powers who become the makers and rulers of this world; 
then, as a crucial episode in the drama, the myth recounts the creation and early 
fate of man, in whom the further conflict becomes centered; the final theme, in 
fact the implied theme throughout, is man’s salvation, which is more than man’s 
as it involves the overcoming and eventual dissolving of the cosmic system and 
is thus the instrument of reintegration for the impaired godhead itself, or, the 
self-saving of God.”127 

Other motifs characteristic of this “basic myth” were found to be: a radical 
dualism between a strictly transmundane God and a non-divine world; the 
cosmos as the realm of darkness, which comes into being through a deprava-
tion or partial fall on the part of the divine (most often named Sophia), and / 
or is the creation of one or more lower creator deities (variously named Yalda-
baoth, Saklas or Samael); an “anthropos-speculation” centred on the pre-
temporal fall and enslavement of a divine primal man as an essential factor in 
the precosmic and cosmogonic drama, but which also reflects an anthropologi-
cal principle, namely the pre-eminence of a transcosmic spirit (Gk. pneuma) in 
man, set up in contradistinction to the soul and body, which are products of the 
lower cosmos and are subservient to its coercive laws; earthly existence as a 
state of slavery in a foreign land; the release of the individual spirit from this 

                                                        
125 Hans Jonas, “Myth and Mysticism: A Study of Objectification and Interiorization in Religious 
Thought,” The Journal of Religion 49, no. 4 (1969): 315. 
126 Hans Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, Von der Mythologie zur mystischen Phi-
losophie (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1954), 1: “[…] so haben wir in dem heraus-
gestellten mythologischen ‘Archetyp’ (gleichsam der reinen Form, die die notwendige Variabilität 
in den stofflichen Verwirklichungen in sich einschließt) das gesuchte synthetische Prinzip für die 
Mannigfaltigkeit mythischer Objektivationen im gnostischen Auslegungsbereich.” 
127 Hans Jonas, “The Gnostic Syndrome: Typology of its Thought, Imagination, and Mood,” in 
Philosophical Essays: From Ancient Creed to Technological Man (Chicago and London: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1980), 267. 
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oppression through gnosis; final liberation as an ascent through the malevolent 
spheres, accompanied by a discharge of the alien worldly or mundane elements, 
and a return to the unworldly realm of light beyond; a redeemer figure sent 
from the divine light into the deep, who prepares release for the soul(s) through 
a break with the evil infinity of the world.128 

In his second volume published in German, Jonas also investigated the 
philosophical systems of Late Antiquity. Their connection to the preceding 
Gnosticism was established on the basis of an intangible “synthetic principle 
[synthetische Prinzip],”129 defined as “a tendency towards demundanization 
[Entweltlichungstendenz],” lying at the heart of all concrete manifestations and 
morphological variations, regardless of whether they were mythological narra-
tives or more abstract and conceptually based systems. If the latter were the 
case, then the principle had undergone a metamorphosis as regards its form of 
expression. More specifically a conceptual logic had replaced the (earlier) narra-
tive one, systematization and conceptualization had replaced mythic personifi-
cation, but the existential attitude as well as the basic synthetic principle had 
been retained nevertheless. Lastly, besides distilling a “basic myth,” as well as an 
underlying “principle,” Jonas cautiously examined the expressions and symbols 
used in the “discourse [Logos],” or “gnostic ‘speech’ [das gnostische ‘Rede’],” 
i.e. the most typical and emblematic expressions and turns of phrase manifested 
in the forms of Gnostic myths, hymns and fables.  

To summarize, Jonas’s studies of the ancient Gnostic sources resulted in (at 
least) the following quite specific, yet interrelated, interpretive aspects: 
• the typification and exemplification of modes of expression, imagery and 

symbolic language emblematic of Gnostic discourse [“Urwörter”] 
• the delineation of the basic features of the mythological systems in which it 

found expression and the extraction of a “basic myth [Grundmythos]” from 
these 

• the delineation and conceptualization of the basic “existential attitude to-
wards self and world [Daseinshaltung]” 

• the extraction of a basic “principle [Prinzip]” or “predisposition [Tendenz]” 
which was characteristic of the existential attitude 

• the historical contextualization of the Gnostic phenomenon as a radical 
frame of mind challenging the Classical, i.e. Hellenic, one 

Jonas would summarize his findings in the following words: “The basic out-
look: an anticosmic eschatological dualism; the basic progression of the myth: 
fall and enslavement, ascension and deliverance; the driving motive: a tendency 
towards demundanization.”130 The latter concept, which I have chosen to trans-

                                                        
128 This paragraph is a near-translation synopsis of Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Erster Teil, 5. 
129 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 1. 
130 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Erster Teil, 5: “Die Grundhaltung also: ein antikosmischer 
eschatologischer Dualismus; die Grundbewegung des Mythos: Fall und Verknechtung, Aufsstieg 
und Erlösung; das treibende Motiv: Entweltlichungstendenz.” 
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late as demundanization, rather than acosmism, the term preferred by Jonas 
himself, became perhaps the key concept in his so-called typological model: “In 
the latter concept we have found the sought after unitary principle for the plu-
rality of expressions of gnostic mythology.”131 

 

1.4.5. Comparison With Modern Existentialism 
Jonas considered the Gnostic phenomenon to be of universal import, as it 
could be said to embody in some sense a timelessly viable attitude towards 
existence, the study of which “brings us face to face with one of the more radi-
cal answers of man to his predicament and with the insights which only that 
radical position could bring forth, and thereby adds to our human understand-
ing in general.”132 At the same time, Gnosticism displayed, in his opinion, a 
larger degree of kinship with our own time than perhaps any other epoch since 
Late Antiquity: “Something in Gnosticism knocks at the door of our Being and 
of our twentieth-century Being in particular. Here is humanity in a crisis and in 
some of the radical possibilities of choices that man can make concerning his 
view of his position in the world, of his relation to himself, to the absolute and 
to his mortal Being.”133 Jonas proceeded to elaborate on this intuition in an 
essay entitled “Gnosticism, Existentialism and Nihilism.”134 Justified by the 
“hermeneutic success” of an existential interpretation of the ancient phenom-
enon, he attempted a reversal of the hermeneutic functions, where “lock turns 
into key, and key into lock,” which amounted in other words to “the trial of a 
‘gnostic’ reading of Existentialism.”135 He undertook 

[…] in an experimental vein, to draw a comparison between two movements, or 
positions, or systems of thought widely separated in time and space, and seem-
ingly incommensurable at first glance: one of our own day, conceptual, sophisti-
cated, and eminently ‘modern’ in more than the chronological sense; the other 
from a misty past, mythological, crude – something of a freak even in its own 
time, and never admitted to the respectable company of our philosophic tradi-
tion. My contention is that the two have something in common, and that this 
‘something’ is such that its elaboration, with a view to similarity and difference 
alike, may result in a reciprocal illumination of both.136 

                                                        
131 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 11: “In letzterem Begriff fanden wir das gesuchte 
einheitliche Prinzip für die Erscheinungsmannigfaltigkeit gnostischer Mythologie.” 
132 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, xxxiv-xxxv. 
133 Ibid., xxv. 
134 Originally published under the title “Gnosticism and Modern Nihilism” as an article in the 
journal Social Research 19, 1952, pp. 430-452. It was later published as “Epilogue: Gnosticism, Exis-
tentialism, and Nihilism,” in Gnostic Religion, 320-340. 
135 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 321. 
136 Ibid., 320. 
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Jonas’s investigation eventually led him to the conclusion that there indeed 
existed a very suggestive affinity pertaining to the life-feeling and world-outlook 
in classic Gnosticism on the one hand, and Existentialism (primarily Heidegger) 
and the modern variety of “Nihilism,” which traces its genealogy back to 
Friedrich Nietzsche, on the other. On the basis of this comparison, Jonas sug-
gested also that the entire existential situation in which contemporary man finds 
himself offers in fact intriguing parallels with that at the beginning of the Chris-
tian era, which was a period of extreme spiritual fermentation and upheaval. In 
line with this argument, he came to speak of the “analogical modernity of an-
cient Gnosticism, or the hidden Gnosticism in the modern mind […].”137 In-
deed, Gnosticism allegedly “touches in its own essence on so many issues and 
predicaments of modern man, i.e. on questions […] of which we of necessity 
must be aware in the dislocated century in which we live. There is an empathy 
with Gnosticism, an element of topicality to it, which it has not had since the 
time when the Church Fathers fought it as a danger to the Christian creed.”138 

In drawing his comparison, Jonas focused on a number of interrelated 
themes, the most important being the perception of an incommensurability, 
that is to say a dualism, between man and the world, a depreciation of nature 
and a concurrent disappearance of pre-given mundane norms. But above all, 
Jonas focused on modern man’s estrangement in relation to the world, his 
“loneliness in the physical universe of modern cosmology.”139 At the heart of 
this solitude, “this metaphysical situation which has given rise to modern exi-
stentialism and to its nihilistic implications,” there lies “a change in the vision 
of nature, that is, of the cosmic environment of man […].”140 To Jonas’s mind, 
this situation reaches back to the formation of modern cosmology in the six-
teenth century,141 although it is “not necessarily modern physical science alone 
which can create such a condition.”142 He referred to Blaise Pascal as one of the 
“first to face its frightening implications,” “that is, the indifference of this uni-
verse to human aspirations […].”143 Jonas also touched upon modern man’s 
lack of concern for nature and its unresponsiveness towards him in return: 
“That nature does not care, one way or the other, is the true abyss. That only 
man cares, in his finitude facing nothing but death, alone with his contingency 
and the objective meaninglessness of his projecting meanings, is a truly unpre-
cedented situation.”144 Here Jonas perceived a kinship between the supposed 
cosmic estrangement of the ancient Gnostics and modern man’s alienated rela-
tion to a soulless and “disenchanted” nature. This latter condition had given 
birth to “nihilism,” in terms of a loss of any sense of positive value, or meaning, 
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intrinsic to either nature or Being itself. The absence of a sense of positive 
meaning pertaining to man’s place in the cosmic whole, which Gnosticism pro-
pounded in a radical divergence from the antecedent Hellenic “cosmos-piety,” 
corresponded, in other words, with modern man’s own loss of faith in the in-
trinsic teleology of nature. 

“Primary,” in this situation of a de-souled and numb nature and a humanity 
alienated from it, is thus “the feeling of an absolute rift between man and that 
in which he finds himself lodged – the world.”145 Implicit here is another as-
pect, which Jonas argued displayed a crucial affinity between the two move-
ments of thought, namely dualism: 

One may say that one link between the study of Gnosticism and that of the 
modern situation of man is provided by dualism as such […]. Gnosticism has 
been the most radical embodiment of dualism ever to have appeared on the 
stage of history, and its exploration provides a case study of all that is implicated 
in it. It is a split between the self and the world, man’s alienation from nature, 
the metaphysical devaluation of nature, the cosmic solitude of the spirit and the 
nihilism of mundane norms; and in its general extremist style it shows what 
radicalism really is. All this has been acted out in that deeply moving play as a 
lasting paradigm of the human condition.146 

In Jonas’s view, modern Existentialism similarly propounds a form of dualism, 
although, in contradistinction to its ancient counterpart, it is deprived of a vi-
sion of a potential emancipation from the world and elevation above it. How-
ever, the “disruption between man and total reality,”147 and its corresponding 
devaluation of the world, does imply a superiority of man in relation to nature 
and the world, similar to that found in Gnosticism. 

Jonas’s comparison has been seminal. Not unexpectedly, the basic line of in-
quiry in my study may be considered to all intents and purposes to be an exten-
sion of Jonas’s attempt at a “‘gnostic’ reading of Existentialism.” Although 
Jonas focused on secular, anti-metaphysical, and “post-Christian” Existen-
tialism and was not in the least concerned with its Christian variety, there is 
reason in my opinion to extend his basic line of argument also to the latter. My 
contention here is that if modern Nihilism or Existentialism, i.e. Nietzsche and 
Heidegger, characterized by an “austere disillusionment,”148 could be thought to 
share some common ground with ancient Gnosticism, then this might perhaps 
be even more true of Berdiaev’s rendering of Existentialism, given that it dis-
plays an additional number of motifs, which are shared by ancient Gnosticism 
and are absent from the secular varieties of Existentialism. Indeed, I would 
argue that it is precisely the issues raised by Gnosticism that make visible a 
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fundamental dividing line between the two camps of Existentialist thought. Let 
me comment briefly on this issue. 

As noted by the philosopher himself, Berdiaev’s thought differed from other 
contemporary proponents of Existentialism owing to its Christian and theo-
sophical bent: “I consider myself […] a proponent of existential philosophy. 
Even more so than Heidegger and Sartre. But my existentialism is of a peculiar 
kind. […] the appraisal of my philosophical outlook is complicated by the fact 
that I, not without reason, am considered a Christian theosopher (of Franz von 
Baader’s type) […].”149Berdiaev’s existential thought can be said to have been 
impregnated by theosophical tendencies in this sense that it transgresses the 
limits of secular Existentialism by integrating premodern mythic elements, such 
as the Androgyne and the Ungrund, borrowed from the Christian theosophical 
tradition, although somewhat modified and emended. Thus, the fact that Ber-
diaev operates with myths and symbols, is the first crucial divergence from the 
secular variety of Existentialism. 

Secondly, as we have already become aware, and if Jonas’s view is to be 
taken as authoritative, then modern Nihilism may be considered to be an echo 
of Gnosticism in its emphasis on the alienation of man, in its devaluation of the 
world and in its rejection of pre-established mundane norms. He perceives a 
dualistic affinity with regard to the rift between man and the world that opens 
up in both currents of thought. But whereas Heidegger’s “fundamental ontol-
ogy [Fundamentalontologie]” propounds a dualism without transcendence, Ber-
diaev postulates a dualism which champions very emphatically transcendence as 
the ultimate eschatological goal. Here is to be found perhaps the most funda-
mental discrepancy between Berdiaev’s existential philosophy and that of 
Heidegger or Sartre, and also one of the tenets he shares with Gnosticism. Ioan 
P. Couliano has summarized this crucial divergence between secular Existen-
tialism and Gnosticism as follows: “Like Romanticism, existentialism closely 
resembles Gnosticism, yet it is the obverse thereof: Whereas Gnosticism is the 
champion of transcendence, existentialism is the final acknowledgment of its 
absence.”150 And in another passage, he writes: 

If nihilism is the state that ensues from the ‘unbuilding’ of transcendence and 
the attitude that pursues transcendence in order to ‘build it down,’ then we are 
entitled to notice that Gnosticism is the obverse of nihilism, for being the 
champion of transcendence. It has become apparent that one of the most rel-
evant characteristics of Gnosticism and of all other trends of Western dualism is 
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the extreme and extremistic affirmation of transcendence […]. Modern nihilism, 
by contrast is antimetaphysical.151 

To summarize, in contrast to other varieties of Existentialism, Berdiaev’s phi-
losophy contains a Christian theosophical core, which is metaphysical, rather 
than post- or anti-metaphysical, and which contains speculations on various 
mythic elements, in contrast to being entirely demythologized. Furthermore, he 
propounds a dualism with an insistence on transcendence. Lastly, Berdiaev must 
also be said to reverberate with the Gnostic standpoint in his acknowledgement 
of a form of non- or pre-objectified insight (gnosis).  
 

1.5. Methodological issues 

1.5.1. Genetics, Comparison or Immanent Analysis? 
This thesis is not a genetic study, if genetics is understood as the presumption of 
a perfect transfer from one current of thought to another. I am not attempting 
to either establish the origin of, or to trace the genealogical linkages behind 
Berdiaev’s concepts.152 Nor do I wish to demonstrate any dependency in his 
worldview. Instead, my approach is closer to that of Gilles Quispel, who argued 
that “likeness, affinity, similarity can exist in religious phenomena, even in cases 
when historical dependency is not present. [---] We have to thank not least the 
phenomenology of religion for this insight, which has taught us to connect 
what is related […].”153 Accordingly, my reading is closer to being a compara-
tive study than a genetic one, although it is not exclusively so, considering that 
its overall development might be said to oscillate between comparative analysis 
and immanent interpretation of Berdiaev’s thought. In other words, it offers 
something other than a mere comparison between two givens. Metaphorically 
speaking, the application of Jonas’s gnostic key to Berdiaev’s lock will no doubt 
illuminate the similarities and differences alike, but above all facilitate, I trust, 
an intriguing and novel way in to Berdiaev’s thought in its own right. Jonasian 
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Gnosticism, with all its limitations, is employed above all as a means of gaining 
fresh access to Berdiaev’s thought. 

Without doubt, my approach would be inadequate if the proposed aim was 
to establish a technically valid and strict comparison between the thought of 
Berdiaev and ancient Gnosticism as such. A study of that kind would have to 
include numerous aspects that are not brought into my discussion, which is 
limited to the Jonasian representation. It would have to go beyond Jonas, com-
plement and somewhat amend his model description.154 Most importantly, it 
would have to take into consideration the actual Gnostic source texts to a much 
greater extent than I do here. 

 

1.5.2. The Hermeneutic Circle 
It should be stressed that I wish to avoid a too rigid application of Jonas, or, 
metaphorically speaking, to steer clear of forcing his so-called “typological 
model” onto Berdiaev’s head. Instead of viewing it as a reified and ready-made 
model, valid once and for all for determining what is Gnostic and what is not, I 
have employed it rather as something akin to a foregrounding of a whole, 
which is an essential phase integral to any interpretive process. Let me com-
ment briefly on what I mean by this.  

According to philosophical hermeneutics, the art of interpretation is not en-
tirely capricious, but adheres to its own inherent rules. It sees interpretation as a 
circular process whereby valid interpretation can be achieved by a sustained, 
mutually qualifying interplay between our progressive sense of the whole and 
our retrospective understanding of its component parts. This is known as the 
hermeneutic circle. Jonas underscored that in any hermeneutic practice the 
parts are considered first in order that they may give a picture of the whole. 
This perceived whole may subsequently help to illuminate the individual parts. 
In actual practice this processual interplay between part and whole is undivided, 
however, and can be broken up in sequential phases only in the abstract.  

In the process of interpreting Berdiaev, I have made use of the framework 
established by Jonas as a means of determining above all which specific re-
search questions to pose. It has been employed in order to foreground the 
whole, subsequent to an initial open-minded consideration of Berdiaev’s writ-
ings. The posing of the chosen questions borrowed from the Jonasian frame-
work will, to paraphrase Jonas himself, “allow us to read the sources anew,” 
and serve as a “source of insight [which] situates the important points, sepa-
rates the central from the peripheral, the essential from the arbitrary, the genu-
ine from the alien, the adequate from the feigned, in the sign system of the 
sources, indeed it orders the sources anew.”155 The result of this ordering will 
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be the uncovering of the presence in Berdiaev’s thought of specific motifs and 
tendencies. It will also demonstrate the manner in which they interconnect. But 
it is imperative to remain open here to what the phenomenon under scrutiny 
may disclose, and not to silence it by violently forcing it into a pre-prepared 
mould. It would perhaps be well to quote the following words of Jonas: 
“Needless to say, our typology is an ideal construct and covers a whole 
spectrum of possible choices for the gnostic mind. Not all of its differentiae are 
found in all instances of the genus. How many and what combinations of them 
must be found to class the instance within the genus, must be determined from 
case to case, and often more ‘by ear’, musically as it were, than by abstract 
rule.”156  

 

1.5.3. “Circularity of Procedure”? 
The nature of Jonas’s interpretation of Gnosticism was determined by his fa-
miliarity with German existential philosophy, grounded in the Heideggerian 
Daseinsanalyse. One could argue for this reason that an initial kinship may be 
found in Jonas with the more or less contemporary Berdiaev, who was the for-
mer’s senior by roughly thirty years, at least from the 1920s onwards when 
Berdiaev gradually appropriated more and more of the existentialist terminol-
ogy and inscribed himself into the existentialist current of thought. Does this 
fact make my own hermeneutic, which has appropriated Jonas’s existential 
focus, a biased one when applied to Berdiaev? In other words: do the two 
thinkers not in fact converge, in the sense that they share many crucial features 
already at the outset? To a certain extent, this is indeed the case. It ought to be 
admitted that they display certain common traits not least as concerns philo-
sophical terminology, but also and above all in their anthropocentric focus and 
privileging of existential topics. As a result, applying the Jonasian framework 
certainly demands a large degree of self-awareness on the part of the researcher, 
in terms of an awareness of the interpretive preconceptions built into this spe-
cific “horizon of understanding.”  

It is of value here to quote Jonas’s self-reflections at the opening of his 
comparative essay, where he admits “to a certain circularity of procedure”:  

When, many years ago, I turned to the study of Gnosticism, I found that the 
viewpoints, the optics as it were, which I had acquired in the school of Heideg-
ger, enabled me to see aspects of gnostic thought that had been missed before. 
[---] The fitness of its categories to the particular matter was something to pon-
der about. They fitted as if made to measure: were they, perhaps, made to meas-
ure? At the outset, I had taken that fitness as simply a case of their presumed 
general validity, which would assure their utility for the interpretation of any 

                                                                                                                                  
und Peripheres, Wesentliches und Zufälliges, Genuines und Fremdes, Adäquates und 
Vortäuschendes im Zeichensystem der Bekundungen, ja ordnet die quellen neu […].” 
156 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 275. 
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human ‘existence’ whatsoever. But then it dawned on me that the applicability 
of categories in the given instance might rather be due to the very kind of ‘exist-
ence’ on either side – that which had provided the categories and that which so 
well responded to them.157 

In other words, Jonas came to the realization that Existentialism, the categories 
of which he applied, was a child of its time, and this to a greater extent than he 
had initially thought, and less of a universally valid and transparent understand-
ing of the human condition than he had thought at the outset. He realized that 

[…] Existentialism, which claims to be the explication of the fundamentals of 
human existence as such, is the philosophy of a particular, historically fated 
situation of human existence: and an analogous (though in other respects very 
different) situation had given rise to an analogous response in the past. [---] The 
issue posed by Existentialism does not thereby lose in seriousness; but a proper 
perspective is gained by realizing the situation which it reflects and to which the 
validity of some of its insights is confined.158 

Consequently, Jonas drew the conclusion that his application of the Existen-
tialist “key” to the Gnostic “lock” had proven so successful not least for the 
reason that the two movements had both originated in analogous historical cir-
cumstances. Jonas used this insight as a validation for his “reciprocal illumina-
tion” of both movements undertaken in his seminal essay.  

In view of this, it seems imperative to stress once more that the present in-
quiry does not purport to be an exhaustive description either of Gnosticism or 
even of possible gnostic elements in Berdiaev’s thought. A number of issues 
will demand further investigation. As concerns ancient Gnosticism, I take my 
starting point almost exclusively from Jonas’s interpretation, which I hold to be 
very very persuasive, although I hardly think it should be viewed as a once and 
for all valid and final rendering of Gnosticism. In fact, doubt may be cast upon 
it by Postmodernist trends in epistemology and theory of science, which lay 
great stress on perspectivism, if such an “objective” representation can be 
thought to exist at all. What remains is a local and limited interpretation, which, 
while making no claims to objectivity, tries instead to achieve some degree of 
depth in its approach to the subject matter as well as to maintain faithfulness to 
the sources. As concerns perspectivism, I ought readily and cheerfully to admit 
that my reading of Berdiaev attempts to focus on merely one perspective out of 
an almost endless number of possibilities. It is a Jonasian Gnostic reading that 
is offered here. No more, no less. 
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1.6. Source Material 
My study is based almost exclusively on the writings of Nikolai Berdiaev and 
Hans Jonas, and to a significantly lesser degree on secondary sources. As con-
cerns Berdiaev’s texts, I did not initially set any limit on the scope of works to 
be consulted, which means that all of his works that in one way or another 
could be deemed to relate to the topic came under scrutiny. There are some 
works, nonetheless, which during the course of study turned out to be more 
important than others, and which therefore may be considered to be my main 
source texts. They are The Philosophy of Freedom (Filosofiia svobody 1911), The 
Meaning of the Creative Act (Smysl tvorchestva, reportedly written in 1914, but 
published in 1916), Freedom and the Spirit (Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha 1927-
28), Slavery and Freedom (O rabstve i svobode cheloveka 1939), The Beginning and 
the End (Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki 1947), Truth and Revelation (Istina i 
otkrovenie 1947, published in Russian in 1996) and the autobiography Self-
Knowledge (Samopoznanie, published posthumously in 1949).159 In addition, a 
vast number of Berdiaev’s articles will be referenced. As can be seen from the 
publication dates indicated within parentheses, I cover more or less Berdiaev’s 
entire productive career as a religious philosopher. In view of this, it should be 
stressed that my study is primarily thematic, and that the developmental per-
spective is deliberately downplayed, the only exception being the chapter which 
deals with the intellectual and biographical development of the first phases of 
Berdiaev’s religious philosophy. Beyond this initial period and its first fruits, 
however, I have consciously de-emphasized any possible changes, transforma-
tions, or fluctuations that might have occurred in Berdiaev’s thought. The only 
departure from this approach is the notion of Berdiaev’s progression from his 
early “ontologism” to the anti-ontological stance of his last phase. 

As concerns Jonas, it is largely his three main monographs on ancient Gnos-
ticism that have been consulted, on the assumption that they remain his main 
contribution to this field of research. The first volume of studies, Gnosis und 
spätantiker Geist. Erster Teil: Die mythologische Gnosis [Gnosticism and the Spirit of 
Late Antiquity], was published in 1934. As a result of the threat to Jonas’s life in 
connection with the rise of National Socialism in Germany and the ensuing 
war, the first half of the second part was not published until 1954, when it ap-
peared as Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, Von der Mythologie zur mystischen 
Philosophie, although it had been written twenty years earlier.160 In the meantime, 
Jonas had emigrated, settling in the United States in 1955, where he was to 
remain for the rest of his life.161 In 1957 a considerably amended rendering of 
his previous studies was published in English as The Gnostic Religion: The Message 
of the Alien God & the Beginnings of Christianity. It should be observed that “while 

                                                        
159 With the exception of the first and the last, the titles are given here in their published trans-
lated form. 
160 A second part was never published. 
161 See Jonas, Memoirs, especially chapter 4. 
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retaining the point of view of the larger [German] work and restating many of 
its arguments, [the English volume] [was] different in scope, in organization, 
and in literary intention,” not least since “much of the more difficult philo-
sophical elaboration, with its too technical language – the cause for much com-
plaint in the German volumes – ha[d] been excluded from this treatment, 
which strive[d] to reach the general educated reader as well as the scholar.”162 
The English edition, written in more popular English and less rigorous philo-
sophically, cannot therefore be considered to be a mere translation of the Ger-
man editions. Although I quote, for the most part, from this edition in the fol-
lowing study, I shall also quote now and then from the earlier German editions 
(as was the case particularly in the Keymaker section above). In addition, a few 
separate articles and encyclopaedia entries written by Jonas are referenced, in 
particular the essay “Gnosticism, Existentialism and Nihilism.” 

 

                                                        
162 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, xxxv. 
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II. Beginnings and Positioning 

2.1. Prelude to Gnosis: the Origin of Berdiaev’s 
Gnosticizing Enterprise  

2.1.1. Introduction 
In this chapter I shall examine the beginnings of Berdiaev’s activity as a reli-
gious philosopher, which were crucial to setting the course of his ensuing intel-
lectual development and philosophical outlook. This sketch is structured so as 
to emphasize that this formative period passed through a number of phases, 
starting with a religious crisis in 1905 or 1906, and leading up to The Meaning of 
the Creative Act in 1914.1 The significance of this biographical sketch for my 
subject matter lies in the fact that it points to the heterodox nature of Ber-
diaev’s acceptance of Christian faith, perhaps even to what might be termed a 
gnosticizing tendency in the mind of Berdiaev throughout the course of this 
development. In addition, it demonstrates that there are autobiographical 
statements which bear witness to numinous experiences of a kind that may be 
considered consonant with the Jonasian Gnostic notion of a suprarational mys-
tical enlightening. It could be argued that the introduction in his published texts 
of the concept of gnosis, which also takes place at this time, almost demands a 
testimonial to such experiences for it to acquire a degree of authenticity, or 
inversely, that it may have appeared appropriate in Berdiaev’s eyes in light of 
the nature of his experiences. The sketch further points to the circumstance 
that Berdiaev’s mystical leanings appear to have been a cause of consternation 

                                                        
1 The reason why my biographical sketch does not extend beyond the latter date is that I am of 
the opinion that with The Meaning of the Creative Act Berdiaev had found his original voice, and that 
his later philosophy consists mainly of variations on the themes set out in this earlier work. Natu-
rally, all the implications of Berdiaev’s thought are not visible at this early stage. Later changes in 
Berdiaev’s thought noted by other scholars relate principally to his changed attitude towards 
ontologism and his appropriation of existentialist terminology during his period in exile. Iurii 
Chërnyi in fact identifies three phases in Berdiaev’s philosophical development: 1) “the new 
religious consciousness,” 2) the teaching about “a creative epoch in Christianity,” 3) the teaching 
of a “personalistic revolution.” In the final period he rejects ontology. Chërnyi, “Gnosticheskie 
motivy.” 
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in his relationship with the Orthodox Church, and to have given rise to a sense 
of estrangement in relation to some of its more strict followers. And lastly, the 
sketch draws attention to the significance of the mystical tradition of Christian 
theosophy, of Vladimir Solov’ëv, and more particularly of the mystic Jacob 
Böhme (1575-1624), as sources of inspiration and affiliation during this devel-
opment. In view of these points, I believe that this formative period can viably 
be called a prelude to gnosis.2 
 

2.1.2. Spiritual Turning Point  
Berdiaev’s principal philosophical development led from Marxism to Christian 
faith via Neo-Idealism, the latter being a stopover that can be seen as a philo-
sophical surmounting of the crude materialism that he had encountered in 
revolutionary circles.3 According to autobiographical statements, Berdiaev ex-
perienced an inner transformation in 1905 or 1906 that resulted in his conclu-
sive acceptance of Christian faith. On a level perhaps not directly related to its 
religious content, this was connected on his own admittance to the disillu-
sionment that followed in the wake of the high expectations associated with the 
upheaval of 1905.4 In a letter to his friend Dmitrii Filosofov (1872-1940),5 this 
transformation is described as follows: “Last spring and summer something 
truly religious transpired within me, a radical breakthrough, or perhaps I ought 
better describe it like this: I finally and absolutely came to believe in Christ, was 
liberated from inner demonism, came to love God, and my inner religious zeal, 
which I possessed at one point but then lost, was handed back to me.”6 Men-

                                                        
2 A note concerning my use of biographical sources should be added here. My interpretation is to 
a large extent based on Berdiaev’s autobiographical first-person accounts, some of which were set 
down on paper significantly later than when the actual events took place (this holds good espe-
cially for the latter part of the chapter). In view of the fact that a considerable period of time had 
elapsed between the events themselves and the subsequent description of them, and that we are 
dealing with Berdiaev’s own interpretations of what transpired, we should be careful not to read 
them in a naïve manner as if they were entirely transparent accounts of what actually occurred. 
The reader should observe, nonetheless, that my exposé in this section is quite loyal to Berdiaev. 
But one ought to take into account the aim here, which is not to deconstruct Berdiaev and dem-
onstrate inconsistencies, but rather to demonstrate gnosticizing leanings. 
3 See Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” especially chapter 7. 
4 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia. Iz arkhiva S. A. Vengerova,” Vestnik Russkogo Khristianskogo 
dvizheniia, no. 177:I-II (1988): 130: “В пережитом мной религиозном кризисе огромную роль 
играло разочарование в самих первоосновах революции. Я очень мучительно пережил 
революцию 1905 года. Я почувствовал в ней коренную ложь, неправду ее духовной 
основы, и меня ужаснуло нравственное вырождение в ее конце.”  
5 Dmitrii Vladimirovich Filosofov was a literary and art critic, who worked on the editorial board 
of the journals Mir iskusstva and Novyi Put’. He helped organize the religious philosphical gather-
ings. Following the October Revolution he emigrated to Poland. 
6 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Pis’ma Nikolaia Berdiaeva,”, Minuvshee: Istoricheskii al’manakh, vol. 9, ed. 
Vladimir Alloi (Paris: Atheneum, 1990), 305-306: “В прошлую весну и лето во мне 
совершилось нечто поистине религиозное, радикальный перелом, и лучше всего я могу 
это выразить так: я поверил окончательно и абсолютно в Христа, внутренно освободился 
от демонизма, полюбил Бога, ко мне вернулся тот внутренний религиозный пафос, 
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tion is made of this experience also in later writings. As described in an auto-
biographical sketch prepared more than a decade later, that is to say early in 
1917, this inner renewal appears to have been associated with a particular inci-
dent that occurred whilst the philosopher was staying in the countryside.7 Here 
the account is slightly more elaborate than in the previously cited passage and 
focuses on a specific happening, rather than on a period stretching over some 
time, as is the case in the first letter. Reference is made here to a “spiritual en-
lightening”:  

The year 1905 was very important to my inner life. That year, during the sum-
mer in the countryside, subsequent to some very painful experiences, bordering 
on agony, I experienced a spiritual enlightening [dukhovnoe ozarenie], after which I 
conclusively became a Christian. I came to have faith in Christ, the Son of God 
and Saviour, and from that day forward my spiritual development and the un-
ruly advance of my ideas flowed forth within the bounds of Christianity.8 

Lastly, in his full autobiography, written at the end of his life, the philosopher 
once again recalls the process that led to his turning to Christianity. Here he 
rejects the idea of ever having experienced anything like a drastic conversion 
leading from total darkness to absolute light. He denies also being able to assign 
a particular day when he began thinking of himself as a Christian. Whereas in 
his earlier accounts he had described it as a “radical breakthrough” or “turning 
point [radikal’nyi perelom],” in the later account he de-emphasizes the drastic 
nature of the change he went through. All the same, the experience in the 
countryside is mentioned yet again as an incident out of the ordinary:  

In remembering my spiritual path, I am forced to admit that in my life I did not 
experience what Catholics and Protestants (and to a significantly lesser degree 
Orthodox Christians) call a conversion and to which they ascribe such a central 
significance. I have already said that in my case there was no such drastic re-
newal, a transition from complete darkness to complete light. From a certain 
point in my life, to which I cannot assign a particular day, I confessed to being a 
Christian and entered upon the path of Christianity. I remember merely one 
moment during the summer in the country, when, in a heavy mood, I went into 
the garden at dusk. Heavy clouds hung overhead, and the shadows were gather-
ing, when suddenly a light flared up in my soul. But I do not call this moment 
experienced by me a sudden conversion, because before it I was neither a scep-

                                                                                                                                  
который был у меня некогда, а потом затерялся.” Judging by this letter, dated 22 April 1907, 
this crisis appears to have taken place in 1906. 
7 When exactly this event took place, whether it was in the summer of 1905 or 1906, remains 
open to question due to Berdiaev’s own contradictory statements. In an autobiographical sketch 
that Berdiaev prepared in the early winter of 1917, he dates it a year earlier than in the above 
quoted letter, that is to say in 1905. 
8 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 129-130: “1905 г. был очень важным в моей внутренней жизни. 
В этом году, летом в деревне, после очень мучительных переживаний, приближающихся к 
агонии, у меня было духовное озарение, после которого я окончательно стал христианином. Я 
поверил в Христа, Сына Божьего и Спасителя, и отныне все мое духовное развитие и 
бурное движение идей протекали в пределах христианства.” Italics added. 
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tic, nor a materialist, nor an atheist, nor an agnostic; and because thereafter the 
conflicts within me did not vanish. I did not come to know any time of endur-
ing inner peace and complex religious problems did not cease to torment me.9 

Now, regardless of whether Berdiaev dates the experience to 1905 or a year 
later, what is crucial are the indications suggesting that he passed through an 
intense and agonizing inner conflict or crisis which resulted in a final turning to 
Christian faith. In describing the single experience with which it was connected, 
he makes use of the expression “spiritual enlightening.” This numinous experi-
ence may be taken accordingly as the decisive starting point of his subsequent 
activity as a religious philosopher. The momentous role played by this devel-
opment is also readily apparent from the nature of his subsequent writings. 
Henceforth, his philosophical output increasingly revolves around religious 
issues.  

In order to come to grips with the philosophical consequences of this turn-
ing point, some important contextual details need to be added to the above. In 
the autumn of 1904, Berdiaev had moved to Saint Petersburg, and for a period 
of about three years was now situated at the heart of the Russian capital’s cul-
tural elite. His encounter with its literary circles, belonging to the Symbolist 
current that blossomed at this time, would turn out to be crucial to the forma-
tion of his religious worldview. Most importantly perhaps, Berdiaev became an 
intimate friend of Dmitrii Merezhkovskii (1865-1941) and his circle, which also 
included Zinaida Gippius (1869-1945) and the already mentioned Dmitrii 
Filosofov, among others. In his capacity as a tantalizing intellectual who boldly 
offered up an unconventional and iconoclastic rendering of Christianity, 
Merezhkovskii, who was Berdiaev’s senior by roughly ten years, appears to have 
served as some kind of mentor. Although Merezhkovskii was more able as a 
writer of fiction than as a thinker, his book Tolstoy and Dostoevsky (1902) turned 
out to be seminal in drawing the general public’s attention to these writers in 
their capacity as religious thinkers. He also disseminated a religious teaching of 
his own, which amounted to something akin to a neopagan revisionist critique 
of Christianity. Historical Christianity had in his view been all too ascetic and 
otherworldly, denigrating “the flesh” and the instincts. In this respect his 

                                                        
9 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 433-434: “Припоминая свой духовный путь, я принужден 
сознать, что в моей жизни не было того, что католики и протестанты (гораздо менее 
православные) называют convertion и чему приписывают такое центральное значение. Я 
говорил уже, что у меня не было резкого обращения, перехода от совершенной тьмы к 
совершенному свету. С известного момента моей жизни, которого я не мог бы отнести к 
определенному дню моей жизни, я сознал себя христианином и вошел в путь 
христианства. Припоминаю только одно мгновение летом в деревне, когда я шел в 
тяжелом настроении, уже в сумерки, в саду и нависли тучи. Тьма сгустилась, но в моей 
душе вдруг блеснул свет. И это пережитое мгновение я не называю резким обращением, 
потому что до этого я не был ни скептиком, ни материалистом, ни атеистом, ни 
агностиком, и после этого у меня не были сняты внутренние противоречия, не наступило 
полного внутреннего покоя и не перестала меня мучить сложная религиозная 
проблематика.”  
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thought parallels that of Vasilii Rozanov (1856-1919), who together with 
Merezhkovskii made up the hub of a movement known as “God-seeking [Bo-
goiskatel’stvo],” which arranged gatherings in an organized setting that brought 
together intellectuals belonging to the cultural sphere and representatives of the 
Orthodox Church, two sections of society that had grown increasingly apart 
ever since the 18th century. In connection with the social unrest of 1905 
Merezhkovskii’s thought became increasingly focused on societal issues. He 
interpreted the revolutionary events in a religious light, as a spiritual upheaval 
and renewal, and chose for this reason to welcome them. 

Through his contact with the free-thinking and refined Merezhkovskiis, 
Berdiaev became acquainted with the idea of a “New Religious Consciousness” 
and involved in paving the way for a reinterpreation, or a novel rendering, of 
Christianity, which differed from the established varieties. Accordingly, his first 
attempts at giving a conceptual formulation to his newly acquired religious 
conviction were to take place in the context of a somewhat unorthodox inter-
pretation of Christianity, not moulded along the lines of Orthodox tradition, as 
might perhaps otherwise have been expected.10 As he would write later on: 
“[…] my acceptance of Christian faith was not altogether orthodox and not at 
first churchly.”11  

Interesting in this connection is Berdiaev’s categorization of Merezhkovskii 
as “a special type of gnostic of our time [osobyi tip gnostika nashego vremeni],” 
who interprets the Gospels in an unusual way, gaining access to some of 
its mysteries.12 But even though Merezhkovskii might have helped Berdiaev to 
think in untried ways, and the two shared more than a few points of reference, 
their views diverged on other issues. For one thing, Berdiaev became more 
focused with time on the significance and meaning of creativity, rather than on 
justifying “the flesh,” which was Merezhkovskii’s self-imposed task. Berdiaev 
also took to devising an anthropology, which in his eyes differed from anything 
that had gone before and from his contemporaries. Berdiaev’s verdict in a sub-
sequent article, dating from 1916 and where his assessment of Merezhkovskii 
has shifted considerably, is telling. Here, in contrast to the earlier statement, 
Merezhkovskii is charged with lacking any genuine understanding of gnosis, 
which Berdiaev in this instance defines as “the free and immanent knowledge 

                                                        
10 Neither was it a return to a faith inculcated during his upbringing and childhood. Berdiaev, 
“Samopoznanie,” 429, 431: “У меня не было традиционного православного детства, я не 
изошел ни от какой наивной ортодоксии. [---] […] я не помню в своем детстве 
ортодоксальных религиозных верований, к которым я мог бы вернуться. Во мне, в 
сущности, никогда не произошло того, что называют возвращением к вере отцов. Более 
всего меня всегда отталкивала всякая родовая религиозность.” Nonetheless, in his letter to 
Filosofov he does in fact mention performing such Orthodox practices as daily prayer to God 
and the sign of the cross. Berdiaev, “Pis’ma Nikolaia Berdiaeva,” 306. 
11 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 130: “[…] мое принятие христианства не было вполне 
ортодоксальным и не сразу было церковным.” 
12 Nikolai Berdiaev, “O novom religioznom soznanii,” in Sub specie æternitatis: opyty filosofskie, 
sotsial’nye i literaturnye (1900-1906 gg.) (Moscow: Kanon+, 2002), 385. The article was originally 
published in the journal Voprosy zhizni, Sep. 1905.  
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of God [immanentno-svobodnoe bogopoznanie].” Just like Sergei Bulgakov, a 
close friend of Berdiaev who would become increasingly more important to 
him, Merezhkovskii fears and disapproves of gnosis, Berdiaev states. But 
Merezhkovskii, according to Berdiaev, is even less “qualified [podgotovlen]” 
than Bulgakov to make judgements concerning religious gnosis, and knows 
less.13 Thus, despite the fact that Merezhkovskii and Berdiaev shared a funda-
mental pathos, namely the striving for “a new religious consciousness,” their 
differences in outlook were mounting. In the end, it could but lead to rupture.  

A number of references to gnosis crop up in Berdiaev’s texts, both private 
and published, at this time. A case in point, which also contains a notable indi-
cation of how Berdiaev’s direction of thought was proceeding at this time, may 
be found in a letter to Merezhkovskii’s cohort, Zinaida Gippius, dated 27 
March 1906, where Berdiaev writes: “Perhaps I will eventually join the Church, 
in whose verity [istinnost’] I shall come to believe, but the individual task of my life 
will remain the same – to construct a system of religious philosophical gnosis. Close to my 
heart are not the practical builders of the Christian Church, but the gnostics, 
close are not the apostles, but Origen and others like him.”14 The “system,” 
mentioned here, denotes something which was never realized in Berdiaev’s 
production. In fact, he eventually became an outspokenly anti-systemic thinker. 
Even so, it is noteworthy that Berdiaev so soon after, or virtually coincident 
with, his decisive acceptance of Christian faith, articulates the intention to cre-
ate a “religious philosophical gnosis.” Berdiaev's admittance of a feeling of 
kinship with the gnostics, with Origen and “others like him,” also deserves 
attention. And lastly, the fact that Berdiaev also appears to define his undertak-
ing over and against the Church is worth mentioning. It would appear that 
Berdiaev wishes to stress here that his principal aspiration was already decided 
upon prior to his joining the Church, and that the latter act would not alter this 
intention to any substantial degree. 

In the letter to Filosofov already quoted above, and dated a little over a year 
after the Gippius letter, Berdiaev returns to the question of what he considers 
to be his calling, revealing yet again what might be termed a “gnosticizing” 
tendency in his reasoning. Here he makes overt mention of his attraction to 
gnosis: “I will always be absorbed by the ideal of a higher wisdom, of divine 
contemplation, of theosophy, gnosis.”15 In this letter, Berdiaev also elaborates 
on how he perceives his future activities, and we catch an echo, somewhat un-

                                                        
13 Berdiaev, “Novoe khristianstvo,” 202-203: “Подобно Булгакову, не любит и боится 
Мережковский гнозиса, имманентно-свободного богопознания. Но он менее Булгакова 
подготовлен для суждения о религиозном гнозисе, меньше знает.” 
14 Berdiaev, “Pis’ma Nikolaia Berdiaeva,” 299: “Быть может, я наконец войду в Церковь, в 
истинность которой поверю, но индивидуальная задача моей жизни останется та же — 
построить систему религиозно-философского гнозиса. Мне близки не практические строители 
христианской Церкви, а гностики, близки не апостолы, а Ориген и ему подобные.” Italics 
added. 
15 Ibid., 311: “И всегда будет меня соблазнять идеал высшей мудрости, божественного 
созерцания, теософия, гнозис.” 
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expectedly, of what might be characterized as a Solov’ëvian historiosophical 
vision of the gradual formation of a “new and consummating religious doc-
trine.” Berdiaev defines this development, whose cause he aims to serve, as a 
“gnostic process”: 

My philosophy possesses a stable religious basis, but I do not intend to step 
forward in the capacity of a religious preacher, I do not perceive that I have in 
me enough of a special religious gift, and do not pretend to be a prophet or an 
apostle. I remain a philosopher and a publicist of a religious orientation, but am 
devout according to my nature. Above all, I am naturally equipped as a God-
seeking philosopher, an apologist for the new religious consciousness and am 
deeply convinced that what is at hand in history is a complex gnostic process, that 
there is a new and consummating teaching to be developed, a consummating reli-
gious doctrine. While serving, if only indirectly, this great gnostic process that 
aims at the formation of a religious doctrine, and without which there cannot be 
any further religious development in humanity, I shall remain irreproachable, 
and write only about what I really believe, what I have experienced. I profess my 
faith not in the form of a pretentious sermon or prophecy, but in the form of a 
philosophical defence of the truth.16 

There are numerous aspects of this intriguing declaration that deserve com-
ment. Suffice it to make a few observations here concerning only one, namely 
the parallel with Vladimir Solov’ëv, which is visible in the reference to a proces-
sual advance towards “a consummating religious doctrine.” It might be recalled 
that Solov’ëv, inspired by the developmental philosophy of history of German 
Idealism, primarily of Hegel and Schelling, had envisioned the course of history 
as a gradual progression in humanity’s (religious) worldviews. Inspired also by 
the Russian Slavophiles, his historiosophical vision awarded Russian culture a 
future key role in the elaboration of a new holistic teaching that would one day 
prevail over the materialistic and rationalistic atomism that he thought was the 
hegemonic paradigm in the West. One of his principal self-appointed tasks was 
to provide the philosophical groundwork for this integral worldview. Not un-
expectedly, in Berdiaev’s letter there is an even more unequivocal indication 
that Solov’ëv must have been an important source of inspiration for him at this 
time. Solov’ëv is mentioned explicitly, but now in connection with Berdiaev’s 
intention to write a work on epistemology: 

                                                        
16 Ibid., 306: “Моя философия имеет твердую религиозную базу, но я не решаюсь 
выступать в качестве религиозного проповедника, я не чувствую в себе особенного 
религиозного дара, не претендую быть пророком и апостолом, остаюсь философом и 
публицистом религиозного брожения, но религиозным в существе своем. Более всего я 
способен быть философом-богоискателем, апологетом нового религиозного сознания и 
глубоко уверен, что в истории мира предстоит еще сложный гностический процесс, что 
должно образоваться новое и окончательное учение, полное вероучение. Служа хотя бы 
косвенно этому великому гностическому процессу образования вероучения, без которого 
не может быть дальнейшего религиозного движения человечества, я остаюсь 
целомудренным, пишу лишь о том, во что подлинно верю, что пережил, исповедую свою 
веру не в форме притязательной проповеди и пророчества, а в форме философской 
защиты истины.” 
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I have envisioned a large epistemological-metaphysical-theological oeuvre, to 
which I shall devote a few years of my life, and for which I constantly make my-
self ready. The subject of my work is the relation between ‘knowledge’ and 
‘faith,’ something akin to a religious theory of knowledge, a philosophical justifi-
cation of faith, at the centre of which there will be a doctrine on the Logos. This 
will be a continuation of the labours of Vladimir Solov’ëv, who is close to me in 
this, that he was a mystical rationalist, and recognized the higher rationality of 
faith. I believe that through my work on this problem, I will serve my God, and 
fulfil my duty in life.17 

This reference to Solov’ëv, the “mystical rationalist,” as well the previously 
more implicit one, do not lack a foundation in the actual philosophical content 
mentioned by Berdiaev. The notion of a processual formation of a religious 
doctrine (defined by Berdiaev as “a gnostic process”) and his epistemological 
considerations (“the higher rationality of faith”) both echo Solov’ëv. It is rea-
sonable to assume that Berdiaev by this time must have acquainted himself with 
Solov’ëv’s writings on both these issues. As concerns the latter, one might recall 
that Solov’ëv attempted to create an integrative epistemology labelled a “free 
theosophy,” and which was an endeavour to bond the three principal forms of 
knowledge, i.e. the empirical, the rational and the mystical, into one seamless 
synthesis. An affinity may be found in the two philosophers’ shared philosophical 
approach to religion, as opposed to an unreflective popular belief, as well as in 
their religious approach to philosophy, as opposed to an atheistic approach.18  

This attested affinity notwithstanding, Berdiaev eventually came to depart 
from Solov’ëv. For one thing, Berdiaev never constructed a philosophical sys-
tem, nor did he write a large individual work on epistemology. Instead, he pu-
bished a few separate articles covering the latter topic in 1908 and 1910. The 
first is entitled “On Ontological Epistemology,” and was published in the jour-
nal Questions of Philosophy [Voprosy filosofii] in 1908.19 The second is called 
“Faith and Knowledge” and was published in the same journal two years later,20 
as was the third, “The Epistemological Problem (Towards a Critique of Critical 

                                                        
17 Ibid., 310: “Я задумал большой гносеологически-метафизически-богословский труд, 
которому посвящу несколько лет жизни, к которому все время готовлюсь. Тема моего 
труда — отношение между ‘знанием’ и ‘верою,’ что-то вроде религиозной гносеологии, 
философское оправдание веры, в центре будет учение о Логосе. Это будет продолжением 
дела Вл. Соловьева, который мне близок тем, что был мистическим рационалистом, 
признавал высшую разумность веры. Верю, что работая над этой проблемой, я послужу 
своему Богу, исполню свой жизненный долг.” 
18 The problem of the relation of knowledge (gnosis) to faith (pistis), mentioned by Berdiaev in the 
letter, has often been regarded, it should be pointed out, as fundamental to Gnosticism and its 
relation to the mainstream church. As an illustration, it could be mentioned that it was exactly 
this concern that led Hans Jonas to tread the path of study into Gnosticism in the first place. 
Jonas, Gnostic Religion, xviiff. 
19 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Ob ontologicheskoi gnoseologii,” Voprosy filosofii i psikhologii, no. 93 (1908): 
413-440.  
20 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Vera i znanie,” Voprosy filosofii i psikhologii, no. 102 (1910): 198-234. 
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Philosophy).”21 These articles were later incorporated into The Philosophy of Free-
dom [Filosofiia svobody 1911] as the fourth, second and third chapters respec-
tively. It is reasonable to assume that they collectively make up remnants of the 
“large epistemological, metaphysical and theological work” that Berdiaev had 
intended to write as “a continuation of the efforts of Vladimir Solov’ëv.” Is it 
likewise possible that these texts collectively would have constituted a prelimi-
nary contribution to the “system of religious philosophical gnosis,” mentioned 
in the letter to Gippius? This seems quite likely, considering the scattered refer-
ences to gnosis contained in these texts. I shall have an opportunity to return to 
this question below when I examine The Philosophy of Freedom. 

 

2.1.3. Early Philosophical Conceptualizations of the New Religious 
Consciousness 
It is in connection with his involvement in the intellectual milieu of the capital 
that the concept of gnosis appeared to Berdiaev, for one reason or another, to 
be both relevant and usable. The allusions to gnosis, which I quoted from his 
letters, also have their counterparts in his first religious philosophical writings. 
The term itself makes its first appearance in Berdiaev’s published writings in an 
article originally published in the philosophical journal Questions of Life in Sep-
tember 1905, which treats Merezhkovskii and the New Religious Conscious-
ness.22 The article was republished two years later, as part of an anthology enti-
tled Sub Specie Æternitatis: Philosophical, Social and Literary Essays (1900-1906.),23 
which contained articles on various topics that had been printed separately in 
various journals during the preceding years. It reflects the progress of Ber-
diaev’s thought from Marxism to Neo-Idealism, and may be considered the 
major product of his Neo-Idealist phase. To a limited extent it also reflects the 
transition to the “New Religious Consciousness.” The mentioned article is 
entitled “On the New Religious Consciousness (D. Merezhkovskii)” and consti-
tutes Berdiaev’s first publication treating religious philosophy exclusively. Here 
he states that it is possible to view the general historical process as an interplay 
between humanity and the divine and as a gradual divine revelation. I see this as 
an early expression of the similar idea that we encountered in the Filosofov 
letter written a little later, where mention was made of a “gnostic process.” 
Berdiaev states further that all religious expressions of past ages have been 

                                                        
21 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Gnoseologicheskaia problema (K kritike krititsizma),” Voprosy filosofii i 
psikhologii, no. 105 (1910): 281-308. 
22 Berdiaev, “O novom religioznom soznanii,” 383-384. 
23 Nikolai Berdiaev, Sub specie æternitatis: opyty filosofskie, sotsial’nye i literaturnye (1900-1906 gg.) 
(Moscow: Kanon+, 2002). This was not Berdiaev’s first book, however, as he in 1901 had pub-
lished a study and critique of the thought of Nikolai Mikhailovskii (1842-1904), a very influential 
ideologue at the time, which was prefaced by Petr Struve. See Nikolai Berdiaev, Sub’’ektivizm i 
individualizm v obshchestvennoi filosofii: kriticheskii ėtiud o N. K. Mikhailovskom (Saint Petersburg: O. N. 
Popova, 1901).  
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different yet crucial phases in the evolution of the collective mind of humanity. 
But since all earlier revelations have been incomplete and hence not final, the 
New Religious Consciousness ought to be considered an indispensable step 
forward in this ongoing revelation. Above all, it is the problem of the relation-
ship between the relative, temporal, historical revelation and the eternal and 
absolute mystical revelation, which deserves to be reworked in a new philoso-
phy, in a mystical as well as critical philosophy of the future, called on to serve 
this new religious consciousness. Berdiaev concludes his argument by saying 
that only through a fusion of religious experience with higher philosophical 
knowledge can a “true gnosis [istinnyi gnozis]” be born.24  

Both the foreword and the afterword of the anthology are written with a 
clear polemical intent, the afterword addressed to an “implied reader,” a ration-
alist opponent, to be precise. In this afterword, entitled “Reason and common 
sense (afterword),” Berdiaev argues that the use of reason does not necessarily 
in and by itself have to entail a denial of the existence of God or materialism. 
There exists also the path of the “mystical rationalists.” And here he goes on to 
enumerate a number of philosophers who, in his view, represent the apex of 
reason, with special mention being made of Solov’ëv among the Russian think-
ers: “If you really wish to know what reason is, in what its titanic work and the 
fruits it has bequeathed to us consists, then you should turn to Plato and the 
Neoplatonists, to Origen and the Christian gnostics, to Spinoza and Leibniz, to 
Hegel and Schelling, and lastly to Russian philosophy with Vladimir Solov’ëv at 
its head, which none of you knows but of which each and every one of you 
ought to be proud.”25 That special mention is made here of Solov’ëv, should 
come as no surprise in view of the high estimation of him shown by Berdiaev 
in his letter to Filosofov, quoted earlier.  

In the same year that Berdiaev published this anthology of articles (1907), he 
also brought out his second monograph, entitled The New Religious Consciousness 
and Society, signalling his definite departure from Neo-Idealism.26 It may be re-
garded as the most mature outcome of the New Religious Consciousness 
phase. The foreword to this work contains arguments that echo those ex-
pressed in Sub Specie Æternitatis, but now significantly more pointed and taken to 
their utmost limit. Among other things, the foreward introduces what might be 
termed Berdiaev’s first “programmatic declaration,” characteristically formu-
lated around three negations: 

                                                        
24 Berdiaev, “O novom religioznom soznanii,” 383. 
25 Berdiaev, Sub specie æternitatis, 484: “Если вы хотите знать, что такое разум, в чем его 
титаническая работа и завещанные нам плоды, обратитесь к Платону к неоплатоникам, к 
Оригену и христианским гностикам, к Спинозе и Лейбницу, к Гегелю и Шеллингу, 
наконец к русской философии с Вл. Соловьевым во главе, которой никто из вас не знает и 
которой каждый из нас должен был бы гордиться.” The afterword is dated 5 June 1906. It 
should be pointed out as well, that most of the thinkers mentioned, at some point or another, 
have been considered proponents of gnostic thought. See Gnosis und Mystik in der Geschichte der 
Philosophie. 
26 Nikolai Berdiaev, Novoe religioznoe soznanie i obshchestvennost’ (Moscow: Kanon+, 1999).  
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This book is levelled against three historical forces, three powerful currents, 
which are departing from the stage and entering the stage of history: 1) against 
the old, moribund Church, the old, religious mind that has ceased to develop 
and against the statehood sanctified by it, 2) against positivism and atheism, the 
old rationalistic mind […], 3) against anarchical irrationalism, the muddled mys-
ticism and the social nihilism based on these. The new religious consciousness, 
provisionally named Neo-Christianity, lies at the foundation of what I set up in 
opposition to these false movements.27 

Berdiaev takes a stand here against various tendencies evident on the contem-
porary intellectual scene in favour of a novel religious, but not irrational, out-
look. He may be said to have remained true to this declaration of independence 
throughout the entire course of his career as a religious thinker, notwithstand-
ing the fact that his rendering of the New Religious Consciousness came to 
differ in time quite substantially from that of Merezhkovskii.28 In other words, 
what is being declared here holds good also for the later phases of Berdiaev’s 
development. “Neo-Christianity,” in one form or other, may be considered to 
be the quintessence of what Berdiaev continually strived for. The work also 
epitomizes what may be termed, to borrow a later expression from Berdiaev 
himself, his “religious anarchism,”29 as it clearly demonstrates which strains of 
thought he opposed and whose powerful influence he wished to counter, not 
least the supposedly “moribund Church” and its ossified mindset. 

As may be surmised from its title, The New Religious Consciousness and Society 
contains reflections on various societal issues and social ideologies from a reli-
gious perspective. The lengthy introduction, entitled “Mysticism and Religion” 
[Mistika i religiia], also contains a number of references to gnosis. As these 
references are highly pertinent for the subject matter of my thesis, I shall com-
ment on them more thoroughly in chapter 3.4. I might just mention here that 
they point towards a multivalent usage of the concept of gnosis, which may be 
summarized as referring to a) a mystical experiential knowledge, and b) a reli-
gious system. The former points in the direction of the “spiritual enlightening” 
of his own experience, and the latter towards the “system of religious philo-
sophical gnosis” mentioned in the Gippius letter. It should also be mentioned 
that Berdiaev makes clear in a footnote that his gnosis should not be under-
stood as equivalent to the heretical Gnosis of the ancient Gnostics, which is a 
very important announcement to which I shall return in the next chapter. 

                                                        
27 Ibid., 6: “Книга эта направлена против трех исторических сил, трех могучих течений, 
сходящих со сцены и вступающих на сцену истории: 1) против старой, омертвевшей 
церкви, старого, остановившегося религиозного сознания и освященной им 
государственности, 2) против позитивизма и атеизма, старого рационалистического 
сознания […], 3) против анархического иррационализма, хаотической мистики и 
основанного на них общественного нигилизма. Новое религиозное сознание, условно 
именуемое неохристианством, лежит в основе того, что я противополагаю ложным 
направлениям.”  
28 In “Samopoznanie,” 401, Berdiaev writes: “ […] я тоже считал себя выразителем ‘нового 
религиозного сознания’ и в каком-то смысле остался им и доныне.”  
29 Ibid., 416. 
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The book The New Religious Consciousness and Society would turn out to be the 
crowning of Berdiaev's infatuation with this movement. He now started giving 
vent to a craving for religious authenticity, something which the literary circles 
in Petersburg did not seem to offer.30 In fact, his relationship with 
Merezhkovskii had almost come to an end at the time of publication and mat-
ters soon came to a final head between them. Berdiaev eventually even took to 
criticizing Merezhkovskii in a number of publications. In his opinion, the focus 
on ethical questions, which had been such an important constituent of earlier 
Russian philosophy, had all but vanished in the irrationalism of the Symbolists. 
In addition, in the article entitled “Decadence and Mystical Realism,” which 
appeared in 1907 and which was incorporated three years later into the book 
The Crisis of the Intelligentsia, he critiqued “Symbolist irrationalism” for its lack of 
serious mystical realism: “Genuine mystical experiences presuppose a certain 
amount of light, gnosis. They cannot take place in complete obscurity and 
blindness. To be able to mystically experience what is real, one has to know the 
truth, that is to say command the real mystical objects of being, conjugally unite 
with what really exists.”31 What is more, although he had an extremely strong 
inclination towards non-conformism and showed a strong tendency towards 
“religious anarchism,” Berdiaev nonetheless felt that he did not want to be part 
of the sort of in-group mentality that he experienced in the Merezhkovskii 
circle. Thus, Berdiaev’s Petersburg period ended in disillusionment. He had 
received important impressions, without doubt crucial to the formation of his 
philosophical outlook, but a religious process was taking place within him that 
could not be halted. As the next step on his philosophical journey, Berdiaev 
chose to approach Orthodoxy. 

 

2.1.4. Encounter with Moscow Orthodox Circles  
Upon moving to Moscow around 1908, Berdiaev’s relation to the Orthodox 
Church and its offshoots became more intimate. For one thing, he began to 
take an active part in the gatherings of the religious philosophical society dedi-
cated to the memory of Vladimir Solov’ëv, and these made a more serious im-
pression on him than anything he had experienced before.32 All the same, he 
soon felt estranged. Ironically enough, in the more conservative and tradition-
ary surroundings, he felt, and was almost certainly also viewed, as a proponent 
of the “modernist” religious strivings that he had left behind in the capital. 
Many years later, he would write: “[…] also here, as always and everywhere, I 

                                                        
30 Ibid. 
31 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Dekadentstvo i misticheskii realizm,” in Dukhovnyi krizis intelligentsii 
(Moscow: Kanon+, 1998 [Saint Petersburg 1910]), 27: “Реально-мистические переживания 
предполагают некоторый свет, гнозис, они не могут протекать в полной темноте и 
слепоте. Чтобы мистически пережить реальное, нужно знать истину, т. е. обладать 
мистически-реальными предметами бытия, сливаться брачно с тем, что подлинно есть.” 
32 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 418. 
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did not feel entirely at home. I passed through the religious philosophical and 
Orthodox circles of Moscow like a vagrant. In this milieu I was all the more 
‘leftist’ and ‘modernist,’ a proponent of ‘the new religious consciousness,’ des-
pite my genuine wish to become familiar with the mystery of the Orthodox 
Church.”33 Though he was henceforward to remain a practising member, and 
eventually became known in the West chiefly as an Orthodox thinker, his rela-
tion to the Church and above all to its more rigorous followers was destined to 
become awkward. For one thing, Berdiaev related quite liberally to the teach-
ings of the Church, and already early on developed an idiosyncratic philosophy. 
It is important to keep in mind, though, that Berdiaev never in fact put forward 
any claim to be an “official” representative of the Church, and least of all a 
theologian, a point he would make an effort to stress in his autobiography: “I 
have never claimed that my religious thought was of an ecclesiastical nature. I 
sought for the truth and experienced as truth what was revealed to me. Histori-
cal Orthodoxy appeared to me not sufficiently universal, as cloistered, almost 
sectarian. I am no heretic and least of all a sectarian, but a believing free-
thinker.”34  

It would go far beyond the limits of the present thesis to make any detailed 
analysis of Berdiaev’s relation to the Orthodox Church, its tradition and its 
doctrine, a topic which would demand and indeed deserves a separate study. 
Suffice it here to point to one specific issue which I hold to be crucial to grasp-
ing the complex nature of this relation, and which may have been sensed by 
Berdiaev himself at this time. It is connected with his philosophy of creativity 
which was taking shape at this time and the possibility of an inner revelation. As 
he made clear in his autobiography, the inner mystical experience was essential 
to him, compared to which the historical Revelation, on which the theology of 
the church is based, acquired a status of lesser importance: “What separated me 
from people who considered themselves to be entirely Orthodox, was my view 
that the historical revelation is secondary in relation to the spiritual revelation. 
The spiritual revelation, the inner revelation of the spirit is real. The historical 
revelation is symbolical, it is a symbolics [simvolika] of the spirit. All the events 
of the world and historical life represent merely a symbolics of spiritual 
events.”35 In this regard, Berdiaev’s understanding comes close to one of the 

                                                        
33 Ibid.: “[…] и тут, как и всегда и везде, я не почувствовал себя вполне дома. Я проходил 
странником через московские религиозно-философские и православные круги. В этой 
среде я был наиболее ‘левым’ и ‘модернистом,’ наиболее представлявшим ‘новое 
религиозное сознание,’ несмотря на мое искреннее желание приобщиться к тайне 
Православной церкви.” 
34 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 445: “Я никогда не претендовал на церковный характер моей 
религиозной мысли. Я искал истину и переживал как истину то, что мне открывалось. 
Историческая ортодоксия представлялась мне недостаточно вселенской, замкнутой, почти 
сектантской. Я не еретик и менее всего сектант, я верующий вольнодумец.” 
35 Ibid., 444: “Меня отделяло от людей, которые считали себя вполне ортодоксальными, то, 
что историческое откровение было для меня вторичным по сравнению с откровением 
духовным. Духовное откровение, внутреннее откровение духа реально. Историческое 
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essential and indispensable features of mysticism, namely its privileging and 
emphasis on the primacy of inner spiritual experience. And indeed, in his auto-
biography Berdiaev maintains that a general mystical frame of mind was a dis-
tinguishing feature of his type of personality, as distinct from a religious type, 
and that this in addition had some crucial implications for his attitude towards 
organized religious practice: 

When I reflect upon myself and try to comprehend my type, I reach the conclu-
sion that I am a homo mysticus to a much greater degree than I am a homo re-
ligiosus. The nature of my first conversion [obrashchenie] in life was also con-
nected with this. A primary mystical sense of the world is characteristic of me, 
and in comparison with this the organized religious element, in the proper 
sense, is secondary. Meister Eckhart, Jacob Böhme, Angelus Silesius are closer 
to my heart, than are the doctors of the Church. I believe in the existence of a 
universal mysticism and of a universal spirituality.36 

Judging by this statement, the organized religious practices connected with the 
established Church were of less importance to Berdiaev than a primal inner 
participation in the life of the spirit. Probably owing to this predisposition, we 
hardly find in the writings of Berdiaev any speculations or reflections on the 
elements usually associated with Orthodox Church practice, such as icons, the 
liturgy, the Church calendar and so forth. In this regard his writings stand in 
stark contrast to those of fellow-philosophers Sergei Bulgakov and Pavel 
Florenskii, not to mention those belonging to the Neo-Byzantinist (or Neo-
Patristic) current, such as Georgii Florovskii (1893-1979), Vladimir Losskii 
(1903-1958), and Alexander Schmemann (1921-1983). Perhaps it would be 
correct to say that these men, in contrast to Berdiaev, were theologians, in the 
sense that their works are elucidations of the elements of Church practice and 
of the dogmas encoded in the theological tradition. Another crucial difference 
that deserves mention, is that the majority of them also were ordained priests, 
not laymen like Berdiaev.37  

In any case, crucial to my argument is the significance of the distinction 
made by Berdiaev between his self-ascribed mystical “sense of the world [miro-
chuvstvie],” and religion as organized and ritualized practice, in relation to 

                                                                                                                                  
откровение символично, есть символика духа. Все события мировой и исторической 
жизни суть лишь символика событий духовных.” 
36 Ibid., 343: “Размышляя над самим собой и пытаясь осмыслить свой тип, я прихожу к 
тому заключению, что я в гораздо большей степени homo mysticus, чем homo religiosus. С 
этим связан и характер первого обращения моей жизни. Мне свойственно первичное 
мистическое мирочувствие, и по сравнению с ним момент в собственном смысле 
организованно-религозный уже вторичный. Экхардт, Я. Бёме, Ангелус Силезиус мне 
ближе, чем учителя церкви. Я верю в существование универсальной мистики и 
универсальной духовности.” 
37 Ibid., 434: “Я не богослов, моя постановка проблем, мое решение этих проблем совсем 
не богословские. Я представитель свободной религиозной философии.” 
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which he felt somewhat alien.38 This differentiation seems to have caused Ber-
diaev some consternation when the discrepancy between them at times seemed 
insurmountable, when the gulf between the “inner” and the “outer” only 
seemed to increase, and when it was not possible to weld together the mystical 
organism of the Church with the Church as social institution. Berdiaev appears 
to have experienced a growing sense of this dilemma already in the period 
under discussion, i.e. in connection with and subsequent to his first intense 
interchange with the Church and some of its representatives around 1908. He 
would later testify to the disenchantment to which this eventually gave rise: 
“[…] there were no signs of an emergence of a new creative consciousness 
within Church orthodoxy. The Church, as traditional social institution, proved 
to be stronger than the Church as mystical organism. [---] I always felt that I 
belonged to the mystical Church of Christ. My religious predicament was akin 
to that of Vladimir Solov’ëv.”39 Berdiaev’s comparison of his own predicament 
with that of Solov’ëv, whose situation became almost untenable not only be-
cause of his pull towards Catholicism but also because of his unbounded philo-
sophical searchings and mystical leanings, is not only highly pertinent; it is also 
loosely comparable to the lot of the Gnostics, who, it was suggested in 1.3.2, 
came into conflict with the early Church not least because of their insistence on 
the primacy of mystical experience and inner enlightenment. Lastly, Berdiaev’s 
attitude is also akin to that of the early Protestant mystics, such as Caspar von 
Schwenckfeld, Valentin Weigel, Sebastian Franck, and Jacob Böhme, who 
found themselves in confrontation with the “stone church” (“die Mauerkirche,” 
as Böhme had the habit of calling it). In return they were branded “Enthusiasts 
[Schwärmer]”; Schwenckfeld was even named as such by Luther himself. As an 
indirect validation of this comparison between Berdiaev and the German mys-
tics, one can point to the mounting significance which this mystical tradition 
acquired at this time in Berdiaev’s readings, and to the feeling of kinship which 
he expressed. For example, in the short autobiographical sketch of 1917, Ber-
diaev wrote: “After 1909 I gave up writing for journals. My critique of the 
worldview of the intelligentsia seemed to me over and done with. I then turned 
to philosophy anew. But above all I nurtured an interest in mysticism. I read the 
great mystics and lived in the deepened atmosphere of mystical sensibilities. 
Jacob Böhme impressed me the most, and I became dearly fond of him. Some-
thing connected with Böhme remained within my soul.”40 

                                                        
38 Ibid., 431: “[…] в самых первоначальных формах моей религиозности элемент 
сакраментально-литургический был сравнительно слабо выражен. Мои религиозные 
переживания носили иной характер.” 
39 Ibid., 466, 467: “[…] никаких признаков возникновения нового творческого сознания 
внутри церковного православия заметить нельзя было. Церковь, как традиционный 
социальный институт, оказалась сильнее, чем церковь как мистический организм. [---] я 
всегда чувствовал себя принадлежащим мистической Церкви Христовой. В моем 
религиозном положении было родство с положением Вл. Соловьева.”  
40 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 131: “С 1909 года я отхожу от публицистики. Критика 
интеллигентского миросозерцания мне представлялась законченной. Я вновь обратился к 
философии. Но более всего я интересовался мистикой. Я читал великих мистиков и жил в 
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To summarize, two crucial factors in Berdiaev’s thought and philosophical 
development become discernible at this time: first, the complications in Ber-
diaev’s dialogue with the Orthodox Church and the auxiliary Moscow religious 
philosophical circles, which I argue had their basis not least in his mystical pre-
disposition; and second, his growing interest in the Christian mystical tradition, 
which followed naturally from this. In the German mystics Berdiaev identified 
kindred spirits. While in the preceding period he appears to have felt a certain 
kinship with the “mystical rationalists,” such as Solov’ëv, and obviously di-
rected his reading towards them, he now dived into the mystical tradition 
proper. 
 

2.1.5. Interlude: Berdiaev’s Dialogue with Jacob Böhme 
In his memoirs Berdiaev writes: “For a few years Jacob Böhme acquired a spe-
cial significance for me. I came to be very fond of him, and I read him a great 
deal. Subsequently, I wrote a few essays about him.”41 When exactly were these 
years? In The Philosophy of Freedom, which was published in 1911, Böhme is men-
tioned, but only in passing.42 Any stronger evidence of a reading of Böhme 
cannot, in my view, be found in this work, a possible exception being the pre-
amble, where Böhme is mentioned as an inspiring precedent in connection with 
a critique of the alleged wide-ranging lack of audacity in contemporary philoso-
phy.43 The few mentions of Böhme notwithstanding, it is almost certain that 
Berdiaev’s reading of Böhme had commenced already a few years prior to the 
publication of this work. An indication that this could well have been the case, 
may be found in his autobiography. He mentions that during his Moscow pe-
riod, he took part in Sunday gatherings organized by religious nonconformists 
in a café called “The Pit [Iama].”44 He also encountered similar dissenters dur-

                                                                                                                                  
углубленной атмосфере мистических настроений. Всего более поразил меня Я. Беме, 
которого я глубоко полюбил. И что-то связанное с Беме осталось в душе моей.” 
41 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 356-366. “Были годы, когда для меня приобрел огромное 
значение Я. Бёме, которого я очень полюбил, много читал и о котором потом написал 
несколько этюдов.”  
42 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 31, 33 and 52. From the above it may be recalled, of course, that a 
number of chapters in this work were written as separate texts, and had even been published in 
the form of articles a few years earlier, i.e. at a time when Berdiaev might not yet have delved into 
Böhme. 
43 Ibid., 31. Another possible exception might be the discussion on the importance of the distinc-
tion between “great and small reason [bol’shoi i malyi razum],” that could be interpreted as being 
analogous to Böhme’s distinction between Verstand and Vernunft, respectively (ibid., 51ff.). 
44 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 458ff. I prefer the term “nonconformists” to the highly biased 
“sectarians.” Berdiaev writes that some of the nonconformists were genuine gnostics who devel-
oped entire gnostic systems. He also admits to a sympathy with their dualistic motifs: 
“Некотороыми из сектантов были настоящими народными гностиками и развивали целые 
гностическими системы. Чувствовались в некоторых течениях подземные манихейские и 
богумильские влияния. Мотивы дуалистические соответствовали чему-то во мне самом.” 
(Ibid. 459) 
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ing his summer holidays in the countryside (at Babaki). In the thought and ter-
minology of both of these groups he encountered ideas which he believed 
echoed Böhme: “I often recognized ideas that were familiar to me from my 
readings of Jacob Böhme and other Christian mystics and theosophers. I no-
ticed that Böhme had seeped into layers of the Russian people from the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century. I had an exceptionally high opinion of Böhme 
and was interested in his influence.”45 This may have been as early as 1909, 
because Berdiaev mentions that his friend Andrei Belyi (1880-1934) was work-
ing on the novel The Silver Dove at this time, a work which was published in May 
1910.46 And finally there is the passage cited at the end of the preceding section, 
indicating that after 1909 Berdiaev read Böhme quite intensely.  

The significance of Böhme for Berdiaev was intensifying. If Böhme is men-
tioned only in passing in earlier texts, the situation is altogether different with 
The Meaning of the Creative Act, finalized, according to its author in 1914 but not 
published until 1916. Böhme is mentioned repeatedly, and this is the first work 
where Böhme’s presence can readily be felt. In fact, Böhme’s writings are 
quoted abundantly, the German quotations often juxtaposed in a somewhat 
compilatory fashion, which at times gives the text an almost unedited feel.47 
Subsequently, in 1917, Berdiaev appears to have nurtured the intention to write 
a monograph about Böhme. In his autobiographical sketch written in the early 
months of that year, he includes the following remark: “I dream of encapsulat-
ing my mystical gnostic philosophy in a work about J. Böhme that I have envi-
sioned already for quite some time.”48 As it turns out, even when the October 
revolution had come and gone, Berdiaev would still not allow even this earth-
shattering event to frustrate his intentions, as he reiterated the same intention 
of writing a book about Böhme exactly a year after the revolution in a letter to 
E. F. Gollerbakh: “At present, I have envisioned two books – one on the phi-
losophy of history, the other about Jacob Böhme.”49 Regrettably, Berdiaev 
never got round to writing a monograph on Böhme, although he eventually did 
write a philosophy of history, i.e. The Meaning of History. Nonetheless, his inter-

                                                        
45 Ibid., 460: “Я часто узнавал мысли, знакомые мне из чтения Я. Бёме и других 
христианских мистиков-теософов. Я заметил, что Бёме у нас с начала XIX в<ека> 
просочился в народную среду. Его даже в народе считали святым. У меня было 
исключительое почитание Бёме, и мне было интересно его влияние.” 
46 Ibid., 461. 
47 Examples of such clusters are to be found on pp. 58, 63ff., 166ff. of Nikolai Berdiaev, “Smysl 
tvorchestva: opyt opravdaniia cheloveka,” in Smysl tvorchestva (Kharkiv and Moscow: Folio / AST, 
2002). It is interesting to note the synchronicity between the writing of this work and the publica-
tion of a new edition of Böhme’s Aurora in 1914 by the publishing house Musaget. The transla-
tion from the original German was made by Aleksandr Petrovskii, a close friend of Belyi. Ber-
diaev must in all probability have read this new translation, even though he read Böhme as a rule 
in the original as he was highly proficient in German.  
48 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 134: “Свою мистико-гностическую философию мечтаю 
вложить в книгу о Я. Беме, которую давно задумал.” 
49 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Pis’ma N. A. Berdiaeva k Ė. F. Gollerbakhu,” in Minuvshee: istoricheskii 
al’manakh, vol. 14 (Paris: Atheneum, 1993), 406: “Сейчас задумано мной две книги — по 
философии истории и о Я. Беме.” The latter is dated Oct. 1918. 
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est in the theosophy of Böhme did result in two longer essays that were pub-
lished in 1930 in the journal of the Russian religious philosophers in Paris, enti-
tled The Path [Put’].50 Berdiaev also contributed several reviews to this journal of 
newly published books on Böhme, for instance Alexandre Koyré’s classic La 
philosophie de Jacob Boehme published in 1929.51 Since these reviews and the essays 
were written within a relatively short time span, i.e. in 1929-30, it is possible 
that Berdiaev intensified his reading of Böhme at that time. Lastly, in Berdiaev’s 
final works, the autobiography and The Beginning and the End, Böhme is quoted 
and commented on comprehensively.  

In contrast to Solov’ëv, who also read Böhme and his followers, Berdiaev 
openly pays homage to this source of inspiration. In one passage Berdiaev 
states: “Of the thinkers of the past I am indebted above all to Kant, and in a 
different way especially to Jacob Böhme […].”52 In fact, passages in which 
Böhme is mentioned abound in Berdiaev’s texts. These statements are often 
repetitious, however. Still, Berdiaev’s emulation of Böhme did not stop with the 
personal significance the latter had acquired for him, as he considered Böhme 
to be a thinker who had played a crucial role in the history of German philoso-
phy. Furthermore, Böhme is valued, alongside Meister Eckhart, as being of 
universal significance.53 Böhme is the thinker who ought to be closest to the 
hearts of the Russian thinkers, since he would have a crucial part to play in the 
formulation of a novel philosophy.54 And in his two longer studies on Böhme, 
Berdiaev makes some quite revealing statements. One of them is the following: 
“With Böhme there begins a new era in the history of Christian thought.”55 On 
what grounds does Berdiaev make such a strong statement? There are, accord-
ing to Berdiaev, a number of reasons why this is justified. Not least the reason 
that he breaks with the ancient Greek philosophical tradition, as well as with 
medieval Scholasticism, which had been influenced by it. In Böhme’s theoso-
phy, a new understanding of man and of God is born.  

More specifically, it is possible to identify three areas in which Berdiaev con-
siders Böhme to have made original and fruitful contributions to a new phase 
in Christian thought: his voluntaristic dynamism, which is generally, and not only 
by Berdiaev, recognized to have been a prime source of insight for both Hegel 

                                                        
50 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud I. Uchenie ob Ungrund’e i svobode,” Put’, 
no. 20 (Feb. 1930): 47-79; “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud II. Uchenie o Sofii i androgine. Ia. 
Beme i russkie sofiologicheskie ucheniia,” Put’, no. 21 (April 1930): 34-62. 
51 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Novye knigi o Iakove Beme,” Put’, no. 5 (Oct.-Nov. 1926): 119-122. 
52 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 618: “Из мыслителей прошлого более всего я обязан Канту, 
по-другому особенно Я. Бёме […].” 
53 Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 333, n. 3: “Значение Экхардта и особенно Беме – 
всемирное.” 
54 Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud I,” 77: “At present a revival of Böhme has become 
feasible. He is written about in a series of new books. He can be of help in surmounting not only 
the routines of Greek thought and Medieval Scholasticism, but also that of German Idealism, 
upon which he himself had an inner influence. […] Böhme for us Russians ought to be nearer 
and dearer than other thinkers of the West.”  
55 Ibid., 75: “С Беме начинается новая эра в истории христианской мысли.” 
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and Schelling; his anthropology, which surmounts the ascetic, Old Testamental 
anthropology; and lastly his epistemology that goes beyond the abstract ration-
alism of Western philosophy, Scholasticism, and also Eastern theology (Ortho-
dox theology being coloured by Neolatonism).  

In Böhme, Berdiaev undoubtedly identified themes that he could later de-
velop himself. In fact, the presence of Böhme is quite readily discernible in his 
own philosophy as well, most obviously in his appropriation of the Böhmean 
concept of Ungrund. Of course, the three areas mentioned above are important 
centres of attention in Berdiaev’s philosophy itself. Most important for my 
subject matter is the fact that Böhme may possibly have been the single most 
important influence on Berdiaev’s project to find a Christian gnosticism. For 
one thing, there are a number of motifs and themes that Berdiaev associates 
with Böhme, motifs which might be termed gnostic in view of the fact that they 
figure in Gnostic thought and myth, such as the speculations on the Androgyne 
and the Divine Man, Sophia, the Fall of Man and the momentous role played 
by the imagination in connection with it, and so forth. I also want to emphasize 
Berdiaev’s stated intention of presenting his own “mystical gnostic philosophy in 
a work about Jacob Böhme,” which was quoted a little earlier in this chapter. 
One should note also Berdiaev’s repeated references to Böhme as gnostic.56 In 
fact, Berdiaev even goes so far as to name him “the greatest mystic-gnostic of 
all time [velichaishchii iz mistikov-gnostikov],” in whom “anthropological vi-
sions are revealed which rise above and beyond time itself.”57 And finally, there 
are repeated references to “Böhme’s gnosis.” For instance, in The Meaning of The 
Creative Act there is confirmation that Böhme must have been a prime source of 
inspiration precisely with regard to gnosis: “Böhme ought to be brought into 
our spiritual life as an eternal component, because human gnosis has never 
before reached more suprahuman heights.”58 My argument is further corrobo-
rated by Berdiaev’s claim in Freedom and the Spirit that Böhme’s “gnosis, in spite 
of certain errors, is nearest to a true Christian gnosis.”59  

But what is intended by a Christian gnosis in its connection with Böhme? 
An answer is suggested in the same work where Berdiaev states that the “task 
of Christian gnosis is to establish an ideal balance between theosophy, cosmo-
sophy, and anthroposophy. [---] Boehme, more than all the other Gnostics, 
knew how to unite in himself the mystical, occult, and religious moments 

                                                        
56 Berdiaev, “Novye knigi o Iakove Beme,” 122: “Беме – гностик […].” 
57 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Meaning of the Creative Act, trans. Donald A. Lowrie (San Rafael: Seman-
tron Press, 2009), 66; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 63: “Гениальные, превышающие время 
антропологические прозрения открываются у величайшего из мистиков-гностиков всех 
времен – Якова Беме.” 
58 Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 63: “Беме должен войти в нашу духовную жизнь как 
вечный элемент, ибо никогда еще гнозис человеческий не подымался до более 
сверхчеловеческих высот.” 
59 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 302; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 287: “[…] 
гнозис его наиболее приближается к истинному христианскому гнозису, несмотря на 
некоторые уклоны его.” 
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[…].”60 This passage points towards an understanding of gnosis as a synthesiz-
ing religious doctrine. Another indication of what is intended may be found in 
the first of his two essays on Böhme where Berdiaev again testifies to his high 
estimation of Böhme: “Jacob Böhme has to be termed the greatest of Christian 
gnostics. The word gnosis I employ here […] in the sense of knowledge basic 
to revelation and dealing not with concepts, but with symbols and myths; con-
templative knowledge, and not discursive knowledge. This is also a religious 
philosophy or theosophy.”61 Although this quotation hardly makes it easy to 
understand what Berdiaev intends by gnosis, one can distinguish (at least) three 
moments: a) a form of knowledge which operates with symbols and myths, 
rather than with concepts, b) a contemplative mode of knowledge which differs 
from discursive knowledge, and c) a religious philosophy. As concerns the first 
moment, in one of his reviews of books on Böhme, Berdiaev says something 
similar: “Böhme thinks not with the help of concepts, but with symbols and 
myths. This has always been a distinctive feature of religious gnosis in contrast 
to pure philosophy.”62 Berdiaev’s characterization here of gnosis as a form of 
knowledge operating not with concepts but with symbols and myths, may also 
be compared to a discussion developed in the second chapter of Freedom and the 
Spirit, entitled “Symbol, Myth and Dogma,” where he argues that transrational 
verities have always been expressed by means of symbols and myths, since “the 
divinity [bozhestvo]” cannot be understood rationally and is not expressible in 
logical concepts. The second moment, gnosis as “contemplative knowledge,” is 
mentioned by Berdiaev in connection with Böhme on more than one occasion. 
Böhme’s thought, he says, was developed on the basis of an inner revelation, 
not through the process of abstract cognition and speculation. “The origin 
from which Böhme’s knowledge is derived is a very complex problem. This 
problem involves the possibility of a personal gnostic revelation and enlighten-
ing, a special cognitive charism.”63 This point alludes to gnosis in the stricter 
sense, namely as a suprarational, revelatory form of knowledge and a harmoniz-
ing mode of knowing. 

                                                        
60 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 301-302; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 287: “Но 
задача христианского гнозиса – в установлении идеального равновесия между тео-софией, 
космо-софией и антропо-софией. [---] Я. Беме более других гностиков соединяет в себе 
моменты мистический, оккультический и религиозный.” 
61 Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud I,” 47-48: “Яков Беме должен быть признан 
величайшим из христианских гностиков. Слово гнозис употребляю здесь […] в смысле 
знания основанного на откровения и пользующегося не понятиями, а символами и 
мифами; знания-созерцания, а не знания-дискурсии. Это и есть религиозная философия 
или теософия.” 
62 Berdiaev, “Novye knigi o Iakove Beme,” 120: “Беме мыслит не понятиями, а символами и 
мифами. Это всегда ведь есть особенность религиозного гнозиса в отличие от чистой 
философии.” 
63 Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud I,” 48-49: “Происхождение знания Беме – 
очень сложная проблема. Это есть проблема возможности личного гностического 
откровения и озарения, особой познавательной харизмы.” 
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Before I close this section, I would like to give one more indication why 
Berdiaev thought it valid to designate Böhme a gnostic, which hints simulta-
neously at how he understands gnosticism, since it makes reference to the 
problematics found in the latter. Böhme may be viably designated a “gnostic,” 
Berdiaev states, because of his grappling with the problem of evil: “Böhme was 
of the modern type of soul, which stood face to face before the problem of 
evil, unable to humbly bow and hold back through a consciousness of its own 
sinfulness. He wanted boldly to gain insight into the origin and meaning of evil. 
In this he was a gnostic.”64 I shall return to this issue in 3.2.2. 
 

2.1.6. The Philosophy of Freedom 
The first major product of Berdiaev’s Moscow period was The Spiritual Crisis of 
the Intelligentsia, an anthology published in 1910 containing articles critical of the 
secular intelligentsia.65 This work, however, contains almost no references to 
gnosis. More important is The Philosophy of Freedom, which was published in 1911 
as Berdiaev’s third full-length monograph. The work may be considered to be 
philosophically suspended between his earlier philosophy of a “new religious 
consciousness” and the later more daring vistas of The Meaning of Creativity, pub-
lished five years later. Although it hardly embodies Berdiaev’s mature thought, 
the work is interesting nevertheless for the fact that he elaborates to a greater 
extent than previously on the concept of gnosis in the general philosophical 
discussion. If in earlier writings Berdiaev made mention of the concept of gno-
sis only in passing, it now becomes a key concept in at least one of the chapters 
of the work. Moreover, a number of novel elements are brought into Berdiaev’s 
discourse on gnosis at this stage. Most noteworthy, perhaps, is the fact that his 
positive employment of the term has now called forth its own shadow, in the 
form of what are perceived as being negative rival expressions of gnosis, more 
specifically in the form of rationalism and modern esotericism. The critique 
which is levelled against Gnosticism in this work will be elucidated in 2.2.3-
2.2.4 while more will be said on Berdiaev’s uses of gnosis in 3.4.3.  

 

2.1.7. Ensuing Religious Crisis and Genesis of The Meaning of the 
Creative Act 
I have already treated to some extent Berdiaev’s complex confrontation with 
the Orthodox milieu, and his mounting frustration with what he perceived to 
be its lack of creative drive. Though this certainly must have been a dishearten-

                                                        
64 Ibid., 55-56: “Беме был новой душой, которая стала лицом к лицу перед проблемой зла, 
но не могла уже покорно склониться и ограничиться сознанием своей гнеховности. Он 
дерзновенно хотел познать происхождение и смысл зла. В этом он был гностиком.” 
65 Nikolai Berdiaev, Dukhovnyi krizis intelligentsii (Moscow: Kanon+, 1998). 
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ing discovery, it may be that it was precisely thanks to this disenchantment that 
Berdiaev eventually came to arrive at his original philosophy of creativity. To be 
sure, The Meaning of the Creative Act, shortly to take shape, undoubtedly repre-
sents one of Berdiaev’s most visionary works. It was written in a phase later 
characterized by the philosopher himself as his period of “Sturm und Drang,” 
and as a philosophical revolt against what he perceived to be the lack of cre-
ative energy encountered in Orthodox circles.66 He indicates further that he 
rose up against some of the less pleasant aspects of the Church as social institu-
tion, “against the condition of the Orthodox church, against the obscurantism 
of the hierarchy, against synodal servility.”67 Does this not recall what I called 
the “programmatic declaration,” brought to the reader’s attention earlier in this 
chapter and where a “Neo-Christianity” or “a new religious consciousness” was 
offered up as an alternative to “the old, moribund Church, the old, religious 
mind which has ceased to develop”? Indeed, if the former statement, set to 
paper roughly thirty years after the events themselves, is to be taken as trust-
worthy, then the high degree of consistency in his motivations implies that 
Berdiaev was still true to his earlier avowal during his Moscow period.  

On a philosophical level, Berdiaev’s criticism of the Orthodox Church ap-
pears to have been a reaction not least to the austerity of its monastic anthro-
pology, which in his eyes was a denial of “Godmanhood,” a notion inherited 
from Solov’ëv, and which he held to be the keystone of Russian religious 
thought. Later he would write: “[…] in essence, I always thought that monastic 
asceticism, especially of the Syrian type, was a distortion of the teachings of 
Christ, and that it is a form of monophysitism, which stands in direct opposi-
tion to the revelation of Godmanhood [bogochelovechnost’]. The crisis, the 
commotion, that I passed through in the spiritual experience of creativity was 
connected with this.”68 In fact, Berdiaev’s experience and his entire anthropo-
centric focus made it differ also from other religio-philosophical currents 
prevalent at the time. In a passage of his autobiography he mentions yet other 
features of his philosophy that may have played a significant role in his feeling 
of apartness:  

My religious philosophy, which was wholly conceived and expressed only in the 
book The Meaning of the Creative Act, differed from the prevailing currents. At the 
basis of it lay different topics and problems, a different spiritual experience. I was 
probably more intent than anyone else on the theme of man. I was not so much 
a theologian, as an anthropologist. Primary for me was the intuition about man, 
about freedom and creativity, and not about Sophia, nor about the sanctification 
of the flesh of the world, as it was for others. More than anything else I was tor-

                                                        
66 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 474. 
67 Ibid., 450: “[…] против состояния Православной церкви, против обскурантизма 
иерархии, против синодального рабства.” 
68 Ibid.: “[…] я, в сущности, всегда думал, что монашеская аскеза, особенно сирийского 
типа, есть искажение учения Христа, есть монофизитство, она находится в противоречии 
с откровением о Богочеловечности. С этим связан пережитый мной кризис, потрясение, 
которое я испытал в духовном опыте творчества.” 
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mented by the evil of the life of the world and of man. This was not identical with the 
feeling of sin […] as in ascetic monastic Orthodoxy.69 

Two important details in this quotation deserve a brief mention: first, Berdiaev’s 
claim that at the foundation of his philosophy there lay a “different spiritual 
experience,” and second, that his thoughts on man, creativity and freedom, were 
connected to his agonizing feeling of the presence of evil in the world and in 
life. This second theme, already encountered in connection with his appraisal of 
Böhme, was repeatedly linked by Berdiaev with the Gnostics, with whom he 
testified to a special feeling of kinship because they grappled with the problem 
of evil and its metaphysical cause, an issue to which I shall return in 3.2.2. But 
let me examine here the first point a little more thoroughly. There are several 
autobiographical passages that bear witness to the fact that The Meaning of the 
Creative Act was the outcome of an intense creative outburst: “The revelation of 
creativity, which is the revelation of man, and not of God, that I experienced, 
found expression in the book The Meaning of the Creative Act: An Attempt at a 
Justification of Man. This book was written entirely in a single outburst, almost in 
a state of ecstasy. I consider this book to be not my most perfect, but very much 
my most inspired work, and in it my original philosophical thoughts were ex-
pressed for the very first time.”70 And he goes on to say: “The topic of cre-
ativity, of the creative calling of man is the fundamental topic of my life. The 
formulation of this theme was not the result of philosophical thought, it was a 
lived through inner experience, an inner enlightening [ozarenie].”71 As in Berdiaev’s 
accounts of his initial turning to Christianity, we again find references to “a 
spiritual experience,” to a profound existential crisis, even to “an inner enlight-
ening.”  

In the short autobiographical sketch of 1917, he comments on the philoso-
phy of creativity and the spiritual crisis with which it was connected. As is clear 
from this passage, Berdiaev wrestled in his most intimate and personal life with 
various notions typical of Orthodox anthropology, such as “penance 
[pokaianie]” and “mortification of the soul [omertvenie dushi].” His creative 

                                                        
69 Ibid., 421: “Моя религиозная философия, которая была вполне осознана и выражена 
лишь в книге ‘Смысл творчества,’ отличалась от преобладающего течения. В основании ее 
лежали иные темы и проблемы, иной духовный опыт. Я, вероятно, более всех был 
сосредоточен на теме о человеке. Я был не столько теологом, сколько антропологом. 
Исходной была для меня интуиция о человеке, о свободе и творчестве, а не о Софии, не 
об освящении плоти мира, как для других. Меня более всего мучило зло мировой и 
человеческой жизни. Это не тождествовало с чувством греха […] в аскетико-монашеском 
православии.” Italics added. 
70 Ibid., 474: “Пережитое мною откровение творчества, которое есть откровение человека, а 
не Бога, нашло себе выражение в книге ‘Смысл творчества. Опыт оправдания человека.’ 
Книга эта написана единым, целостным порывом, почти в состоянии экстаза. Книгу эту я 
считаю не самым совершенным, но самым вдохновенным своим произведением, и в ней 
впервые нашла себе выражение моя оригинальная философская мысль.” Italics added. 
71 Ibid., 470: “Тема о творчестве, о творческом призвании человека – основная тема моей 
жизни. Постановка этой темы не была для меня результатом философской мысли, это был 
пережитый внутренний опыт, внутреннее озарение.” Italics added. 
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breakthrough was simultaneously a break from this ascetic form of anthropol-
ogy: 

[…] all the time I felt an increasing estrangement from the Orthodox Slavophile 
circles in Moscow. The fundamental configuration of my spirit opposed the 
spirit of these circles. A new, inner crisis gathered to a head after which I finally 
came to know myself. As always, this crisis was preceded by a very painful pe-
riod. My dissatisfaction with myself grew and penance passed over into a morti-
fication of the soul. A way out of this state was possible only through an inner 
catastrophe and a transition onto a new path. And I reached a way out and a 
saw a new light through a creative upheaval of my being. I felt that the path of 
man’s creativity is a religious path and a religious experience. I understood that 
one shouldn’t wait for a revelation from on high, that the revelation is the cre-
ative act of man himself, it is that which the human being should give God, and 
not God man. I created my own myth about the responsive revelation of man to 
God, as man’s duty of responsive love. There is not only God’s revelation in 
man, but the revelation of man in God. Christianity possesses a more profound, 
esoteric significance. [---] The fruit of the spiritual exaltation that I lived through 
was the book The Meaning of the Creative Act: An Attempt at a Justification of Man, 
which I hold to be the most significant of all that I have written up until now.72 

After this inner agonizing transformation and creative exaltation, Berdiaev was 
finally able to give philosophical form to the rudiments of what he considered 
to be his essential insights about man and about creativity. In a passage in his 
later autobiography Berdiaev recounts an episode which, despite the fact that 
he does not specify when it took place, must have been connected in all proba-
bility with the same experience of inspiration and upheaval. Here the focus is 
on sin and sinfulness, again echoing the monastic anthropology: 

I passed through a period characterized by a gloomy awareness of my sinfulness. 
Because of the increase in this awareness a light was not kindled, but the dark-
ness increased. Ultimately, one becomes accustomed to contemplate not God, 
but sin, to meditate on darkness, and not on the light. The acute and protracted 

                                                        
72 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 131-132: “[…] я чувствовал все нарастающую отчужденность 
от московских православно-славянофильских кругов. Коренное строение моего духа 
противоречило духу этих кругов. Во мне назревал новый внутренний кризис, после 
которого я окончательно сознал себя. Как и всегда, у меня кризису этому предшествовал 
очень мучительный период. Нарастало недовольство самим собой и покаяние переходило 
в омертвение души. Выход из этого состояния возможен был лишь через внутреннюю 
катастрофу и переход на новый путь. И я обрел выход и увидел новый свет через 
творческое потрясение моего существа. Я почувствовал, что путь творчества человека есть 
религиозный путь и религиозный опыт. Я понял, что нового откровения нельзя ждать 
свыше, что новое откровение есть творчество самого человека, есть то, что человек 
должен дать Богу, а не Бог человеку. Я создал собственный миф об ответном откровении 
человека Богу, как деле ответной любви человека. Есть не только откровение Бога в 
человеке, но откровение человека в Боге, Христианство имеет и более глубокий, 
сокровенный смысл. Взаимно имманентное, а не трансцендентное понимание всех тайн и 
таинств христианства. [---] Плодом пережитого моего духовного подъема явилась книга 
‘Смысл творчества. Опыт оправдания человека,’ которую я считаю самым значительным 
из всего мною до сих пор написанного.” 
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experience of sinfulness leads to despondency, even though the goal of religious 
life is to overcome despondency. And in the end I overcame the state of de-
spondency, experiencing a state of great exaltation. This was a genuine inner 
convulsion and enlightening [ozarenie]. During the summer I lay in my bed in 
the countryside and it was already nearly morning when my entire being was 
shaken by a creative exaltation and a strong light illuminated me. I passed from 
a melancholic awareness of sin to a creative exaltation [tvorcheskii pod’’ëm]. I 
understood that an awareness of sinfulness ought to lead to a consciousness of 
creative ecstasy, otherwise man enters on a downward path.73 

The similarities displayed by this description and the account of the experience 
of 1905 (or 1906) reproduced at the opening of this chapter, are striking: both 
took place in the countryside, both were preceded by feelings of despondency, 
both mention an “enlightening [ozarenie],” and in both passages metaphors of 
light are used. Indeed, the accounts are similar to such a degree, that one almost 
suspects that Berdiaev’s recollection faltered and that he actually mixed them 
up. In any case, it is possible to draw the conclusion that there was a similarity 
in the experiences lived through, despite their being separated by nearly a de-
cade. 

In looking back on his life, Berdiaev would later claim that he had remained 
true to the ideas expressed in The Meaning of the Creative Act.74 Interestingly, he 
also called his fundamental idea about creativity that came to him at this time, a 
“gnostic” one. He does this in a passage in one of his last works, Truth and Rev-
elation [Istina i otkrovenie]. The passage is an attempt to clarify what he under-
stands by creativity:  

The question involved is the religious meaning of creative power, and the hu-
man creative effort which God expects as an enrichment of the divine life itself. 
It is what may be called the gnostic idea of creative power and it has been the principal theme of 
my life and my thought from the time when I wrote The Meaning of Creativeness on-
wards. It is an esoteric idea in the sense that it is not a revelation of God but 
something that he has kept secret. It is something which God does not reveal 
directly to man, but he looks to man to complete the revelation himself. In 

                                                        
73 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 473: “Я пережил период сознания подавленности грехом. От 
нарастания этого сознания не возгорался свет, в увеличивалась тьма. В конце концов 
человек приучается созерцать не Бога, а грех, медитировать над тьмой, а не над светом. 
Острое и длительное переживание греховности ведет к подавленности, в то время как цель 
религиозной жизни есть преодоление подавленности. И вот я преодолел состояние 
подавленности, испытал состояние большого подъема. Это было настоящим внутренним 
потрясением и озарением. Я летом лежал в деревне в кровати, и уже под утро вдруг все мое 
существо было потрясено творческим подъемом и сильный свет озарил меня. Я перешел 
от подавленности грехом к творческому подъему. Я понял, что сознание греховности 
должно переходить в сознание творческого подъема, иначе человек опускается вниз.” 
74 Ibid., 480, 481: “[…] я никогда не изменял своей веры в творческое призвание  человека. 
[---] Я оставался верен основной идее ‘Смысла творчества.’ Философски я даже очень 
усовершенствовал выражение своей мысли, более определил терминологию.” 
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Christian thought this means a new revelation of man and the cosmos, and of 
the mystery of divine creation.75 

Unfortunately, it is not entirely clear from this passage on what grounds Ber-
diaev chose to call his idea of creativity a “gnostic” one. Nonetheless, the an-
swer may perhaps be sought in the emphasis on the quite elevated position 
allotted to man as co-creator with God. It is by carrying out his God-given 
creative task that man is able to justify himself. Man’s creativity is thus in some 
sense indispensable, also for God himself, seeing that “there is not only God’s 
revelation in man, but the revelation of man in God.”76 God awaits the revela-
tion of man as “an enrichment of the divine life itself.” This is certainly one of 
the most profound, but also radical, notions of Berdiaev’s propounded Neo-
Christianity, which according to its creator emanated from an intimate spiritual 
experience, an inner enlightening, thus pointing towards a mystical form of 
Christianity. It might be mentioned in passing that epigraph to The Meaning of the 
Creative Act is borrowed from one of the great German mystics, namely Angelus 
Silesius. In 1916, this new “esoteric” insight regarding the creative task of man 
and its relation to gnosis, was summed up by Berdiaev in the following words: 
“The new religious consciousness cannot not have a gnostic dimension. Gnosis 
leads from an outer, exoteric, historical Christianity, to a mystical, esoteric, 
inner Christianity.”77  

Berdiaev’s new teachings on creativity, his emphasis on the primacy of the 
inner spiritual experience, and his elaboration of a non-monastic anthropology, 
were bound to lead to changed relations with the Church. So what was the 
actual outcome in this regard? In the autobiographical sketch of 1917 he states 
evocatively: “My predilection for gnosticism did not lead to a rupture with the 
Church, in which I still continued to perceive the truth of Christ as previously. 
But a great deal appeared to me in a new light.”78  

 

                                                        
75 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 127 (italics added); Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 126: “Вопрос 
идет о религиозном смысле творчества, о творчестве человека, которого ждет Бог как 
обогащения самой божественной жизни. Это то, что можно назвать гностической идеей 
творчества и что есть главная тема моей жизни и моей мысли начиная с книги ‘Смысл 
творчества.’ Это есть идея эзотерическая в том смысле, что она есть не откровение Бога, а 
сокровение Бога, есть то, что Бог не открывает прямо человеку, ждет, что он сам совершит 
это откровение. В христианском сознании это означает новое откровение о человеке и 
космосе, о тайне Божьего творения.” Italics added. 
76 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 132: “Есть не только откровение Бога в человеке, но 
откровение человека в Боге […].” 
77 Berdiaev, “Novoe khristianstvo,” 203: “Новое религиозное сознание не может не иметь 
гностической стороны. Гнозис переводит от внешнего, экзотерического, исторического 
христианства к христианству мистическому, эзотерическому, внутреннему.” It should be 
noted that Berdiaev persists as late as 1916 in using the expression “new religious consciousness.” 
78 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 132: “Мой уклон к гностицизму не приводил к разрыву с 
церковъю, в которой я по-прежнему видел правду Христову. Но многое предстало передо 
мной в ином свете.” 
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2.1.8. Chapter Summary 
Berdiaev’s firm acceptance of Christian faith was a turn to a form of Christian-
ity not “not altogether orthodox and not at first churchly.” From then on, his 
earliest religious thought developed through a number of encounters with dif-
ferent spiritual currents prevalent in Russia at the time, all of which appear to 
have ended in disillusionment. Berdiaev shared certain common ideals with 
some of these currents; for example, with the literary circles in the capital he 
shared the emphasis on creativity and the wish to integrate culture into the 
religious sphere, and inversely, the vision of creativity as a spiritual mission; 
with Merezhkovskii and the New Religious Consciousness movement, he 
shared the search for new paths in religious thought as well as the aspiration to 
present the world with a novel Christian message. With various Moscow circles 
he shared a genuine interest in safeguarding and refurbishing the Orthodox 
heritage. What in his own eyes made him differ from most of these, however, 
was his mystical predisposition, as well as his anthropocentric focus, that is to 
say his attempt to formulate a novel teaching on man at variance with anything 
that had gone before. His first truly original contribution in this regard was The 
Meaning of the Creative Act, which was written following a period of intense inter-
change with the Orthodox Church. According to its author, it is possible to 
interpret the doctrine expressed in this work as a “gnostic idea,” involving the 
active creative participation of man in revelation. As mentioned in passing 
above, Berdiaev’s anthropological thought may be interpreted in addition as 
gnostic in the sense that it takes the problem of evil and suffering as its starting 
point. 

Almost a decade prior to the publication of The Meaning of the Creative Act, 
Berdiaev makes mention in his correspondence of his attraction to “gnosis,” 
which he likens to a form of higher wisdom. During the same period the con-
cept of gnosis makes its first appearance in Berdiaev’s publications. In his let-
ters he also expresses his conviction that he may be able to contribute to the 
transformation of humanity’s shared religious awareness, a development which 
he characterizes as a “gnostic process.” His individual task was to be the 
“philosophical defence of the truth” and amount to an elaboration of a “system 
of religious-philosophical gnosis,” an intention which echoes the venture of 
system-builder Vladimir Solov’ëv. While Berdiaev never in fact came around to 
creating such a “system,” he did eventually formulate an existential philosophy, 
centred around the principles of creativity and freedom.  

In the light of what has been said in this chapter, it may be argued that The 
Meaning of the Creative Act was in some crucial respects a return to, or rather a 
renewal of a project that had already been launched prior to Berdiaev’s intensi-
fied engagement with the Orthodox Church. Its gnostic seeds had already been 
sown, so to speak, at an earlier stage, already in connection with his initial reli-
gious crisis, although its discursive expression did not come to full fruition until 
about ten years later, after yet another spiritual crisis. In fact, Berdiaev’s experi-
ence of the lack of creative energy within Orthodox circles only served to 
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strengthen his belief in the need for a fundamental renewal. This hope for a 
creative impetus was grounded in his belief in the possibility of inner revela-
tions, and in his view of history as a never-ending influx of creative forces, 
which could bear fruit in the creation of a philosophy in a new spirit, created in 
opposition to a religious mind that had allegedly ceased to develop. Essential to 
a new spiritual awareness would be gnosis, the “concrete, organically complete 
comprehension of the meaning of personal and universal life.”79 It is reasonable 
to assume that Berdiaev considered his own, at once agonizing and uplifting, 
but on all accounts deeply transformative experiences from around 1905, and 
the “creative exaltation” that ensued almost a decade later, as intimations of 
such inner revelations. In descriptions of his own numinous experiences and in 
defining gnosis, the same expression is used, namely “enlightening [ozarenie].” 
Thus despite his indisputable indebtedness to Orthodoxy, quite obviously 
downplayed in the given account, and despite his expressed wish not to be a 
sectarian, Berdiaev remained “a believing freethinker,” dedicated to seeking a 
philosophy of a new religious consciousness. He remained within a “religious 
anarchist,”80 even after joining forces with the Orthodox revival, and his inter-
pretation of Christianity remained primarily mystical.  

 

2.2. Pro et Contra: Berdiaev’s Assessment of the Ancient 
Gnostics and His View of a Gnostic Return in Modernity 

Christian philosophy is not ‘gnosis’ in the sense of Valentinus and is not ‘theosophy’ in the 
sense of Rudolf Steiner, but in the proper sense of the word it is both gnosis and theosophy.81  

2.2.1. Introduction 
In a text published in 1936 Berdiaev denies not only any influence of the classic 
Gnostics on Russian religious thought, but also the existence of any affinity 
between the two. He writes that “with the Gnostics of the first Christian centu-
ries […] Russian religious philosophical thought does not have anything in 
common, nor is it possible to establish any influence either.”82 Surprisingly, the 

                                                        
79 Berdiaev, Novoe religioznoe soznanie, 17: “[…] конкретное, органически полное постижение и 
испытывание смысла жизни личной и мировой.” 
80 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 422: “Внутренне я остался религиозным анархистом […].” 
81 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 39: “Христианская философия не есть ‘гнозис’ в смысле 
Валентина и не есть ‘теософия’ в смысле Р. Штейнера, хотя в своем собственном смысле 
она и гнозис, и теософия.” 
82 Nikolai Berdiaev, “I.-N. Danzas. L’itinéraire religieux de la conscience russe,” Put’, no. 51 
(May-Oct. 1936): 76: “С гностиками первых веков хритианства [sic.] […] русская 
религиозно-философская мысль никакого сходства не имеет и никакого влияния тут 
установить нельзя.” 
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quotation apparently invalidates Berdiaev’s own self-characterized “predilection 
for Gnosticism [uklon k gnostitsizmu],”83 as well as a remark made in 1911, 
where he had charged Vladimir Solov’ëv, the wellspring of Russian religious 
philosophy, with “an inclination towards gnostic rationalism [sklonnost’ k 
gnosticheskomu ratsionalizmu].”84 Similar assessments are made in two signifi-
cantly later texts, where he calls Solov’ëv “a gnostic with occult inclinations 
[gnostik s okkul’tnymi sklonnostiami],”85 and “a free gnostic [svobodnyi 
gnostik].”86 Additionally, in Freedom and the Spirit Berdiaev had stated that the 
“Doctors of the Eastern Church are more Gnostic than those of the West, and 
thus Christian gnosis can more easily develop on the spiritual soil of Orthodoxy 
than on that of Catholicism. Russian religious and philosophical movements are 
evidence of this.”87 In view of these quite unequivocal statements, how could 
Berdiaev then allow himself such a preposterously confident assertion to the 
effect that there was no affinity?  

Not only is an inconsistency in Berdiaev’s judgment visible here, but his 
stated unwillingness to perceive an affinity also contrasts with research carried 
out during recent decades, which has explored a number of compelling links 
with Gnosticism, both genealogical and affinitive, in the works of Solov’ëv.88 
That some kind of connection would be discovered can hardly be considered a 
surprise, in view of the fact that the officially stated purpose of Solov’ëv’s aus-
picious trip to London in June 1875 was “to study the remains of Indian, gnos-
tic and medieval philosophy in the British Museum [dlia izucheniia v Britan-
skom muzee pamiatnikov indiiskoi, gnosticheskoi, i srednevekovoi filosofii].”89 
Solov’ëv’s stay in London, during which time he delved into the writings of 
mystical authors, was to become decisive not only for his own philosophical 
and personal development, as is well attested in biographies of the philosopher, 
but I believe, also for the future development of Russian Sophiology as a 
whole. This philosophical current, inspired by the pioneering “efforts of 
Solov’ëv,” could only be imbued with an inclination towards Gnosticism, in 
view of the nature of his writings, which, despite their rational character cannot 

                                                        
83 Berdiaev, “Avtobiografiia,” 132.  
84 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 37: “Вл. Соловьев породил недоразумение, дав повод думать, 
что возможен философский универсальный синтез, философское достижение 
всеединства. Тут чувствуется в Соловьеве […] склонность к гностическому рационализму.”  
85 Nikolai Berdiaev, Konstantin Leont’ev: Ocherk iz istorii russkoi religioznoi mysli (Paris: YMCA-press, 
1926), 491: “Вл. Соловьёв был метафизик, прошедший немецкую философскую школу, 
отвлеченный богослов и схоластик, гностик с оккультными склонностями, интимный поэт, 
посвятивший стихи свои небесной эротике, и политический публицист, склонный к 
гуманитарному либерализму и к слишком иногда прямолинейному применению 
христианства к общественности.” 
86 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Osnovnaia ideia Vl. Solov’ëva,” in Dialektika bozhestvennogo i chelovecheskogo 
(Moscow: Isdatel’stvo AST, 2003), 582. 
87 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 294; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 281. 
88 For references, see section 1.2.2. 
89 S. M. Luk’ianov, quoted in Aleksei Fëdorovich Losev, Vladimir Solov’ëv i ego vremia (Moscow: 
Molodaia Gvardiia, 2000), 45, and Sergei M. Solov’ëv, Vladimir Solov’ëv: zhizn i tvorcheskaia 
ėvoliutsiia (Moscow: Respublika, 1997), 92. 
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entirely conceal the mark of his esoteric and mystical readings nor of his per-
sonal numinous experiences. Taking also into consideration the scrutiny of 
Berdiaev’s thought undertaken in this study in the light of Jonasian Gnosticism, 
Berdiaev’s categorical assertion appears somewhat puzzling. Berdiaev clearly 
strived to downplay the connection, even at the price of disregarding the obvi-
ous.  

All the same, neither the possible direct dependence (reliance) of Russian re-
ligious philosophy on so-called ancient Gnosticism, nor the kinship between 
the two, should be overstated. Solov’ëv, for one, was quite cautious in his 
statements about the ancient Gnostics, and reproduced the official Church view 
of the Gnostic heresy in his article “The Great Dispute and Christian Poli-
tics.”90 There are in addition, of course, crucial doctrinal divergences between 
Gnosticism and Russian religious thought, which may be considered as weighty 
as the alleged commonalities. One can admit, for instance, that Berdiaev is 
right, at least in part, when he continues his initial statement with the assertion 
that the “entire problematics [of Russian religious philosophical thought] dif-
fers. This thought has passed through the experience of Humanism, unknown 
to the Gnostics of old, and through a sharp posing of the problem of man and 
culture.”91 That Berdiaev mentions here the Humanist experience of Modernity 
and its cultural problematics is noteworthy as he makes an indirect allusion to 
what he held to be the contrast between his own anthropocentric focus, which 
he shares with Humanism, and the cosmic and aeonic Gnosticism of antiquity, 
where mankind is caught up in a total divine and cosmic drama, but in which it 
does not necessarily play the central and decisive role. Berdiaev’s philosophy, it 
should be recalled, is almost exclusively centred on the human, and tends to 
downplay, and at times even reject outright, the significance of the cosmos and 
the cosmic hierarchies (although it did not necessarily deny their existence). As 
will be shown below, this was one of the crucial points that Berdiaev himself 
underscored when comparing his own thinking to that of the ancient Gnostics, 
and which amounted to a dismissal of their alleged “cosmism.” 

The initial quotation signals, however, another more basic, but no less deci-
sive fact, namely that Berdiaev for some reason or another strived to distance 
himself, and Russian religious thought as a whole, from any association(s) with 
Gnosticism. Berdiaev actually even positioned his own professed Christian 
gnosis in blatant opposition to ancient Gnosticism, at least in part. In order to 
facilitate an understanding of how this was done and why it was so, in this chap-
ter I shall tackle Berdiaev’s evaluation of ancient Gnosticism, and its supposed 
revival in more recent times, on the basis of an examination of statements made 

                                                        
90 See Solov’ëv, “Velikii spor i khristianskaia politika,” chapter 3. See also section 1.2.2. for fur-
ther references.  
91 Berdiaev, “I.-N. Danzas,” 76: “Вся проблематика [русской религиозно-философской 
мысли] иная. Мысль эта прошла через неведомый старым гностикам опыт гуманизма, 
через острую постановку проблемы человека и культуры.” 
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in his published texts. The following three questions will be central to the fol-
lowing discussion:  
• What did Berdiaev declare about the ancient Gnostics and how should one 

understand his statements?  
• What was his opinion of a supposed gnostic return in Modernity?  
• And last but not least, and related to the second question: How did Berdiaev 

assess the alleged connection between ancient Gnosticism and the modern 
tradition of Russian religious thought?  

I believe that providing answers to these questions is a crucial step in coming 
closer to attaining a proper understanding of the nature of Berdiaev’s project 
for a Christian gnosis, and of the strategy employed in managing it. 

 

2.2.2. The Reception History of Ancient Gnosticism as Crucial 
Prerequisite 
Before I proceed, I would like to bring into the discussion the crucial notion of 
“history of effect” or “reception history [Wirkungsgeschichte].” In his herme-
neutic magnum opus, Truth and Method, Hans-Georg Gadamer has the following 
to say about this notion:  

Historical consciousness must become conscious that in the apparent immedi-
acy with which it approaches a work of art or a traditionary text, there is also 
another kind of inquiry in play, albeit unrecognized and unregulated. If we are 
trying to understand a historical phenomenon from the historical distance that is 
characteristic of our hermeneutical situation, we are always already affected by 
history. It determines in advance both what seems to us worth inquiring about 
and what will appear as an object of investigation, and we more or less forget 
half of what is really there – in fact, we miss the whole truth of the phenomenon 
– when we take its immediate appearance as the whole truth. [---] […] in all 
understanding, whether we are expressly aware of it or not, the efficacy of his-
tory is at work.92 

If I rephrase Gadamer somewhat, I would say that our access to any historical 
phenomenon is not as unmediated, straightforward and transparent, as we of-
ten tend to believe. And it is least so when we naïvely disregard or deliberately 
conceal the fact that we as interpreters are situated in history ourselves, and as a 
result are already affected by it in our interpretive situation. From the very start 
of our interpretive activity, we are already involved in a tradition of historical 
understanding and interpretation of the historical phenomenon that we wish to 
understand. This is a circumstance that we cannot afford to disregard, or deny, 
if we want to acquire at least some degree of impartiality and aloofness. As 

                                                        
92 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, 2nd 
ed. (London and New York: Continuum, 2006), 299-300. 
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elucidated by Gadamer elsewhere, this state of affairs holds good all the way 
down to the very concrete, but of course also very subtle, level of language. The 
words and concepts that we use already have a history of preceding uses, defini-
tions and receptions. They have acquired connotations over time, which in turn 
influence or even define our preconceptions. Since we cannot entirely step out 
of this precarious predicament, it is all the more necessary to recognize it. Not 
unexpectedly, the manner in which we relate to it varies. There is, I would sug-
gest, a spectrum ranging from an utterly unreflective and thus almost certainly 
biased investigation, to a painstakingly self-critical, self-reflective, and cautious 
one.  

Although Gadamer primarily strove to shed philosophical light on the subtle 
and sometimes very delicate features of any hermeneutical situation, namely its 
of necessity historical, that is to say situative nature, the concept of the “efficacy 
of history” is exceedingly germane when it comes to the interpretation of so-
called Gnosticism. Indeed, it would be difficult to find a case where the “effi-
cacy of history” is at work in a clearer and more palpable way. With the risk of 
needlessly repeating what I said in 1.3.2., I would nevertheless like to draw at-
tention once more to the circumstance that prior to the discovery of the collec-
tion of Gnostic scriptures in Nag Hammadi at the end of the Second World 
War, the lack of first-hand sources meant that the definition of what Gnosti-
cism was relied almost entirely on the accounts of its one-time adversaries. 
Rudolph’s description of the background to this historical situation is worth 
quoting at length:  

Up to quite recent times [the ancient religion of the so-called Gnosis, or Gnosti-
cism] was known almost exclusively through the work of its opponents, and the 
picture was therefore only a weak and distorted reflection. [---] The opponents 
[…] were in the first place Christian apologists and religious philosophers, some 
of them holders of episcopal office and subsequently elevated by Catholic the-
ology to the status of ‘Church Fathers’. They judged the deviations and opinions 
of their opponents from the point of view of a tradition of Christian faith and 
thought which was considered as firm and certain, and sought to refute them. 
For them it was above all a question of refuting doctrines which did not agree 
with the so-called apostolic tradition laid down in a lengthy process in the New 
Testament and in the oldest confessions of faith, since these doctrines were det-
rimental to the building of a strongly organised church, relatively uniform in its 
leadership. For this purpose the most varied arguments and methods were em-
ployed: the demonstration of the post-Christian origin of Gnosis, the reproach 
of a falsification of Christian doctrine or of relapse into heathenism (in which 
Greek philosophy also is included), the demonstration of the lack of uniformity 
and the discordant nature of the opposing camp; gnostics were also accused of 
deceit, falsehood and magic; finally the supernatural cause of gnostic teaching 
was held to be Satan himself, who in this fashion sought to corrupt the Church. 
The varied reports about the gnostic doctrines and schools were evaluated and 
interpreted accordingly, and to an increasing degree the tendency developed 
simply to repeat the older presentations and to copy them out. In this way much 
valuable source material has it is true been preserved, but by and large the work 
of the so-called heresiologists or ‘opponents of heresy’ led not only to the dis-
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appearance of the gnostic communities but also to the destruction of their liter-
ary heritage.93 

What this means in our case is that in order to come to grips with Berdiaev’s 
attitude towards the Gnostics, we must acknowledge the fact that it was not 
possible for him to fashion his interpretation “adamically,” that is to say un-
conditionally and independently of former receptions. To be sure, his viewpoint 
would by necessity have to be (in)formed and influenced by earlier representa-
tions, even by a whole authoritative tradition of interpretations that goes back 
to the first Christian apologists. For Berdiaev there could only have been a 
considerably more restricted access to so-called Gnosticism, or to the thought 
of the Gnostics, than what is possible today. This circumstance did in fact 
come to play a crucial role in how his understanding was configured. 

That in Berdiaev’s day there was almost no unmediated access to the Gnos-
tic teachings, was a predicament, however, of which Berdiaev was not unaware, 
at least not in 1935, when he wrote: “Indeed what is known about the Gnostics, 
besides what their enemies wrote about them, distorting their ideas in the pro-
cess?”94 And a few years earlier he had commented on the representation of the 
apologists in the following words: “The ancient Gnostics were in many respects 
remarkable thinkers. The Doctors of the Church were, without any sort of 
doubt, unjust to them and they often distorted their ideas. Valentinus was a 
man of genius, a fact which may be discerned even in the very biased treatment 
of him by St. Irenæus.”95 Sometimes Berdiaev would also criticize the common 
marginalizing agenda of normative Church dogma with regard to gnosis and 
Gnosticism. For instance, as early as 1914 he touched upon the issue of ostra-
cism in connection with gnosis, arguing that the attainment of gnosis is seri-
ously threatened by the hunt for heresy. He stated that “true gnosis [istinnyi 
gnozis]” is a possibility only when the fear of heresy vanishes, and that the pre-
vailing proclivity for a strict observance of “orthodoxy [pravoverie]” and con-
current wish to expose heresy obstructs the path of gnosis for “Church con-
sciousness [tserkovnoe soznanie].” Orthodoxness becomes entirely reduced to 
purely outer and formal criteria, a formalism that is detrimental for any devel-
opment in spiritual life. For example, the dogma of the utter transcendence of 
God that the Church professes in contrast to the view that perceives the exist-
ence of a divine element in man, degenerates into an outer hindrance to the 
inner life, into a police action against genuine spiritual experience, the experi-
ence of love and knowledge in freedom.96  

                                                        
93 Rudolph, Gnosis, 9-10. 
94 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Dukh Velikogo Inkvizitora (Po povodu ukaza mitropolita Sergiia, 
osuzhdaiushchego bogoslovskie vzgliady o. S. Bulgakova),” Put’, no. 49 (Oct.-Dec. 1935): 77: “Да 
и что известно о гностиках кроме того, что писали о них враги, искажавшие их идеи?” 
95 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 291. 
96 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Stilizovannoe pravoslavie (o. Pavel Florenskii),” in Dialektika bozhestvennogo i 
chelovecheskogo (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo AST, 2003), 511. 
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Moreover, at the end of his writing career, Berdiaev would insist, inspired by 
Nietzsche and Marx, on the necessity for a sociologically informed investigation 
into the problem of knowledge, which would be based on the conjecture that 
the formation of human knowledge is circumscribed and shaped to a large de-
gree by the social collective. To be sure, his late philosophy is quite radical in 
this regard. This initiative amounted not least to a wide-ranging “critique of 
Revelation,” that is to say a critique of the interpretation(s) of the Christian 
Revelation that had been handed down by the historical tradition. This critique 
would be grounded in “an existential philosophy which recognizes that spiritual 
experience is primary.”97 But it ought not be based on dogmatic theology, since 
that, in Berdiaev’s view, revolves around what is secondary, and not around 
what is primary, namely spiritual experience. Moreover, strict theological 
orthodoxy, Berdiaev argues, is more often than not defined by the interests of 
an organized religious community, even though this fact is usually concealed. 
The reason for this is connected with the idea of authority, which exists to 
serve certain social interests. Because of this, Berdiaev argues, dogmatic theol-
ogy does not like religious philosophy, which is grounded in unmediated spiri-
tual experience rather than in external social authority, and which can be 
utilized only with great difficulty for social utilitarian purposes. Theology is 
always more socialized, or “objectified” in Berdiaev’s terminology, than reli-
gious philosophy, which is significantly more individualized and uninhibited. In 
addition, a religious community that insists on authority always fears mysticism 
and seeks out and condemns heresy in order to uphold the authoritarian struc-
tures of the collective. This is also the reason, Berdiaev adds, why the possibility 
of a Christian gnosis is admitted by the Church only with great hesitation, and 
why such theologians as Origen and Gregory of Nyssa never entirely received 
the official sanction of the Church.98  

 

2.2.3. Berdiaev’s Critique of Ancient Gnosticism 
Berdiaev’s awareness of the problematic status of the reception of Gnosticism, 
on which he himself was also dependent, might lead one to expect a guarded 
attitude on his part towards the accounts of the heresiologists and, in accord-
ance with this, perhaps an open-minded attitude towards the Gnostics. And 
indeed, one does find instances of a charitable tendency, in his occasional un-
willingness, for example, to comply with the classic charges of heresy levelled 
against them. This is attested in the second of his two essays on Böhme, where 
Berdiaev writes: “I consider it incorrect to term the old gnostics as Christian 
heretics. Having been begotten of the religious syncretism of the Hellenistic era 
- they were not so much distorters of Christianity through the pagan wisdom of 

                                                        
97 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 8; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 7. 
98 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 61; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 57. 
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the East and Greece, as rather enrichers of this wisdom through Christianity.”99 
It might also be mentioned in passing that Berdiaev was generally hesitant in 
labelling anyone a “heretic,” something which he had to endure himself on 
more than one occasion.100 Being a non-conformist at heart, he would occa-
sionally criticize such classifications when uttered by proponents of Orthodoxy. 
To be sure, an allegation of heresy was no small matter in tsarist Russia as it 
could also bring with it some serious repercussions. As a case in point, I would 
like to mention Berdiaev’s own serious clash with the Church on the eve of the 
First World War. At that time Berdiaev wrote an article entitled “Quenchers of 
the Spirit,” in which he condemned in strong words the heresiological practices 
of the Holy Synod and its harsh treatment of the movement of the so-called 
“Name-praisers [Imeneslavtsy]” at Mount Athos. It led to a court case in which 
he was accused of blasphemy, and which resulted in his being sentenced to 
exile in Siberia. Fortunately, the verdict was never enforced as the war and the 
February revolution of 1917 intervened.101  

Even so, at other times Berdiaev would not hesitate to label the Gnosis of 
Valentinus and Basilides heretical.102 This discrepancy in Berdiaev’s statements 
can only lead to the conclusion that he remained quite undecided, even incon-
sistent in his attitude towards the Gnostics. Actually, it is my observation that 
Berdiaev, despite being troubled by the consequences of the hunt for heresy, 
despite his critique of the exclusionary strategy of the Orthodox Church, and 
despite his self-avowed “predilection for gnosticism” as well as his attested 
feeling of kinship with the Christian Gnostics, nurtured a rather depreciative 
attitude towards the ancient Gnostics in his published works. What is more, 
Berdiaev often assumed an apologetic tone, amounting to the voice of an 
Orthodox Christian attempting to demarcate and refute doctrinally. In these 
instances Berdiaev would in fact carry further the tradition of the ancient po-
lemicists, considering that it is was possible to catch a glimpse of the principal 
accusations levelled by them at one time against the Gnostics, as well as of the 
concomitant refutations of tenets traditionally attributed to the latter.  

Hence what is being said in this chapter loosely amounts to an antithesis to 
the thesis propounded in 2.1, where I strove to demonstrate the gnosticizing 
tendencies in Berdiaev’s early thought and his admitted sympathy for the Gnos-
tics. I intend to substantiate my proposed antithesis by commenting below on 
selected passages in which the Gnostics are mentioned or explicitly referred to. 
We have already met an initial case in point in the disclaimer to the introduction 

                                                        
99 Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud I,” 47, n. 2. 
100 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 445: “Мне всегда казалось неуместным и нелепым, когда меня 
обвиняли в ересях. Еретик по-своему очень церковный человек и утверждает свою мысль 
как ортодоксальную, как церковную. Это совершенно не применимо ко мне.” 
101 Ol’ga Dmitrievna Volkogonova, N. A. Berdiaev: Intellektual’naia biografiia (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo 
Moskovskogo Universiteta, 2001), 30. 
102 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Spasenie i tvorchestvo (Dva ponimaniia khristianstva),” Put’, no. 2 (Jan. 
1926): 33, n. 1: “Слово ‘гностик’ я употребляю здесь не в смысле еретического гнозиса 
Валентина или Васелида [...].” 
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to The New Religious Consciousness and Society. In due course this strategy of in-
creasing his distance from Gnosticism seems to have gained in importance for 
Berdiaev. Especially revealing in this context are The Philosophy of Freedom and 
Freedom and the Spirit, two works in which Berdiaev confronts more intensely 
than elsewhere the positive as well as negative challenges which he maintained 
that Gnosticism posed, and still does for the religious mind. There is some 
continuity between these works, but the nature of the critique expressed in 
them also differs somewhat, an issue to which I shall have a chance to return. 

I have divided and grouped Berdiaev’s statements into two categories de-
pending on what attitude they display towards the tenets ascribed to the Gnos-
tics: a) statements that reject supposed Gnostic tenets more or less out of hand, 
and b) statements where reference is made to Gnostic tenets, but towards 
which Berdiaev admits to a certain degree of sympathy, although most often 
only with qualification. Let us start with the views which have traditionally been 
ascribed to the Gnostics and which are rejected by Berdiaev more or less out of 
hand. This holds good mainly for classic dogmatic theological issues, such as 
the doctrine of theistic dualism (ditheism), i.e. the belief in the existence of two 
gods (or principles), one good and one evil.103 In an article in the journal Put’, 
Berdiaev explicitly states that his own doctrine of uncreated freedom as the 
source of evil should not be understood as implying the existence of a com-
plementary “evil god in the sense of Iranian Manichaean dualism.”104 Associ-
ated with this is the doctrine of the existence of ontological evil, which is re-
jected.105 Another doctrine commonly associated with the Gnostics, disallowed 
by Berdiaev, is that of an austere dualism between spirit and flesh, and a cor-
responding one between spirit and matter.106 In a relatively early article, Ber-
diaev also rejects the Gnostics’ allegedly negative attitude towards matter and 
the “flesh of the world.”107 Subsequently, in a passage mentioning the Gnostics, 

                                                        
103 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 565: “Я не исповедую двубожия и совсем не являюсь 
манихейцем.” 
104 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Eshche o khristianskom pessimizme i optimizme (Otvet protoiereiu S. 
Chetverikovu),” Put’, no. 48 (July-Sep. 1935): 71-72: “Невозможно приписывать Богу 
предвидение того зла, которое имеет свой источник вне бытия и вне сотворенного Им 
мира. Это совсем не есть материя в греческом смысле слова и не есть злой бог в смысле 
персидско-манихейского дуализма. Это – темное и иррациональное внебытийственное 
начало, на которое не распространимы никакие рациональные понятия.” 
105 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 164; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 167. The Mean-
ing of the Creative Act, 16, does actually appear to propound, it should be acknowledged, a contrary 
position: “There is an objective source of evil, against which we must wage an heroic war.” 
106 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Opyt filosofskogo opravdaniia khristianstva,” in Dukhovnyi krizis 
intelligentsii, 278, n. 13: “Принципиальный дуализм духа и плоти, как доброго и злого, есть 
учение не столько христианское, сколько манихейское и гностическое. Манихейство 
последовательно проводило персидский дуализм, двоебожие, а гностицизм учил, 
чтоматерия  создана другим, злым богом и не может быть обожествлена. Христианство же 
учит об обожествлении, преображении, воскресении мировой плоти.” 
107 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Khristos i mir: Otvet V. V. Rozanovu,” in Dukhovnyi krizis intelligentsii, 238, 
n. 2: “Достаточно почитать Иустина Философа, Иринея Лионского и др. апологетов и 
учителей Церкви, чтобы понять, как неверен тот взгляд, который видит в христианстве 
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he would assert that “the source of evil is spiritual and not carnal.”108 Another 
view which has been ascribed to the Gnostics since the time of the heresiolo-
gists, is that of docetism, considered heretical by the majority of Christian 
churches, not only the Eastern Orthodox. Rudolph explains that the label of 
docetism is applied to a view which holds that “Christ appeared only ‘in sem-
blance’ (dokēsei) as a man or in the flesh, and correspondingly neither suffered 
nor was really crucified.”109 Berdiaev also expresses here some strong reserva-
tions, associating such a doctrine with an abstract, and thus deficient, form of 
spiritualism. He writes: “Docetism, so far from avoiding a naturalistic concep-
tion of Christianity, introduced into it a false spiritual philosophy which impov-
erished by undue simplification the richness and mystery of the spiritual life. [---
] All forms of docetic and monophysite heresy set the spirit and the flesh in 
opposition, and this opposition is bound up with the naturalization and objecti-
fication of the spirit.”110 Although the Gnostics are not explicitly mentioned in 
this quotation, one can nevertheless interpret the combination of words “do-
cetic heresy” as pointing in their direction. In passing, I should like to point out 
that Berdiaev’s objection to docetism appears to be based here on its dispa-
ragement of the spirit, and not necessarily of the flesh or of the body, as might 
have been expected.  

If we now pass for a moment from the refutation of doctrinal points to di-
rect allegation, it may be observed that Berdiaev partly restates the classic accu-
sation levelled against the Gnostics about the demonic as “the supernatural 
cause of gnostic teaching,” mentioned by Rudolph in the lengthy quotation 
given earlier in the chapter. In The Philosophy of Freedom, Berdiaev states that a 
“purely gnostic path, in its well-known meaning, is a luciferic path.”111 When 
quoted out of context, this statement might seem more severe than was prob-
ably intended. The discussion in which it appears is a refutation of rationalism, 
of knowledge dissociated from faith. Gnosticism is understood in this context 
as a form of rationalism, and the Gnostics as rationalists in disguise. In fact, this 
constitutes Berdiaev’s main argument against the Gnostics in this work, and I 
shall therefore dwell a little further on some of the arguments brought up by 
the philosopher there. Despite its mystical garb, Berdiaev states, Gnosticism is 
essentially a form of rationalism. It acknowledges the path of “knowledge / 
cognition [poznanie]” to be the path of salvation. For Gnosticism religion 
equals knowledge.112 It tends to blend occult knowledge with religion and in 

                                                                                                                                  
вражду к плоти мира. Именно христианство защищало плоть мира и земли от 
спиритуалистического отрицания платонизма, гностицизма, и пр.” 
108 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xvi; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 23. 
109 Rudolph, Gnosis, 157. Gnostic representations of Christ vary significantly. However, as far as I 
can see, some texts do seem to propound what has been called a docetic view. 
110 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 35; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 55. 
111 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 39: “Чисто гностический путь, в известном смысле, есть путь 
люциферианский.” 
112 Ibid.: “Гностицизм в существе своем есть рационализм, какое бы мистическое одеяние 
он ни одевал, это рафинированный, с трудом распознаваемый рационализм.” 
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fact even replaces religion by occult knowledge. But occult knowledge ought to 
be considered as nothing more than a form of “knowledge [znanie],” as a more 
encompassing form of science, and not as a religion in its own right. Moreover, 
Gnosticism is detrimental in the sense that it encourages daring in knowledge 
without demanding sacrifice as a precondition for its attainment. According to 
the Gnostic view, truth is revealed to the wise, and not to babes, as is the case 
in the Christian tradition.113 A true Christian gnosis, in contrast, demands an act 
of “self-denial [samootrechenie],” and a renunciation of the Gnostic self-
importance, of the pretentions of cognition based exclusively on “reason [ra-
zumnoe poznanie].” Christian gnosis is reason replaced by divine madness.114 
Truth is gained through life and deed, through the efforts of the will and “the 
fully integrated spirit [tselostnym dukhom],” and not through “cognition [poz-
nanie]” alone. It is the product of a religious life; the meaning of things is re-
vealed only after an act of faith, and is gnosis born. The gnosis of faith is gained 
through an inner feat of self-denial that provides access to higher realities.115  

In order to illustrate his argument, Berdiaev introduces the case of Hegel – 
“the greatest and last of the gnostic rationalists.”116 In Hegelianism, philosophy 
aspired to “self-divinization [samoobozhestvlenie]” – that is, an unrivalled arro-
gance on the part of philosophical reason. Instead of before the living God, 
Hegel prostrated himself before his philosophical gnosis, his abstract reason.117 
In Vladimir Solov’ëv’s thought, according to Berdiaev, it is possible to discern a 
“throw-back [otryzhka]” to Hegelianism and hence an inclination towards 
gnostic rationalism. Solov’ëv gave rise to the misunderstanding that a universal 

                                                        
113 Berdiaev’s contrast between Gnostic pride and Christian humility is not entirely valid, but a 
generalization. As a case in point, which complicates the picture significantly, one could refer to 
the 22nd saying (Gk. Logion) of the “Gospel of Thomas,” which offers the following story: “Jesus 
saw some babies nursing. He said to his disciples, ‘These nursing babies are like those who enter 
the kingdom.’” Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 142. Another example may be given from “The Gospel of 
Truth,” which says: “After them came the little children, who have knowledge of the Father. 
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that was written in the Father’s thought and mind and was, since the foundation of the All, in his 
incomprehensible nature.” Ibid., 37-38. 
114 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 39-40. 
115 Ibid., 83. Also in this case, Berdiaev's contrast between a Gnostic way and a Christian way 
may not have been so clear-cut as he tries to make out. For instance, “The Secret Book of James” 
champions the three Christian virtues of faith, love and works: “‘Be eager for the word. The first 
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Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 27. 
116 In this case too, Berdiaev bases his observations on an existing history of interpretation. 
Ferdinand Christian Baur (1792-1860), a theologian and historian of religion from Tübingen, was 
the originator of the view that saw Hegel as an heir to ancient Gnosticism. In 1835 he authored a 
work entitled Die christliche Gnosis oder die christliche Religions-Philosophie in ihrer geschichtlichen 
Entwicklung, in which he postulated a genealogical development leading from Gnosticism to the 
thought of modern German thinkers. Kurt Rudolph states that Baur’s book “is a landmark in 
research in this field, even if his attempt to treat the gnostics as the starting point of the Christian 
philosophy of religion which culminated in Hegel does not do justice to them.” Rudolph, Gnosis, 
30-31. 
117 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 34. 
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philosophical synthesis is possible, a philosophical attainment of pan-unity. The 
original Slavophiles understood more clearly than Solov’ëv, however, that one 
can attain a universal synthesis, or pan-unity, only through religious and not 
philosophical means, only in the fullness of life and not in gnosis. They under-
stood this because they were not hampered by rationalism.118  

According to Berdiaev, Gnostics and theosophers may be considered su-
perior to ordinary philosophers and metaphysicians in that they demand “initi-
ation [posviashchenie]” as a prerequisite for the religious disclosure of the truth, 
but they are nevertheless “intellectual renegades [intelligenty-otshchepentsy],” 
unblessed and living through a hypertrophy of the intellect. The abstract gnos-
tic path is certainly no gain, and unblessed gnosis is knowledge falsely under-
stood as such, i.e. illusory or deceptive knowledge. Even the great Origen, in 
denying the universal truth of the Church, was an intellectual and rationalist, 
who lapsed into false Gnosticism.119 In contrast to this abstract and fictitious 
form of knowledge, the full and definitive gnosis is “Being [bytie]” itself, the 
concrete fullness of existence. It is attained through the fullness of life, and not 
through abstract reasoning alone.120 

In the above summary of the account of Gnosticism expounded in The Phi-
losophy of Freedom, an emphasis may be perceived on a supposed affinity between 
Gnosticism and rationalism, affected by Berdiaev’s fiercely negative attitude 
towards the latter, as well as an ontological and fideistic thrust in the episte-
mology which he sets up in opposition to both of these. His approach could 
perhaps be interpreted as an echo of the classic opposition between faith and 
knowledge which was an issue in the ancient polemics, but it would be more 
accurate to say that Berdiaev does not actually reject knowledge as such in fa-
vour of faith, but rather reason and rational forms of knowledge, which is not 
quite the same. In any case, a negative form of rationalistic intellectualism is 
attributed in The Philosophy of Freedom to “the gnostic heresies.” And it is con-
trasted with the dogmas of the Church, which are portrayed as being untouched 
by degenerate rationalism: “One cannot detect anything philosophical, intellec-
tual, or theoretical in the dogmas of the Church, in contrast to the Gnostic 
heresies, which, to a greater or lesser extent are always rationalistic.”121 It is 
crucial to note, however, that this view of the Church dogmas would change 
dramatically in Berdiaev’s later philosophy. In more mature works it is possible 
to find statements that suggest he believed they lacked any basis in inner ex-
perience, and, no less importantly, that dogmatic theology was at best a “ration-
alization” of a primal spiritual experience, of an inner revelation. For instance, 
in another passage in Freedom and the Spirit, in which the concept of gnosis is 

                                                        
118 Ibid., 37. 
119 Ibid., 41: “Даже великий Ориген, поскольку он уклонялся от вселенской истины 
Церкви, был интеллектуалистом и рационалистом, впадал в ложный гностицизм.”  
120 Ibid., 136. 
121 Ibid., 41: “Философского, интеллектуального, теоретического характера нельзя открыть 
в церковных догматах, его можно открыть в гностических ересях, всегда в большей или 
меньшей степени рационалистических.” 
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employed positively, Berdiaev seems to offer in fact the exact opposite of the 
previously given standpoint, again harking back to the problematic nature of 
religious authority: “The dogmatic work of the Doctors of the Church and the 
œcumenical councils cannot be called gnosis; formulas were elaborated with an 
eye to what was considered normative religious experience, and this was ac-
companied by the refutation of erroneous doctrines. The mind of the Church 
connected gnosis with the distortion of religious experience.”122  

Be this as it may, I would argue that Berdiaev’s representation of ancient 
Gnosticism as a form of “rationalism” is far-fetched and largely anachronistic. 
It is no doubt a tendentious interpretation, constituting not so much an histori-
cally accurate interpretation as one that reflects Berdiaev’s more basic and con-
sistent non-acceptance of the various forms of rationalism that have prevailed 
in modern Western philosophy and science since the Enlightenment, and since 
then have been a constant nuisance to Russian philosophers. Whatever one’s 
case against Gnosticism, an argument that associates it with rationalism is not 
one on which it ought to be based. Even a cursory reading of Gnostic texts 
reveals that we are hardly dealing with a form of rationalism, at least not in the 
modern sense of the word.123 Yet hardly in the ancient sense either. As Jonas 
emphasized, Gnosis was not equivalent to the Greek philosophical theoria.124 
Perhaps it may be possible to discern in Berdiaev’s critique the presence of 
Tertullian, the Christian polemicist and fierce critic of Gnosticism, who in his 
defence of Jerusalem (pistis) may have confused Alexandria (gnosis) with 
Athens (reason). It might also be asked whether Berdiaev in The Philosophy of 
Freedom may be indicating his departure from the “mystical rationalists.” After 
all, in an earlier work, Origen, Hegel and Solov’ëv had been advanced as fine 
examples of what reason was capable of, but now they all get their share of 
criticism.  

Before I proceed with my commentary there is another point that I would 
like to mention briefly. Berdiaev’s critical assessment of Gnosticism as dis-
cussed so far, may give rise to the impression that he differs radically from the 
Gnostics with regard to his view of knowledge, given that he does not seem to 
lend his support to the view of knowledge, or more particularly of gnosis, as 

                                                        
122 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, pp. 290-291; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 278. 
123 Although this is mainly beside the point, one could point out that the French Enlightenment 
philosophers were often favourably disposed towards the Gnostics, probably owing to the fact 
that they were viewed as renegade allies in the fight against the institutional church. A curious 
appearance of a modern day Gnostic in the context of the Enlightenment may be found in chap-
ter twenty of Voltaire's Candide (1759), where the eponymous hero encounters the wandering 
scholar Martin from Amsterdam, who calls himself a Manichaean. When Candide exclaims 
“You’re making fun of me, […] there are no Manicheans left in the world,” Martin replies: “I 
don’t know what to do about it, but I can’t think differently. [---] I admit to you that if I look at 
this globe, or rather at this globule, it seems to me that God has handed it over to some malevo-
lent being […]. [---] In a word, I have seen so much, and experienced so much, that I am a Mani-
chean.” Voltaire, Candide and Related Texts, trans. David Wootton (Indianapolis: Hackett Publish-
ing Company, 2000), 46-47. 
124 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 34-35. 
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redemptive and salvific, which, as we know, has been a tenet ascribed to the 
Gnostics from time immemorial. Liberation in Berdiaev’s thought, it may be 
recalled, is connected rather with creativity (although he is sometimes inclined 
to belittle the question of personal salvation altogether as an expression of self-
centredness). Such a deduction, however, is not as straightforward as it might 
seem, in view of the fact that the distinction is not clear-cut. The two stand-
points need not be mutually exclusive. In fact, as will be demonstrated in 3.5., 
Berdiaev’s philosophy of creativity may be interpreted as having crucial implica-
tions for his view of knowledge and vice versa. Indeed, philosophical reasoning 
itself is held to be an intensely liberating creative act. 

But let us return to our investigation. Before the discussion about the ration-
alism of the Gnostics was entered into, the issue of their supposed “luciferian-
ism” was mentioned in passing. This could be taken as an echo of the demoni-
zation of the Gnostics by the Church polemicists. In Freedom and the Spirit Ber-
diaev returns again to the issue of demonolatry. Here the discussion pertains to 
the Gnostics’ all too intimate, in his view, connection with the natural world, an 
allegedly typical feature of pre-Christian heathenism: “There is […] a pretended 
spirituality which has undergone no purification and which has been vitiated by 
its contact with the natural world. It is this sort of spirituality, from which de-
monolatry has not been expelled, which used to exist among the Gnostics.”125 
It is also stated, as if it were a historical fact, that it “must be recognized […], 
that one of the difficulties connected with ‘the higher knowledge’ in those days 
was that men could not dissociate it from its connection with the worship of 
demons, and here Christianity found itself entangled with pagan cults and with 
the ‘wisdom’ of pagan religion.”126 The wording in the English translation is not 
quite faithful to the original, however, and does not make the crucial connec-
tion clear, since the Russian original text refers to the Gnostics in a more direct 
way: “Познание старых гностиков было замутненное, несвободно от 
демонолатрии, в нем христианство было смешано с языческими культами 
и языческой мудростью.”127 As may be observed, the classic charge of a “re-
lapse into heathenism,” to use Rudolph’s phrase, appears in this connection. 
Berdiaev also touches here upon a topic introduced already in previous works, 
namely the distinction and irreconcilability between magic and mysticism. 
Magic is understood as an involvement with the hidden forces of nature and 
the cosmos, an involvement which, Berdiaev maintains, is all but liberating. In 
this connection he states that 

in Gnosticism, with its still pagan attitude towards the cosmos, man was not lib-
erated from the power of spirits and demons, and remained as before under the 
influence of magic. In fact the Gnostics were not really Christian heretics but 
pagan initiates who had absorbed some elements of Christian wisdom in a syn-

                                                        
125 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 30; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 51. 
126 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xvii. 
127 Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 23. 
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cretistic manner. But they never grasped the fundamental mystery of Christianity 
[…].128 

It should be recalled that accusations of “demonolatry,” “heathenism,” and 
“magic” were well nigh canonical notions among the Christian apologists, as 
was established above also with reference to Rudolph. Simon Magus, the magi-
cian from Samaria who is depicted in Acts 8:9-24 attempting to buy the gift of 
healing from the Apostles for money, was often named by them as the founder 
of the Gnostic heresy.129  

More importantly in this connection, we hit upon the second of Berdiaev’s 
main objections levelled against the Gnostics, the first being that of “ration-
alism,” this being that of their negative cosmism. The Gnostics are charged 
with having succumbed to a “cosmic lure [kosmicheskoe prelshchenie].”130 In 
Freedom and the Spirit, he states:  

For the Gnostics the image of God and the image of man are dissolved in the 
cosmic process. The cosmos with its extremely complex hierarchic structure and 
its endless succession of aeons destroys not only man but God also. The con-
sciousness of the Church rose in revolt in the name of God and man against this 
form of Gnosticism and refused to allow man to become the prey of cosmic 
forces. Spiritual deliverance and liberation from these forces was the significant 
task achieved by the thought of the Church.131  

The objection brought against the Gnostics that they failed to liberate man 
from cosmic powers, is reiterated now and again in Berdiaev’s texts, for in-
stance, in such a late work as Truth and Revelation, where it is claimed that the 
“gnosis of Valentinus and Basilides broke down because they left man in the 
power of cosmic forces, of a cosmic hierarchy.”132  

But here also, as was the case with the allegation of rationalism, we are deal-
ing with a deep-seated bête noire in Berdiaev’s thought as a whole, which comes 
to the fore, for example, in his critique of contemporary currents of thought 
(e.g. Sophiology), as well as in his negative assessment of a gnostic return in 
Modernity. In view of the fact that it is not levelled solely against the Gnostics, 
this might be regarded as one of Berdiaev’s standard accusations. And yet again, 
Berdiaev’s second major objection against the Gnostics is not entirely correct, 
in purely historical terms. Granted, Gnostic cosmogonic myth contains elabo-
rate speculations on the divine emanations, called aeons, but these should be 
understood strictly speaking as pre-, and supra-cosmic, in the sense that they 
were already in existence prior to the coming into being of the cosmos. Also, 
Berdiaev’s assertion that the Gnostics did not understand the nature of free-

                                                        
128 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 291; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 278. 
129 Rudolph, Gnosis, 294ff. 
130 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Tsarstvo Dukha i Tsarstvo Kesaria,” in Tsarstvo Dukha i Tsarstvo Kesaria 
(Moscow: Respublika, 1995), 356.  
131 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 292; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 279. 
132 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 53; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 49. 
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dom and left man shackled by cosmic forces, needs to be heavily qualified. 
After all, they propounded a teaching, and reportedly also a concurrent initia-
tory practice,133 which aimed at precisely the opposite, namely at breaking out 
of the evil infinity of the cosmos and achieving victory over the un-divine pow-
ers that ruled over it, a point which is continually stressed by Jonas. Indeed, in 
light of the Jonasian notions of “acosmism” and “anticosmic,” it is truly ironic 
that Berdiaev should have chosen to direct his attack precisely against the sup-
posed cosmism of the Gnostics. Even if Berdiaev was right to claim that the 
Gnostics indeed displayed a proclivity for developing elaborate total myths 
which tell of the genesis and nature of the cosmos and its hierarchies, their aim 
in this however, contrary to what appears to have been Berdiaev’s opinion, was 
to overcome it, not least by revealing its nature as a power system and by 
unmasking its “powers,” “principalities,” “rulers” and “authorities.”134 

Besides, the consistency of Berdiaev’s charge is diminished somewhat by a 
slight self-contradiction that may be detected here. In The Meaning of History 
(Berlin 1923), Berdiaev displays some sympathy with this emanationist aeonic 
speculation of the Gnostics, a surprising fact in view of his later standpoint, 
described above: 

The knowledge of the divine life is not attainable by means of abstract philo-
sophical thought based upon the principles of formalist or rationalistic logic, but 
only by means of a concrete myth which conceives the divine life as a passionate 
destiny of concrete and active persons, the divine Hypostases. This is, therefore, 
not a philosophy, but a mythology [mifologema]. The Gnostics had such a my-
thology [mifologema]. And that explains their success in apprehending, in spite 
of certain deficiencies and confusions in their thought, the divine mysteries as 
those of an historical destiny better than the abstract philosophers, who were 
content to remain within the framework of their philosophies. Such a mythology 
makes possible the apprehension of the essence of celestial history, of the 
stages, the aeons or ages of the divine life. The very conception of the divine 
aeons is bound up with concrete destiny and is essentially illusive and inappre-
hensible to any abstract philosophical system.135 

                                                        
133 The idea of “Gnosis as sacramental practice [Gnosis als sakramentale Praxis],” which is im-
plicit in initiation, and which provided the Gnostics with the key knowledge necessary to perform 
ritual magic and cultic actions, such as baptism, which would support and facilitate this release 
from and transcension of the world, is of course, utterly absent in Berdiaev. See Jonas, Gnosis und 
spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 20-21. 
134 An example of this teaching may be found in the Pistis Sophia, one of the few original Gnostic 
writings known from before the Hag Hammadi findings: “Andrew however answered [Jesus] and 
said: ‘My Lord, I am astonished and I marvel greatly that when men who are in the world and in the 
body of this matter come forth this world [sic.], they will surpass these firmaments and all these archons 
and all the lords and all the gods and all these great invisible ones […].’” Pistis Sophia, The Coptic 
Gnostic Library, Nag Hammadi Studies, vol. 9, ed. Carl Schmidt, trans. Violet MacDermot (Lei-
den: E. J. Brill, 1978), 248. 
135 Berdyaev, The Meaning of History, trans. George Reavey (London: Geoffrey Bles / The Centen-
ary Press, 1936) 52; Nikolai Berdiaev, “Smysl istorii,” in Smysl istorii (Moscow: Kanon+, 2002), 55.  
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It should be observed that not only does Berdiaev sympathize here with the 
emanationist doctrines of Gnosticism, he also contrasts the thought and myth 
of the Gnostics with “abstract philosophical thought” and “rational logic,” 
rather than representing them as proponents of these and related modes of 
thought, as he had done more than a decade earlier. It is also quite obvious that 
here takes their side. This again attests to a degree of inconsistency in Ber-
diaev’s estimation of the Gnostics.  

A further lack of consistency in Berdiaev’s assessment is revealed if one 
compares the point made in this last quotation, where the Gnostics are repre-
sented as proponents of a dynamic understanding on the grounds that they of-
fered a narrative of celestial historical destiny, with his own later assertion that 
“they had a static conception of the world and could not conceive the true 
dynamic quality of Christianity.”136 In fact, the allegation of immobility is quite 
an important constituent of Berdiaev’s critique of the Gnostics as represented 
in Freedom and the Spirit. But we might take the edge off of his seeming self-
contradiction by noting that we may be dealing with two different types of 
dynamism or lack of it: in the first instance it is the outflowing dynamic move-
ment of “celestial history, of the stages, the aeons or ages of the divine life,” 
and in the second, it is a lack of dynamism in terms of an ascending movement, 
in the sense of a transformation of the lower into the higher. Gnostic immo-
bility in the latter case is made to contrast with the mystery of transfiguration as 
taught by Christianity: “The idea that the lower might be transfigured and 
moulded into something higher lay outside the consciousness of the Gnostics, 
and it is for this reason that they never became real Christians [oni nikogda ne 
stali istinnymi khristianami, ostalis’ polukhristianami].”137 Their inability to grasp 
“the idea that the lower might be transfigured and moulded into something 
higher,” mentioned here, is applied by Berdiaev to at least three elements of 
Gnostic thought: a) their conception of various allegedly fixed categories of 
men, b) their supposedly misguided negative attitude towards matter, the flesh 
and the body, and lastly c) their drastic differentiation between “soul” and 
“spirit,” understood as two qualitatively incompatible elements in the human 
being. 

With the partial sympathy displayed by Berdiaev towards aeonic emanation-
ism, as well as towards the distinction between “soul” and “spirit,” a mitigated 
version of which he allows as I shall explain elsewhere, we have entered the 
second category of statements which I identified initially, namely those which 
display a degree of sympathy towards a tenet attributed to the Gnostics. An-
other interesting case in point concerns the issue of the alleged elitism and 
pride with which the Gnostics have been charged since ancient times. A sub-

                                                        
136 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 291; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 278. Jonas is 
of the opposite view, which maintains that Gnosticism presents us with “a metaphysic of pure 
movement and event, the most determinedly ‘historical’ conception of universal being prior to 
Hegel […].” Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 265. 
137 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xv; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 22.  
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stantial portion of the discussion in Freedom and the Spirit where mention is made 
of the Gnostics, is dedicated to the complex relationship between aristocratic 
spirituality and the “democratism” exhibited by the Church. Berdiaev here reit-
erates the allegations of exclusivistic elitism and spiritual pride that were once 
voiced by the Church polemicists: 

The error of the ancient Gnostics which the Church denounced lay in their 
spiritual pride [dukhovnaia gordynia]. They could not accept the fact that the 
good news of salvation and the coming of the Kingdom of God was brought by 
Christ for the whole of mankind. According to them those who were ‘spiritually 
minded’ [rasa ‘pnevmatikov’] were eternally separate from merely ‘natural’ and 
‘carnal’ men [rasa liudei ‘dushevnykh’ i ‘plotskikh’]. The latter could not raise 
themselves towards a higher spiritual world and were condemned to remain in 
the shallows of existence. For them no redemption and salvation was pos-
sible.138  

As concerns the doctrine of the different types of human beings, mentioned by 
Berdiaev in this quotation, Gnostic texts corroborate that such a doctrine in-
deed existed among the Gnostics. However, as Williams has attempted to dem-
onstrate, these texts also show evidence of a degree of mobility between the 
different types, in effect disqualifying both the charges of immobility and exclu-
sivism.139 The above quotation demonstrates that Berdiaev had appropriated no 
less and made his own one of the classic complaints against the Gnostics, 
namely that of their supposed pride and self-sufficient arrogance: “Gnosticism 
exalted the pride of ‘spiritual’ men and their presumed superiority over those 
who belonged to the ‘natural’ and ‘carnal’ category […].”140 Berdiaev also con-
tends that the Church “rightly condemned the pride of the Gnostics, their 
hopelessly dualistic point of view [beznadezhnyi dualizm], and the unbrotherly 
and unloving attitude which they displayed towards their fellow men and the 
world at large […].”141 As with Berdiaev’s other main charges discussed above, 
this notion of the purported spiritual conceit and lack of compassion of the 
Gnostics also loses in forcefulness once the Gnostic source texts are con-
sulted.142 Be this as it may, Berdiaev gives expression in this context to the view 
that the supposed exclusivism of the Gnostics was one of the reasons why 

                                                        
138 Ibid. 
139 Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” 189ff. 
140 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 292; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 279. 
141 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xvi; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 22. 
142 For instance, the “Secret Book of James” contains an explicit injunction not to be proud, and 
to emulate the loving kindness of Jesus: “Do not let heaven’s kingdom become a desert within 
you. Do not be proud because of the light that enlightens. Rather, act toward yourselves as I 
myself have toward you. I have put myself under a curse for you that you might be saved.” Nag 
Hammadi Scriptures, 29. The “Gospel of Philip” likewise calls on Christians to show charity to-
wards those who are lacking in knowledge: “Whoever is free through knowledge is a slave be-
cause of love for those who do not yet have freedom of knowledge. Knowledge enables them to 
be free. Love (never says) it owns something, (though) it owns (everything). Love does not (say, 
‘This is mine)’ or ‘That is mine,’ but rather, (All that is mine) is yours.’” Ibid., 180-181. 
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Christian theologians rose up against them in protest. He also asserts that the 
Church was right in fighting them, since it “cannot consist of only a minority of 
the elect for it has a message for the whole of mankind and of the universe.”143 
Interestingly, though, Berdiaev hastens to add that from this fact “there springs 
the whole of its [the Church’s] negative aspect, the whole poignant tragedy of its destiny, 
the whole repulsive attraction of its history. The Church must descend to the depths of 
the world’s life and cannot remain on the heights as the Gnostics, Montanists, 
and other sectarians wish.”144 In this “descent to the depths of the world’s life” 
the democratic nature of the church was demonstrated, Berdiaev states, which 
stood in stark contrast to the strict dualism of the elitist Gnostics, who pur-
portedly endorsed an eternal division between the “spiritually minded” and 
those who are carnal or psychic. Here again there reappears the idea of a “pro-
cess of transfiguration” of the lower into the higher, as has been mentioned 
several times:  

The Gnostics were without a glimpse of the order of values upon which the 
world of the Christian rests, where the highest elements are organically linked 
with lowest and thus assist the process of transfiguration [preobrazhenie] and of 
universal salvation. Their interpretation of the hierarchic principle was a false 
one. The supreme Gnosis [vysshii gnozis] of ‘spiritual’ persons [liudi ‘duk-
hovnye’] is necessary for the salvation and transfiguration of those who are ‘car-
nal’. ‘Spiritual’ persons must not remain proudly upon the mountain-tops in 
separation from the ‘carnal’ world, but they must devote their energies to its 
spiritualization [odukhotvorenie] and to raising it to the highest levels.145 

In this passage as well as elsewhere, Berdiaev does not disallow in fact the prin-
ciple of hierarchy nor the existence of a “supreme gnosis of spiritual persons” 
per se, merely the Gnostics’ strategy in managing these. Furthermore, as the 
previous quotation above makes clear, in Berdiaev’s opinion there is also a 
highly problematic, even “negative,” side to the “democratism of the church,” 
and to the role which the Church has played in history. Indeed, in his final writ-
ings, as part of his “critique of Revelation,” Berdiaev raises the question of the 
degree to which the teachings of the Church might be considered to have been 
compromised by its adjustment to the average mind of the masses, a strategy 
which, in other words, might have played a detrimental, even fatal, role in the 
levelling of the understanding and representation of the Christian doctrine. In 
point of fact, already in Freedom and the Spirit, Berdiaev scrutinizes the problem-
atic relationship between the understanding of an “aristocracy of the spirit” and 
one adapted to suit the average mind:  

From this point of view the Gnostics are of particular interest. A great number 
of them truly belonged to the ‘aristocracy’ of the spirit [mogut byt’ prichisleny k 

                                                        
143 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 337. 
144 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 337; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 317. Italics 
added. 
145 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xvi; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 22-23. 
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‘aristokraticheskomu’ dukhovnomu tipu] but they seem to have been unable to 
reconcile themselves to the ‘democracy’ [demokratizm] of the Christian Church. 
The question is not whether they were in the right. The Church had profound 
reasons for opposing and condemning them, for had the Gnostics won the day 
Christianity would have never been victorious. It would have been transformed 
into an aristocratic sect. But the question which gnosis raises [samyi vopros, s 
kotorym sviazan gnozis] is a profoundly disturbing one which is always with us, 
an eternal Question that has its importance even to-day.146 

I shall return shortly to “the question which Gnosis raises,” mentioned here, 
and merely state in passing that the characterization made by Berdiaev of the 
Gnostics as belonging to the “aristocratic spiritual type,” may be interpreted in 
a certain different light when one takes into account his own self-
characterization given elsewhere as a “aristocratic radical,” as well as his asser-
tion that as a thinker he “belongs to the aristocratically radical type [prinadlez-
hashchii k aristokraticheski-radikal’nomu tipu].”147 What is revealed by this 
seeming self-contradiction is conceivably a certain covert sympathy with the 
Gnostics, one which Kennedy has identified before me.148 

From the many examples cited above from the Freedom and the Spirit, it 
should be apparent that Berdiaev afforded the ancient Gnostics considerable 
importance. It is also clear that he was well informed about them, even though 
he tended to reproduce the negative evaluation of the polemicists. Later in the 
work, Berdiaev asserts that it “is only in our own day that the final conse-
quences of the controversy between Gnosticism and agnosticism have come to 
light.”149 It is likely that we are encountering here one of the keys to Berdiaev’s 
preoccupation with Gnosticism as a whole. At least it is one of the core con-
cerns in his discussion of it in Freedom and the Spirit. What at issue here is Ber-
diaev’s apology for gnosis. He maintains, and very rightly so, that Church 
dogma was elaborated in the fight against Gnosticism. In the process, he adds, 
much was determined for the future. Denying both Gnosticism and agnosti-
cism, the overriding official theology attempted to persevere in a middle sphere 
between the two. But one cannot persist for long in such a sphere, Berdiaev 
argues.150 The anti-Gnosticism of the Teachers of the Church eventually gave 

                                                        
146 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xiii; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 20. The English 
translation has been slightly amended. 
147 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Beginning and the End, translator not designated (Westport: Greenwood 
Press, 1976), vi: “I recognize the fact that as a thinker I belong to the aristocratically radical type. 
The description which has been given of Nietzsche, as an ‘aristocratic radical’ might be applied to 
me.” Another case in point is “Samopoznanie,” 393: “Я определял свою позицию 
выражением, которое Брандес употребил относительно Ницше: аристократический  
радикализм. Но это значит, что мое подлинное дело есть революция духа, а не политики.” 
148 As Kennedy’s study, discussed in 1.2.2., attempts to demonstrate, Berdiaev’s own philosophy 
displays a number of the features of Gnosticism attributed to it by the Christian apologists, even 
those Berdiaev himself submits to critique. 
149 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 290; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 277. 
150 Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 277. 
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rise to a harmful form of a-gnosticism.151 Consequently, the problematics which 
Gnosticism raises is not dead but demands a reappraisal: 

Those who think that the problem of gnosis [gnozis] can be solved by the offi-
cial theology of the Church must go more deeply into the question. In the mind 
of the Church there is a strong agnostic element which is the result of its fight 
against Gnosticism [gnostitsizm]. The conviction that there is an authorized 
gnosis [gnozis], which is crystallized in the orthodox theology of the Church, 
and that all other forms of gnosis [gnozis] are heretical and forbidden, is the 
view which predominates officially in the Christian world. But in fact theology 
and its very methods and nature is not a form of gnosis [gnozis]. In theology re-
sults are known beforehand, and are not obtained by a process of knowledge, 
and theology is only appealed to in order to provide them with some kind of 
justification.152  

The problem of gnosis involves for Berdiaev the positive significance of the 
inner unmediated spiritual experience, to which is connected a particular “pro-
cess of knowledge,” allegedly absent in dogmatic theology. Berdiaev touches 
upon this issue repeatedly when mentioning the “gnostic gift,” a mystic pro-
pensity to receive inner revelations:  

The question of the religious significance of human gifts [chelovecheskie dary] 
and giftedness [darovitost’] is a profoundly difficult one. It was a question which 
the Gnostics had to face and it also confronted Clement of Alexandria and 
Origen, who were themselves also Gnostic Christians [khristianskie gnostiki]. It 
was a question too for Solovyov, and in our time it is still there for the Christian 
consciousness to grapple with. It is part of the problematics of Christianity 
[problematika khristianskogo soznania].153  

In its wish “to guide aright the ordinary man,” being “preoccupied with the task 
of effecting his salvation,”154 the Church was all too eager to condemn this 
“gift” and the mystical gnosis with which it is associated. If the Church may 
have rightly condemned the Gnostics for various other reasons, “the question 
which Gnosis raises [samyi vopros, s kotorym sviazan gnozis] is a profoundly 
disturbing one”155: 

In condemning Gnosticism [gnostitsizm], the Church in some measure affirmed 
and made lawful agnosticism [agnostitsizm]. Even the problem which had given 
rise to such sincere and tormenting perplexity among the Gnostics was regarded 
as one which could not and indeed ought not to be raised. The highest aspira-
tions of the spirit, the thirst for a deeper knowledge of divine and cosmic mys-

                                                        
151 Ibid., 278. 
152 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 289; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 276. 
153 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xiv; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 22. 
154 Ibid. 
155 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xiii. I believe that the English translation may be faulty here, 
since Berdiaev actually refers to gnosis, as the original Russian has it, not Gnosticism, as is given 
in the translation. I have therefore taken the freedom to replace Gnosticism with Gnosis.  
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teries, were brought down to the level of average humanity. Not only the Gno-
sis of Valentinian [sic.] but also that of Origen was regarded as inadmissible and 
dangerous, in the same way as that of Solovyov is to-day. A system of theology 
was elaborated which became an obstacle to the higher Gnosis [vysshii gnozis]. 
Only the great Christian mystics succeeded in cutting their way through these 
well-nigh impregnable defences.156 

It is quite obvious here that Berdiaev makes a case for gnosis, for “a deeper 
knowledge of divine and cosmic mysteries,” while at the same time retaining his 
overall negative evaluation of Gnosticism. Dogmatic theology is also evaluated 
in a negative light. It is noteworthy too that he makes a comparison between 
the condemnation of the Gnosis of the Gnostics on the part of the ancient 
Church, and the situation during more recent times, more specifically with the 
displeasure displayed by the Church towards the gnosis of Solov’ëv.  

Let me now briefly draw some conclusions on the basis what has been said 
so far. Based on the many statements scattered across his oeuvre, I believe it is 
fair to say that Berdiaev, notwithstanding his self-affirmed “predilection for 
gnosticism,” by and large sustained the old polemic against the Gnostics. There 
are a number of tenets traditionally attributed to the Gnostics which Berdiaev 
discards outright (e.g. ditheism, the existence of ontological evil, docetism, the 
insurmountable dualism between spirit and matter, and matter as the source of 
evil). He also reiterates several of the classic charges against the Gnostics, such 
as their “hopeless dualism,” their arrogant pride and unloving elitism, their 
overestimation of knowledge at the expense of faith, their eclectic concoction 
of heathen and Christian elements, their dabbling in magic, and the claim that 
they in fact never became real Christians, but remained quasi-Christians. To this 
list he adds a few points which can be said to originate in the ancient polemic 
only with great difficulty, but which are crucial to his own argumentation, 
namely their lack of dynamism, their lack of understanding of the mystery of 
freedom and of the Christian doctrine of the transfiguration of the lower into 
the higher, and their rationalism (although the latter might perhaps be con-
sidered an adaptation of the classic charge of overemphasis on knowledge and 
disregard of faith). In his refutation of Gnosticism, Berdiaev can viably be said 
to have projected onto it features of two of his main objects of derision, namely 
rationalism and cosmism. These two allegations also became, as we shall see 
shortly, keystones in his circumscription and refutation of what he held to be a 
gnostic revival in more recent times. 

There are other issues where Berdiaev attests to a degree of sympathy, 
namely with their grappling with the problem of evil (not mentioned above, but 
treated in 3.2.2.), the distinction between soul and spirit (3.3.4.), perhaps also 
the Gnostics’ aristocratism. But most importantly the possibility of gnosis itself 
as a form of “deeper knowledge of divine and cosmic mysteries” is cham-
pioned. But in all of these cases, Berdiaev tempers his enthusiasm by simulta-

                                                        
156 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xvi-xvii; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 23. 
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neously clarifying in what respects he disagrees with the Gnostics. All in all, 
then, Berdiaev would strive to uphold a fine balance between defending unin-
hibited religious expression along with its accompanying possibility, even ne-
cessity, of mystical experience, and affirming the official ecclesiastical stand 
against Gnostic heresy. In my concluding discussion at the end of this chapter I 
shall propose a few possible explanations as to why Berdiaev chose the second 
strategy. 

 

2.2.4. Berdiaev’s View of a Gnostic Return 

Antichristian gnosticism triumphs because Christianity does not unveil its Christian gnosis.157  

Berdiaev’s project for a Christian gnosis simultaneously involved shielding it 
against gnosis falsely understood as such. In the process of drawing up his own 
apology for gnosis, the need to debunk not only ancient Gnosticism but also 
alternative candidates on the contemporary scene became crucial. The prime 
targets of this pre-emptive attack were the twin movements of Theosophy and 
Anthroposophy.158 The backdrop to this is as follows. During his Russian pe-
riod, Berdiaev took the opportunity to investigate the esoteric teachings pro-
pounded by the Theosophical Society, founded by Helena Blavatsky, and above 
all those of Rudolf Steiner, at first promulgated within the German section of 
the society, but from 1913 within a separate movement called Anthroposophy. 
Berdiaev’s friends, the poets Viacheslav Ivanov, Andrei Belyi and Maksimilian 
Voloshin were all deeply captivated by these movements, especially the latter. It 
should be pointed out that Berdiaev did not reject occultism or esotericism out 
of hand, but on the contrary endorsed one of the core ideas of esoteric teach-
ings, namely the existence of certain latent “occult powers” in man.159 Being 
especially interested in the question of consciousness, and its possible trans-
formation, on the basis of which it would be possible to know higher worlds, as 
taught by occultism, Berdiaev eventually wrote an article treating this subject.160 
Nonetheless, Berdiaev ultimately took a stand against these currents of thought 
and his critique was laid out in a number of texts.161 His assessment was con-

                                                        
157 Berdiaev, “Spasenie i tvorchestvo,” 43: “Торжествует антихристианский гностицизм, 
потому что христианство не раскрывает своего христианского гнозиса.” 
158 There is yet another version of a “gnostic return in Modernity” offered by Berdiaev, but of 
significantly less importance than the others, which I would like to mention, but not treat at 
length. In 1928 Berdiaev published an article entitled “Marcionism.” Nikolai Berdiaev, “Mark-
onizm,” Put’, no. 12 (Aug. 1928): 116-121. 
159 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 451. 
160 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Gnoseologicheskoe razmyshlenie ob okkul’tizme,” Trudy i dni, no. 8, 1916, 
49-69.   
161 The following are the most important: chapter 1 of Filosofiia svobody, chapter 13 of “Smysl 
tvorchestva,” the article “Teosofiia i antroposofiia v Rossii,” chapter 8 of “Filosofiia svobodnogo 
dukha,” the article “Spor ob antroposofii (Otvet N. Turgen’evoi),” published in the journal Put’, 
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structed not least around two, in his view diametrically opposed modes of relat-
ing to the world and the superphysical realms, namely the magical and the mys-
tical, the former of which he evaluates negatively. His views on false and true 
theosophy and gnosis were also elaborated in this context. Moreover, his entire 
discussion of these esoteric currents is closely intertwined with his parallel cri-
tique of Gnosticism. In fact, the sections in The Philosophy of Freedom and Freedom 
and the Spirit which were quoted extensively earlier in this chapter, contain leng-
thy passages on Theosophy and the anthroposophical teachings of Steiner. 
Already in the earlier work Berdiaev characterized these esoteric currents as 
Gnosticism reborn: “Contemporary Theosophy is one of the forms of Gnosti-
cism […].”162 And: “In the theosophical currents of our day one cannot avoid 
becoming witness to a revival of Gnosticism; it is the identical wish to know 
without having first believed, to know, without renouncing anything and with-
out making a vow to anything. It is knowledge having prudently replaced 
faith.”163 In his autobiography, Berdiaev also makes mention of the “gnostic 
sectarianism of the anthroposophers,” about which he felt wary.164 A statement 
to a similar effect is found in the relatively late article entitled “The Dispute 
About Anthroposophy,” where he says that “in the anthroposophical move-
ment itself I perceive the danger of its turning into a cloistered gnostic sect 
showing all the characteristics of sectarian psychology, which does not breathe 
in the free breath of the air of the world.”165  

Moreover, in his critique of the two sister movements, Berdiaev reiterates 
some of the main charges which he had levelled against the classic Gnostics. In 
fact, his critique of ancient Gnosticism and of these currents of thought overlap 
to a remarkable degree. This holds good, for instance, for the alleged syncretic 
configuration of Theosophy, which blends occultism with modern science: 
“Theosophy is religious syncretism. Similar movements have arisen before in 
periods of spiritual crisis. Fragments of ancient knowledge and occult tradition 
are combined with a modern outlook and contemporary naturalism and ration-
alism. [---] Nevertheless movements of thought of this kind are always the pre-
cursors of real spiritual illumination.”166 And about Steiner, Berdiaev claims that 

                                                                                                                                  
no. 25 (Dec. 1930): 105-114, and lastly the article “Uchenie o perevoploshchenii i problema 
cheloveka,” in the anthology O pereselenii dush (Paris: YMCA-Press, 1934), 62-82. 
162 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 40: “Современная теософия есть одна из форм гностицизма 
[…].” 
163 Ibid., 59: “В теософических течениях нашего времени нельзя не видеть возрождения 
гностицизма; это все то же желание узнать, не поверив, узнать, ни от чего не отрекаясь и 
ни к чему не обязываясь, благоразумно подменив веру знанием.” 
164 In all fairness, it should be said that Berdiaev’s attraction to anthroposophy had initially been 
considerably stronger than he later admitted. One hint is that Berdiaev in choosing The Philosophy 
of Freedom as his title, may have actually copied Rudolf Steiner, who had published a work treating 
epistemology and the philosophy of science under that same title in 1894. 
165 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Spor ob antroposofii,” 114: “В самом же антропософическом 
движении я вижу опасность преврашения в замкнутую гностическую секту со всеми 
особенностями сектантской психологии, с отсутствием свободного дыхания мировым 
воздухом.” 
166 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 302; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 287-288. 
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he blends Christian elements with those taken from heathen wisdom traditions: 
“Steiner is a peculiar Christian gnostic, whose Christianity is fused with ancient, 
pre-Christian wisdom, and which constitutes a popularization of this ancient 
wisdom.”167  

Additionally, the key charges of rationalism and cosmism are brought to 
bear on these movements, just as they were on ancient Gnosticism. Although 
the former is discussed in Berdiaev’s writings repeatedly and relatively exten-
sively, I shall leave it aside here and comment only on the second point. In his 
autobiography, Berdiaev states: “My critique of occultism, Theosophy and An-
throposophy was connected with this, that all of these currents are cosmocen-
tric and are in the grip of a cosmic lure [kosmicheskoe prel’shchenie], whereas I 
for my part saw the truth as lying in anthropocentrism and understood Christi-
anity itself as a deepened anthropocentrism.”168 We have already met with the 
expression “cosmic lure” in connection with Berdiaev’s negative evaluation of 
Gnosticism. In the article “The Dispute About Anthroposophy” Berdiaev el-
aborates on this theme, in an attempt to demonstrate a kinship between Steiner 
and the Gnostics: 

[…] in Steiner man succumbs to cosmic powers and is dependent on cosmic 
evolutions. In this consists his affinity with the old Christian gnostics. [---] I 
have no doubt that there are some strong Christian elements to be found in An-
throposophy, just like in the gnostics, and Steiner differs in this sense from the 
theosophers, from Blavatsky, who placed brahmanism higher than Christianity. 
But the difference between Anthroposophy and Christianity consists in this, that 
for him, just as for the gnostics of the first centuries, the liberation of the hu-
man spirit from the power of cosmic forces, from the cosmic lure, has not yet 
been completed.169 

Berdiaev was of the opinion that the cosmic focal point of these currents was a 
clear indication of a common submission to a hazardous allure, which lead to 
God being dissolved into the cosmos: “[…] in theosophy, I sought in vain for 
God. God is also dissolved in the cosmic schemes. I explained the popularity of 
these occult and esoteric currents as a cosmic temptation of the age [kos-

                                                        
167 Berdiaev, “Spor ob antroposofii,” 113: “Штейнер – своеобразный христианский гностик, 
для которого христианство смешано с древней, дохристианской мудростью и есть 
популяризация этой древней мудрости.” 
168 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 451-452: “Моя критика оккультизма, теософии и 
антропософии связана была с тем, что все эти течения космоцентричны и находятся во 
власти космического прельщения, я же видел истину в антропоцентризме и самое 
христианство понимал как углубленный антропоцентризм.” 
169 Berdiaev, “Spor ob antroposofii,” 106: “[…] для Штейнера человек подавлен 
космическими силами и зависит от космических эволюций. В этом сходство его со 
старыми христианскими гностиками. [---] Я не сомневаюсь, что в антропософии есть 
довольно сильные христианские элементы, как они были у гностиков, и в этом Штейнер 
отличается от теософов, от Блаватской, которая браманизм ставила выше, чем 
христианства. Но различие антропософии от христианства в том, что для нее, как и для 
гностиков первых веков, не совершилось освобождения человеческого духа от власти 
космических сил, от космического прельщения.” 
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micheskoe prel’shchenie ėpokhi], a wish to merge with the mysterious powers 
of the cosmos and the soul of the world […].”170 It also entailed some very 
serious negative consequences for man, according to Berdiaev, namely the loss 
of his freedom and the dissolution of his God-given image. The allegations of 
demonolatry and “a relapse into heathenism” reappear in this connection, 
where an explicit comparison is made yet again with ancient Gnosticism:  

Theosophy re-establishes the old demonolatry and man remains subject to the 
genii. The freedom of the human spirit achieved by Christianity is no more and 
we are confronted with a return to ancient, semi-Christian, semi-pagan, Gnosti-
cism. Man disappears, and his image is lost in the various cosmic hierarchies and 
stages of evolution, in the infinite succession of aeons.171 

Even so, Berdiaev also acknowledged the existence of a number of positive 
features in these modern esoteric currents. On more than one occasion he con-
fesses to a great sympathy for their epistemology, and lends his support, as 
mentioned, to one of its core ideas, namely the possibility of a transformation 
of consciousness. Most important, however, for our purposes is Berdiaev’s 
assertion that “Theosophy and occultism, which are becoming increasingly 
popular, raise for Christians the problem of gnosis, and in this lies their positive 
significance.”172 Thus, as was the case with Gnosticism, Berdiaev critiques the 
movements and their teachings themselves, while attempting at the same time to salvage gnosis. 
Not unexpectedly, though, Berdiaev at once proceeds to distinguish which 
gnosis is the acceptable one, and which one is not. In contrast to the non-
Christian and evolutive one propounded in Anthroposophy, he emphasizes the 
necessity of a Christocentric gnosis: “I acknowledge the possibility of a Chris-
tian gnosis and a Christian esotericism, but only on the mandatory condition 
that the incomparability and originality of the Christian revelation, the organic 
integrality of the theandric countenance of Jesus Christ, is recognized.”173 Yet 
again we have confirmation of his chosen strategy, namely to uphold a fine 
balance between gnostic mysticism, even esotericism, and a traditionary Chris-
tian doctrine. 

 

                                                        
170 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 452: “[…] в теософии я не находил Бога, Бог также 
растворялся в космических планах. Популярность оккультических и теософических 
течений я объяснял космическим прельщением эпохи, жаждой раствориться в 
таинственных силах космоса, в душе мира […].” 
171 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 277; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 265. 
172 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 288. 
173 Berdiaev, “Spor ob antroposofii,” 113: “Я допускаю возможность христианского гнозиса 
и христианского эзотеризма, но при обязательном условии признания первородности и 
оригинальности христианского откровения, органической цельности богочеловеческого 
лика Иисуса Христа.” 
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2.2.5. The Issue of Alleged Gnostic Elements in Russian Religious 
Philosophy: Berdiaev’s Response to the Decree Against Bulgakov, 
to Danzas and to Harnack 
Already during Berdiaev’s lifetime attention was paid to the link between Rus-
sian religious philosophy in the tradition of Vladimir Solov’ëv and ancient 
Gnosticism. As a case in point, one could mention Evgenii Trubetskoi, who 
raised the subject for discussion and labelled Solov’ëv a gnostic quite straight-
forwardly. The connection also came to the fore in a theological controversy 
that erupted in the 1930s, and which involved Berdiaev’s friend and fellow 
philosopher Sergei Bulgakov, a professor of dogmatic theology, and co-founder 
and head of the St. Sergius Orthodox Theological Institute (L’Institut de théologie 
orthodoxe Saint-Serge) in Paris.174 Already in 1927, Bulgakov’s sophiological ideas 
had been critically scrutinized by a certain Metropolitan bishop Antonii. Bul-
gakov had written an apology, and the affair had died down. In 1935, however, 
it was renewed. On 7 September of that year, another Church dignitary, this 
time Metropolitan Sergii (Stragorodskii) of the Moscow Patriarchate, issued an 
official “decree [ukaz]” directed against the teachings of Bulgakov. This was no 
small matter. As patriarchal Locum Tenens, Metropolitan Sergii was de facto head 
of the Russian Patriarchal Orthodox Church, although this was not the jurisdic-
tion to which Bulgakov himself belonged, which was The Russian Orthodox 
Church in Western Europe, headed by Metropolitan Evlogii (Georgievskii). 
The ukaz drew parallels between Bulgakov’s “system [sistema]” and ancient 
Gnosticism, although, as is so often the case, it insinuated these parallels rather 
than investigated them in a systematic manner. To begin with, it stated that the 
problem of the Logos and “Wisdom [Premudrost’],” as intermediaries between 
God and his creation, which is the centre of attention in Bulgakov’s Sophiol-
ogy, also constituted the core concern of the Gnostics.175 Furthermore, the 
decree contends that the Gnostics were bound to come into conflict with the 
teachings of the Church, whose concepts and terminology they borrowed. The 
Gnostics, according to the decree, approached Christianity “with the remain-
ders of heathen philosophy [s ostatkami iazycheskoi filosofii],” in an attempt to 
fathom God by “our earthly cognition [nashim zemnym poznaniem].” While 
the Church remained true to the principle that “God is ineffable, invisible and 
incomprehensible [Bog neizrechenen, nevidim, nepostizhim],” the inquisitive-
ness of the Gnostics could not remain satisfied with this. They demanded 
“philosophical knowledge [filosofskoe poznanie],” but since the revealed doc-
trine about the unfathomable God did not give them material for their “philo-
sophical schemes [filosofskie postroeniia],” they had to make use of their im-

                                                        
174 The information for the following sketch is taken from Natal’ia Timurovna Ėneeva, Spor o 
sofiologii v russkom zarubezh’e 1920-1930 godov (Moscow: Institut vseobshchei istorii RAN, 2001). 
175 “Ukaz Moskovskoi Patriarchii Preosviashchennomu mitropolitu Litovskomu i Vilenskomu 
Elevferiiu,” in Vladimir Losskii, Spor o Sofii: Stat’i raznych let (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Sviato-
Vladimirskogo Bratstva, 1996), 81. 
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agination. The result was an at times grandiose “epic [poėma],” which im-
pressed by its profundity and beauty. But it was nevertheless “not the truth, but 
fantasy [voobrazhenie], ‘enticement’ [prelest’], deception [obman], self-deceit 
[samoobman] […].”176 One must decidedly guard against such fantasies, the 
decree warns, especially when the terminology of the Church is used. Bul-
gakov's system, it goes on to say, is also an epic, enticing in its beauty. But is it 
really in accordance with Church doctrine?177 As might have been expected, the 
edict itself provides the reader with the response to this rhetorical question, 
namely that Bulgakov’s system “is reminiscent of the semi-heathen and semi-
Christian teachings promulgated during the first centuries by the Gnostics and 
others [napominaet soboiu poluiazycheskie i polu-khristianskie ucheniia per-
vych vekov, gnostikov i dr.].”178 And, furthermore, that Bulgakov’s teaching “in 
its subject matter introduces so many irregular and random things into the 
understanding of the basic dogmas of faith, that it is more reminiscent of 
Gnosticism (also condemned by the Church) than Christianity, although it op-
erates with the concepts and terminology usual for Christians (just like Gnosti-
cism did).”179    

Bulgakov defended himself against this defamation in writing, stating that he 
did not endorse the dualism inherent in the thought of the ancient Gnostics, 
and that because of this his doctrine should not be considered to be related to 
the Gnosticism condemned by the Church. He stated furthermore that his 
sophiological interpretation of the dogmas about the creation and redemption 
did not formulate anything that was not already latent in the teachings of the 
Eastern Church and part of its spiritual treasure. But to no avail. On 27 
December 1935, the Metropolitan of Moscow reaffirmed the earlier verdict by 
issuing a new decree. In the meantime, The Russian Orthodox Church Outside 
of Russia (ROCOR), also known as The Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, 
had charged Bulgakov with heresy, basing its verdict on archbishop Seraphim’s 
(Sobolev) voluminous The New Teaching On Sophia The Wisdom of God [Novoe 
uchenie o Sofii Premudrosti Bozhiei], published in Bulgaria earlier that year. 
Troubled by these accusations, Metropolitan Evlogii, Bulgakov’s superior, de-
cided to appoint a commission to look into the charges levelled against Bul-
gakov, who was a consecrated priest under his jurisdiction. The commission 
eventually split into two factions. In mid-1936 the majority faction rejected the 
charge of heresy, but pronounced serious objections against Bulgakov’s 
Sophianism. Yet, since the commission did not issue a final report, Metropoli-
tan Evlogii convened an episcopal conference the following year in order to 

                                                        
176 Ibid., 81. 
177 Ibid., 81-82. 
178 Ibid, 81: “В общем система Булгакова напоминает собою полуязыческие и полу-
христианские учения первых веков, гностиков и др.” 
179 Ibid., 90: “[…] учение Булгакова […] по содержанию своему вносит в понимание 
основных догматов веры столько своеобразного и произвольного, что напоминает скорее 
гностицизм (также осужденный Церковью), чем христианство, хотя и оперирует (как и 
гностицизм) привычными для христиан понятиями и терминами […].” 
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end the controversy. The conference concluded that the charges of heresy were 
unfounded, but that the theological teachings of Bulgakov were flawed and 
needed correction.180 However, the decrees issued by the Moscow Patriarchate 
and by ROCOR, which condemned “the teaching of Archpriest Sergei Bul-
gakov on Sophia the Wisdom of God as heretical,” have never been revoked 
and remain in effect to this day.  

During the course of these events, Russian Orthodox emigré theologians 
Georgii Florovskii and Vladimir Losskii took the opportunity to criticize and 
denounce altogether Sophiology in the tradition of Solov’ëv.181 Berdiaev, for his 
part, chose an altogether different strategy, defending Bulgakov in an article 
published in the journal Put’ bearing the telling title “The Spirit of the Grand 
Inquisitor.” It opens with the following strong announcement:  

The ukaz of Metropolitan Sergii, condemning the views of Father Sergei Bul-
gakov, has a far broader significance than the mere dispute about Sophia. It 
touches upon the fate of Russian religious thought, it poses the question about 
freedom of conscience and indeed about the possibility itself of thought within 
Orthodoxy. Is Orthodoxy a religion of the freedom of spirit or of inquisitional 
torture-chambers?182  

To amplify his argument even further, Berdiaev had chosen as mottos two 
quotations, the first taken from the Gospel of Matthew (20:24) and the second 
from Dostoevsky’s so-called Legend of the Grand Inquisitor, which reads: “We 
are not with You, but with him - that is our secret!”183 To be sure, this is quite an 
unforgiving choice of mottos, considering that the “him” in these words ad-
dressed by the inquisitor to Christ makes allusion to “the spirit of self-
destruction and annihilation [dukh samounichtozheniia i nebytiia].”184 It is quite 
obvious from this that Berdiaev had chosen to defend Bulgakov with heavy 
weaponry. About the Gnostic link, Berdiaev has the following to say:  

Certainly, the theology of Fr. S. Bulgakov is gnosis [gnozis], religious knowledge 
[religioznoe znanie] […]. But this does not mean that he has anything whatever 
in common with the Gnostics, Valentinus or Basilides. And I think that he has 
nothing in common with them. The Gnostics had a dualistic tendency, to which 
Sophiology is quite contrary. And indeed what is it that is known about the 
Gnostics, besides what their enemies wrote about them, distorting their ideas in 
the process? I fear just as much is known about the Gnostics as Metropolitan 

                                                        
180 See Bryn Geffert, “The Charges of Heresy against Sergei Bulgakov: The Majority and Minority 
Reports of Evlogii’s Commission and the Final Report of the Bishops’ Conference,” St Vladimir’s 
Theological Quarterly 49, no. 1-2 (2005): 47-66. 
181 See Nikolai Berdiaev, “Ob avtoritete, svobode i chelovechnosti,” Put’, no. 50 (Jan.-Mar.-Apr. 
1936): 37-49.  
182 Berdiaev, “Dukh Velikogo Inkvizitora,” 72. 
183 Berdiaev, “Dukh Velikogo Inkvizitora,” 72. Translation taken from Fyodor Dostoevsky, The 
Karamazov Brothers, trans. Ignat Avsey (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 322. 
184 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 315; Fëdor Mikhailovich Dostoevskii, Brat´ia Karamazovy: Knigi 
I-X, Vol. 14 of Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v tridtsati tomakh (Leningrad: Nauka, 1976), 229. 
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Sergii has learned about the ideas of Fr. S. Bulgakov from the elucidation of Mr. 
Stavrovskii.185 

As is clear from this quotation, Berdiaev chose to make his apology more effec-
tive by targeting his opponent’s weakest point, namely the fact that Metropoli-
tan Sergii had reportedly scarcely read Bulgakov and that the ukaz was built on 
second-hand statements (purportedly epistolary reports by one Alexis Stav-
rovskii). This embarrassing circumstance would have been apparent to the per-
ceptive reader already from the text itself. As concerns the accusation of Gnos-
ticism, Berdiaev reiterates Bulgakov’s own line of defence, namely that the lat-
ter does not have anything in common with the dualistic teachings of the 
Gnostics. But the most notable features of Berdiaev’s line of defence are the 
safeguarding of freedoms to which religious philosophy is entitled, and the 
previously noted policy of defending gnosis, defined here as “religious know-
ledge,” while simultaneously distancing it from Gnosticism. According to Ber-
diaev, while the theology of Bulgakov may be gnosis, it is decidedly not Gnosti-
cism reborn. 

In view of the fact that the connection between Russian Sophiology and 
Gnosticism was only implied in the ukaz, and not examined in depth, it was 
only natural that voices would be raised who demanded further investigation of 
the issue. This was the case with Russian emigrant convert to Catholicism 
Justina (Julia) Danzas, who, as we saw in an earlier chapter, is credited with 
having been the first to publish a monograph on Gnosticism in Russian. In 
1935 and 1936 she published two studies, one of them devoted to Russian 
piety, and the other to investigating the relation between modern Russian reli-
gious philosophy and ancient Gnosticism. In the earlier of the two studies, 
Danzas identified a Manichaean strain in Orthodoxy and in Dostoevsky. In 
1936 Berdiaev wrote a review of this work for the journal Put’, where he again 
comments on the Gnostic link. His general assessment of Danzas’s work is that 
it “is astutely written and with an outer knowledge of the subject matter, but it 
is very tendentious all the same and gives a distorted picture. The general out-
look is warped in favour of the ideas of its author.”186 Concerning the dualistic 
elements, allegedly reminiscent of Manichaeism, which Danzas had identified in 
Orthodoxy, Berdiaev retorted as follows: 

                                                        
185 Berdiaev, “Dukh Velikogo Inkvizitora,” 77:  “Конечно, богословие о. С. Булгакова есть 
гнозис, религиозное знание, а не административный синодальный указ. Но это не значит, 
что он имеет что либо общее с Валентином или Василидом. Думаю, что ничего общего не 
имеет. Гностики имели дуалистическую тенденцию, что совершенно противоположно 
софиологии. Да и что известно о гностиках кроме того, что писали о них враги, 
искажавшие их идеи? Боюсь, что о гностиках знают столько же, сколько м. Сергий узнал о 
идеях о С. Булгакова по изложению г. Ставровского.” 
186 Berdiaev, “I.-N. Danzas,” 74: “Написана книга умно и с внешним знанием предмета, но 
она очень тенденциозна и дает неверную картину, в ней искажена общая перспектива в 
угоду идеям автора.” 
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Mrs. Danzas has adopted that point of view, already uttered by Catholics, which 
maintains that there is a strong dualistic Manichaean element in Orthodoxy. She 
sees it above all in Dostoevsky, despite the fact that in Dostoevsky the idea of 
freedom stands at the centre, which was completely foreign to Manichaeism. 
This point of view leads the author to make contradictions. On the one hand, 
Manichaean dualism, which negates the world [otritsaiushchii mir], since it lies in 
evil and is in the hands of the Devil, and on the other, the Russian sufferance of 
evil and of evil persons, which particularly disturbs the moralistic nature of Mrs. 
Danzas. It is possible to find a dualistic Manichaean element in the monastic, 
ascetic sense of the world generally, especially in Syrian asceticism, but also in 
the West. [---] The Russian charitable and compassionate attitude towards sin-
ners and evil people is exactly the opposite of the dualistic division into a realm 
of light and a realm of darkness. And it is of an evangelical origin. It was the 
most Christian trait in the Russian people.187 

A few of the points in Berdiaev’s critique of Gnosticism are visible here: 
Manichaeism is foreign to the idea of freedom, it exhibits a hopeless dualism, as 
well as an uncompassionate disposition. As concerns the parallels drawn be-
tween ancient Gnosticism and Russian religious thought in particular, which 
was the topic of Danzas’s second work, Berdiaev has the following to say: 

In the unique Russian religious philosophical thought of the end of the nine-
teenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, Mrs. Danzas perceives a gnosti-
cism [gnostitsizm], an opinion in which she is in agreement with the accusations 
of obscurantist Orthodox circles. In essence, any religious philosophy might be 
called gnosticism. Only school theology is not gnostic, but then again there is no 
creative thought in it either. Nonetheless, with the gnostics of the first Christian 
centuries […] Russian religious philosophical thought does not have anything in 
common, nor is it possible to establish any influence either. The entire prob-
lematics differs. This thought passed through the experience of Humanism, un-
known to the gnostics of old, and sharply posed the problem of man and of cul-
ture. The problem of the cosmos itself was posed in a different way than it was 
by the gnostics, for whom man was caught up in the magical power of cosmic 
hierarchies. The closest to gnosticism was Vl. Solov’ëv, whom the Catholics 
consider one of their own.188 

                                                        
187 Ibid., 75: “Г-жа Дамзас [sic.] усвоила себе ту точку зрения, которую уже высказывали 
католики, что в русском православии есть сильный дуалистически-манихейский элемент. 
Она видит его прежде всего в Достоевском, хотя в центре у Достоевского стоит идея 
свободы, совершенно чуждая манихейству. Эта точка зрения приводит автора к 
противоречиям. С одной стороны манихейский дуализм, отрицающий мир, как лежащий 
во зле и находящийся во власти диавола, с другой стороны, русская терпимость к злу и 
злым, которая особенно возмущает моралистическую природу г-жи Данзас. Элемент 
манихейско-дуалистический можно найти в монашеско-аскетическом мировоззрении 
вообще, прежде всего в сирийской аскезе, но также и на Западе. [---] Русская [sic.] же 
народное терпимое и жалостливое отношение к грешникам и злым как раз 
противоположно дуалистическому делению на царство света и царство тьмы. И оно 
евангельского происхождения. Это была самая христианская черта в русском народе.” 
188 Ibid., 76: “В оригинальной русской религиозно-философской мысли конца XIX и 
начала XX вв. г-жа Данзас видит гностицизм, в чем она сходится с обвинениями 
обскурантских православных кругов. В сущности гностицизмом можно назвать всякую 
религиозную философию. Не гностично только школьное богословие, но в нем и нет 
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Here there appears the statement with which I began this chapter, and in which 
Berdiaev dismisses both notions of affinity and influence once and for all. 
Whereas in the former passage he sets the idea of freedom as found in Dosto-
evsky as well as the Christian tolerance natural to the piety of the common 
Russian folk over and against what he holds to be uncharitable Manichaean 
dualism, in this latter passage the antithesis between an anthropocentric con-
cern for man, and a cosmic focus makes itself felt. He persists in upholding the 
strategy met with earlier, namely to retain and defend the notion of a gnostically 
imbued philosophy, while simultaneously severing any ties to the ancient Gnos-
tics. 

To close this section I would like to offer a final specimen from Berdiaev’s 
response to the charges of Gnosticism levelled at Russian thought, this one 
made a few years earlier than those quote above. In 1928 Berdiaev published an 
article entitled “Marcionism” where he refers to Adolf von Harnack’s seminal 
study Marcion: Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott. Curiously enough, Harnack had 
thought that the Russian writers Leo Tolstoy and Maxim Gorky displayed a 
certain affinity with Marcion.189 Having taken note of Harnack’s reference to 
these Russian writers, Berdiaev actually refers to it twice, to be precise, in an 
article reflecting on the problem of theodicy,190 and again in the article on Mar-
cionism, where he states: “Harnack in his noteworthy book about Marcion […] 
tends to say that Marcion was somewhere close to Russian religious thought, to 
Russian writers. This is erroneous. What is close in Marcion to Russian religious 
thought is that which is genuinely Christian in him, namely the understanding 
of Christianity not as a legalistic religion, but rather as the religion of a loving 
and suffering God. But the heresy itself of Marcionism is alien to it.”191 Ber-

                                                                                                                                  
никакой творческой мысли. С гностиками первых веков хритианства [sic.] все-таки русская 
религиозно-философская мысль никакого сходства не имеет и никакого влияния тут 
установить нельзя. Вся проблематика иная. Мысль эта прошла через неведомый старым 
гностикам опыт гуманизма, через острую постановку проблемы человека и культуры. И 
самая проблема космоса ставилась совсем иначе, чем у гностиков, для которых человек 
находился в магической власти космических иерархий. Наиболее близок к гностицизму 
был Вл. Соловьев, которого католики считают своим.” 
189 Adolf von Harnack, Marcion: Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott: Eine Monographie zur Geschichte der 
Grundlegung der Katholischen Kirche (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1921), 263: “Auch 
kommt, das sei nur nebenbei bemerkt, seine [Marcions] Art das Evangelium zu verkündigen, den 
Bedürfnissen der Gegenwart merkwürdig entgegen, vielleicht auch deshalb, weil die Zustände 
seiner Zeit den unsrigen verwandt waren. Die tiefsten Kenner der Volksseele, wie sie in den 
Verächtern des kirchlichen Christentums heute lebt, versichern uns, daß nur die Verkündigung 
der Liebe, die nicht richtet, sondern hilft, noch Aussicht hat gehört zu werden. Hier tritt 
M.[arcion] auch Tolstoi zur Seite und hier Gorki. Jener ist durch und durch ein Marcionitischer 
Christ. Was wir an directen religiösen Aussagen von M.[arcion] besitzen, könnte auch er 
geschrieben haben, und umgekehrt würde M.[arcion] in Tolstois “Elenden und Gehaßten,” in 
seiner Auslegung der Bergpredigt (die ja auch für M.[arcion] ‘die Gedanken Jesu waren, in denen 
er die Eigenheit seiner Lehre ausgedrückt hat’) und in seinem Eifer gegen die gemeine Christen-
heit sich selbst wiedererkannt haben. Gorkis ergreifendes Stück ‘Das Nachtasyl’ [Na dne] aber 
kann einfach als ein Marcionitisches Schauspeil bezeichnet werden; denn ‘der Fremde’, der hier 
auftritt, ist der Marcionitische Christus, und sein ‘Nachtasyl’ ist die Welt.”  
190 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Iz razmyshlenii o teoditsee,” Put’, no. 7 (April 1927): 51. 
191 Berdiaev, “Markionizm,” 119. 
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diaev’s reply to Harnack, this famous historian of religion, is quite similar, I 
would say, to his reply to Danzas given above, namely that what appears to 
these writers as Gnostic or Manichaean elements in Russian piety or Russian 
thought are in fact nothing but purely Christian ones. 

But the article does make allowance for a contemporary form of Marcion-
ism, not in the Russian context, however, but in the French. In the recently 
published writings of certain French authors Berdiaev perceives some tenden-
cies that are allegedly reminiscent of Marcion. They have their starting point in 
the agonizing problem of evil, and of theodicy, which had once led Marcion to 
reject the creator God of the Old Testament. But in contrast to Marcion’s truly 
profound questioning, and his antitheistic dualism, the contemporary “Marcion-
ists” propound, according to Berdiaev, rather a form of atheism, although they 
tend to base their theomachy on the same arguments once put forward by Mar-
cion.192 What they share is a lack of understanding of the Christian Trinity, the 
triune God, and instead make their attacks within the parameters of a mistaken 
abstract monotheism.193 Nevertheless, despite their muddy reasoning, these 
revived old heresies, as is observable in this case, can bring a positive result for 
Christians by forcing them to grapple with problems that have not received a 
final solution.194 If Berdiaev in the previously quoted passages had had in mind 
gnosis, here it was the problem of evil that he intended to make central. I shall 
have an opportunity to return to this question in 3.2.2. 

 

2.2.6. Chapter Summary 
I stated earlier that this chapter might be perceived as an antithesis to the pre-
ceding one. In that chapter Berdiaev’s first references to the concept of gnosis, 
his self-avowed predilection for gnosticism and feeling of kinship with the 
Gnostics, as well as his labelling of his own philosophy as “gnostic,” were 
brought to light. But as this chapter demonstrates, the attitude towards the 
Gnostics exhibited in Berdiaev’s writings was considerably less enthusiastic 
than might have been expected. A good number of the passages that have been 
brought to the reader’s attention reveal the ambivalence in Berdiaev’s attitude, 
his simultaneous attraction and repulsion. What they also reveal is Berdiaev’s 
endeavour to take up a unique position within the wide-open field of gnostic 
interpretation, while debunking rival candidates at the same time. Instead of 
discarding the concept of gnosis altogether, he sets out to situate his own pro-
fessed gnosis in relation to other representations that he considers less ad-
equate, to the detriment not least of classic Gnosticism, which is portrayed as 
the “other” of true gnosis and of true Christianity as well. In drawing up his 
own gnostic project, the demarcation from, and also the shaming of both his-

                                                        
192 Ibid. 
193 Ibid., 119-120. 
194 Ibid., 121. 
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torical Gnosticism and contemporary currents that might put in a claim for 
gnosis, must have appeared crucial to him. In view of the fact that Berdiaev 
reproduced in the process key allegations from the discourse of the ancient 
polemicists and assumed the voice of an apologist for the Church, his efforts in 
this direction can be said to represent a defence of what might be termed an 
Orthodox gnosticism. One can discern here a certain similarity between Berdiaev’s 
self-appointed task and that of the ancient Christian Gnostics belonging to the 
Alexandrian school, that is to say Clement and Origen. Rudolph explains how 
they attempted to  

[…] take up in a positive way the legitimate concerns of Gnosis and to reconcile 
them with the basic Christian affirmations in an original fashion, which brings 
the two fathers themselves close to heresy. Clement of Alexandria […] was one 
of the most educated of all the Church Fathers and can be regarded as the Chris-
tian gnostic. [---] In this connection he sets over against the ‘heretical’ or ‘false’ 
gnosis the true gnosis of the Christian or perfect gnostic, […] without breaking 
with the institutional church or overlooking the fundamental commandment of 
love to one’s neighbour.195 

Thus, while taking a stand against earlier and contemporary Gnostics, the Alex-
andrian theologians attempted to formulate teachings that would be compatible 
with the fundamental teachings of the Church, while at the same time introduc-
ing into it some notions brought over from the Gnostics. They also made use 
of the term gnosis. Origen, however, failed in this undertaking, in view of the 
fact that his theology was never entirely accepted by the Church. A number of 
his tenets found unacceptable to the Church were declared anathema at the 
Fifth Ecumenical Council (Second Council of Constantinople) in 553 CE. Even 
so, I think that a comparison between Berdiaev and the Alexandrian theolo-
gians is apt. And I find a similar strategy of an Orthodox gnosticism epitomized in 
the following statement, taken from Berdiaev’s commentary on Böhme: “We 
ought to feed spiritually on the great seers of the past, absolving their contem-
plations of a certain confusion and indistinctness, and making them compatible with 
the basic truth of the Church of Christ.”196 The thesis of an affinity in the chosen 
strategy that I propose here, is reinforced by the manner in which Berdiaev 
refers to these thinkers. While overtly distancing himself from the non-
ecclasiastical Gnostics, Berdiaev refers approvingly on the whole to the “Chris-
tian Gnostics,” by which he means the Alexandrian theologians, even inscribing 
himself into their lineage, as well as in into the tradition of Christian theosophy 
later to develop in Europe.197  

                                                        
195 Rudolph, Gnosis, 16. 
196 Berdiaev, “Iz ėtiudov o Iakove Beme: Ėtiud II,” 61: “Мы должны духовно питаться 
великими ясновидцами прошлого, лишь освобождая их созерцания от некоторой 
спутанности и смутности, согласуя их с основной истиной Церкви Христовой.” Italics added. 
197 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xix: “I regard myself as being a Christian theosophist, in the 
sense in which Clement of Alexandria, Origen, St. Gregory of Nyssa, Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, 
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As I see it, there are several possible options for explaining Berdiaev’s choice 
of dismissing the Gnostics (in addition to a straightforward difference of opin-
ion). The first is his presumed wish to retain at least a veneer of orthodoxy i.e. 
to remain in line with the doctrine of the Church, which, as is well known, had 
harshly condemned Gnosticism since time immemorial. Given the repeated 
charges of gnostic deviations levelled against him personally, and against the 
general trend in Russian religious thought to which he belonged by what he 
called “Orthodox obcurantist circles,” and by Trubetskoi, Danzas and Harnack, 
this would seem to be a defensible standpoint. As the episode in the 1930s 
demonstrates, the heresiological cause was revitalized in the highest ecclesiasti-
cal circles, although it had never truly abated. It had by then become imperative 
for any Orthodox thinker, even a free-wheeling one such as Berdiaev, to dis-
tance himself from all associations with the “heretic” Gnostics. On the occa-
sion in connection with the charges of gnostic heresy levelled against Bulgakov 
he chose a strategy of negation, by stating that Bulgakov and Russian religious 
philosophy did not have anything in common with Gnosticism. He would also 
attempt an agonistic strategy, accusing the Church of narrow-mindedness and of 
stifling freedom of conscience. At other times, Berdiaev would choose the eva-
sive option of stating that he was not a theologian, in the sense of an officially 
sanctioned upholder of the doctrine of the Church, but a free philosopher, who 
could afford a greater degree of uninhibited speculation. The situation for Ser-
gei Bulgakov was of course a little more precarious, considering that he was 
head of the St. Sergius Orthodox Theological Institute in Paris.198  

My first attempt at explanation, which might be termed socio-religious, em-
phasizes the necessity of participating in a common exclusionary strategy to-
wards the Gnostics, shared both by Berdiaev and the Church politic. However, 
the fact that disapproving comments about the Gnostics can be detected in 
Berdiaev’s earliest religious writings, thus significantly earlier than the events of 
the 1930s, somewhat lessens its force. In any case, if Berdiaev had hoped by 
this strategy to gain the approval of the Church, then it must be regarded as an 
example of wishful thinking. Indeed, despite his efforts, the Church has main-
tained a chilly stance towards the Russian religious thought of the Silver Age. 
That his strategy of taking the side of the less anathema Alexandrian theolo-
gians would ultimately turn out to be ineffective was perhaps sensed by Ber-
diaev himself, and may be heard in his diatribes about the largely unacknow-
ledged contribution of these thinkers to Christian thought. 

                                                                                                                                  
Jacob Boehme, St. Martin, Francis Baader and Vladimir Solovyov were Christian theosophists.” 
Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 25. 
198 The ukaz, mentioned above, made clear that Bulgakov ought to be regarded as an official 
representative of the Orthodox Church. “Ukaz Moskovskoi Patriarchii,” 81: “[…] по своему 
сану (протоиерей), и по своей должности (профессор догматики в Православном 
Богословском Институте), Бугаков является в некотором роде официальным 
представителем Православной Церкви, и последней отнюдь не безразлично, что 
проповедуется им в качестве Ее учения.” 
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The second viable explanation, akin to the first, is Berdiaev’s obvious wish to 
establish another gnostic philosophy, a Christian neo-gnosticism, which, while 
salvaging the concept of gnosis itself, simultaneously strives to avoid being 
weighed down by any connotations to the Gnosticism of old, which the mere 
mention of the concept “gnosis” naturally gives rise. Being painfully conscious 
of the tarnished reputation of the Gnostics, which was the result of their os-
tracization by the Church apologists, it is only natural that Berdiaev should 
attempt to clear a way for his own gnosis by disowning the ancient Gnostics in 
his writings. According to this explanation, he would have done this not so 
much in order to save his own reputation as a religious thinker, but to salvage 
and cleanse the concept of gnosis itself. This failed undertaking might be char-
acterized as a chivalrous, but nonetheless quixotic campaign against the efficacy 
of history.   

A third, and final, attempt at explanation might be found by applying a modi-
fied version of the literary critic Harold Bloom’s notion of an “anxiety of influ-
ence,” originally constructed as a theory of poetic influence. Bloom coined the 
notion to denote cases in which authors or poets denounce their predecessors 
whom they clandestinely esteem and admire, in order to defend their own or-
iginality and create a space in which their creativity can find an outlet. The aim 
is here “to create a freedom out of and by catastrophe.”199 This is “a freedom 
compounded of three elements, and these are: negation, evasion, extrava-
gance.”200 In other words, strategies of evasion, negation and extravagance are 
employed as means of gaining one’s own freedom in relation to one’s predeces-
sors. Another feature is what Bloom calls “strong misprision,” which is defined 
as “literary influence viewed not as benign transmission but as deliberately per-
verse misreading, whose purpose is to clear away the precursor so as to open a 
space for oneself.”201 Interestingly, such a strategy of misprision as a way of 
alleviating the “anxiety of influence” would, according to Bloom, have been a 
feature of the hermeneutic practice pioneered by the classic Gnostics. Indeed, 
Bloom defines Gnosticism, to which he is favourably inclined, as “the religion 
of belatedness,” in the sense of a movement or current of thought that was 
condemned to arise after the major world religions, i.e. Judaism and Christianity, 
in relation to which it then had to take its bearing. This situation presumably 
gave rise naturally to deliberately overstated and spectacular misreadings of the 
Biblical tales and narratives. 

I believe that Bloom’s notion might open up an interesting perspective on 
the strategy chosen by Berdiaev. It is quite clear that Berdiaev gained his free-
dom and “opened up a space for himself,” to use Bloom’s expression, both by 
strategies of evasion, and of outright negation (for example in his reply to Dan-
zas). This he would do in two different directions: in relation to the classic 
Gnostics, and in his attitude towards contemporary esoteric currents of 

                                                        
199 Bloom, Agon, 59. 
200 Ibid. 
201 Ibid., p. 64. 
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thought. This mode of operation might even be considered to have been inte-
gral to Berdiaev’s entire project of championing a Christian gnosis. There is, 
however, an ironic twist to this argument. If Bloom’s thesis about an anxiety of 
influence and the strategy chosen in maintaining it as a constituent feature of 
Gnosticism is accepted, then one could claim that Berdiaev’s practice could be 
considered gnostic, not in spite of, but because of his very negation of the Gnos-
tics themselves. This amounts no doubt to a seeming paradox, and should be 
taken for what it is. 

I believe that a study of the problem of a possible dependence and influence, 
which, as I made clear in 1.5.1. is not my concern in this thesis, would have to 
take Bloom’s notion into consideration. Although Bloom certainly recognizes 
the existence of some form of dependence and influence, what is more import-
ant in his general line of reasoning is his emphasis on creative reception, that is 
to say: the one who might be characterized as the influenced is not a passive 
recipient, but an active “agonist.” Or, in the words of Oswald Spengler: “It is 
not products that ‘influence,’ but creators that absorb.”202 In the case of Ber-
diaev, one can identify both an active and a passive tendency. A passive ten-
dency is perceptile in his approval of the charicature drawn by the Church po-
lemicists. His writings certainly attest to a familiarity with the doctrine of the 
Gnostics, or what he held to be their doctrine, although his version of it is not 
free from the preconceptions handed down through history and which origi-
nate in the accounts of the heresiologists. He was, despite his aloofness and 
great degree of independence, dependent on the Wirkungsgeschichte originating in 
the old polemic and in a sense victimized by it. In the preceding commentary, I 
have attempted to show that a number of Berdiaev’s assertions about the 
Gnostics may be said to have been misguided or at least overstated, for exam-
ple his statements about the alleged immobility between the different types of 
men, their lack of charity etc. However, Berdiaev also brings into the discussion 
certain allegations that can be said only with great difficulty to originate in the 
classic polemic, namely that of rationalism and cosmism, or cosmocentrism, 
which also figure in his critique of contemporary varieties of esoteric thought, 
thus demonstrating a certain active, “agonistic,” inventiveness on his part. In 
the light of Bloom’s notion of a “strong misprision,” the conclusion might be 
drawn, that far from being a mere victim of the representations of the apolo-
gists, Berdiaev could be said to have carried out a deliberate misreading of the 
ancient Gnostics, in order to make straight the path for himself.  

 

                                                        
202 Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West, Volume two: Perspectives of World-History, trans. Charles 
Francis Atkinson (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981 [1928]), 55. 
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III. Thematic Analysis 

3.1. The Alienation and Revolt of Ivan Karamazov 
In order to launch and then pursue my analysis of Jonasian Gnostic elements in 
Berdiaev’s philosophy, I have chosen as my point of departure Ivan Karama-
zov’s conversation with his brother Alësha from Fyodor Dostoevsky’s last 
novel, The Karamazov Brothers. The conversation takes place in a scruffy inn. The 
two brothers have not previously had a chance to make friends, yet Ivan at 
once reveals, in a manner quite shocking to his younger brother, “the essence 
of his being [sut’],” his “despair [otchaianie],” and the aeonian yet impenetrable 
questions with which he is struggling.1 Although his zest for life is still unab-
ated, Ivan has almost lost his “faith in the order of things [razyver’sia v pori-
adke veshchei]” and senses that “everything is just chaos, disordered, damned 
[prokliatyi], and perhaps diabolical [besovskii khaos].”2 The world he witnesses 
is filled with suffering and the “evil committed by men [zlodeistva liudei].”3 If 
the devil doesn’t exist, he says, and is merely a figment of the imagination, then 
clearly man must have created him in his own image and likeness. Ivan puts 
forward the case of the suffering of children as his principal stumbling block. 
How can one possibly accept a world order founded on even a single tear of a 
suffering child? And yet the earth is saturated with tears from crust to core. In 
the face of this tormenting experience, Ivan has been led to reject an inner-
worldly contentment that has such a misery as its precondition, as well as a 
future eternal harmony, in which the sorrow and misdeeds of man will have 
come to an end. He hands back his “entry ticket” to such a questionable bliss.4  

In his conversations with Alësha, Ivan can offer initially, limited as he is by 
what he calls his “Euclidean mind,” no comforting explanation as to why things 
appear as depressing as this. He merely vents his deeply felt anguish at the sight 
of the plight of mankind and his lack of acceptance of this state of affairs. 
Alësha, profoundly distressed by what Ivan reveals, reacts by calling it a “rebel-

                                                        
1 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 295; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 215. 
2 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 288; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 209. 
3 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 295; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 215. 
4 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 308. 
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lion [bunt],” supposedly against God.5 This “rebellion” reaches its climax in the 
“The Grand Inquisitor,” a “tale [poėma]” reportedly authored by Ivan himself. 
Set in 16th-century Spain, it narrates the story of how an oppressive theocratic 
hierarchy enslaves the populace in the name of Christ and keeps it ignorant and 
pacified within a system of control in which it is offered bread and contentment 
at the expense of its liberty. At one point Christ himself (re)appears, incognito 
and “in slave’s guise,” only to be detained and interrogated by the inquisitor, 
who clearly experiences his (re)appearance as a threat to the status quo. The 
greater part of the tale is comprised of the inquisitor’s monologue in defence of 
his actions and of the oppressive regime upheld by the hierarchy. Ivan ends his 
tale by recounting how Christ, after having given the inquisitor a holy kiss, de-
parts without uttering a word. Certainly a very enigmatic ending to an evocative 
tale. 

The story of the encounter between the two brothers Karamazov provides 
us with a vivid illustration of the core concerns that will be explored in what 
follows. Of principal importance is the figure of Ivan Karamazov himself, a 
fictional character whose significance for my present purpose lies in the purity 
and forcefulness with which he embodies a particular existential “attitude of 
mind,” more specifically a disaffection with the world, and moreover the twin Jona-
sian motifs of existential alienation and revolt. It should be emphasized, however, 
that the figure of Ivan does not suggest the entire spectrum of issues to be 
explored. New themes and motifs will need to be introduced as I proceed with 
my discussion. All the same, let me explain a little more thoroughly what I have 
in mind. Of primary significance is Ivan’s agonizing sensibility, his Weltschmerz, 
grounded in an acute experience of the tragic nature of earthly existence, which 
has given rise to his suspicion that something is rotten in the state of the world. 
On this subjective level, Ivan’s disquietude may be thought of as accompanied 
by an acute sense of estrangement as it entails a loss of at-oneness with the 
surrounding world. In an attempt to formulate his misgivings, Ivan clothes his 
disaffection in the garments of a social and cultural critique, as a loss of faith in 
human achievement and in the dream of an immanent inner-worldly utopia in 
which “the universal happiness of man” would supposedly be attained. In this 
connection he also discloses his view of the West, the native soil of secular 
progressivism, as being a “graveyard [kladbishche],” although in his view a 
“most beloved” one for any Russian.6 But there is yet another theme involved 
in this encounter between the two brothers which is no less decisive. Ivan’s 
estrangement is grounded not merely in a discontent with the given social order, 
but perhaps to an even greater degree in a more deep-seated reservation about 
the world itself. In other words, Ivan gives vent not only to a civilizational dis-
content, but also to doubts about the ethical and ontological foundation of the 
entire, supposedly God-given world order. And yet his troubled inquiries are far 

                                                        
5 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 308. “Rebellion” is also the title of the second of the three 
chapters of the novel depicting the treated encounter between the two brothers.  
6 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 288; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 210. 
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from being a mere reflection of the atheistic nihilism widespread among the 
radical intelligentsia at the time when Dostoevsky’s novel was written.7 His 
“rebellion” is decidedly more ambiguous and haunting, given that his non-
acceptance cannot be considered indiscriminately atheistic, since he does not 
unequivocally and consistently deny the existence of God, but instead offers 
ambiguous statements on this issue. In his conversations with his brother, he 
rejects, he says, not God, but rather the world created by him: “in the final 
analysis I reject this God-created universe, and although I know it exists, I re-
ject it out of hand. It is not God that I don’t accept – understand that – it’s His 
creation, His world that I reject and that I cannot agree to accept.”8 Implicitly, 
however, despite his assurances to the contrary, Ivan appears to be questioning 
the ontological underpinning of the world and the moral integrity of its as-
sumed maker. He is not struggling with this problem as though it were a blood-
less abstract issue, but is intensely involved in an acute existential struggle, 
which, alongside various other factors depicted in the novel, subsequently drive 
him to the brink of madness. Disheartened by what he receives as widespread 
misery, Ivan is beset by doubt, unable to reach a satisfactory closure that would 
bestow on him some peace of mind. The abyss that opens up before him is the 
loss of inner stability, cynicism, and utter despair.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
7 It should be pointed out that my interpretation of the figure of Ivan is not equivalent to Berdi-
aev’s own. For one thing, Berdiaev holds Ivan to be an atheist, a view with which I do not com-
ply. To my mind, Ivan’s stance is compatible neither with an atheistic view, which denies the 
existence of God altogether, nor with a traditional monotheistic one, which embraces a God who 
is thought to be the single creator and upholder of a good creation. 
8 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 295; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 214: “Ну так представь 
же себе, что в окончательном результате я мира этого божьего — не принимаю и хоть и 
знаю, что он существует, да не допускаю его вовсе. Я не бога не принимаю, пойми ты это, 
я мира, им созданного, мира-то божьего не принимаю и не могу согласиться принять.”  
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3.2. Demundanization  

The human spirit is in prison. Prison is what I call this world, the given world of necessity. 
[…] And the true way is that of spiritual liberation from ‘the world’, the liberation of man’s 
spirit from its bondage to necessity.9 

3.2.1. Rejection of the World – World-Negation – 
Demundanization 
Berdiaev’s friend, the Symbolist poet Viacheslav Ivanov (1866-1949), defined 
Ivan Karamazov’s posture as a “rejection of the world [nepriiatie mira],” which 
in his view constituted a reverberation of an ancient form of “theomachy [bo-
goborstvo].”10 In Silver Age Russia this notion became a catchword in the 
short-lived movement created by Ivanov that went under the name of Mystical 
Anarchism. Although Berdiaev was close to this movement but not directly 
involved in it, and in his autobiography eventually came to disown it altogether, 
he nonetheless chose to add the following remark: “I have always had an anar-
chistic tendency […]. [---] And what’s more, my anarchism has had a meta-
physical underpinning and a metaphysical colouring. The slogan of a ‘rejection 
of the world,’ propounded by mystical anarchism, was the primary slogan of my 
life, it was my metaphysical nature, and not merely the infatuation of a certain 
epoch.”11 And in a later passage, Berdiaev reconnects with this theme, explain-
ing a little more thoroughly what he has in mind, and now introducing a direct 
reference to the figure of Ivan Karamazov:  

This theme, which is basic to my life, concerns not merely the conflict between 
the personality and society, but also the clash with world harmony. The destiny 
of the unique personality does not fit into any world whole. Of crucial import-
ance to the formulation of this theme was the role of Dostoevsky, and in this I 
am his man, a continuator of Ivan Karamazov, one half of whom is Dostoevsky 
himself. It is not that I do not accept God, but that I do not accept the world of God.12 

                                                        
9 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 11. The opening words of the introduction to “Smysl tvor-
chestva,” 17: “Дух человеческий – в плену. Плен этот я называю ‘миром,’ мировой 
данностью, необходимостью. [---] И истинный путь есть путь духовного освобождения от 
‘мира,’ освобождения духа человеческого из плена у необходимости.” 
10 Viacheslav Ivanov, “Ideia nepriiatiia mira,” in Rodnoe i vselenskoe, ed. V. M. Tolmacheva (Mos-
cow: Izdatel’stvo Respublika, 1994), 51. The text was orginally published in 1906 as a foreword to 
Georgii Chulkov’s O misticheskoi anarkhizme (On Mystical Anarchism). 
11 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 412: “У меня всегда была анархическая тенденция […].  [---] И 
вместе с тем мой анархизм имел метафизическую основу и мистическую окраску. Лозунг о 
‘неприятии мира,’ провозглашенный мистическим анархизмом, был изначальным 
лозунгом моей жизни, был моей метафизической природой, а не увлечением какой-то 
эпохи.” 
12 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 590: “Тема эта, основная для моей жизни, есть не только тема 
о столкновении личности с обществом, но и о столкновении с мировой гармонией. 
Судьба неповторимой  индивидуальности не вмещается ни в какое мировое целое. Для 
острой постановки этой темы огромное значение имеет Достоевский, и в этом я его 
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As we shall see later on, the claim made by Berdiaev here about a clash with the 
world being a basic theme in his life, can be validated with reference to his phi-
losophy. Nor has his professed “rejection of the world” gone unnoticed by 
commentators. In fact, Georgii Fedotov had already in the 1940s identified in 
Berdiaev’s thought what he chose to name a “world-negation [mirootrit-
sanie].”13 In the following words he clarifies what he has in mind: 

Berdiaev’s life intuition is characterized by an acute sense of evil prevailing in 
the world. Through this intuition he carries on the tradition of Dostoevsky 
(Ivan Karamazov), but also that of the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia [---]. 
The struggle with evil and a chivalric-revolutionary attitude towards the world 
make Berdiaev stand out in relation to many thinkers of the Russian Orthodox 
revival. Not a humble or aesthetic affirmation of the world as a Divine all-unity 
(which is the basis of Russian ‘Sophianism’), but a struggle with the world in the 
image of fallen nature, society and man, makes up the life nerve of his work.14 

More recently, Renata Gal’tseva has continued Fedotov’s line of reasoning, 
drawing attention to what she has termed Berdiaev’s “world-rejection [mirone-
priiatie].”15 Even though it might seem excessive to introduce into the discus-
sion yet another concept that more or less reproduces what has already been 
observed by these scholars, I would nevertheless like to relate Berdiaev’s atti-
tude to a concept borrowed from Jonasian Gnosticism, namely what he identi-
fies as its “tendency towards demundanization [Entweltlichungstendenz].”16 
This is a concept that takes pride of place in Jonas’s delineation of Gnosticism. 
In point of fact, Jonas went so far as to argue that this tendency encapsulates 
the central drive of Gnosticism, a first principle that permeates all of its con-
crete variations.17 It should be pointed out that I have chosen to translate 
Entweltlichung as “demundanization,” rather than as “acosmism,” even though 
Jonas opted for the latter term in his American monograph on Gnosticism.18 I 
have done so on the grounds that “acosmism” strictu sensu is not applicable in 

                                                                                                                                  
человек, продолжатель Ивана Карамазова, который наполовину есть сам Достоевский. И я 
не Бога не принимаю, а мира Божьего не принимаю.” Italics added. 
13 Georgii Petrovich Fedotov, “Berdiaev – myslitel’,” in N. A. Berdiaev: pro et contra, vol. 1, ed. A. 
A. Ermichev (Saint Petersburg: Izdatel’stvo Russkogo Khristianskogo gumanitarnogo instituta, 
1994), 438. The article was originally published in the journal Novyi zhurnal 19 (1948): 266-278. 
14 Ibid., 437-438: “Основная жизненная интуиция Бердяева – острое ощущение царящего в 
мире зла. В этой интуиции он продолжает традицию Достоевского (Ивана Карамазова), но 
также и русской революционной ителлигенции […]. Борьба со злом, революционно-
рыцарская установка по отношению к миру отличают Бердяева от многих мыслителей 
русского православного возрождения. Не смиренное или эстетическое принятие мира как 
Божественного всеединства (основа русского ‘софианства’), но борьба с миром в образе 
падшей природы, общества и человека составляет жизненный нерв его творчества.” 
15 Gal’tseva, Ocherki russkoi utopicheskoi mysli, 18. 
16 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Erster Teil, 5. 
17 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 11.  
18 It should be observed that while Entweltlichung is a concept that figures in Heidegger’s writings, 
from where Jonas in all probability must have borrowed it, the way in which it is used here does 
not relate to Heidegger’s usage. Nor do I understand by Entweltlichung “desecularization,” in the 
sense of a return to religion in society, which is another possible translation of the word. 
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the case of Berdiaev, given that he makes a qualitative distinction between 
“world [mir],” which habitually has a negative ring in his texts, and “cosmos 
[kosmos],” creation in its truly divine, and hence positive, aspect, while the 
Gnostics had merely one word for both of these notions (Gk. kosmos). Thus, 
while Berdiaev would relate unfavourably to “the world,” this cannot be said of 
“the cosmos.” Also, “acosmism,” is not applicable for the simple reason that 
Berdiaev flatly and explicitly refuted this concept, and what is denoted by it, 
opting instead for the distinction just mentioned: 

The acosmism of an abstract metaphysical spiritualism is totally foreign to 
Christianity which comprehends a concrete spirituality containing within itself 
the plenitude of the divine. The ‘world,’ in the Gospel sense of the term as 
something which we have to treat as hostile, is not the same as the divine cre-
ation, the cosmos, which on the contrary we are expected to love and with 
which we are to be united. The ‘world’ or ‘nature’ in the above-mentioned sense 
does not stand for the cosmos, but, rather, for the deadly torpor of sin, and the 
‘hardening’ produced by the passions which involve subordination to the lowest 
elements and the distortion of all that is divine.19 

The distinction made in this passage would at first appear to invalidate the ap-
plication of Ivan’s rebellious rejectionary stance against “the God-created uni-
verse” to Berdiaev. Although “the world” in the Gospel sense, as well as “na-
ture,” are to be treated as hostile, “the cosmos,” the divine creation, on the 
other hand, should not be rejected. Even so, let us recall the passage from the 
autobiography, quoted above, where Berdiaev makes explicit allusion to Ivan’s 
words, namely that it “is not that I do not accept God, but that I do not accept 
the world of God.”20 This quotation signals that the issue is not quite so clear-
cut as it might seem. Also, in a much earlier passage from The Meaning of the 
Creative Act, comparable to the one quoted above, Berdiaev touches upon 
“acosmism” in its relation to the divine presence in the individual human spirit, 
and their equal incommensurability with “the world”: 

The heroic struggle against the evil of the world is born in the liberating con-
sciousness of immanentism, in which God is immanent in the human spirit and 
the world is transcendent to it. The desire may easily appear to interpret such a 
religious philosophy as ‘a-cosmism’. In my consciousness ‘the world’ is illusory – 
and not true. But for me ‘the world’ is not cosmic, it is an a-cosmic condition of 

                                                        
19 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 42; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 62: “Акосмизм 
отвлеченной духовности совершенно чужд христианству. Христианство знает конкретную 
духовность, вмещающую всю полноту Божьего мира. Евангельская категория ‘мира’, мира 
сего, который мы не должны любить, а должны победить, не означает Божьего творения, 
космоса, который мы должны любить, с которым должны соединиться. ‘Мир,’ ‘природа’ в 
евангельском смысле есть отяжеление грехом, окостенение страстей, есть рабство низшей 
стихии, есть болезнь Божьего мира, а не самый Божий мир, не космос.”  
20 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 590: “И я не Бога не принимаю, а мира Божьего не 
принимаю.” 
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the spirit. The true, the cosmic world, means overcoming ‘the world’, freedom 
from ‘the world’, victory over ‘the world.’21 

In this passage, not only is Berdiaev’s plea for “the cosmic world” discernible, 
but also his simultaneous and quite unremitting negative attitude towards “the 
world,” and his stress on the necessity of struggling “against the evil of the 
world.” Indeed it appears as if, according to him, an affirmation of “the cosmic 
world” would be equivalent to, or presuppose, an overcoming of  “the world,” 
a deduction which would validate the employment of the concept of Entwelt-
lichung, on condition that it be translated in the more limited sense as “demun-
danization” rather than as “acosmism.”  

Having clarified this, I shall now employ this Jonasian notion in an attempt 
to make visible an entire spectrum of interconnected motifs that are connoted 
by it. As a matter of fact, the notion is itself quite multivalent and easily lends 
itself to multiple interpretations. However, it may be applied in the basic sense, 
firstly to Berdiaev’s pneumatic anthropology, which posits an unworldly self 
whose essential nature is deprived of all sameness with the world and graspable 
only in its heteronomy in relation to the world, and secondly to an active striving 
towards emancipation from the world.22 Thirdly, the term will be of help in mak-
ing visible certain aspects of Berdiaev’s “critique of Revelation,” which involves 
purging the understanding of God of the “sociomorphic” or natural categories 
that have been employed in Christian tradition, and instead strives to emphasize 
His alien, non-mundane, nature - an effort which would be equivalent to stress-
ing the utter transcendence of the Deity, were it not for Berdiaev’s concurrent 
belief in the immanent presence of God in the individual human being.  

 

3.2.2. The Problem of Evil and Suffering - a Gnostic Concern 
As the chapter “Pro et Contra” made clear, Berdiaev’s stance towards the 
Gnostics was on the whole quite ambivalent. Despite his mainly disapproving 
appraisal, he nonetheless afforded them considerable attention, as may be gath-
ered from his repeated references to them, however circuitous. There is more-
over one particular issue, in relation to which he time and again points in their 
direction, namely the problem of evil and suffering. “There are men who suffer 
acutely from the problem of evil and pain. This is true of Marcion, of some of 
the Gnostics and Manichees, of Jacob Boehme and Dostoevsky.”23 What is 
more, Berdiaev does not merely acknowledge the importance of this topic for 

                                                        
21 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 17-18; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 22. 
22 Both these notions are implicit in the last quotation. As concerns the latter sense, Jonas also 
speaks of a “renunciation” or “shedding of the world [Abkehr von der Welt].” Jonas, Gnosis und 
spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 10. 
23 Berdyaev, Destiny of Man, 42; Berdiaev, “O naznachenii cheloveka,” 79: “Есть люди, 
замученные проблемой зла и страдания. Таков был Маркион, некоторые гностики, 
манихеи, таков Я. Беме, Достоевский.” 
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the Gnostics, he also sometimes reveals his esteem for their grappling with this 
issue: “One may disagree with Marcion, the Gnostics and the Manichees, but 
one cannot help respecting them for their being so painfully conscious of the 
problem of evil.”24 In fact, he even concedes to a certain personal sense of kin-
ship with this line of inquiry, and consequently with the Gnostics themselves. 
This is the case for instance in his autobiography: “With regard to the theme of 
evil, Marcion and the Gnostics, Dostoevsky and Kierkegaard were close to my 
heart […].”25  

Likewise, in a number of passages where the Gnostics are not mentioned 
explicitly, Berdiaev nevertheless calls a person who wishes to understand and 
gain insight into the problem of evil a “gnostic,” an ascription which appears in 
his commentary on Dostoevsky: “The complexity of Dostoievsky’s teaching on 
evil has caused some doubt whether he were a Christian. [---] He wished to 
know it, and to that extent was a sort of gnostic.”26 The same occurs in an earlier 
essay, where Berdiaev states that “Dostoevsky had a profoundly antinomian 
relation to evil. He always wanted to understand the mystery of evil, and in this 
he was a gnostic. He did not relegate evil to the sphere of the unknowable, he 
did not eject it into the external.”27 As may be recalled from the section 2.1.5. 
statements to a similar effect are also made in relation to Jacob Böhme.  

When we take into consideration the label of “gnostic” that Berdiaev con-
fers in such instances on people who wish to gain insight into the problem of 
evil, does this not in fact also suggest an oblique and indirect self-identification 
as “gnostic”? According to Berdiaev’s own terms of reference, this would in-
deed seem to be the case. He did after all probe unremittingly into the problem 
of evil, as well as into the related one of theodicy.28 He concedes moreover to a 
certain sympathy towards those whom he calls “gnostics” on this account. Nor 
can his ascription of the term “gnostic” to two of his chief sources of inspira-
tion be considered without significance. Nonetheless, to extend the ascription 
to imply more than the limited sense characterized above would perhaps be a 
mistake, seeing that Berdiaev in the cited passages only mentions as yet the 
actual line of inquiry as such, and only characterizes the person driven on by a 

                                                        
24 Berdyaev, Destiny of Man, 23; Berdiaev, “O naznachenii cheloveka,” 55: “Можно не 
соглашаться с взглядами Маркиона, гностиков, манихеев, но нельзя не отнестись с 
уважением к тому, что их так мучила проблема зла.” 
25 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 421-422: “По теме зла мне были родственны Маркион и 
гностики, Достоевский и Кирхегардт [...].”  
26 Nicholas Berdyaev, Dostoevsky, trans. Donald Attwater (New York: Living Age Books, 1960), 
92; Nikolai Berdiaev, “Mirosozertsanie Dostoevskogo,” in Smysl tvorchestva (Kharkiv and Moscow: 
Folio / AST, 2002), 437. 
27 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Otkrovenie o cheloveke v tvorchestve Dostoevskogo,” in Smysl tvorchestva 
(Kharkiv and Moscow: Folio / Izdatel’stvo AST, 2002), 350: “У Достоевского было до 
глубины антиномическое отношение к злу. Он всегда хотел познать тайну зла, в этом он 
был гностиком, он не отодвигал зла в сферу непознаваемого, не выбрасывал его вовне.”  
28 The latter fact was of course acknowledged by the philosopher himself: “At the centre of my 
religious interests was always to be found the problem of theodicy. And in this I am a child of 
Dostoevsky.” Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 435: “В центре моего религиозного интереса всегда 
стояла проблема теодицеи. В этом я сын Достоевского.”  
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wish to gain insight into the problem of evil as being “gnostic,” without touch-
ing in fact upon its actual solution. As concerns the latter, he maintains that 
“mystic gnosis always found an antinomic solution to the problem of evil 
[…].”29 And of Marcion, who is the one most often mentioned by him in this 
connection, he provides the following assessment: 

One serious cause of atheism is connected with the tormenting experience of 
evil and the suffering of the world, which poses the problem of the justification 
of God. Marcion was profoundly shocked by the fact that the world is so full of 
evil and suffering, and yet it was created by a God to Whom is ascribed almighty 
power and supreme goodness. His solution was mistaken, but his problem was an ever-
lasting one and was by no means solved by those who level accusations against him.30 

On the one hand, then, Berdiaev admits to a great deal of sympathy with the 
Gnostics in their “being so painfully conscious of the problem of evil,” charac-
terized here as an “everlasting one,” and in another text as “the most serious 
problem of human existence.”31 But on the other hand, he distances himself 
from the actual solution of the Gnostics to this problem, that is if we take Mar-
cion here as representing them all. A similar strategy is exhibited in an article 
from Put’, where Berdiaev says that the problem “formulated by Marcion and 
various Gnostics is fathomlessly profound. The Gnostics were unable to prop-
erly respond to the posed problem, and became confused when they attempted 
to see the source of evil in matter. But the problem did not receive a completely 
satisfactory answer from the side of the ecclesiastical opponents of the Gnos-
tics either, despite their basic rightness.”32 And yet, can the difference of opin-
ion between Berdiaev and the Gnostics that comes to the fore here be the final 
word on the issue? Not unexpectedly, it turns out to be significantly more 
complex. After all, the last quotation above illustrates not merely Berdiaev’s 
dissatisfaction with the solution provided by Marcion, but also with that of his 
detractors. Moreover, in a passage from his autobiography, which interestingly 
enough refers explicitly to both Ivan Karamazov and Marcion, Berdiaev makes 
quite a revealing confession: “I am overcome by compassion for the whole of 
creation, which groaneth and travaileth, waiting for redemption. The problem 
of Ivan Karamazov about the single tear of a little child is close to my heart. 
More than anything else, the problem of the justification of God in face of the 

                                                        
29 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 15-16; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 21. 
30 Nicolas Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, trans. R. M. French (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
1944), 86; Nikolai Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode cheloveka: opyt personalisticheskoi filosofii,” 
in Tsarstvo Dukha i Tsarstvo Kesaria (Moscow: Respublika, 1995), 505-506. Italics added. 
31 Nicolas Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, trans. George Reavey (London: Geoffrey Bles / The Cen-
tenary Press, 1946), 103. 
32 Berdiaev, “Iz razmyshlenii o teoditsee,” 51-52: “Проблема, поставленная Маркионом и 
некоторыми гностиками, бездонно глубока. Гностики не умели ответить на поставленную 
проблему и запутались, пытаясь увидеть источник зла в материи. Но на проблему эту не 
было дано вполне удовлетворительного ответа и церковными противниками гностиков, не 
смотря на их коренную правоту.” 
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measureless pain of the world has always been a source of torment to me. [---] 
Intellectually I disagree with Marcion, but morally, emotionally, I feel a kinship with him.”33 
In view of this frank admission of an intellectual resistance and an emotional 
attraction, we must reserve judgment until we have examined the issue in 
greater detail.  

 

3.2.3. Devaluation, Demonization and the Evil Origin of the World 

The problem of evil, in the case of the Gnostics, had its basis above all in their 
negative attitude towards the world. To be sure, Gnosticism displays a deep-felt 
mistrust towards the world. It presents a view of a world that is fundamentally 
flawed and non-divine, in some cases even the corrupt bulwark of iniquity. 
Gnostic sources refer to it as “a place of deficiency.”34 Jonas offers another very 
succinct and drastic formulation, when he states that “the cosmos is darkness, 
the product of an apostasy […].”35 In the words of Markschies, Gnosticism 
exhibits an “estimation of the world and matter as evil creation and an experi-
ence, conditioned by this, of the alienation of the gnostic in the world […].”36 
In terms of its relation to man, mentioned briefly here, Jonas underscores that 
the cosmos, or the world, is perceived as “a power structure which determines 
the actual condition of man.”37 Thus, far from being merely imperfect, the 
world, or cosmos, involves a power of positive evil. Jonas summarizes this 
motif, and its connection to ignorance, in the following words: 

The world, then, is the product, and even the embodiment, of the negative of 
knowledge. What it reveals is unenlightened and therefore malignant force, pro-
ceeding from the spirit of self-assertive power, from the will to rule and coerce. 
The mindlessness of this will is the spirit of the world, which bears no relation 
to understanding and love. The laws of the universe are the laws of this rule, and 
not of divine wisdom. Power thus becomes the chief aspect of the cosmos, and 
its inner essence is ignorance (agnosia).38 

Is it possible to find an equally negative evaluation of the world in Berdiaev’s 
writings? To be sure, Berdiaev makes some rather drastic statements, which do 

                                                        
33 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 320: “Мне очень жаль всю тварь, которая стонет и плачет и 
ждет избавления. Проблема Ивана Карамазова о слезинке ребенка мне бесконечно близка. 
Более всего меня всегда мучила проблема оправдания Бога перед непомерными 
страданиями мира. [---] Я интеллектуально возражаю против Маркиона, но морально, эмоционально 
он мне близок.” Italics added. 
34 Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 308: “The disciples asked him, ‘What is fullness and what is defi-
ciency?’ He answered them, ‘You are from fullness, and you are in a place of deficiency […].’” 
35 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 10: “Kosmos ist Finsternis, Produkt eines Abfalls 
[…].” 
36 Markschies, Gnosis, 16. 
37 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 264. 
38 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 328-329. 
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indeed exhibit a negative perception of “the world.” Possibly the clearest and 
most explicit case in point is to be found in The Meaning of the Creative Act, where 
he states that “‘The world’ is evil, it is without God […].”39 This does seem to 
be a rather loud reverberation of the Gnostic devaluation of the world. Let me 
also reiterate here the metaphorical designation of the world, used as a syno-
nym for “necessity” or “the given world of necessity,” found in the quotation 
that I used as the epigraph for this chapter, namely “prison [plen].”40 Numerous 
other examples will be given later in this thesis. While it is certainly possible, 
then, to identify a drastic and strongly stated depreciation of the given world in 
Berdiaev’s texts, it has to be acknowledged that this unenthusiastic view is not 
necessarily at variance with an Orthodox attitude per se. A certain contemptus 
mundi has been a feature after all of the Christian attitude towards the world, 
above all in its monastic variety, at least since Augustine. And Orthodoxy is, I 
believe, the one of the three major denominations which remains most faithful 
to it, being less affected than Protestantism or even Catholicism by the natu-
ralism of secular science and the world-embracing position of secular Human-
ism.  

There is, however, a related issue, where Berdiaev would appear to diverge 
somewhat from Orthodoxy, and that is the associated problem of the origin of 
the world (i.e. cosmogenesis) and of evil. According to the mainstream Chris-
tian understanding, the one and only God is the creator as well as upholder of 
the world. The Nicene Creed, recognized by the Russian Orthodox Church 
(where it is called Simvol very) and mandatory for all its faithful, begins with the 
statement: “We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and 
earth, and of all things visible and invisible.”41 Also, the similar Apostles’ Creed, 
likewise recognized by a large number of Christian denominations, begins with 
a similar affirmation of God as omnipotent creator of the world: “I believe in 
God, the Father Almighty, creator of heaven and earth.” In her The Gnostic 
Gospels, Elaine Pagels refers to the view propounded by some scholars, which 
holds that these confessions of faith were originally formulated above all 
against Marcion and his followers, who repudiated in very strong terms the Old 
Testament Yahweh in his capacity as the creator of the world.42 Marcion would 
not reconcile the God of the Old Testament with that of the New. The logic of 
his reasoning was that if the world was evil, then it must also have had an evil 
origin, a role which was accordingly ascribed to Yahweh. Nor would Marcion 
and the Gnostics comply with the reverse logic, namely that the supreme and 
perfect deity could have willed into being an imperfect and obviously flawed 
world order. Consequently, in Marcion and in Gnosticism in general, the devalu-

                                                        
39 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 15; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 20: “‘Мир’ есть зло, он 
безбожен […].” 
40 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 11; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 17. 
41 First Council of Constantinople version (381 CE). This differs somewhat from the First Coun-
cil of Nicea version (325 CE).  
42 Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, 28. 
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ation of the world is amplified both by a demonization of the world and a doctrine of its evil 
origin. In other words, the corrupt and deficient world is often demonized as a 
malefic power system rather than represented as merely lacking in divinity. In 
addition, we find what Jonas characterizes as the mythic account of “‘creation’ 
as the outcome either of a depravation or a partial fall (of an intentional or 
forcible nature) of the divine, or as a product of anti-divine powers, or, lastly, as 
a result of a combination of these two.”43 The world is frequently depicted as 
fashioned either by a lesser god or a collection of such lesser deities: “The cos-
mos is darkness, the product of an apostasy, with its own ‘God of this world,’ 
its own maker (Demiurge), who is not the authentic god, but the principle of 
the god-estranged cosmos, the personified world-being.”44 This personification 
of an evil origin, this “figure of an imperfect, blind, or evil creator,” according 
to Jonas, “is a gnostic symbol of the first order.”45 Wishing to stress the magni-
tude of this “symbol” in gnostic doctrine to the utmost, Jonas even went so far 
as to state that “the complete absence of any such symbol for an inferior or 
degraded cause of the world, or of its particular order, or of its matter, would 
make one greatly hesitate to accept a doctrine as gnostic.”46 

But what, then, is Berdiaev’s position here? In order to arrive at a better 
understanding, I shall first have to put forward a few observations on Ber-
diaev’s doctrine of cosmogenesis. To recall the discussion above, we frequently 
meet with statements in Berdiaev’s late writings that emphasize the imperfect, 
flawed, even positively evil nature of the world. Imperfection and deficiency are 
envisioned as its fundamental and intrinsic characteristics. The cause of this 
condition is recurrently connected with the notion of a Fall. Berdiaev maintains 
that the world is a fallen one: “The world of objectification is a fallen world, a 
captive world, a world of phenomena and not of existent beings.”47 This is a 
view which, while it is expressed in epistemological terms here, is not in and of 
itself un-Orthodox. But contrary to what is usually the case in Christian tradi-
tion, reference is made not so much to the Fall of man as to a Fall of the world. 
Berdiaev actually maintains that the very genesis of the world is connected with a 
Fall: “[…] this phenomenal world and its time are a product of the Fall.”48 It is 

                                                        
43 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Erster Teil, 5: “[…] ‘Schöpfung’ als Folge einer Depravation 
oder eines partiellen Falles (schuldhafter oder gewaltsamer Art) des Göttlichen, oder das Werk 
der widergöttlichen Mächte oder beides zusammen.” 
44 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Teil 2,1, 10-11: “Kosmos ist Finsternis, Produkt eines Abfalls, 
mit einem eigenen ‘Gott der Welt’, ihrem Schöpfer (Demiurg), der aber nicht der eigentliche Gott 
ist, sondern das Prinzip des Gott-entfremdeten Kosmos, das personifizierte Welt-Wesen. Ihm 
gegenüber der eigentliche Gott, Licht gegenüber der Finsternis der Welt, Güte gegenüber der 
‘Gerechtigkeit’ des Weltgottes, nicht nur überweltlich, sondern das Nicht-Weltliche, Anti-
Weltliche schlechthin. Sein Reich beginnt da, wo alles Kosmische endet, ganz außerhalb, jenseits: 
Begriff des Jenseits als Negativität der Welt schlechthin.” 
45 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 269. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Ia i mir ob’’ektov: opyt filosofii odinochestva i obshcheniia,” in Filosofiia 
svobodnogo dukha (Moscow: Respublika, 1994), 254: “Мир объективации есть мир падший, мир 
заколдованный, мир явлений, а не существующих существ.”  
48 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 241. 
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said also that the basic constituents of the world, “space, time and matter […] 
are simply the result of the Fall and of separation from God.”49 Elsewhere, a 
somewhat different account is given. Here Berdiaev states that while the world 
was originally created in an elevated spiritual condition, it has subsequently 
devolved from this state. The world as it is presently known and experienced 
has come about through an alteration in its “order.” “The world was created in 
an order of inner existence and of inner communication and communion, in 
the order of the spirit. But it fell from this order into an order of another kind, 
into an objectified and forcibly socialized order.”50 As in the Gnostic narra-
tive(s), the Fall did not occur, however, in this world and in historical time, but 
“in primary life itself,” which implies that it was set in motion as a pre-
mundane event or process. In Freedom and the Spirit we are told that “the Fall 
could not have taken place in the natural world, because this world is itself the 
result of the Fall. The Fall is an event in the spiritual world, and in this sense it 
is anterior to the world, for it took place before time began, and, in fact, pro-
duced time as we know it.”51 In pre-cosmic history spirit is alienated from itself, 
which results in the coming into being of Being itself, of time and of the phe-
nomenal world.52  

At times an account of this development is also expressed in epistemological 
terms. The world is represented then as the flawed and defective outcome of 
what is called objectification, and which will be the subject of the final chapter 
of this thesis. “This world, which I call the world of objectification, denotes a 
self-estrangement and an exteriorization of spirit by which it is ejected into the 
external.”53 Elsewhere Berdiaev stresses that it is not only our faulty cognition 
or the imperfect make-up of our apprehending faculties that gives rise to the 
sense that the world is faulty. It is decidedly intrinsically and inextricably cor-
rupt.  

If the world, then, has either devolved from a higher order, or divine state, 
or come about as a product of the Fall, the fate of man is interconnected with 
this development also. At times, Berdiaev makes allusion to a causal link, stating 
that it is the sin of man that has brought about the undivine state of the 

                                                        
49 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 17; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 40. 
50 Berdiaev, Ia i mir ob’’ektov, 254. “Мир сотворен был в порядке внутреннего существования 
и внутреннего общения и общности, в порядке духа. И он отпал от этого порядка в иной 
порядок, в порядок объективированный и принудительно социализированный.” My trans-
lation. 
51 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 22. 
52 It remains somewhat unclear which “spirit” is intended. The ancient Gnostics spoke of aeons, 
divine emanations. But it may very well be that Berdiaev intends primarily the spirit of man, since 
he subscribes to Origen’s idea of “the pre-existence of souls in another sphere before their birth 
on earth,” which was condemned by the Catholic/Orthodox churches as heretical during the 6th 
(?) century. The official theological doctrine states that the soul is created at the moment of 
conception. Cf. Beginning and End, 240-241. Berdiaev furthermore echoes Origen’s doctrine of the 
resurrection of all (apokatastasis), which was likewise condemned. 
53 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 87. The decisive element here, objectification, will be treated more 
thoroughly in a subsequent chapter. 
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world.54 In The Beginning and the End, he states that the “objectification of the 
world takes place through our agency and for our sakes, and this is the fall of 
the world, this is its loss of freedom, and the alienation of its parts. [---] The 
world of appearances acquires a grandiose empirical reality which exercises 
compulsion and force upon us.”55 The suggested demonization of the world 
should be noted here, in the sense that an active harmful agent is involved, 
which is evident in the last sentence. A similar tendency is displayed in a pas-
sage from another work, where Berdiaev says that this “natural world is but the 
child of hatred and division, which in its turn engenders bondage and servi-
tude.”56 

The world, then, is hardly conceived as the elevated creation of God, but on 
the contrary, as an outcome of a degraded cause. But then again, what does 
Berdiaev actually have to say with regard to God as creator? Are the world and 
matter not his creation? Do they perhaps have an evil origin? Berdiaev makes 
statements pertaining to these issues that point in different directions. In the 
main, however, he is fairly consistent in disallowing the Gnostic tenet of one or 
more personified creator deities in addition to the One and authentic God. In 
an early article, he discards the Manichaean and Gnostic view of matter as be-
ing the creation of an evil god as foreign to a Christian understanding, to which 
he himself presumably subscribed at that point.57 Roughly thirty years later he 
would also disallow the doctrine of theistic dualism, a belief in the existence of 
two gods (or principles), one good and one evil: “I do not profess ditheism and 
am absolutely not a Manichaean.”58 Additionally, and associated with this, he 
explicitly discards the existence of ontological evil.59 Furthermore, on more 
than one occasion does Berdiaev directly touch upon the demiurgic doctrine of 
the Gnostics, which is rejected, even though he confesses to a certain degree of 
sympathy with the problematics involved. In an article treating the problem of 
theodicy, he gives his account of how he understands the teaching of Marcion 
on the Demiurge:   

                                                        
54 Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 17: “Этот призрачный ‘мир’ есть порождение нашего 
греха.” 
55 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 56-57. 
56 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 17; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 39. 
57 Berdiaev, “Opyt filosofskogo opravdaniia khristianstva,” 278, n. 13: “Манихейство 
последовательно проводило персидский дуализм, двоебожие, а гностицизм учил, что 
материя создана другим, злым богом и не может быть обожествлена. Христианство же учит 
об обожествлении, преображении, воскресении мировой плоти.” Here we find yet again the 
distinction that was identified in the preceding chapter on anthropology, namely the (spirit’s) 
capacity to facilitate a transfiguration and resurrection of the flesh. “Manichaeism consistently 
sustained the Iranian dualism, its ditheism and gnosticism taught that matter was created by 
another, evil god and cannot be made divine. In contrast, Christianity teaches about the diviniza-
tion, transfiguration and resurrection of the flesh of the world.” 
58 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 565: “Я не исповедую двубожия и совсем не являюсь 
манихейцем.”  
59 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 164. Although in the earlier The Meaning of the Creative Act, he 
appears to promote such a view: “There is an objective source of evil, against which we must 
wage a heroic war.” Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 16; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 20-21. 
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With great moral pathos and nobility Marcion rose up against the Demiurge, 
against the creator of the world, as against an evil god. The God of the Old Tes-
tament, who had revealed himself to Israel, was not the Father of Jesus Christ, 
the Saviour of the world, but an evil Demiurge, the producer of the evil and 
grief of the world. Jesus Christ was the son of an unknown God, redeemer from 
the evil of creation. [---] All the gnostics and manichaeans displayed profound 
doubts concerning the qualities of the created world. An evil world had to be 
created by an evil god. This does not yet lead to atheism, but it leads to meta-
physical dualism. There is the God of goodness, the God of truth and right-
eousness, the God of love, the God of an elevated spirituality, and He has re-
vealed himself in Christ the Saviour, but this God is not the creator of the 
world, because the world is full of evil and suffering. The Old-Testament, bib-
lical aspect of the Divinity as a creative power was rejected. Only the New-
Testament aspect of the Divinity as love and salvation was acceptable.60 

And in a passage taken from The Destiny of Man, Berdiaev again mentions the 
myth of the Demiurge, which is explicitly rejected once more. In this passage, 
he also makes implicit reference to his own rendering of the origin of evil, 
which should not be sought in an evil god or in matter: 

Marcion and the Gnostics failed to understand freedom and this accounts for 
their erroneous belief that the world was created by an evil god, Demiourgos. 
They taught that evil had its roots in material nature which was not created by 
the God of goodness. Marcion did not understand that the evil world has been 
created not by God but by sin, and sin springs from freedom and not from an 
evil God or from matter. Hence his wrong interpretation of the biblical story of 
the creation of the world. But there is something essentially noble in the way 
Marcion and other Gnostics suffered from the problem of evil.61 

In view of these clarifications, one cannot hope to find in Berdiaev’s writings 
any speculations about a demiurge, nor about any inferior creator deity. What 
this means is that here is a crucial, in Jonas’s view even decisive, symbol of the 
Gnostic mythopoeia that would seem to be absent from Berdiaev’s discourse, 
other than when it is explicitly rebuffed. However, if Berdiaev’s outlook, as 
delineated thus far in my exposition, would seem to be closer to the ecclesiasti-
cal confession of faith than to the Jonasian Gnostic standpoint with regard to 

                                                        
60 Berdiaev, “Iz razmyshlenii o teoditsee,” 51: “Маркион с большим моральным пафосом и 
благородством восставал против Демиурга, против творца мира, как злого бога. Бог 
ветхого завета, раскрывшийся Израилю, был для него не Отец Иисуса Христа, Спасителя 
мира, он есть злой Демиург, создатель зла и горя мира. Иисус Христос - сын неведомого 
Бога, избавитель от зла творения. [---] Глубокие сомнения в качествах миротворения были 
у всех гностиков, у манихеев. Злой мир должен был быть сотворен злым богом. Это не 
ведет еще к атеизму, но ведет к метафизическому дуализму. Есть Бог добра, Бог правды и 
справедливости, Бог любви, Бог высшей духовности, Он открылся в Христе-Спасителе, но 
Бог этот не есть творец мира, ибо мир полон зла и страдания. Ветхозаветный, библейский 
аспект Божества, как творящей мощи, был отвергнут. Только новозаветный аспект 
Божества, как любви и спасения, кажется приемлемым.” 
61 Berdyaev, Destiny of Man, 42. This passage contains a footnote, in which reference is made to 
“Harnack’s remarkable book on Marcion: Das Evangelium vom Fremden Gott.” Berdiaev, “O naz-
nachenii cheloveka,” 80. 
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the issue of who is the creator of the world, this is not entirely the case, since 
there are some undeniably unorthodox statements in his writings, assertions 
which actually put into question whether God in fact ought to be regarded as 
the creator of the world. We have already come across one example in the 
above quotation, where it was stated that “the evil world has been created not 
by God but by sin.” But perhaps the most striking example is the passage from 
The Meaning of the Creative Act, already cited more than once, which reads when 
quoted in full as follows:  

I confess to an almost manichean dualism. So be it. ’The world’ is evil, it is with-
out God and not created by Him. We must go out of the world, overcome it com-
pletely: the world must be consumed, it is of the nature of Ariman. Freedom 
from the world is the pathos of this book. There is an objective source of evil, 
against which we must wage an heroic war. The necessity of the given world and the 
given world itself are of Ariman. Over against this stands freedom in the spirit, life in 
divine love, life in the Pleroma.62 

Here Berdiaev indeed confesses to a more or less Manichaean repudiation of 
the world. He also gives his support to the idea of the existence of an “objec-
tive principle of evil.” Thus, the quotation suggests not merely a devaluation of 
the world, which is characteristic of his attitude in general, but a veritable de-
monization of it as well. What is more, Berdiaev employs here two mythic motifs 
that originate in ancient dualist mythology, namely Ahriman and Pleroma, 
which makes it possible to connect the standpoint revealed here in a very direct 
way both to Iranian dualism and to Gnosticism. Pleroma is a Greek term that 
translates as “fullness,” and which was used by the Gnostics to designate the 
divine celestial realm, the origin and goal of the “pneumatics” or “imperishable 
race,” and which was set up in opposition to the “void” or “emptiness” (Gk. 
kenoma) that designated the lower dark world of confusion inhabited by present 
humanity. Ahriman (or Angra mainyu) is the name of the evil demonic princi-
ple, the negative pole, in Zoroastrian mythology.63  

There can be little doubt that Berdiaev voices here his “Manichaean” stand-
point in deliberately heterodox terms, quite provocatively drawing on both 
Gnostic and Iranian dualistic mythology. But perhaps this statement ought not 
to be taken at face value? Admittedly, The Meaning of the Creative Act does put 

                                                        
62 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 15-16; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 20-21: “Я исповедую 
почти манихейский дуализм. Пусть так. ‘Мир’ есть зло, он безбожен и не Богом сотворен. Из 
‘мира’ нужно уйти, преодолеть его до конца, ‘мир’ должен сгореть, он аримановой 
природы. Свобода от ‘мира’ – пафос моей книги [Смысла творчества]. Существует 
объективное начало зла, против которого должно вести героическую войну. Мировая 
необходимость, мировая данность – аримановы. Ей противостоит свобода в духе, жизнь в 
божественной любви, жизнь в Плероме.” First and final italics added. 
63 Prior to the time of Berdiaev’s writing (not earlier than 1914) this mythic symbol had been 
appropriated by Rudolf Steiner, in whose teachings it is contrasted with Lucifer. Through the 
mediation of Viacheslav Ivanov and Andrei Belyi it then entered Russian Symbolist literature. It 
has been stated, for example, that the two main protagonists of Belyi’s novel Petersburg embody 
this polarity, or set of opposing forces. 
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forward some of Berdiaev’s boldest and most radical contentions, many of 
which are expressed in a considerably more defused manner in subsequent 
writings. Besides, the given passage is taken from a larger discussion where 
Berdiaev points to a fundamental split in his attitude towards the world, where 
the dualist and world-rejectionary stance is one aspect only, and which has to 
coexist with another, equally important one, namely a monist affirmation of the 
world in its aspect of divine creation. Even so, the fact remains that it is pos-
sible to find numerous passages in later writings which argue against the tenet 
of God as creator of the world. For instance, in Slavery and Freedom it is stated 
that “God created concrete beings, personalities, creative existential centres, 
and not the world order […].”64 Here God’s role as creator of human beings is 
affirmed, while his role as maker of the world is rejected outright. This may be 
compared with the following passage, taken from one of his last works: “God 
does not act everywhere in this objectified world. He was not the Creator of 
this fallen world.”65 And it is possible to find yet other passages, which exhibit 
more or less the same view, the following one being quite clear on the issue: 

The so-called world order and the so-called harmony of the world whole was 
never the creation of God. God is certainly not the constructor of the world 
order, or the administrator of the world whole. God is the meaning of human 
existence. But world order which crushes all parts and turns personality into a 
means to an end, is a product of objectivization, that is to say of the alienation 
and the exteriorization of human existence; but it is not the creation of God.66 

According to Berdiaev’s theodicy, implicit in this quotation, God cannot be 
held responsible for this imperfect, “objectivized,” world of ours. God could 
not possibly have wished for this obviously repressive world order. It should be 
acknowledged, however, that Berdiaev often uses such expressions as “the 
world order” and “the harmony of the world whole,” and does not necessarily 
speak of the world as such. It is also true that he often qualifies his statements by 
using such expressions as “this fallen world,” “the harmony of the world whole,” 
and “the world of objectivity,” details which would seem to imply that he has in 
mind a particular aspect of the world, rather than the world as such. All the 
same, this does not diminish the fact that Berdiaev portrays on the whole an 
outspokenly negative view of the world, whether this be in relation to only one 
of its aspects or to the world as a whole. Nor can it hide the fact that he on 
occasion throws into question, even rejects outright, the view that God is its 
maker. Thus, even though no explicit reference is made to a personified evil 
principle, Berdiaev would seem not to agree with the view that God is the one 
almighty maker of heaven and of earth, of all things visible and invisible.  

                                                        
64 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 88; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 507. 
65 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 151; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 238: “Бог не 
действует повсюду в этом объективированном мире, Он не был творцом этого падшего 
мира.” 
66 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 87; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 507. 
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The question of evil origin may be formulated slightly differently in the light 
of the foregoing discussion: If, on the one hand, it is possible to find state-
ments to the effect that God is discharged from his role as constructor or “cre-
ator of the world order,” being neither its administrator nor its upholder, is it 
possible, on the other, to find affirmative statements which clarify who or what is 
its “creator”? I shall not enter into a full discussion of this issue here, a discus-
sion which would have to take into account Berdiaev’s doctrine of an uncreated 
freedom that precedes the creation of the world and lies beyond and outside 
the reach of God. This doctrine was already implied in the passage quoted 
above where Berdiaev disowns the demiurgic personification of an evil origin, 
asserting that the Gnostics “failed to understand freedom,” maintaining at the 
same time that the world had been created by sin, which in its turn springs 
from freedom. Suffice it to make a few observations on the relation of this 
doctrine to Jonasian Gnosticism. In order to solve the dilemma of simulta-
neously stressing the positive existence of evil and of exempting God from 
responsibility for it, Berdiaev posits the principle of an uncreated freedom, 
which lies above and beyond God, and from which stem both human freedom 
and evil. In 1935 Berdiaev writes that it is “not possible to ascribe to God a 
foreknowledge of that evil, which finds its source outside of Being and outside 
of the world created by Him. This is not matter in the Greek sense of the word, 
and it is not an evil deity in terms of Iranian Manichaean dualism. This is a dark 
and irrational principle that lies outside of Being, which cannot possibly be 
understood in rational categories.”67 It should be noted that although this idea 
of an uncreated freedom has sometimes been interpreted as heretically gnostic, 
as I mentioned earlier in my survey of previous research, I believe that it differs 
from the mythologem of a Demiurge in that it does not represent a personifica-
tion proper, but is rather of a more abstract nature. Neither is this “dark and 
irrational principle” envisioned as utterly evil, but on the contrary constitutes 
the latent source of both evil and of the freedom of man, thus of what certainly 
must be regarded as the uppermost pinnacle in Berdiaev’s scale of values. It is 
also the wellspring of creativity. Nonetheless, it must be admitted that while 
Berdiaev did not comply with the Gnostic doctrine of a Demiurge, he does 
actually posit another principle besides God, although this is of an non-
personified nature, and does thereby relieve God of his role as maker of the 
fallen world (although not of man). 

Furthermore, and as has already been noted, a demonization of the world is 
not entirely absent from Berdiaev’s thought. Occasionally, he even alludes to a 
principle of personified evil power governing the world, or personifying the 

                                                        
67 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Eshche o khristianskom pessimizme i optimizme (Otvet protoiereiu S. 
Chetverikovu),” Put’, no. 48 (July-Sep. 1935): 71-72: “Невозможно приписывать Богу 
предвидение того зла, которое имеет свой источник вне бытия и вне сотворенного Им 
мира. Это совсем не есть материя в греческом смысле слова и не есть злой бог в смысле 
персидско-манихейского дуализма. Это – темное и иррациональное внебытийственное 
начало, на которое не распространимы никакие рациональные понятия.” 
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coercive laws of the world, although this is not necessarily the same as an evil 
creator. This is the case, for example, in one of Berdiaev’s last works, where he 
refers to an evil power: “But God does not govern this world, the world of 
objectivity which is under the power of its own Prince – the ‘Prince of this 
world [kniaz’ mira sego].’ [---] God shows himself in the world in truth and 
right, but he does not dominate over it in virtue of his power.”68 The “Prince of 
this world” is a New Testament expression, which is used in the Gospel of John 
(Cf. John 12:31, 14:30). In his autobiography, Berdiaev again makes use of this 
expression, at the same time as he discharges God from the role of regent of 
the world and the natural order: 

It is necessary to completely discard the rationalistic idea of God as administra-
tor of the world, the idea that holds that He rules over this natural world, the 
world of phenomena, to use epistemological terminology. This world of neces-
sity, of disunity and сaptivity, this fallen world, which has not been liberated 
from the power of fate, is ruled not by God but by the Prince of this World. 
God reigns over the kingdom of freedom, not over the kingdom of necessity, 
and in spirit, not through deterministic nature.69 

A final example may be taken from yet another of his last works, where Ber-
diaev persists in using this same expression: “This world is controlled not by 
God, but by the prince of this world, with his laws, laws of the world and not 
of God. This world is subject more to the realm of Caesar than to the realm of 
Spirit.”70 

To summarize what has been said so far, I believe it would be safe to claim 
on the basis of the passages referred to above, that Berdiaev’s standpoint re-
garding the issues treated hovers somewhere between a normative Christian 
view and a Gnostic-Manichaean one. This can be taken as a confirmation of his 
voiced dissatisfaction with the solution to the problem of evil offered by Mar-
cion, as well as with that of “those who level accusations against him,” namely 
the Church polemicists. The Gnostic-Manichaean aspect of Berdiaev’s view of 
the world is evident in the fact that “the world” is devalued, that is to say evalu-
ated in decidedly negative terms. The world, nature, Being, or whatever other 
expressions may be used, are depicted as intrinsically corrupt, sometimes even 

                                                        
68 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 152: Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 238: “[…] 
Бог не управляет этим миром, миром объектности, который находится во власти своего 
князя, ‘князя мира сего.’ [---] Бог в правде обнаруживается в мире, а не в силе в нем 
господствует.” 
69 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 581: “Нужно совершенно отказаться от той 
рационалистической идеи, что Бог есть мироправитель, что Он царствует в этом 
природном мире, в мире феноменов, если употреблять гносеологическую терминологию. 
В этом мире необходимости, разобщенности и порабощенности, в этом падшем мире, не 
освободившемся от власти рока, царствует не Бог, а князь мира сего. Бог царствует в 
царстве свободы, а не в царстве необходимости, в духе, а не в детерминированной 
природе.”  
70 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Realm of Spirit and The Realm of Caesar, trans. Donald A. Lowrie (New 
York: Harper and Brothers publishers, 1952), 43. 
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as outrightly evil. Their negative nature comes to the fore above all in their 
relation to man. They are not the creations of God, at least not as they are con-
fronted by us in their present condition (although Berdiaev’s makes contradic-
tory statements pertaining to this issue). On occasion, Berdiaev is also prone to 
demonize the world, when he alludes to the principle of an evil power. The last 
passages quoted above do indeed appear to affirm the existence of a personi-
fied ruling power other than God. But Berdiaev is closer to a traditional Chris-
tian understanding in that he, in contrast to the Jonasian Gnostic conception, 
does not endorse the view of the world as being the creation of an evil and / or 
blind lesser deity (Demiurge) or a plurality of such deities. He is quite consistent 
in his rejection of the existence of any such god. Instead, he propounds the 
view that evil does not originate with matter, but is of a spiritual nature and 
originates in spirit, more specifically in the “uncreated freedom” which lies 
above and beyond God. This is the source of the evil which prevails in the 
world. He states explicitly that the world was created by sin, which has its 
source in this uncreated freedom. In epistemological terms the world is envi-
sioned as “a product of objectivization” and of a self-estrangement on the part 
of the spirit, an issue to which we shall return later on. But then again, Berdiaev 
would seem to diverge from the normative Christian view epitomized in the 
confession of faith, when he endorses the view that God is not the maker of 
the fallen world. Nor is he the constructor, administrator, or ruler of it. It 
would seem that Berdiaev was motivated in this last instance not only by a de-
sire to explain the world, but also by a wish to purify the conception of God of 
a restrictive and debilitating relationship with the world. For he did not allow 
any positive connection between the true God and a world that lies in evil. 
 

3.2.4. Demundanization as Apophatics: The Alien God 
Ivan Karamazov’s disheartening experience of a world that lies in wickedness 
urges him to adopt a world-rejectionary stance, which implies also a questioning 
of the moral integrity of its maker on the grounds of guilt by association. As a 
reaction, the devout Alësha responds by calling it a “rebellion.” Viacheslav 
Ivanov, meanwhile, very aptly termed Ivan’s struggle a form of theomachy. But 
Ivan does not rest with this. He also elaborates a tale which tells of an anti-
Christian power that holds the world in chains. The leader of this theocratic 
hierarchy, the grand inquisitor, confesses to Christ that “we are not with You, 
but with him,” i.e. with what he himself had designated earlier in his monologue 
as “the spirit of self-destruction and annihilation.”71 The Gnostics, for their 
part, elaborated mythic narratives which depicted an entire metaphysical hier-
archy of principalities, powers and rulers that lord over the world and mankind. 
At the same time they advanced a conception of the supreme deity that ex-

                                                        
71 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 322 and 315; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 234, 229. 
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empted Him from responsibility for evil, and from the negativity of the world, 
by stressing the His otherness in relation to the cosmos. According to Jonas, 
the “transcendence of the supreme deity is stressed to the utmost degree in all 
gnostic theology.”72 This holds good in a topological sense, in terms of God 
being outside the world, that is to say that he is wholly transmundane; in the 
ontological sense, which comes to the fore in the emphasis on his acosmic, 
even anticosmic nature; and lastly in the epistemological sense.73 As concerns 
this last aspect, the supreme deity cannot be understood in rational categories, 
nor are natural analogies applicable either, as he is radically dissimilar to the 
world: “The theological aspect [of gnostic duality] holds that the divine has no 
part in the concerns of the physical universe: that the true God, strictly trans-
mundane, is not revealed or even indicated by the world, and is therefore the 
Unknown, the totally Other, unknowable in terms of any worldly analogies.”74 
This finding that “the discourse about him must move in negations” led Jonas 
to the conclusion that “historically Gnosticism is one of the fountainheads of 
negative theology.”75 Elsewhere, he explains why this is so: “As the totally 
other, alien, and unknown, the Gnostic God has more of the nihil than of the 
ens in his concept. For all purposes of man’s relation to the reality that sur-
rounds him, this hidden God is a negative term; no law emanates from him – 
none for nature, and thus none for human actions as a part of the natural order. 
His only relation to the world is the negative one of saving from the world.”76 
In sum, in Jonasian Gnosticism, we have what I would like to term a demundani-
zation in the understanding and representation of God, in the sense that he is 
not to be understood as in any sense positively related to the world. Neither can 
any worldly qualities be ascribed to him.  

I argue that it is possible to find something similar to this facet of demun-
danization in Berdiaev. For one thing, Berdiaev repeatedly stresses the pre-
eminence of apophatic theology in the understanding of God. In this connec-
tion he champions the significance of the Orthodox tradition, which is prone to 
privilege the use of negations when speaking about God, in contrast to Western 
theology which has been predominantly affirmative, i.e. kataphatic. More im-

                                                        
72 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 267-268. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 251. Although it was perhaps not chosen by Jonas himself, this aspect is 
signalled already in the subtitle of his American monograph, which reads “The Message of the 
Alien God and the Beginnings of Christianity.” 
75 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 268. As a corroboration of this point, I would like to cite a splen-
did passage from the Valentinian so-called Tripartite Tractate, where it is said of “the only Father 
and God”: “There is no name that suits him among those that have been conceived, spoken, 
seen, or grasped, however brilliant, exalted or glorious. It is, to be sure, possible to speak such 
names in order to glorify and praise him, to the extent of the capacity of whoever wants to give 
glory. But the way he is in himself, his own manner of being – that no mind can conceive, no 
word express, no eye see, and no body touch, so incomprehensible is his greatness, so unfathom-
able his depth, so immeasurable his exaltedness, and so boundless his [extension].” Nag Hammadi 
Scriptures, 63. 
76 Jonas, “Gnosticism,” 341. 
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portantly, Berdiaev’s project for a “critique of Revelation,” launched in his last 
works, would involve a cleansing of the understanding of God of the suppos-
edly false naturalistic and “sociomorphic” categories and attributes with which 
the historical theological traditions has allegedly operated: “The most essential 
thing is to get free from enslaving sociomorphism [poraboshchaiushchii sotsi-
omorfizm] in the knowledge of God. And, having arrived at monotheism peo-
ple have continued to live not by the reality of God, but by a sociomorphic 
myth about God, which was necessary for the consolidation of power in the 
world. There exists a socially useful lie about God and the only thing that can 
withstand it is a purified spiritual religion.”77 A final example that clearly dis-
plays the demundanization of God, in the sense of a representation that sets 
God free from association with the world, should be given. Here, Berdiaev 
states that no worldly categories, be they cosmo- or sociomorphic, can viably 
be used to describe him: “[…] God resembles neither the forces of nature, nor 
the authority of society or of the state. Here no analogy is valid: all analogy 
would mean slavish cosmo-morphism and sociomorphism in the understanding 
of God. God is freedom, and not necessity, not authority over man and the 
world.”78  

In the place of this “sociomorphic” conception, Berdiaev would emphasize 
the alien, non-mundane, nature of God. What is more, he was of the opinion 
that categories which would have been suitable in describing “the prince of this 
world” had been falsely applied to God. In the following quotation God is yet 
again removed from his role as administrator: 

God is not power which displays itself in the world; he is in the world incognito. 
He both gives glimpses of himself in the world and at the same time hides him-
self. It is in human freedom rather than in necessity or in the coercion of man, 
or in causative determinism, that he reveals himself. God determines nothing 
and governs nothing. [---] It is the prince of this world who rules in it [i.e. the 
world]. But ideas associated with the prince of this world have been transferred 
to God, and this has been a cause of godlessness. Moreover insofar as such 
conceptions of God are concerned godlessness has been right.79 

Thus, the non-worldly nature of God is repeatedly stressed in Berdiaev’s theol-
ogy. This, however, does not necessarily imply transcendentalism, since it dif-
fers from transcendentalism in at least two crucial respects. First, while God is 
transmundane, and hence transcendent in relation to the world, he is at the 
same time said to be present in man’s inner life: “The existence of God is re-
vealed in the existence of spirit in man.”80 Second, a knowledge of God is a 
possibility for man. Berdiaev stresses the possibility of inner revelations. Im-
portant here is the eschatological nature of these revelations: “God is not ‘the 

                                                        
77 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 150-151: Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 237-238. 
78 Berdyaev, Realm of Spirit, p. 41. 
79 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 114; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 113. 
80 Berdyaev, Realm of Spirit, 41. 
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world,’ and the revelation of God in the world is an eschatological revelation.”81 
By eschatology, Berdiaev implies the notion of an end to the objectified world, 
an idea to which I shall return in my final chapter. 

 

3.2.5. Demundanization as a Rebellious Personalistic Orientation  
Another element that characterizes the Jonasian Gnostic attitude should be 
added to this fundamental dualism between God and the world, namely noncon-
formity or defiance. Jonas held Gnosticism to be revolutionary, not least in terms 
of its radical revaluative strategy used in relation to hegemonic currents of 
thought and value systems.82 Elsewhere, the term “protest-exegesis” has been 
used to characterize Gnosticism’s radical hermeneutic of the Jewish Bible. This 
formed the starting point for Harold Bloom’s theory of a deliberate and ex-
travagant misprision. We have already met with one example of such a radical 
revaluation in Marcion’s refusal and demonization of the Old Testament Yah-
weh, which amounted to a radical reinterpretation of the account of the cre-
ation of the world given in the book of Genesis. This aspect will not be ex-
plored further here. But a revolutionary thrust is also discernible as a corollary 
to the doctrine of an evil creation and its rule of power, and as an amplification 
of the negative attitude towards the world, grounded in the experience of 
strangeness on the part of the Gnostic vis à vis the world. Jonas named its most 
noncompliant variety a “gnostic antinomianism,”83 which “follows naturally, 
even if not inevitably,”84 from the premise of God’s negative relation to the 
world. This antinomianism rebels against the false pretentions of a usurpatory 
creator who demands subordination to his Law as well as to the compulsory 
“universal Fate” (Gk. heimarmene) that he has appointed to govern the world.85 
Having been initially identified by Jonas, this notion of a revolutionary element 
in Gnosticism was later pursued by both Gilles Quispel and Luca Di Blasi. The 
latter has even proposed redefining Gnosticism as “revolutionary dualism [re-
voltierender Dualismus].”86 He writes: “Since the expression ‘revolt’ is an ap-
propriate epithet for this specific movement against the forces of determination 
and domination, it would be possible to describe the dualism that follows from 

                                                        
81 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 152; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 238: “Бог 
есть не ‘мир,’ и откровение Его в мире есть откровение эсхатологическое.” 
82 Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, Erster Teil, 214: “[Das revolutionäre Element der Gnosis:] 
Versteht man aber unter ‘revolutionär’, ganz allgemein oder per analogiam, eine Haltung, die eine 
überkommene Wertordnung, gegen deren Herrschaft sie aufsteht, von einer neuen Sinngebung 
her aus den Angeln hebt und durch eine ebenso totale andere ersetzt; die ebenso umfassend, 
nämlich in den Grundlagen, neustiftet wie sie verneint – dann ist die Gnosis in eminentem Maße 
revolutionär und in diesem Sinne wollen wir sie so nennen.” 
83 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 331. 
84 Jonas, “Gnosticism,” 341. 
85 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 43. 
86 Luca Di Blasi, Der Geist in der Revolte: Der Gnostizismus und seine Wiederkehr in der Postmoderne 
(Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2002), 51ff. Jonas’s definition was “acosmic dualism.” 
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it in terms of a ‘revolutionary dualism.’”87 Quispel, for his part, writes that there 
is “something eternally human in this distraught cry against the cosmic order of 
law, which subsequently turns into a revolt against the moral laws as well, since 
the cosmic and moral law destroys human beings. This revolutionary orienta-
tion, this fight against the moral and cosmic law is a connecting thought that 
passes through all of Gnosticism […].”88 And he proceeds to clarify, in terms 
entirely in accord with Jonas, in what the radical thrust of ancient Gnosticism 
consists: 

What is it then that is revolutionary in ancient Gnosticism? It is this: that it pre-
sents us with a novel take on man’s relation to the world and to God. The quali-
tative discrepancy between man and world is uncovered. Man is in the world, 
but not of the world. [---] The world loses its divine transparency and becomes 
demonic. [---] World and man are incommensurable. Man is dissimilar to the 
world and similar to God. The view that man and God are consubstantial is es-
sential in Gnosticism.89 

Quispel points here to the revolutionary thrust of Gnosticism not only in terms 
of its emphasis on the dissimilarity between the human being and the world, 
but also in terms of its simultaneous belief in an affinity, or “consubstantiality” 
(a theological term meaning “of the same essence”) between man and God. It is 
this anthropological principle that lies at the basis of the Gnostic notion of 
demundanization. Not only is the world stripped of its positive kinship with 
man; concurrent with this is also an emphasis on the superiority of man over 
the world and on his affinity with God. Di Blasi sees this as the essence of 
Gnosticism: “When a central aspect of Gnosis, namely the principle of strange-
ness (in the world) and the resulting importance of the self is extracted and 
exaggerated into becoming a revolt against any form of determination as well as 
a deification of the self, then the basic gnostic attitude turns into Gnosticism.”90 

                                                        
87 Luca Di Blasi, “Antizipationen des religious turn: Postmoderne Anknüpfungen an die Gnosis,” 
in Philosophische Religion: Gnosis zwischen Philosophie und Theologie, ed. Peter Koslowski (Munich: 
Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2006), 208: “Da sich für diese spezifische Bewegung gegen Bestimmungs- 
oder Herrschaftsmächte der Ausdruck ‘Revolte’ anbietet, kann man den Dualismus, der sich aus 
dieser Bewegung ergibt, als einen ‘revoltierenden Dualismus’ bezeichnen.”  
88 Quispel, Gnosis als Weltreligion, 30: “Es liegt etwas unendlich Menschliches in diesem rauhen 
Schrei gegen die Gesetzlichkeit des Kosmos, der folgerichtig später auch zum Aufruhr gegen die 
ethische Gesetzlichkeit wird, weil das kosmische und moralische Gesetz den Menschen tötet. 
Dieses Revolutionäre, dieser Kampf gegen das moralische und kosmische Gesetz, ist ein roter 
Faden, der durch die Gnosis geht […].” 
89 Ibid., 31: “Was ist nun das Revolutionäre in der antiken Gnosis? Dies, dass ein neuer Entwurf 
des Verhältnisses des Menschen zu der Welt und zu Gott vorliegt. Der qualitative Unterschied 
zwischen Mensch und Welt ist entdeckt. Der Mensch ist zwar in der Welt, aber nicht von der 
Welt. [---] Die Welt verliert ihre göttliche Transparenz und wird dämonisch. [---] Welt und 
Mensch sind incommensurabel. Der Mensch ist anders als die Welt und dasselbe wie Gott. Die 
Ansicht, dass Mensch und Gott konsubstantiell sind, ist wesentlich für die Gnosis.” 
90 Di Blasi, Der Geist in der Revolte, 19: “Bei Herauskristallisierung und Übersteigerung eines zen-
tralen Aspektes der Gnosis, dem Prinzip (Welt-)Fremdheit und der daraus folgenden Betonung 
des Selbst, zu einer Revolte gegen jede Form vom Bestimmung und einer Vergöttlichung des 
Selbst konkretisiert sich die gnostische Grundhaltung zu einem Gnostizismus.” 
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Although I personally find Di Blasi’s distinction between what he terms “the-
istic gnosis,” implied in this quotation by the words “the basic gnostic attitude,” 
and Gnosticism, towards which he is negatively biased, less convincing, there is 
certainly more than a grain of truth in the correlation between an affirmation of 
the self and a struggle against the forces of determination, as represented by the 
world. We might recall in this connection Jonas’s notion of “the absolute im-
portance of selfhood and the wrestling with the saving of this selfhood from all 
the powers of alienation that impinge on man,” which to his mind was crucial 
to the Gnostic attitude.91 

Berdiaev’s negative attitude towards the world, and his rebellious non-
acceptance of it, should be interpreted above all within this perspective. In fact, 
it is an essential constituent of his personalism, since the evil of the world is 
said to reveal itself above all in its detrimental relation to man, to the person-
ality, to the human spirit. More will be said on this issue in the next chapter. Let 
it suffice here to make a few comments concerning the revolutionary thrust. In 
his autobiography Berdiaev identifies himself as revolutionary:  

I have come to understand that I have always been a revolutionary and that I 
remain a revolutionary for exactly the same reasons that I have opposed revolu-
tions and revolutionaries. This revolutionism [revoliutsionnost’] is connected 
with my personalism and my zeal [pafos] for freedom. I have finally come to re-
alize that the spirit is freedom and revolution, while matter is necessity and reac-
tion, and that matter transmits its reactionary character to the revolutions them-
selves.92  

Elsewhere, he is no less explicit about what he perceives as the central drive of 
this revolutionism: “My thought reflects a revolt [vosstanie] of human person-
ality against an illusory and crushing objective ‘world harmony,’ and the objec-
tive social order, against any form of investing the objective world order with a 
sacrosanct character. It is the fight of the spirit against necessity.”93 This radical 
attitude, and the revolutionary overhaul at which it aims, is labelled by the phi-
losopher himself as a “personalistic revolution”: “The personalistic revolution, 
which has not yet taken place in the world for real, means the demise of the 
power of objectification, the destruction of the necessity of nature, the liber-
ation of subjects or personalities, the breakthrough to a different world, a spiri-
tual world. In comparison with this revolution, all revolutions that have taken 

                                                        
91 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, xxvi.  
92 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 393: “Я понял, что революционером я всегда был и остаюсь 
им по тем же причинам, по которым восставал против революции и революционеров. Эта 
революционность связана с моим персонализмом и моим пафосом свободы. Я 
окончательно пришел к сознанию той истины, что дух есть свобода и революция, материя 
же есть необходимость и реакция, и она сообщает реакционный характер самим 
революциям.” 
93 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, vii; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 165: “Моя 
мысль отражает восстание личности человеческой против призрачной и давящей 
объективной ‘мировой гармонии’ и объективного социального порядка, против всех 
освящений объективного миропорядка. Это есть борьба духа против необходимости.” 
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place in the world are of no consequence.”94 Another revealing passage, which 
speaks of a revolt against Being and the world, and which also makes allusion 
by the way to Dostoevsky’s portrayal of Ivan Karamazov, is to be found in 
Slavery and Freedom: 

The acute experience of the problem of theodicy as we see, for instance, in Do-
stoyevsky and his dialectic about the single tear of a child and about the return 
of the admission ticket to world harmony, is a revolt against the idea of being as 
the realm of the universally ‘common,’ as world harmony which crushes per-
sonal existence. [---] There is eternal truth in this revolt and the truth is this, that 
the particular single personality and its destiny are a higher value that the world 
order and the harmony of the whole, than abstract being. And this is a Christian 
truth.95 

Thus Berdiaev’s representation of “the world,” or of its equivalents, is not only 
clad in exclusively negative terms; the attitude towards it must also necessarily 
be one of rebellion and struggle. The fact that Berdiaev saw in Ivan Karama-
zov’s rejection of the world a simultaneous defence of the personality, is a cru-
cial point to which I shall have reason to return. In his autobiography he states: 
“[…] I hold Christianity itself to be a rebellion [bunt] against the world and its 
law. [---] Being a Christian does not mean being an obedient slave.”96 Indeed, it 
is only by taking a defiant stance towards the world that the personality, in its 
capacity as a spiritual principle, can hold its own. This view can hardly be stated 
more clearly than in Berdiaev’s assertion that “self-realization of personality 
presupposes resistance, it demands a conflict with the enslaving power of the 
world, a refusal to conform to the world.”97 The personality, then, is envisioned 
as being not merely non-mundane, but what is more, its very self-realization 
presupposes a contramundane conflict.  

This “personalistic revolution” of Berdiaev amounts perhaps to a modern 
variant of the revolt against “the forces of determination and domination 
[Herrschafts- und Bestimmungsmächten]” that Di Blasi identified in ancient 
Gnosticism. Berdiaev took an oppositional stance towards almost all transindi-
vidual social collectives, or hypostasized ideas connected with such collectives, 
whether it be the state or a social class, or any other similar entity. He would 
also display a great deal of intolerance towards ideologies that in his view in-
fringed on the integrity and unbound self-determination of the personality, on 
the grounds that they are thought to objectify the human being and determine 

                                                        
94 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 567: “Персоналистическая революция, которой по-
настоящему еще не было в мире, означает свержение власти объективации, разрушение 
природной необходимости, освобождение субъектов-личностей, прорыв к иному миру, к 
духовному миру. По сравнению с этой революцией ничтожны все революции, 
происходившие в мире.”  
95 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 80; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 500. 
96 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 318: “[…] самое христианство я понимаю как бунт против 
мира и его закона. [---] Быть христианином не значит быть послушным рабом.” 
97 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 28; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 446. 
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it from without. This is the case, for example, with Berdiaev’s dismissal of soci-
ology, which establishes and sustains a limited understanding of man as social 
individuality, and with his critique of naturalistic science which holds man to be 
a mere product of natural processes, while disavowing his essential, that is spiri-
tual, nature. In view of these points, Piama Gaidenko has perceptively named 
the pathos of Berdiaev’s personalism and philosophy of freedom as both 
“metaphysical anarchism,” in the sense of an “overthrow of any objective set-
ting or objective order,”98 and as “mystical gnosticism,” the outcome of which, 
se says, is “rebellion, negation, revolution.”99  

One might also relate Berdiaev’s devaluation of Being and his simultaneous 
affirmation of the personality, or the self, both of which are essential to his 
“personalistic revolution,” to the question of meaning. As Renata Gal’tseva has 
observed, what she terms “ontological nihilism,” allegedly exhibited by Ber-
diaev, is grounded in “a loss of faith in all foundation to the meaning of Be-
ing.”100 According to her view, this “liquidation of Being [likvidatsiia bytiia]” is 
not original to Berdiaev, but began with Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. It was 
subsequently sustained in the works of later existentialists.101 Paradoxical as it 
may seem, Gal’tseva observes, the fact nevertheless remains that Being’s loss of 
meaning is to the advantage of man in corresponding proportion. “The whole 
meaninglessness of the world is turned ‘to the advantage’ of man – he remains 
the sole potential carrier of meaning in the Universe.”102 Thus, Berdiaev’s brand 
of Existentialism devalues Being, while giving meaning to “existence 
[sushchestvovanie].”103 Only by nature of being a spirit, the pre-eminence of 
which makes man superior to the world and to Being itself, and establishes his 
opposition to Being, is meaning, and hence freedom, attainable. Gal’tseva’s 
conclusion is that “the rejection of the world [nepriiatie mira] is combined in 
Existentialism,” and in Berdiaev, “with the total ‘acceptance’ of the personality 
[priiatie lichnosti].”104 Seeing that it also encompasses a strongly stated affirma-

                                                        
98 Piama Pavlovna Gaidenko, Vladimir Solov’ëv i filosofiia Serebrianogo veka (Moscow: Progress-
Traditsiia:, 2001), 314: “Как видим, в старости Бердяев остался тем же революционером-
анархистом, каким был в молодости. Метафизический анархизм – вот характеристика 
философской позиции Бердяева, его персонализма. Низвержение всякого объективного 
установления, объективного порядка – пафос его философии свободы.” Italics added. 
99 Ibid., 319: “Неудивительно, что [...] бунт, отрицание, революция – последнее слово 
персонализма Бердяева: это – итог той позиции ‘мистического гностицизма,’ которая 
всегда была характерна для философа и сохранялась в качестве основной темы его учения 
при изминении отдельных акцентов.” 
100 Gal’tseva, Ocherki russkoi utopicheskoi mysli, 18: “Главной пружиной этого отвращения и 
источником онтологического нигилизма оказалась утрата веры в смысловые основы бытия 
[…].” 
101 Ibid., 19. 
102 Ibid.: “Вся бессмыслица мира оборачивается ‘к выгоде’ человека – он остается 
единственным возможным носителем смысла во Вселенной.”  
103 Ibid. 
104 Ibid., p. 20: “Итак, неприятие мира сопрягается в экзистенциализме с тотальным 
‘приятием’ личности.” 
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tion, I would like to add that this makes Berdiaev’s position different from one 
of pure negation, i.e. from what might be termed a total nihilism. 

 

3.2.6. Varieties of Dualism 
As might be recalled, Ivan Karamazov found unacceptable both the everyday 
world of man and the “higher harmony” of God, which in my view would im-
ply also a rejection of the transcendent Pleromatic world championed by the 
Gnostics. In contrast to what appears to be the case with Ivan Karamazov (if 
we put his alleged defence of the human personality aside), the Jonasian Gnos-
tic position is not one of pure rejection and negation, because there is an op-
posite polar principle or antithesis, which is positively affirmed and in whose 
name the negation or revolt is made. We have already met with two such prin-
ciples, which are set up in opposition to the world, namely the human spirit and 
the supreme God. Jonas maintained that the “cardinal feature of gnostic 
thought is the radical dualism that governs the relation of God and world, and 
correspondingly that of man and world. The deity is absolutely transmundane, 
its nature alien to that of the universe, which it neither created nor governs and 
to which it is the complete antithesis: to the divine realm of light, self-contained 
and remote, the cosmos is opposed as the realm of darkness.”105 As the last 
sentence makes clear, Jonasian Gnosticism exhibits a dualistic conception not 
merely in terms of a polarity “between man and the world, and concurrently 
between the world and God,”106 but also in terms of a polarity between two 
antithetical realms, a divine realm of light and a realm of darkness. I shall not 
enter into this topic in any greater depth, but would merely like to draw the 
reader’s attention to the fact of dualism itself as a basic constituent of Jonasian 
Gnosticism. Jonas speaks of “the radically dualistic mood which underlies the 
gnostic attitude […],”107 and claims that with “dualism we have touched upon a 
central theme in the symphony of Gnosticism.”108 In his comparison between 
ancient Gnosticism and modern Existentialism, this point turned out to be 
perhaps the primary focus, arguing “that one link between the study of Gnosti-
cism and that of the modern situation of man is provided by dualism as such.”109  

I have already given a few examples of varieties of dualism with which Ber-
diaev refused to comply, on occasion also those ascribed to the Gnostics. 
However, this dismissal of various traditional dualistic conceptions does not 
imply that his philosophy is entirely exempt from dualistic elements. Far from 
it. In his short synopsis of the main tenets of his philosophy, written in 1937, 
Berdiaev himself would point to its underlying dualism: “In its basic tendency 

                                                        
105 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 42. 
106 Ibid., p. 326. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 266. 
109 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, xxvi. 
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my philosophy is dualistic, although we are dealing with a dualism of a special 
kind and not in any case final. It is a dualism between spirit and nature, free-
dom and determination, personality and society, the realm of God and the 
realm of Caesar. [---] The point of departure for my world outlook is the pri-
macy of freedom over being.”110 Even on his own admittance, then, his phi-
losophy can be said to be structured around a number of bipolar principles. 
The dichotomies that are featured include existential(ist) ones, such as that be-
tween freedom on the one hand and Being, slavery and necessity on the other; 
epistemological ones, such as that between noumena and phenomena, between the 
subjective and the common; as well as the religious evangelical one between the 
realm of the Spirit and the realm of Caesar, between this world and the other 
world. A few of these were mentioned in the quotation above. In addition, 
there is the dichtomy between “the order of freedom” and “the order of na-
ture,” as well as between spirit and nature. Although Berdiaev’s doctrinal elabo-
ration is clearly multiform, and even more so than is Jonasian Gnosticism, the 
examples listed above are all variations on a structurally dualistic scheme. It 
should be observed, however, that in accordance with the general formation 
and emphasis of Berdiaev’s philosophy, the mentioned dichotomies should not 
be understood as static, but dynamic. What we are dealing with is to be under-
stood more in terms of dialectics, than dualism. 

 

3.2.7. Chapter Summary 
At the heart of Berdiaev’s philosophical inquiries there lies an experience of a 
world that resides in wickedness, which at one time or another must have 
driven him to wrestle with the problem of evil and suffering. This eventually, if 
not inevitably, led to his rejection or non-acceptance of the world (mir not kos-
mos!), and of other more or less synonymous equivalents, such as Being, nature 
and so forth. The latter idea can be said to epitomize the basic intense zeal that 
informs Berdiaev’s entire worldview, once he had discarded the world-
embracing ontologism of his early thought. As concerns the complete rejection 
of Being itself, which comes to fore in his later writings, Gaidenko makes the 
following observation, which also draws a comparison between Berdiaev and 
the Gnostics: 

In 1916, in The Meaning of the Creative Act, Berdiaev would still make use of the 
concept of Being in a positive sense. But the logic of his thought led unerringly 
to a non-acceptance of Being as such. The Russian philosopher refers to ancient 

                                                        
110 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Moë filosofskoe mirosozertsanie,” in N. A. Berdiaev: pro et contra 1, ed. A. A. 
Ermichev (Saint Petersburg: Izdatel’stvo Russkogo Khristianskogo gumanitarnogo instituta, 
1994), 23: “В своей основной тенденции эта [моя] философия дуалистическая, хотя речь 
идет о дуализме особого рода и ни в коей мере не окончательном. Это есть дуализм духа и 
природы, свободы и детерминации, личности и общего, царства Бога и царства Кесаря. [--
-] Исходная точка моего мировоззрения есть примат свободы над бытием.” 
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Gnosticism with profound empathy, to Marcion and Basilides, who had rejected 
the world on the basis that it was created by an evil God, the Old Testament 
Yahweh.111 

To this I would like to add: in the spirit of Marcion, certainly, but not in the 
letter. For as we have seen in this chapter, his thought exhibits a number of 
divergencies from Marcion and the Gnostics, not to mention his explicit refuta-
tion of specific doctrinal points ascribed to them. On occasion, Berdiaev holds 
the world to be properly evil, a standpoint which would signal an affinity with 
Jonasian Gnosticism. At the same time, however, a difference of opinion be-
comes obvious here, which could be taken instead to demonstrate Berdiaev’s 
proximity to more traditionary forms of Christianity. For instance, although 
Berdiaev is prone to devalue the world, even to such a degree as to properly 
demonize it, thus demonstrating an affinity with Jonasian Gnosticism in this 
regard, he nevertheless emphasizes that a rejection does not necessarily entail 
leaving the world to its fatal destiny, but striving instead for its transformation, 
for its transfiguration into a higher, elevated, state. Furthermore, although Ber-
diaev wishes, in more or less heretical terms, to discharge God from the con-
stricting role of creator and administrator of the world, he also explicitly rebuffs 
the idea of another creator deity. Nonetheless, God is exempted from respon-
sibility for evil.  

As a conclusion to this chapter I would like to quote Georgii Fedotov, who 
in  1948 very succinctly summarized the thematics that have been treated in this 
chapter, as well as the main tenets of Berdiaev’s outlook with regard to them: 

He openly confesses to being a dualist. He was a stranger to the monism that at-
tracts the majority of philosophers, especially the Russian ones. [---] A 
Manichaean (Marcionistic) allure of an evil creator-deity must have enticed him 
at some time or another. [---] The human being with its prospects for spiritual 
freedom is thrown into a blind mechanistic world, which enslaves and destroys 
it. During the final years of his life, having become familiar with the philosophy 
of German Existentialism, Berdiaev sharpened his world-rejection even further. 
Evil lies in the very objectivity of the world itself, in how it is presented to us as 
an assembly of things or objects. But such is the evil nightmare of our sinful 
sleep. Only subjects are truly real, that is to say free spirits. Liberation from the 
power of the world or of things is the goal of human existence.112 

                                                        
111 Gaidenko, Vladimir Solov’ëv,  315: “Еще в 1916 году в ‘Смысле творчества’ понятие бытия 
выступает у Бердяева в положительном значении. Но логика собственной мысли ведет его 
неуклонно к неприятию бытия как такового. С глубоким сочувствием относится русский 
философ к античному гностицизму, к Маркиону и Василиду, отвергавшим мир на том 
основании, что он создан злым Богом — ветхозаветным Яхве.” 
112 Fedotov, “Berdiaev – myslitel’,” 438: “Он открыто признает себя дуалистом. Монизм, 
влекущий большинство философов, особенно русских, ему всегда был чужд. [---] 
Манихейский (или маркионитский) соблазн злого бога-творца должен был когда-то 
искушать его. [---] Человек с его возможностями духовной свободы брошен в слепой 
механический мир, который порабощает и губит его. В последние годы своей жизни, 
познакомившись с философией немецкого экзистенциализма, Бердяев еще более 
заострил свое мироотрицание. Зло – в самой объективности мира, в том, что он 
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To my mind, what is most important is that Berdiaev gives his world-
rejectionary doctrine a revolutionary personalistic thrust, which posits the hu-
man personality as incommensurable with the world and sets it in opposition to 
it. Not only God is fundamentally dissimilar to the world; the human person-
ality, or the human spirit, is also. In the following chapters I shall elaborate a 
little further on this theme, as well as touch upon certain others that are implicit 
in Fedotov’s quotation. More specifically, I shall examine Jonasian motifs in 
Berdiaev’s teaching on man, his usage of the concept of gnosis, his thoughts on 
objectification and on how man can free himself from its grip. 

 

3.3. Anthropology 
The problematics addressed in this part of the investigative section of my the-
sis, where I proceed with a thematic exploration of Jonasian Gnostic elements 
in Berdiaev’s anthropology,113 may be considered an extension of the theme al-
ready set forth in 3.2.5., that is to say the personalistic implications of demun-
danization. I have chosen to approach Berdiaev’s teaching on man in a twofold 
manner, which is loosely analogous to Berdiaev’s distinction between a “com-
plex philosophical outlook on life [mirovozzrenie]” and a more “primary feel-
ing about the world [mirooshchushchenie].”114 Firstly, then, I shall explore his 
anthropology as a religious-philosophical conception, in other words, as a con-
ceptual structure (or whole) which purports to some general validity. Man is 
examined here “from without,” as an object of study. The subjective conscious-
ness of the philosopher, and his more intimate personal experience, are brack-
eted (out). But then, secondly, I attempt to approach Berdiaev’s personal ap-
proach to existence, i.e. to self and world, on the basis of autobiographical ac-
counts of his life experience. The distinction made here is also comparable to 
that between doctrine and experience, or sensibility. Before I proceed, I should 
like to caution the reader, though, that these two lines of approach will be inter-
twined to some extent in the following analysis, because in the case of Berdiaev 
it is difficult to clearly separate these two perspectives. 
 

                                                                                                                                  
представляется нам как собрание вещей или объектов. Но это злой кошмар нашего 
греховного сна. Подлинно реальны только субъекты, т. е. cвободные духи. Освобождение 
от власти мира или вещей составляет цель человеческой жизни.” 
113 Berdiaev uses the terms filosofskaia antropologiia and antropologizm. The term anthropology is 
used by me, not to denote a branch of science, but in the broad sense as “teaching on man.” 
114 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 9-10; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 427. 
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3.3.1. Introduction 
Berdiaev never tired of repeating that his philosophy concerns itself above all 
with the human being and his situation in the world. “For us the most import-
ant question is the question of man. Everything proceeds from him, and to him 
everything returns.”115 And indeed, the situation of the human being in the 
world (and beyond) may be considered the central concern of Berdiaev’s entire 
philosophical voyage. Looking back on his life’s path, Berdiaev would write: “I 
became a Christian not because I ceased to believe in man, in his dignity and 
higher calling, in his creative freedom, but because I sought a deeper and truer 
foundation for this belief. In this I have always been conscious of a departure 
from the majority of people who have turned to Christianity, whether Ortho-
dox, Catholic or Protestant.”116 As this last sentence makes clear, Berdiaev felt 
that his intense focus on the human being made him different. Not without 
reason. In contrast to stricter varieties of Orthodox thought, and to that of 
certain contemporary religious philosophers among his fellow countrymen, 
Berdiaev decried the historical experience of Humanism in European culture 
and its privileging of the human only with qualification. In fact, he thought of it 
as a crucial stage in the historical development of man’s ever increasing self-
discovery, and in the full disclosure of the human personality.117 He even main-
tained that, owing to its overriding focus on the human being, and the individ-
ual, the philosophical discourse of Modernity was considerably more Christian 
than many allegedly Christian theologies of past ages. Accordingly, whereas 
some of his Russian predecessors and contemporaries shunned all forms of 
“godless” secular philosophy and preferred to delve into the pre-modern pa-
tristic theology of the Church Fathers, Berdiaev would embrace, but also largely 
redefine, the anthropocentric “belief in man” of modern thought.  

Even so, Berdiaev was of the opinion that the hegemonic part played by 
secular Humanism had taken a calamitous turn upon humanity’s entrance into 
Modernity. While the Renaissance (epoch), the term used by Berdiaev as 
roughly equivalent to the post-medieval era and early modern times, had set in 
motion a tremendous wave of creative self-assertion and self-discovery on the 
part of man, this had led by Berdiaev’s own day to man’s self-authored undo-
ing. Paradoxical as it may seem, secular Humanism, understood in the sense of 
an exclusive emphasis on man and overriding confidence in his self-reliance, 
had given rise to its very opposite: anti-humanism. The middle path of secular 
humanist culture is an immense failure, or so Berdiaev thought, and cannot 
resist the onslaught of the dehumanizing forces to which this dialectical devel-

                                                        
115 Berdyaev, Realm of Spirit, 161. 
116 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 438: “Я стал христианином не потому, что перестал верить в 
человека, в его достоинство и высшее назначение, в его творческую свободу, а потому, что 
искал более глубокого и прочного обоснования этой веры. В этом я всегда чувствовал 
разницу между собой и большей частью людей, обратившихся в христианство, 
православных ли или католиков и протестантов.” 
117 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 44; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 463. 
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opment has given rise. It is quite apparent, he argued, that modern man had 
arrived at a crossroads: the old order and its system of values was rapidly com-
ing to an end. This movement away from classic Humanism in European 
thought, and the concurrent rise of anti-humanism, Berdiaev maintained, was 
visible already in the thought of Marx, which sets class above the individual, 
and in Nietzsche, who sets the superman over the average man (“the herd”). 
Likewise, man is currently caught up in a fatal depersonalization, which is visible 
in nearly all spheres of life. Symptomatic of this development were not least the 
earth-shattering events of the two world wars, the revolutionary upheavals and 
the various forms of collectivistic totalitarian ideologies that followed in their 
wake. This crisis had thus come to involve not merely the demise of classic 
Humanism, but the crisis of humanity as such.  

In his desire to remedy this situation, Berdiaev would champion a “trans-
valuation of all values,” although on decidedly different grounds than Nietz-
sche. This would entail above all a new kind of anthropology, in other words an 
approach to the mystery that is man that would differ from what had gone 
before. To Berdiaev’s mind, none of the previous teachings on man were any 
longer adequate, whether they be those of the Church Fathers, the scholastic, 
the monastic Orthodox, or the secular Humanist.118 A radical concentration on 
the anthropocentric focus itself, and a concurrent broadening of the horizons 
of what might amount to a metaphysical approach, which views man within the 
framework of eternity, is called for. Consistent with this view, Berdiaev himself 
would exceed the limits of an anthropology that makes man purely immanent 
to the world (naturalism). In his thought, the destiny of the human being takes 
on truly cosmic, even supracosmic, proportions. It is a philosophy which 
champions the idea that “man is not only a natural being, but a supernatural 
being as well, a being of divine origin and divine destination, a being which 
although he lives in ‘this world’ is not of it.”119 Crucial here is the theandric 
notion of “Godmanhood,” taken from Vladimir Solov’ëv, which Berdiaev 
maintained constituted the core idea of the Russian religious philosophy of 
which he himself was a proponent: “For me to speak of Divine Humanity and 
Godmanhood [bogochelovechnost’] means to speak about the religion that I 
embraced.”120 This idea, which involves what he termed a Christology of man, 
and revolves not least around man’s dual origin and nature, at once mundane 
and extra-mundane, ought, he maintained, be developed further and become an 
indispensable building block of any future anthropology.  

Already The Meaning of the Creative Act had been an attempt to give voice to 
such a teaching. Berdiaev would eventually name it personalism, on the basis 

                                                        
118 Berdiaev, “Ėkzistentsial’naia dialektika,” 311: “Ни антропология святоотеческая, ни 
антропология схоластическая, ни антропология гуманистическая не может нас 
удовлетворить.”  
119 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 76; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 72. 
120 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 438: “Для меня говорить о Богочеловечестве и 
богочеловечности - значит говорить о религии, в которую я обратился.” 
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that the “person,” or “personality [lichnost’],” that is to say what in man reflects 
the image and likeness of the divine, is set here as the cornerstone of a neo-
Christian doctrine. Its subtitle, “An Attempt at a Justification of Man [Opyt 
opravdaniia cheloveka],” signals that it was an attempt to elevate man, whose 
status, according to Berdiaev, had been reduced to an alarming degree during 
the course of the past three centuries. Thus, Berdiaev’s anthropodiceic cause 
amounted to a restoration of man’s god-given status, which he considered 
unmistakably lost in most current anthropologies, and to a revelation of “the 
dignity of man,” in his capacity of being a potentially free and creative spirit. In 
the foreword to this work, Berdiaev wrote: “In the vital source of […] this reli-
gious philosophy there is an entirely exceptional, imperial feeling of man, a 
religious comprehension of the Anthropos as a divine person. Up to now, reli-
gion, mystics and philosophy have been so inhuman and non-human that they 
have led, with immanent inevitability, to godless positivism.”121 In this work the 
reader is presented with the rudiments of a truly dynamic anthropology. Man 
posits himself, as a free response to the call from the divine, through a self-
determination made possible through the divine element within. This strongly 
articulated faith in the creative powers allotted to man was the rationale behind 
why Berdiaev’s anthropology, like his epistemology, could only be fashioned in 
defiance of various other anthropological paradigms, such as that of materi-
alistic scientism (the “godless positivism” of the quotation above), which re-
duces the standing of man to that of a mere ephemeral product of natural pro-
cesses, as well as to the Humanist one which although it does present an ele-
vated view of man, does not recognize anything above and beyond him, thus 
disallowing the divine element in the dual notion of Godmanhood. Berdiaev’s 
critique of Humanism was levelled above all against its view of the self-
sufficiency of man:  

There is a true and a false criticism of humanism (humanitarianism). Its funda-
mental falsity lies in the idea of the self-sufficiency of man, of the self-
deification of man, that is to say in the denial of God-manhood. The aspiration 
of man and his attainment of the heights presuppose the existence of something 
higher than man. And when man is left with himself, shut up in his humanity, he 
makes himself idols without which he cannot rise. Upon this the true criticism 
of humanism is founded.122  

                                                        
121 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 19; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 23-24: “В жизненном 
источнике […] этой религиозной философии заложено совершенно исключительное, 
царственное чувствование человека, религиозное осознание Антропоса как божественного 
Лика. Доныне религия, мистика и философия были так нечеловечны и бесчеловечны и с 
имманентной неизбежностью вели к безбожному позитивизму.” 
122 Berdyaev, The Divine and the Human, 115. The idea that man forges false idols has an precedent 
in “The Gospel of Philip,” where the following passage appears containing an ironic twist: “[…] 
in this world people make gods and worship what they have created. It would be more fitting for 
gods to worship people.” Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 176-177. 
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Berdiaev’s anthropology differed from the ascetic Orthodox anthropology as 
well. In the section 2.1.7 above, I pointed to the fact that the profound crisis 
which preceded the writing of the Meaning of the Creative Act was connected with 
Berdiaev’s confrontation with Orthodox notions of sinfulness and corruption. 
All in all, Berdiaev’s thought reflected both the superlative optimism of the 
Renaissance call for dynamic creative liberty and exuberant autonomy, and the 
troubled consciousness of the tragic condition of man’s being-in-the-world, 
strongly emphasized in 20th-century Existentialism. In fact, the tragic element, 
which had remained virtually dormant during the Renaissance, progressively 
gained in importance in Berdiaev’s philosophy. Yet, to his mind, this tragic state 
of affairs was a corollary, not so much of man’s irredeemably sinful nature, as 
Orthodox monasticism would have it, but on the contrary of man’s inherent 
sublimity as divine and free spirit, forlornly fettered to a flawed world. It was 
more a mark of man’s essential dignity and excellence, than of his baseness and 
sinfulness. “The human being is a tragic creature, and this is the sign of his 
belonging not only to this, but to another world. For a tragic creature, carrying 
within itself the infinite, the last dispensation, harmony and happiness on earth 
are possible only by a denial of freedom, of the image of God within.”123   

 

3.3.2. An Outline of Jonasian Gnostic Anthropology 
At the core of Jonasian Gnostic anthropology there is a dualistic conception. 
Man, in his capacity of being a composite being, stems from two world orders: 
“[…] reduced to ultimate principles, his origin is twofold: mundane and extra-
mundane.”124 This anthropic dualism, which corresponds to its dualistic meta-
physics (two-world theory), although not original to Gnosticism, may be con-
sidered the keystone of its teaching on man. The duality in origin also finds its 
correlate in the tripartite division of elements in the individual human being. 
According to Jonasian Gnostic anthropology, “[m]an, the main object of these 
vast dispositions, is composed of flesh, soul and spirit.”125 These three compo-
nents, or principles, differ in origin, as well as in the values attached to them. 
The body is of cosmic, that is to say of mundane origin. It is a creation of the 
cosmic rulers of the lower, imperfect and essentially un-divine world order (the 
home of the present humanity). What is more, not only the body “but also the 
‘soul’ is a product of the cosmic powers […]. Through his body and his soul 
man is a part of the world and subjected to the heimarmene [cosmic Fate]. En-
closed in the soul is the spirit, or ‘pneuma’ (also called the ’spark’), a portion of 

                                                        
123 Berdiaev, “Otkrovenie o cheloveke,” 359: “Человек – существо трагическое, и в этом знак 
его принадлежности не только этому, но и иному миру. Для трагического существа, 
заключающего в себе бесконечность, окончательное устроение, покой и счастье на земле 
возможны лишь путем отречения от свободы, от образа Божьего в себе.” 
124 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 44. 
125 Ibid. 
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the divine substance from beyond which has fallen into the world […].”126 
There is thus a crucial dividing line drawn between the mundane soul and body 
on the one hand, and the spirit, which is of otherworldly, or to be more precise 
of pleromic, that is to say celestial, origin, on the other.127 It should be men-
tioned in passing that in some Gnostic speculations, these three principles fig-
ure not only as components of the individual human being, but also in a typol-
ogy, or classification, of various human types, where they signal which element 
predominates. There were thus thought to exist three basic classes of men: the 
spiritual or pneumatic (from Gk. pneuma, “spirit”), in whom the spiritual element 
predominated and with whom the Gnostics themselves self-identified; the psy-
chical; and the material or hylic (from Gk. hyle, “matter”), or sarcic (from Gk. sarx, 
“flesh”), which was considered to be virtually irredeemably lost in matter and 
ignorance.128 

Thus from the lower non-divine world originate, and to it belong, the two 
elements of body and soul. In his capacity of being a physical entity, man is 
moulded from, and inextricable from the basic substance of “this world,” 
namely matter, the biological regime which enslaves the human being and 
makes him subject to its natural laws. To succumb to this matrix was thought 
by the Gnostics to pose a substantial threat, since the flesh, or body, has the 
capacity to make man “drunk” with the world and lull him into dreamy slum-
ber, that is to say engulf him in forgetfulness and a lack of knowledge (Gk. 
agnoia) of his pneumatic, that is to say divine and essential, nature.129 In passing, it 
is worth mentioning that this negative view of the body does not originate with 
Gnosticism, but appears to have originated in Greek Orphism, from where it 
was transferred to Plato(nism). It was later embraced also in Catholic and 
Orthodox monasticism, although on slightly different grounds. 

In his capacity of being a soul-being or psychic creature, man is a cosmic en-
tity. The forces operative here “are the appetites and passions of natural man, 
each of which stems from and corresponds to one of the cosmic spheres and 
all of which together make up the astral soul of man, his ‘psyche.’”130 In both 
the body and the soul, then, the natural and cosmic powers hold sway, be it in 

                                                        
126 Ibid. 
127 After having consulted the texts of the Nag Hammadi library, I am prone to regard Jonas’s 
antithesis, as somewhat overstated and in need of qualification. In several writings, the soul is 
awarded quite an elevated position. For instance, while “The Gospel of Philip” devalues the 
body, it does say that the soul is “something precious”: “No one would hide something valuable 
and precious in a valuable container, but countless sums are commonly kept in a container worth 
only a cent. So it is with the soul. It is something precious, and it has come to be in a worthless 
body.” Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 165. Despite this, I shall not depart from Jonas, for the sake of 
simplicity and consistency. 
128 Such a conception is propounded for example in the so-called “Tripartite Tractate” (118,14-
119,27), unearthed among the Nag Hammadi scriptures. For Berdiaev’s discussion of this 
scheme, see “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 22ff. 
129 In “The Secret Book of John,” the Saviour says: “I brightened my face with light from the 
consummation of their realm and entered the midst of their prison, which is the prison of the 
body. I said, Let whoever hears arise from deep sleep.” Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 131. 
130 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 44. 
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the form of natural laws, of universal Fate (Gk. heimarmene),131 or of the Mosaic 
Law, the control system of the Demiurge: “In its physical aspect this rule is the 
law of nature; in its psychical aspect, which includes for instance the institution 
and enforcement of the Mosaic Law, it aims at the enslavement of man.”132 In 
fact, the enslaving forces of the demonic order that is the world encompass an 
entire regimented system of oppression: “Just as the law of the physical world, 
the heimarmene, integrates the individual bodies into the general system, so the 
moral law does with the souls, and thus makes them subservient to the demiur-
gical scheme.”133 The goal of the lower order and its cosmic rulers is to pre-
serve man in a state of “ignorance,” “forgetfulness,” “numbness,” “sleep” and 
“intoxication” with the world,134 which effectively involves upholding the status 
quo and thwarting all efforts to become aware of, and break free from this pre-
dicament on the part of man: “The ‘world’ on its part makes elaborate efforts 
to create and maintain this state in its victims and to counteract the operation 
of awakening: its power, even its existence, is at stake.”135  

As has become quite obvious from the foregoing, the body and the soul of-
fer no stable ground on which man can base his release from the cosmic pow-
ers. Only in and through the spirit (“pneuma” or “spark”), which is of supra-
cosmic stature and transmundane origin, is deliverance and true freedom attain-
able. Only through the “awakening” of this “acosmic inner self,”136 which 
amounts to a self-discovery on the part of the pneumatic principle, can release 
from the world and its laws be attained: 

As alien as the transcendent God is to ‘this world’ is the pneumatic self in the 
midst of it. The goal of the gnostic striving is the release of the ‘inner man’ from 
the bonds of the world and his return to his native realm of light. The necessary 
condition for this is that he knows about the transmundane God and about him-
self, that is, about his divine origin as well as his present situation, and accord-
ingly also about the nature of the world which determines his situation.137 

                                                        
131 In “The Secret Book of John,” it is said: “To the present day fate [heimarmene] is tougher and 
stronger than what gods, angels, demons, and all the generations have encountered. For from fate 
have come all iniquity and injustice and blasphemy, the bondage of forgetfulness, and ignorance, 
and all burdensome order, weighty sins, and great fears. Thus all of creation has been blinded so 
that none might know the God that is over them all. Because of the bondage of forgetfulness, 
their sins have been hidden. They have been bound with dimensions, times, and seasons, and fate 
is master of all.” Nag Hammadi Scriptures, 130. 
132 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 43. This is an example of the Gnostic conceptual usage. In the mythic 
narratives, various coercive powers and forces were personified as demiurgic and archontic enti-
ties. 
133 Ibid., 272. 
134 Ibid., 68. 
135 Ibid., 69. In “The Gospel of Philip,” it is said: “The rulers wanted to fool people, since they 
saw that people have a kinship with what is truly good. [---] For they wished to take free people 
and enslave them forever.” And: “There are forces that do [favors] for people. They do not want 
people to come to [salvation], but they want their own existence to continue. For if people come 
to salvation, sacrifice will [stop] … and animals will not be offered up to the forces.” Nag 
Hammadi Scriptures, 163. 
136 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 264. 
137 Ibid., 44. 
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The nature of this “situation” in which the inner man finds himself, mentioned 
here, has already been implied: the pneumatic self’s fundamental incommensura-
bility with and non-belonging in “the world.” Its “awakening” is a processual de-
velopment, which takes the form of a subjective experience of this alienness: 
“The [pneumatic] self is discovered as incommensurable with all things of na-
ture. This discovery at first makes the self emerge in its utter solitude: the self is 
discovered by a break with the world.”138 Indeed, it is precisely in an experience 
of dissonance with the things of this world, where the point of departure for a 
disclosure of the innermost being lies: “the acosmic Self or pneuma, otherwise 
hidden, reveals itself in the negative experience of otherness, of non-
identification, and of protested indefinable freedom.”139 Jonas stressed that it 
“is no exaggeration to say that the discovery of this transcendent inner principle 
in man and the supreme concern about its destiny is the very center of gnostic 
religion.”140 He also underscored that the bona fide Gnostics did not attempt to 
lessen the alienation in the world and attempt a truce with it, “on the contrary, 
man’s alienation from the world is to be deepened and brought to a head, for 
the extrication of the inner self which only thus can gain itself. The world (not 
the alienation from it) must be overcome […].”141 And he sums up what we 
have uncovered so far in the following words: 

Gnosticism […] removes man, in virtue of his essential belonging to another 
realm, from all sameness with the world, which now is nothing but bare ‘world,’ 
and confronts him with its totality as the absolutely different. Apart from his ac-
cessory outer layers contributed by the world [body and soul], man by his inner 
nature [spirit] is acosmic; to such a one, all the world is indifferently alien. 
Where there is ultimate otherness of origin, there can be kinship neither with 
the whole nor with any part of the universe. The self is kindred only to other 
human selves living in the world – and to the transmundane God, with whom 
the non-mundane center of the self can enter into communication. This God 
must be acosmic, because the cosmos has become the realm of that which is 
alien to the self. Here we can discern the profound connection which exists be-
tween the discovery of the self, the despiritualizing of the world, and the posi-
tioning of the transcendent God.142 

 

3.3.3. The Human Being - a Child of Two Worlds 
An essential feature of Berdiaev’s personalism is its rejection of monism, which 
would entail only one basic nature, only one predominant principle, in man. 
Instead, it favours dualism: “Monism in any form is incompatible with person-

                                                        
138 Ibid., 264. 
139 Ibid., 271. 
140 Ibid., 124. 
141 Ibid., 329. 
142 Ibid., 263-264. 
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alism. The very idea of the personality implies a dualism.”143 True to this basic 
premise, Berdiaev makes a dualistic scheme inform his anthropology, a scheme 
which is elaborated in a manifold manner, and on many levels. A dualism is 
visible not least in terms of man’s basic dual nature, that is with regard to his 
fundamental belonging and constitution. This is reflected also in man’s self-
consciousness. In The Meaning of the Creative Act, this idea is formulated as fol-
lows: “Man is the meeting-point of two worlds. This is attested by the duality in 
man’s consciousness of himself, a duality evident throughout his whole history. 
Man recognizes that he belongs to two worlds: his nature is dual, and, in his 
consciousness of himself, now one of these natures now the other seems to 
prevail.”144 Implied here is a duality with regard to belonging, inner constitution 
and self-consciousness. In the same work, Berdiaev dwells further on this topic. 
Man is of a very complex make-up, we are told, he is a “unity in duality,” and 
this is a circumstance which can only become a source of an inner discord. This 
duality in man’s configuration corresponds to that of his dual origin. Being in 
part in and of the world, the divine element within guarantees that the human 
being at once surpasses it:  

With almost equal right we may speak of man’s divine origin, and of his devel-
opment from the lowest forms of nature. With almost equal force of argument 
philosophers defend man’s original freedom and a complete determinism which 
leads man into the chain of fateful, natural necessity. Man is one of the phe-
nomena of this world, one of the things caught in the mælstrom of all things of 
nature: and man passes beyond this world, as the image and likeness of absolute 
being transcends all things of the order of nature.145 

Although its discursive elaboration varied somewhat over time, the notion of a 
duality in man’s origin, belonging and constitution was one of the central tenets 
in Berdiaev’s teaching on man. In fact, it can be considered a crucial constant in 
Berdiaev’s philosophy as a whole, given that it appears in works of the 1910’s as 
well as in those written significantly later. In a brief synopsis of his philosophy 
prepared in 1937, the philosopher would write: “He [the human being] was 
created in the image and likeness of God. But at the same time man is a natural, 

                                                        
143 Nicolas Berdyaev, Solitude and Society, trans. George Reavey (London: Geoffrey Bles / The 
Centenary Press, 1947), 127. 
144 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 60; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 57: “Человек – точка 
пересечения двух миров. Об этом свидетельствует двойственность человеческого 
самосознания, проходящая через всю его историю. Человек сознает себя принадлежащим 
к двум мирам, природа его двоится, и в сознании его побеждает то одна природа, то 
другая.” 
145 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 60; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 58: “Почти с равным 
правом можно говорить о божественном происхождении человека и о его происхождении 
от низших форм органической жизни природы. Почти с равной силой аргументации 
защищают философы первородную свободу человека и совершенный детерминизм, 
вводящий человека в роковую цепь природной необходимости. Человек – одно из 
явлений этого мира, одна из вещей в природном круговороте вещей; и человек выходит из 
этого мира как образ и подобие абсолютного бытия и превышает все вещи порядка 
природы.” 
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limited, being. There is in man a division [dvoistvennost’]: man is the meeting 
place of two worlds, he mirrors the higher and the lower worlds.”146 And in one 
of his last works, Truth and Revelation, the same basic principle is affirmed yet 
again, with an emphasis on the tragic situation to which this predicament gives 
rise: “Man is a tragic being for the simple reason that he finds himself placed on 
the frontier between two worlds, a higher and a lower, and he includes both 
worlds in himself. He cannot be entirely adapted to the lower world, a fact 
which is plain from the revelation of human nature in history. [---] Man is a 
tragic being because he has a double nature, because he belongs to two worlds, 
and one world only cannot give him satisfaction.”147 The notion treated here 
also finds its correlate in Berdiaev’s idea of an existential dialectics between 
Freedom and Necessity. At the beginning of the 1930s, he writes that “Christi-
anity reveals and confirms man’s belonging to two planes of being, to the spiri-
tual and to the natural-social, to the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of 
Cæsar. Christianity affirms that man belongs at once to the realm of liberty and 
that of necessity, and maintains that these two are incommensurate and inca-
pable of complete fusion.”148 

The twin motifs of extramundane origin and non-adaptability in the world deserve 
further comment. Mandean sources, which Jonas included in the complex of 
Gnostic writings that he studied, speak of man as having been “thrown into the 
world.”149 In his comparison between Gnosticism and Existentialism, he drew 
attention to the evocative fact that the expression “having been thrown [Ge-
worfenheit]” appears in Heidegger’s Existenzanalyse as “a fundamental character 
of the Dasein, of the self-experience of existence.”150 Something similar, al-
though considerably less conceptually elaborated, and less rigorously applied, 
may also be found in Berdiaev’s writings. Even though Berdiaev’s use of this 
expression at the opening of The Beginning and the End is clearly an allusion to 
Heidegger, it nevertheless conforms to his own view of anthropic otherness:  

Man finds himself in the world, or has been thrown into it, and as he stands 
facing the world he is confronted by it as a problem which demands to be 
solved. [---] Man measures his powers with the universe, and in the act of know-
ing seeks to rise above the limiting conditions and the solid massiveness of the 
world. He can recognize light, meaning, and freedom for the sole reason that 
light, meaning and freedom are there within his very self. And even when man 
regards himself as merely a creation of the world environment and as wholly 
dependent upon it, even then he rises above it and reveals in himself a higher 

                                                        
146 Berdiaev, “Moë filosofskoe mirosozertsanie,” 24: “Он [человек] сотворен по образу и 
подобию Бога. Но в то же время человек есть существо природное, ограниченное. В 
человеке есть двойственность: человек есть точка пересечения двух миров, он отражает в 
себе мир высший и мир низший.” 
147 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 18; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 13-14. 
148 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Fate of Man in The Modern World, trans. Donald A. Lowrie (San Rafael: 
Semantron Press, 2009), 51. 
149 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 334. 
150 Ibid. 
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principle than the data which the world provides, and unveils the presence 
within him of a stranger from another world, from a different idea of the 
world.151 

In this quotation we find a number of the elements that have been identified so 
far, and a few others that will concern us later on: the notion of an otherworldly 
or transmundane origin; alienation in the world and incommensurability with it; the 
perceived limitedness of the world and the representation of its negative influence 
in terms of “limiting conditions” and “solid massiveness”; the vanity of at-
tempting to merge with the world; transcension through knowledge. In fact, I believe 
that it is possible to recognize here many of the crucial elements of the Jonasian 
Gnostic teaching on man and his relation to the world, even some of the deci-
sive constituents of its Grundmythos, although expressed in anthropocentric and 
existentialistic parlance. 

 

3.3.4. Tripartite and Dual Constitution of Man 
Berdiaev does not merely operate with a conception of the dual origin and 
fundamental division in the constitution of man that is made to correlate with a 
two-world theory; his anthropic conception is also tripartite. This partition 
appears at first to concur with Jonasian Gnosticism, given that Berdiaev like-
wise differentiates between three elements in the make-up of the individual 
human being, namely body, soul and spirit: “The threefold conception of man 
as a spiritual, psychic and corporeal being, has a permanent validity.”152 He 
argues further that it is essential to grasp the qualitative distinction between 
these respective elements, and above all that between soul and spirit. “The first 
and most elementary point which must be established if there is to be any 
understanding of spirit is the distinction of principle between ‘spirit’ and 
‘soul.’”153 Deplorably, however, in the “history of spiritual consciousness the 
error has often been perpetrated of identifying spirit and soul, the spiritual and 

                                                        
151 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 3-4; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 166: 
“Человек находится в мире или выброшен в мир и он стоит перед миром, как перед 
загадкой, требующей разрешения. [---] Человек меряется своими силами со вселенной и в 
акте познания хочет возвыситься над ограниченностью и массивностью мира. Он может 
познать свет, смысл, свободу только потому, что в нем самом есть свет, смысл, свобода. И 
даже когда человек признает себя лишь созданием мировой среды и целиком от нее 
зависящим, он возвышается над ней и обнаруживает в себе начало высшее, чем мировая 
данность, обличает в себе пришельца из иного мира и иного плана мира.” 
152 Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, 11; Nikolai Berdiaev, “Dukh i real’nost’: osnovy bogochelove-
cheskoi dukhovnosti,” in Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha (Moscow: Respublika, 1994), 366: 
“Трехчленное понимание человека как существа духовного, душевного и телесного имеет 
вечный смысл и должно быть удержано.” 
153 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, p. 7; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 32: “Самое 
первое и элементарное, что нужно установить для познания духа, - это принципиальное 
различие между ‘духом’ и ‘душой.’”  
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the psychic.”154 Attempting to distinguish the soul from the spirit, Berdiaev 
declares that “the spirit comes from the Logos, while the soul is cosmic [dusha 
kosmichna],” that is to say it originates from and partakes of the nature of the 
cosmos.155 Elsewhere, he expresses this somewhat differently by stating that the 
soul belongs to nature: “Soul belongs to nature and its reality is of the natural 
order, for it is not less natural than body.”156 The differentiation between soul 
and spirit, Berdiaev says, is essential for grasping the nature of the spirit, which 
should be understood neither as equivalent to “soul [dusha],” nor to “psyche 
[psikhika].” Whereas the soul belongs to the cosmos or nature, the spirit is 
essentially incommensurable with both of these. Nor is it defined by social 
factors: “Man is a spiritual, physical and carnal being. In his capacity of being a 
fleshly creature he is connected with the entire circulation of world life, as a 
spiritual being he is connected with the spiritual world and with God. The spiri-
tual foundation in man does not depend on nature or society, and is not deter-
mined by them.”157 It would be safe to say, then, that Berdiaev advocates a 
fundamental qualitative distinction between the soul and the spirit. This distinc-
tion is expressed not least in terms of meaning and of integrality. The spirit is the 
meaning of the soul, and whereas the soul is fragmentary, the spirit is integra-
tive, universal and all-encompassing: “Spirit introduces the qualities of whole-
ness, unity and design into man’s psychic and psychic-corporeal life. The soul is 
invariably fragmentary and partial; spirit alone is whole and universal.”158 But 
above all, spirit is freedom and to freedom belongs the primacy over “nature,” 
“the world,” “necessity,” and as Berdiaev would later add, over Being itself. 
The same cannot be said of the soul, as it is subject to these. 

Yet, although Berdiaev’s anthropology exhibits a principally dualistic under-
standing, and suggests that there is a dual division implicit also in his concep-
tion of the tripartite nature of man, this has to be treated in a more nuanced 
way. Whereas he does recognize a qualitative distinction between the soul and 
the body, on the one hand, and the spirit on the other, a differentiation which he 
considered, as we saw, crucial for attaining a proper understanding of the na-
ture of the spirit and which entails not taking it to be of a soulish or psychic 
nature, he emphasizes that this dissimilarity should not be considered to be an 
absolute and insurmountable antithesis: “This does not mean, however, that 
man’s spiritual nature is on the same level as his psychic and corporeal natures, 
but it does imply that his soul and body can participate in a new and higher 

                                                        
154 Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, 38. 
155 Berdiaev, “Dukh i real’nost’, 383. 
156  Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 7; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 32: “Душа 
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158 Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, 39. 
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order of spiritual existence, that man is able to pass from the natural order to 
that of freedom, from the region of discord and hostility to that of love, union 
and meaning.”159 Interestingly, in Freedom and the Spirit Berdiaev refers in this 
connection to the ancient Gnostics, maintaining that they overstated the dis-
tinction between spirit and soul: “The categories of ‘spirit’ and of ‘soul’ are 
religious and not metaphysical, but the difference between them was exagger-
ated by the Gnostics and brought into disrepute.”160 Later in the same works he 
charges them with exclusively identifying with the spiritual element, in disregard 
of the other constituent parts: “To imagine in one’s pride that one is entirely 
spiritual, as the Gnostics did, is to imagine a lie in the sight of God. Man must 
work for the illumination and spiritualization, not only of his own soul and 
body, but also of the soul and body of the whole universe.”161 For his own part, 
then, he was keen to stress that the distinction, although essential, should not 
be thought of as fixed, static or absolute. Instead, the three elements are all 
thought to be constitutive of the human being as a triune integral personality. 
“We must be careful not to interpret this [pre-eminence of the spirit] in the 
sense of abstract spiritualism which opposes spirit to the realities of the body 
and the soul, with the result that spirit suppresses or denies the body and the 
soul, and becomes situated in the same category of realities as the body and the 
soul. But spirit leads a higher qualitative existence than the body or the soul.”162 
Instead of envisioning an insurmountable interior rift or split, a permanent 
separation of the higher element from the two lower ones, Berdiaev holds out 
the prospect of a transfiguration of the lower into the higher. Nor does he al-
low an incommensurable antithesis between “the flesh [plot’],” as an inherently 
evil principle, and the spirit, as an inherently good one. He discards this view as 
alien to the Christian understanding to which he subscribes, in a passage which 
I quoted earlier: “The principal dualism between spirit and flesh, as being that 
between good and evil, is not so much a Christian doctrine, as a Manichaean 
and Gnostic one. […] In contrast, Christianity teaches about the divinization, 
transfiguration, and resurrection of the flesh of the world.”163 Indeed, one of his 
objections to the Gnostics was that they lacked an understanding of the mys-
tery of “how to sanctify the soul and body and how to effect their transfigura-
tion into the realm of the spirit.”164 Spirituality in the sense of a privileging of 
the spirit does not denigrate the body or stand in opposition to materiality, but 
offers the potential transfiguration of the body through the full realization of 

                                                        
159 Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, 11. 
160 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 8; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 32: “Гностики 
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161 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 27. 
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personality. Personality, in its capacity of being an integral spiritual “image 
[obraz],” can incorporate also the soulish and bodily elements. The spirit can 
embrace the body, overcoming in this way the latter’s nature of being pure 
material, and bestowing upon it form. By means of this spiritualization, the body 
then ceases to be only a material object, a focus of natural forces and processes. 

I might conclude this section, then, by stating that while Berdiaev differentiates 
between three anthropic principles or elements in the constitution of man, 
which differ in a qualitative sense and to which different values are attached, 
and like the Gnostics certainly gives pre-eminence to spirit above the other two, 
he does not dissociate the three. The spirit is awarded the capacity to both trans-
cend and include both.  

 

3.3.5. Pneumatology  
Having demonstrated how Berdiaev allows for a distinction between the soul 
and the spirit, yet also attempts to mitigate the absoluteness of this inner du-
ality, awarding the spirit the capacity to transfigure the soul and the body, I 
should say something more here about the spirit and its pre-eminence. For 
spirit certainly enjoys a privileged position in Berdiaev’s philosophical anthro-
pology, as is already signalled in the titles of several of his main works, such as 
Freedom and the Spirit, and Spirit and Reality. It goes without saying that a full 
elucidation of his pneumatology that claims to be exhaustive, cannot possibly 
be made here. Suffice it for my purposes to draw attention to two aspects; 
firstly, to the spirit’s conflicting relation to the world and Being, as though this 
were a conflict between two incommensurables, and secondly, to the notion of 
the spirit as the custodian of human liberation from the world. Before I pro-
ceed to do so, let me briefly reconnect to Jonas’s description of the relation 
between the human spirit and the world. Of primary importance here is the 
perceived rift between what he termed the “pneumatic self” and the world in 
which it finds itself lodged. As a result of the increase in self-knowledge that is 
bestowed on the pneumatic by and through a ray of the enlightening Gnosis, he 
ceases to perceive himself as one with the world, and begins to view himself 
instead as an other in the world. As this is a subjective experience, it is charac-
terized by Jonas as a “cosmic solitude of the spirit.”165 It is precisely the pres-
ence of the spirit in man that makes him differ from the cosmos (or world), and 
not the lower elements as represented by the body and soul, which themselves 
are products of this world and hence dependent upon it. Whereas the ordinary 
psychic (or “demonic”) ego is nurtured by the lower cosmic forces, the spirit is 
a higher principle in man, thus an acosmic or non-worldly self: “[…] man’s 
inner self, the pneuma (‘spirit’ in contrast to ‘soul’ = psyche) is not part of the 
world, of nature’s creation and domain, but is, within that world, as totally 
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transcendent and as unknown by all worldly categories as is its transmundane 
counterpart, the unknown God without.”166 In other words, the spirit signifies 
an alien in the world. The Gnostic mythic narratives offer a rationale for this 
predicament by stating that the spirit originated in another, transmundane, order, 
but as a result of the Fall became entrapped in this world of rise and fall, of 
waxing and waning. 

Now, if we turn to Berdiaev’s teaching on the human spirit, we find a num-
ber of noteworthy commonalities with the mentioned doctrine. For instance, 
there is a parallel in the antinomian, conflictive relation between the spirit and 
the world, or Being. In several works is reference made to the spirit’s otherness 
not merely in relation to the psyche or intellect, but also in relation to the world 
and to Being. On occasion this is expressed as a dynamic movement from 
without, as an intrusion or incursion: “The spirit is not subject to the order of 
being; it intrudes upon it, interrupts it and may change it.”167 It is noteworthy 
how far this conception of breaking and entering is from any harmonizing pan-
psychism or monistic representations of the world, which make spirit purely 
immanent to it. As was the case in Jonasian Gnosticism, the human being is of 
a complex make-up, but the injunction to break free from enslavement to the 
world, as well as the possibility of man’s full realization, lies with the spirit: 

Man is in a state of servitude. He frequently does not notice that he is a slave, 
and sometimes he loves it. But man also aspires to be set free. [---] There is a 
spiritual principle in man which is not dependent upon the world and is not de-
termined by the world. The liberation of man is the demand, not of nature, nor 
of reason, nor of society, as is often supposed, but of spirit. Man is not only 
spirit, he is of a complex make-up, he is also an animal, he is also a phenomenon 
of the material world, but man is spirit as well. Spirit is freedom, and freedom is 
the victory of spirit.168 

At times, Berdiaev was even more explicit in stressing the radical dualistic ele-
ment: “Spirit is revolutionary in relation to the natural and historical world; it is 
a break-through from the other world into this world, and it overthrows the 
coercive order of this world. Emancipation from slavery, that is the fundamen-
tal fact of world life. But the fatal mistake of liberators has been to suppose that 
the liberation comes from the material, from nature. Freedom comes from 
spirit.”169 
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3.3.6. The Pre-eminence of Personality Over World 
There is yet another fundamental concept, hastily introduced in the preamble 
above, which plays a central role in Berdiaev’s thought as a whole, namely that 
of “person” or “personality [lichnost’].” This is certainly a very intricate con-
cept, and, as was the case with Berdiaev’s teaching on the spirit, I shall there-
fore have to limit my commentary drastically, and touch upon two aspects only: 
personality as spiritual category, and its antagonistic relation to or non-
compatibility with nature and the world, two points which are brought together 
in the statement “man is a personality not by nature but by spirit.”170  

What was stated above about the spirit’s divergence from the psyche and the 
soul, holds good also for the personality: “Personality is not a biological or 
psychological category, but an ethical and spiritual. Personality cannot be identi-
fied with the soul.”171 Although the personality, in Berdiaev’s view, does in fact 
also encompass man’s non-spiritual elements, and we therefore cannot consider 
it as being entirely equivalent only to spirit, it is not reducible to these elements. 
Least of all is it identical with the soul. Despite the fact that it is not the same as 
the spirit, there are several indications why personality is comparable to the 
Jonasian “pneumatic self.” What perhaps demonstrates this affinity more than 
anything else comes to the fore in the personality’s antagonistic relation to the 
world. Berdiaev’s personalism and his justification of man was directed above 
all against a nivellizing determination of man from without, in other words, 
against making him into an object that fundamentally negates the actuality of 
his non-identity with the things of this world. Just as Berdiaev, then, strived to 
defend the conception of God against disadvantageous sociomorphic analogies, 
he also attempted to do the same in relation to the personality. The person-
ality’s fundamental altereity in relation to the world presents a contramundane 
otherness, whose existence in turn demonstrates the limitedness of the world: 
“[…] personality in man is evidence of this, that the world is not self sufficient, 
that it can be overcome and surmounted. Personality is like nothing else in the 
world, there is nothing with which it can be compared, nothing which can be 
placed on a level with it.”172 This otherness holds good also for the relation of 
the personality to Being. “Personality is outside all being. It stands in opposi-
tion to being. Everything personal, truly existential and effectively real has no 
general expression; its principle is dissimilarity.”173  

In addition to the similarity between the non-soulish nature of the person-
ality in Berdiaev’s conception and the Jonasian Gnostic “pneumatic self,” as 
well as their respective otherness vis à vis the world, there is also an affinity in 
their extramundane origin. Personality, like the Gnostic pneuma, cannot be ex-
plained by reference to the world since it does not originate in and with the 
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world: “[…] personality, man as a person, is not a child of this world, he is of 
another origin. And it is this that makes man a riddle.”174 In fact, metaphors 
pertaining to a movement from outside, similar to those that were used to de-
scribe the spirit, are also employed in describing the personality: “Nothing is 
more significant, nothing reflects more the mystery of existence, than the hu-
man image. It is intimately related to the problem of the personality. Like a 
beam of light from the mysterious world of human existence, which reflects 
also the divine world, it invariably breaks the spell of the objective world.”175 

 

3.3.7. Personality and Individuality - Natural and Transcendental 
Man 
Let us now turn to yet another array of anthropic binary principles established 
in Berdiaev’s philosophy, and firstly that between “person” or “personality 
[lichnost’],” and “individual” or “individuality [individ, indivual’nost’, individ-
uum].” In contrast to the personality, with its divine origin, image and likeness, 
individuality represents a sham human identity, constructed by natural or social 
forces: “In his capacity of being the image and likeness of God, man is a per-
sonality. One ought to distinguish the personality from the individual. Person-
ality is a spiritual and religious category, while the individual is a naturalistic and 
biological one.”176 This contrast between personality and individuality is ad-
vanced by Berdiaev not least in order to bring out the unique attributes of the 
former. As was the case with the differentiation between soul and spirit, per-
sonality is brought into full relief only when contrasted with another, differing, 
principle. Such is the chosen approach, for instance, in the following passage: 
“Unlike the individual, the personality is not a natural phenomenon; nor is it a 
datum of the natural or the objective world. The personality is the image and 
likeness of God, and that is its sole claim to existence; it appertains to the spiri-
tual order and reveals itself in the destiny of existence.”177 A few additional 
features indicate the exalted nature of the personality: it lies beyond the reach of 
objectification, it cannot be determined from without, and it cannot be said to 
make up part of some greater whole, even that of God. “The personality can-
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not be a part of something: it is an integral whole, it is correlative to that of 
society, nature and God.”178  

Jonas strived to demonstrate that not only is the “pneumatic self,” or man’s 
innermost self, incommensurate with the things of this world, it “reveals itself 
in the negative experience of otherness.” A few of Berdiaev’s statements to the 
effect that the spirit cannot be likened to the world, or explained by reference 
to it, have already been cited. The distinction reveals, just as in the earlier case, 
the discrepancy between mundane and non-mundane nature. But spirit was also 
thought by Berdiaev to be commensurate or consubstantial in proportionate 
degree with its source of origin and future destiny, namely the transmundane 
God. It should come as no surprise, then, that Berdiaev, emphasized in addi-
tion the kinship between man and God, a precept he believed was shared by all 
fellow religious philosophers of the Silver Age: “We all acknowledged the exist-
ence of a commensuration [soizmerimost’] between man and God.”179 Al-
though Berdiaev seems in this statement to intend a wide-ranging affinity be-
tween man and God, it is more specifically valid as regards the personality: 
“The personality, like God, is extra-natural; and since it is the image and 
likeness of God, it is intimately related to Him.”180 Here he brings together both 
the idea of an incommensurability with nature and an affinity with God. 

In his last writings Berdiaev introduces yet another division that deserves 
mention, namely that between natural or outer man, and transcendental or 
inner man, a distinction which more or less functions as a correlate to the one 
mentioned above.181 In Truth and Revelation we are told that “behind the natural 
man, and here I include social man, is hidden the man whom I shall call trans-
cendental. Transcendental man is the inner man whose existence lies outside 
the bounds of objectification. It is to this man that that which is not ejected 
into the external belongs, that which is not alienated, nor determined from the 
outside, that which marks him as belonging to the realm of freedom.”182 Trans-
cendental man is distinguished by a feature which, as we saw, also characterizes 
the spirit, as well as the “pneumatic self” of Jonasian Gnosticism, namely his 
extra-mundane or otherworldly origin, signalled already in the designation itself: 
“Transcendental man acts in this world, but he comes out of another world, he 
is from the world of freedom.”183 Related to this is an echo of the Gnostic view 
of the role of revelation, the purpose and function of which was to awaken the 
innermost self from its slumber. Says Berdiaev: “Revelation is disclosed to the 
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inner spiritual man, to transcendental man. It is, as it were, an awakening of the 
inner man, the existence of whom precedes the emergence of the objective 
world.”184  

Not unexpectedly, however, and as was the case with the distinction be-
tween soul and spirit, Berdiaev hastens to take the edge off this duality, stating 
that there exists no insurmountable gulf separating transcendental man from 
natural man: “It would also be quite untrue to say that there is a dualism and a 
gulf between transcendental man and earthly, empirical man […].”185 

 

3.3.8. Self-Knowledge and Experience of Otherness 
What we are to deal with below are the anthropological consequences of Gno-
sis, where this particular form of knowledge or insight may be understood in 
terms of self-knowledge. This aspect of Gnosis can be substantiated by refer-
ence to Gnostic texts. The “Book of Thomas” stresses the necessity of self-
knowledge in quite uncompromising terms: “For those who have not known 
themselves have known nothing, but those who have known themselves al-
ready have acquired knowledge about the depth of the All.”186 A passage taken 
from the so-called “Gospel of Thomas” does likewise, and in even stronger 
terms: “‘When you know yourselves, then you will be known, and you will 
understand that you are children of the living Father. But if you do not know 
yourselves, then you dwell in poverty, and you are poverty.’”187 Subjective 
awareness and personal experience are crucial moments in this self-discovery, a 
circumstance that was underscored above in my synopsis of Jonasian Gnostic 
anthropology, where the stirring awareness of the Gnostic was said to be equi-
valent to an awakening of the pneumatic self. Essential here is not only the 
joyful discovery of being “a child of the living Father,” as the quotation from 
the “Gospel of Thomas” puts it, but also of dwelling in and of having been one 
with “poverty,” that is to say awareness of being in a world that is evaluated in 
starkly negative terms. I would at this point once again like to reconnect to 
Jonas. For the Gnostic who has (re)discovered his inner acosmic self or “awak-
ened,” which is the same thing, and has made the discovery of its alienness in 
relation to the world, a twofold option opens up. The first consists in reaffirm-
ing the connection to the world in one way or another, which would seem quite 
unfeasible, in view of the fact that the pneumatic “is no longer a part of this 
[cosmic] whole, except in violation of his true essence.”188 Even so, as an 
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“alien,” a “stranger” in a foreign land, this might appear to be an enticing op-
tion for the alleviation of its distress at the discovery of its otherness:  

The stranger who does not know the ways of the foreign land wanders about 
lost; if he learns its ways too well, he forgets that he is a stranger and gets lost in 
a different sense by succumbing to the lure of the alien world and becoming es-
tranged from his own origin. Then he has become ‘a son of the house.’ This too 
is part of the alien’s fate. In his alienation from himself the distress has gone, 
but this very fact is the culmination of the stranger’s tragedy.189  

The other option is the true path to liberation: to recognize the predicament in 
which “the alien” is caught up, in addition to gaining an understanding of the 
root cause of this situation, to embrace the radical otherness, as well as to suffer 
homesickness. In this lies the source of the inner dignity of the pneumatic man: 

The recollection of his own alienness, the recognition of his place of exile for 
what it is, is the first step back; the awakened homesickness is the beginning of 
the return. All this belongs to the ‘suffering’ side of alienness. Yet with relation 
to its origin it is at the same time a mark of excellence, a source of power and of a 
secret life unknown to the environment and in the last resort impregnable to it, 
as it is incomprehensible to the creatures of this world. This superiority of the alien 
which distinguishes it even here, though secretly, is its manifest glory in its own 
native realm, which is outside this world. In such position the alien is the re-
mote, the inaccessible, and its strangeness means majesty.190 

Parallels to a number of the motifs mentioned here can be found in Berdiaev’s 
thought, not least in relation to the motif of self-knowledge and self-discovery 
itself, around which these issues principally revolve. In line with the subjectivist 
emphasis characteristic of Berdiaev’s thought he grants self-knowledge and 
personal experience a privileged position. In a previous section we saw that 
man, according to Berdiaev, “in the act of knowing seeks to rise above the lim-
iting conditions and the solid massiveness of the world.” Implicit here is a dy-
namic element in the act of knowing, which is envisioned as a process that 
enables man to rise above the given world. In The Meaning of the Creative Act, 
man is represented as being not only a minute part of that greater whole which 
is the world, but also a non-mundane or extramundane entity as well, a situa-
tion which provides the reason as to why he can come to comprehend the 
world itself: “Man is capable of knowing the world only because he is not only 
in the world as one of its parts but outside and above the world, surpassing all 
the things of the world – but is also a being equal in quality to the world.”191 
According to Berdiaev, this is true to an even greater degree of man’s self-

                                                        
189 Ibid., 49-50. 
190 Ibid., 50. Italics added. 
191 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 59; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 57: “Человек потому 
лишь силен познавать мир, что он не только в мире, как одна из частей мира, но и вне 
мира и над миром, превышая все вещи мира как бытие, равнокачественное миру.” This 
translation has been adjusted according to the Russian original. 
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knowledge, which is not explicable by reference to “this world,” but rests on 
the fact of his non-identification: “Man’s highest consciousness of himself is not explic-
able by the world of nature and remains a mystery to that world. [---] Man is not only of 
this world but of another world; not only of necessity, but of freedom; not only 
out of nature, but from God.”192 The motif of self-awareness as some sort of 
awakening or anamnesia may also be found in Berdiaev, as for example in the 
following passage: “Man, the all-man, the bearer of absolute humanity, regain-
ing consciousness after his eclipse in the world of nature, after his fall into the 
necessity of nature, becomes conscious of his infinite nature, a nature which 
cannot be satisfied or fully nourished by temporary realizations.”193 And finally, 
self-knowledge as a discovery of incommensurability, mentioned earlier, may 
likewise be found. In fact, self-knowledge itself is equivalent to a “break in the 
world.” This motif appears in a passage which even in its very wording of a 
“break” with or in the world, parallels Jonas: “The fact of man’s being and the 
fact of his consciousness of himself offer a powerful and indeed the only refu-
tation to the apparent truth that the world of nature is the only and final world. 
In his essence, man is a break in the world of nature, he cannot be contained within it.”194 In 
the following section I shall continue probing into the theme of self-knowledge, 
but from a different angle.  

 

3.3.9. Jonasian Gnostic Motifs in Berdiaev’s Accounts of Intimate 
Personal Experience 
The categories with which I have been operating so far might be characterized 
as in some sense objectifying, since they speak of the human being as if he were 
an object of general considerations. To be satisfied with this line of approach 
only, would be contrary to the philosophical intent of Berdiaev’s existential 
approach, which attempts to avoid an “objectifying knowledge” and, as a 
countermeasure, focuses special attention on the subjective attitude of the hu-
man being towards self and world. It would also be at variance with the classifi-
cation of gnosis as lived experience. Gilles Quispel, who advocated a phenom-
enological approach to the Gnostic phenomenon, held Gnosis to be “the 
mythical projection of self-experience.”195 As a complement to the conceptual 
thematic analysis given above, I would like to offer in accordance with this line 
of reasoning, a few observations on certain aspects of Berdiaev’s personal atti-
tude to existence and the self-understanding that is accompanied by it, without, 

                                                        
192 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 61; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 58. 
193 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 61; Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 59. 
194 Berdyaev, Meaning of Creative Act, 61-62. Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 59: “Факт бытия 
человека и факт его самосознания есть могучее и единственное опровержение той 
кажущейся истины, что природный мир – единственный и окончательный. Человек по 
существу своему есть уже разрыв в природном мире, он не вмещается в нем.” 
195 Quispel, Gnosis als Weltreligion, 19: “Gnosis ist die mythische Projektion der Selbsterfahrung.” 
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however, losing sight of my basic philosophical themes. What I hope to dis-
cover in Berdiaev’s first person accounts are, to quote Jonas, “elements of ex-
pression which […] reveal something of the fundamental experience, the mode 
of feeling, and the vision of reality distinctively characteristic of the [Jonasian] 
gnostic mind.”196 The validity of this approach is supported moreover by Ber-
diaev’s own argumentation, which maintains that a philosophy, at least one of 
the existentialist type, is inextricably rooted in the philosopher’s personal feel-
ing about the world, which is inseparable from, and perhaps even more primary 
than doctrines articulated in conceptual form. According to this view, philo-
sophical thought is invariably an outflow of intimate personal experience, rather 
than constructed merely in accordance with abstract discursive and systemic 
logic: 

It is possible to make clear the inward springs of a complex philosophical gen-
eral outlook upon life [mirovozzrenie], only by turning to the philosopher’s 
primary feeling about the world [mirooshchushchenie], to his elemental view of 
the world [iznachal’noe videnie mira]. At the base of philosophical knowledge 
lies concrete experience, it cannot be determined by an abstract series of con-
ceptions, by discursive thought which is only an instrument.197 

In accordance with this, a search for “the inward springs” of Berdiaev’s mental 
attitude might indeed help to shed some light on the existential, or psychologi-
cal (depending on one’s preferred perspective), basis of his discursive thought.  

I have repeatedly referred to the Jonasian motifs of estrangement and rootless-
ness in the world as fundamental to the self-perception of the pneumatic, a sub-
jective correlate of the tenet of the incommensurability of the acosmic spirit to 
the things of this world. I introduced these motifs initially in connection with 
the figure of Ivan Karamazov, and have referred to them many times already. 
Interestingly enough, they appear in Berdiaev’s autobiography as well, where 
the philosopher mentions his unrelenting “agonizing consciousness of es-
trangement [chuvstvo chuzhdosti].”198 In an attempt to clarify what he has in 
mind, he proposes a distinction between two types of people who relate differ-
ently to the world: “There are two fundamentally different types of people: 
those whose relationship with the world is accommodating and harmonious, 
and those who are continually at variance with it. I am of the second type. The 
disharmony between the ‘self’ and the ‘non-self’ and a deep-rooted inadapta-
bility peculiar to me have always caused me pain and disquiet.”199 A revealing 

                                                        
196 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 48. 
197 Berdiaev, Slavery and Freedom, 9; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 427. 
198 Nicolas Berdyaev, Dream and Reality: An Essay in Autobiography, trans. Katharine Lampert 
(Geoffrey Bles: London 1950), 34; Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 297. 
199 Berdiaev, Dream and Reality, 34; Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 298: “Есть два основоположных 
типа людей – тип, находящийся в гармоническом соотношении с мировой средой и тип, 
находящийся в дисгармоническом соотношении. Я принадлежу ко второму типу. Я всегда 
чувствовал мучительную дисгармонию между ‘я’ и ‘не-я,’ свою коренную 
неприспособленность.” 
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statement which points towards a more “metaphysical” estrangement, may be 
found in the diary of his life partner, Lidiia Iudifovna (1871-1945), who in 1936 
penned down the following words which she attributed to her spouse: 

I constantly felt so alien […]. And by and large this feeling, which by the way 
has been characteristic of me ever since my childhood, increases all the time. It 
is a feeling of some kind of ‘otherworldliness.’ As if I did not belong to this 
world, while at the same time, I am more intent than other philosophers on 
problems associated with this world. But as if located outside, I observe and 
examine, without passing into the world.200 

This sensation of rootlessness, of being unable to merge with the world, if we 
return once more to the autobiography, is even said to comprise the very deep-
est foundation of his feeling about the world:  

I never felt that I was a part of the objective world and that I upheld any place 
in it. I experienced the core of my ‘self’ as being outside of the objectified world 
that confronted me. Only on the periphery did I establish any contact with this 
world. An “unrootedness” [neukorenënnost’] in the world, which I, as a result 
of philosophical reflection, eventually came to call objectified, is the deepest 
basis of my feeling for the world.201  

What this sense of estrangement and alienation actually amounted to, is eluci-
dated somewhat when we take into account the way in which Berdiaev con-
nects them with the two related themes of “solitude [odinochestvo]” and “mel-
ancholy [toska],” to which he devotes one minor section each of the autobi-
ography. Moreover, these feelings are explicitly stated to be intertwined with a 
fundamental non-acceptance of the world: “Solitude is connected with a rejec-
tion of the given world [nepriiatie mirovoi dannosti]. This rejection [nepriiatie], 
this refusal to accept, was in all probability my first metaphysical cry on being 
born into the world.”202 There is an interesting parallel with this in Jonasian 
Gnosticism. Jonas connected the two motifs of “solitary otherness” and 
“dread,” a nuance which may be connoted by the Russian toska, in his descrip-

                                                        
200 A statement ascribed to Nikolai Berdiaev, by his wife, Lidiia Berdiaeva, and noted in her diary 
11 July 1936. Lidiia Iu. Berdiaeva, Professiia: zhena filosofa, ed. E. V. Bronnikova (Moscow: Molo-
daia gvardiia, 2002), 156: “Я все время чувствовал себя таким чуждым […]. — И вообще 
чувство это, присущее мне, впрочем, с детства, все увеличивается. Это чувство какой-то 
‘внемирности.’ Будто я не принадлежу этому миру, а вместе с тем я больше других 
философов обращен к проблемам, связанным с этим миром. Но находясь как бы вне, 
наблюдаю и изучаю, не входя в мир.” 
201 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 296: “Я никогда не чувствовал себя частью объективного 
мира и занимающим в нем какое-то место. Я переживал ядро моего ‘я’ вне предстоящего 
мне объективного мира. Лишь на периферии я соприкасался с этим миром. 
Неукорененность в мире, который впоследствии в результате философской мысли я 
назвал объективированным, есть глубочайшая основа моего мироощущения.” 
202 Ibid., 299: “Одиночество связано с неприятием мировой данности. Это неприятие, это 
противление, было, наверное, моим первым метафизическим криком при появлении на 
свет.” 
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tion of the Gnostic existential attitude: “[Man’s] solitary otherness, discovering 
itself in this forlornness, erupts in the feeling of dread. Dread as the soul’s re-
sponse to its being-in-the-world is a recurrent theme in gnostic literature. It is 
the self’s reaction to the discovery of its situation, actually itself an element of 
that discovery: it marks the awakening of the inner self from the slumber of 
intoxication of the world.”203 

Berdiaev mentions further his “inability to merge with the world,” and again, 
concurrent with this, his fundamental “rejection of the world”: 

I could define the feeling that I am talking about as the alienness of the world 
[chuzhdost’ mira], a rejection of the given world [nepriiatie mirovoi dannosti], 
an inability to be merged in the world, as a lack of being rooted in the earth, as 
people are fond of saying, a deep-rooted disinclination towards the habitual 
state and course of things. [---] I am aware of my ‘self’ as a point of intersection 
of two worlds. While ‘this’ world, the world of my actual living, is known to me 
as inauthentic, untrue, devoid alike of primacy and ultimacy, there is ‘another 
world,’ more authentic and more true, to which my deepest self belongs.204 

In point of fact, the same motif of a non-acceptance of the given world actually 
appears already at the very beginning of the autobiography, which includes the 
following statement in its second paragraph, a positioning which signals the 
primary importance that Berdiaev must have attached to this feeling: 

The first response to the world of a creature who is born into it is of immense 
significance. I cannot remember my first cry on encountering a world that was 
unfamiliar to me, but I know for certain that from the very beginning I was 
aware of having fallen into an alien realm. I felt this as much on the first day of 
my conscious life as I do at the present time [around 1940]. I have always been 
only a passerby. [---] But I have never regarded this primary feeling as a Chris-
tian virtue or achievement. In fact, it has even seemed to me to reveal a rift in 
my attitude to the world and to life. The consciousness of being rooted in the 
earth was alien to me. I was instead attracted by the Orphic understanding of 
the origin of the soul, a sensation of a falling from a higher world into a 
lower.205 

                                                        
203 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 329. 
204 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 283-284: “Чувство жизни, о котором я говорю, я определяю 
как чуждость мира, неприятие мировой данности, неслиянность, неукорененность в земле, 
как любят говорить, болезненное отвращение к обыденности. [---] Мое ‘я’ переживает себя 
как пересечение двух миров. При этом ‘сей мир’ переживается как не подлинный, не 
первичный и не окончательный. Есть ‘мир иной’, более реальный и подлинный. Глубина 
‘я’ принадлежит ему.” My translation is an amendment of Berdyaev, Dream and Reality, 20. 
205 Berdyaev, Dream and Reality, 1. The translation has been modified in order to be more com-
patible with the original Russian, which reads as follows: “Огромное значение имеет первая 
реакция на мир существа, в нем рождающегося. Я не могу помнить первого моего крика, 
вызванного встречей с чуждым мне миром. Но я твердо знаю, что я изначально чувствовал 
себя попавшим в чуждый мне мир, одинаково чувствовал это и в первый день моей жизни, 
и в нынешний ее день. Я  всегда  был  лишь  прохожим.  [---] Но то первичное чувство, 
которое я здесь описываю, я не считал в себе христианской добродетелью и достижением. 
Иногда мне казалось, что в этом есть даже что-то плохое, есть какой-то надлом в 
отношении к миру и жизни. Мне чуждо было чувство вкорененности в землю. Мне более 
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We should note here the strongly articulated experience of otherworldly origin 
which is apparent in this quotation.  

Lastly, I should like to mention the motif of noncompliance, of the revolt lev-
elled against the world, which we met with both in the figure of Ivan Karama-
zov, but also in Jonas’s delineation of Gnosticism, which, as might be recalled, 
speaks of the “antinomianism” and “metaphysical revolt”206 of the Gnostics. I 
shall treat this subject of nonconformity in its philosophical aspects a little 
more thoroughly in 3.5, and note here only its presence in Berdiaev’s self-
descriptions. The topic of “rebelliousness [buntarstvo]” is indeed a basic theme 
in his self-characterization, to which a separate section is devoted. There it is 
said to represent an aspect of his character complementary to that of the sensa-
tion of alienness mentioned earlier. Both character traits, however, are said to 
be rooted in the inability to merge with the world: 

I am not only an aching, lonesome person, a stranger to the world, who is filled 
with grief for the suffering creature, emotionally broken down. I am also a rebel-
lious person, one who bitterly protests, and who is confrontational in the strug-
gle of ideas, who is defiant, and capable of great daring. But both my longing 
and my rebellious warlike nature are both equally rooted in this foreignness in 
relation to the world. [---] My rebellion was above all a rift with the objective 
world, and there was an eschatological element in it.207 

In the last sentence of this quotation is exhibited a crucial rebellious element in 
Berdiaev’s self-characterization, namely that it was above all a rift with the ob-
jective world. In an earlier passage, he states further that “I fought with the 
world not as a person who wants to and is able to conquer and subjugate him-
self, but as a person for whom the world is alien and from the power of which 
he wants to free himself.”208 But perhaps the most explicit and, for the present 
subject matter, most crucial statement is to be found in the second chapter of 
the autobiography, where Berdiaev says: “I was a nonconformist. But my non-
conformity was never an approval of terror. I rebelled against the world and its 
slavish law, but terror is a return to the law of the world, it is obedience to that 
law.”209 

                                                                                                                                  
свойственно орфическое понимание происхождения души, чувство ниспадания ее из 
высшего мира в низший.” (“Samopoznanie,” 265.) 
206 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 270. 
207 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 319: “Я не только человек тоскующий, одинокий, чуждый 
миру, исполненный жалости к страдающей твари, душевно надломленный. Я также 
человек бунтующий, гневно протестующий, воинственный в борьбе идей, вызывающий, 
способный к дерзновению. Но и моя тоска одиночества и моя бунтующая воинственность 
одинаково коренятся в этой чуждости мира. [---] Мой бунт был прежде всего разрывом с 
объективным миром, и в нем был момент эсхатологический.” 
208 Ibid., 285: “Я боролся с миром не как человек, который хочет и может победить и 
покорить себе, а как человек, которому мир чужд и от власти которого он хочет 
освободить себя.”  
209 Ibid., 318: “Я был бунтарем. Но бунтарство мое никогда не было одобрением террора. Я 
бунтовал против мира и его рабьего закона, но террор есть возвращение к закону мира, 
есть послушность этому закону.” 
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3.3.10. Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have attempted to illuminate a number of interconnected mo-
tifs in Berdiaev’s anthropology in order to interpret them in a Jonasian Gnostic 
light, examining both their affinity with and their divergence from Jonas’s ac-
count. Let me now briefly summarize the central tenets of Berdiaev’s anthro-
pology that relate to my subject matter and then make some deductions from 
my findings.  

As concerns the constitution of the individual human being, Berdiaev’s an-
thropology offers an essentially dualistic conception, constructed around a 
qualitative divergence between body and soul on the one hand, and the spirit 
on the other. This duality has a correlate in his doctrine of mundane and extra-
mundane affiliation. Berdiaev moderates this, however, by pointing to the inte-
gral nature of man and by stating that the spirit possesses the capability to 
transform and spiritualize, that is elevate, the lower elements. Yet he also 
stresses that it is the spirit in man which must take precedence, and which 
ought not be subjugated to the other two. Berdiaev maintains that according to 
its intrinsic nature the spirit stands in opposition to “this world [sei mir],” “the 
given world [mirovaia dannost’],” “nature [priroda]” and “necessity 
[neobkhodimost’].” It cannot be explained by reference to these, and is essen-
tially of extramundane origin, although its destiny is played out in history. 
Man’s creative powers, as well as his cognitive ability to understand the world, 
is explicable by the sole fact that he, in his innermost and authentic being (vari-
ously labelled “personality,” “transcendental man,” “inner man” or simply 
“spirit”), transcends the world. In relation to the world the inner man can thus 
be understood solely in terms of otherness. But there is also a mundane ele-
ment in this given man. As individuality, soulish entity, or as bodily creature, 
man is an object, determinable from without and explicable by reference to the 
world, whether this be sociologically, psychologically or purely biologically. 
Man’s existential and tragic predicament consists in the fact that he exists simul-
taneously both as individuality and as personality, and hence is both mundane 
and transmundane. 

The spirit’s otherness vis à vis the world cannot be overcome by opting to re-
integrate with the given world and nature, which on the contrary are to be es-
chatologically transcended through revolt, that is to say by a non-compliance with 
the determining forces, but also through creativity and a recognition of one’s 
essential spiritual nature. The latter is especially pertinent in counteracting that 
subtle form of determinative force that Berdiaev chose to label “objectification 
[ob’’ektivatsiia],” which entails above all a self-estrangement of the spirit. In 
objectification man is subjected to “the given [dannost’],” and is deprived of his 
own creative and active self-determination.  

As concerns the relation of Berdiaev’s anthropology to that of Jonasian 
Gnosticism, I draw the conclusion that their respective tenets diverge on many 
finer points. For instance, as concerns the elements inherent in the individual 
human being, Berdiaev presents a mitigated form of dualism, whereas Jonas 
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Gnosticism offers a more radical and uncompromising view. Berdiaev explicitly 
also rejects the supposed tenet of the Gnostics of the body and matter as in-
trinsically evil.  

Nonetheless, although Berdiaev refused to accept many of the standpoints 
of the Gnostics known to him through the sources available at the time, his 
thought is permeated by a mood and exhibits a stance towards self and world, 
which resonates strongly with Jonasian Gnosticism. As a result, despite the fact 
that Berdiaev explicitly rejected many of the supposed tenets of the Gnostics, 
some crucial affinities may be found. For instance, while he substitutes some of 
the elements in his proposed dichotomies, and almost always qualifies or miti-
gates his assertions, he nevertheless tends to make use of dualistic schemes. 
Moreover, he endorses a revolutionary dualistic Grundhaltung, which champions 
transcendence and demundanization, so characteristic of the Jonasian Gnostic 
outlook. Particular motifs, which appear both in doctrinal garb and in accounts 
of personal experience, such as the sense of estrangement, of being rootless in the 
world, and the notion of a core of the self which belongs to “another” world, 
certainly also reverberate with Jonasian Gnosticism. These findings serve to 
strengthen my initial thesis that the gnosticism that Berdiaev had chosen to 
embrace, was the existential, and no other. 

 
 

3.4. Gnosis 

3.4.1. Introduction 
It ought to be acknowledged that Ivan Karamazov can hardly be called a gnos-
tic in the strict sense of the word, if we intend by this designation someone 
who puts in a claim for gnosis, understood here in its most basic sense as a 
knowledge of, or acquaintance with, God. Instead, Ivan admits to a limited 
understanding in this respect, and in fact exemplifies an agnostic stance, point-
ing to the limitations of the human mind: “[…] how could I presume to under-
stand God. I humbly admit that I don’t have the ability to decide such ques-
tions. I have a Euclidean mind, a terrestrial mind, and so I maintain that we 
cannot decide questions that are not of this world. And I advise you too, Alyo-
sha, my friend, never to think about such things, especially about God and 
whether He exists or not. These questions are most definitely unsuited to a 
mind created with an understanding of only three dimensions.”210 Ivan’s con-

                                                        
210 Dostoevsky, Karamazov Brothers, 294-295; Dostoevskii, Brat’ia Karamazovy, 214: “[...] где мне 
про бога понять. Я смиренно сознаюсь, что у меня нет никаких способностей разрешать 
такие вопросы, у меня ум эквилидовский, земной, а потому где нам решать о том, что не от 
мира сего. Да и тебе советую об этом никогда не думать, друг Алеша, и пуще насчет бога: 
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versations with the devil notwithstanding, it is in fact Alësha who takes pride in 
some form of mystical susceptibility. Alësha’s inner life, in sharp contrast to 
Ivan’s, is permeated by a transcendental outflow of light, symbolically rendered 
by the mystery of transfiguration, as recounted in the fourth chapter of book 
seven of The Karamazov Brothers, entitled “Cana of Galilee,” which bestows 
meaning on his existence and grants him strength to reach out to others in love 
and affection. As concerns the cognitive possibilities implied by gnosis as a 
mode of knowing that which transcends the bounds of reason, then, we will 
have to take leave of Ivan, as it seems quite obvious from the above quotation 
that Ivan would disallow any other source of knowledge apart from the classic 
ones of reason and the senses. This is indeed what Berdiaev did himself when 
he embraced the view that the “limits which are imposed by agnosticism do not 
exist. The gnosis which searches for truth ever further and further afield and 
ever more deeply is an effective possibility, for the process of knowing God is a 
movement of the spirit which has no end.”211 

What follows below is a conceptual analysis that focuses on Berdiaev’s 
extraordinarily multifaceted utilization of the term “gnosis,” but confined to 
passages scattered across his oeuvre where it is explicitly referenced. In the 
subsequent chapter I shall address the question of how gnosis, in terms of a 
mystical and revelatory form of knowledge, is embedded in the larger scheme 
of Berdiaev’s epistemology. I should admit that the task of coming to terms 
with Berdiaev’s usages has hardly been an easy one owing, not least, to the ele-
mentary fact that his usages are far from unequivocal and consistent. For one 
thing, the term is employed to designate different things, although these are not 
necessarily unrelated and mutually exclusive. Furthermore, we have seen that 
Berdiaev eventually came to distinguish what he considered to be positive ex-
pressions of gnosis from what he held to be negative ones. Most importantly, 
he makes an effort on several occasions to point out that his own gnosis should 
not be interpreted as directly related to, or equivalent to the Gnosis of the 
Gnostics.212 A rationale for this latter fact has already be given in connection 
with the reception history of Gnosticism, and with Berdiaev’s efforts to avoid 
some of the negative connotations to which the term naturally gives rise. Even 
so, Berdiaev chose not to dispose of the concept of gnosis altogether, but per-
sisted in using the term also in an approving sense. It can even be said to oc-
cupy a significant position in his mystical philosophy. Not only does he ac-
knowledge the possibility of a Christian gnosis, he even advocates its desirability 
as a means of combatting agnosticism in spiritual life. But what did he actually 
intend by gnosis? What did it mean for him, and how does his understanding 

                                                                                                                                  
есть ли он или нет? Всё это вопросы совершенно несвойственные уму, созданному с 
понятием лишь о трех измерениях.” 
211 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 65; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 80: “Нет 
границ, которые устанавливает агностицизм, возможен гнозис, ищущий все дальше и 
дальше в глубину, познание Божества есть бесконечное движение духа.”  
212 See, for instance, Berdiaev’s article “Spasenie i tvorchestvo” (1926). 
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actually relate to its use in Jonasian Gnosticism? The following elucidation will 
hopefully provide a reply to these questions. 

 

3.4.2. First Appearances  
As far as I have been able to ascertain, Berdiaev uses the term “gnosis [gnozis]” 
for the first time in a printed text in September 1905, to be more precise in an 
article entitled “On the New Religious Consciousness.”213 From this moment 
on, it is used intermittently until the end of his life. The biographical context of 
its initial emergence has been investigated in a previous chapter and will not be 
treated further here. Gnosis is connected here by Berdiaev, on the one hand, 
with an inner numinous experience, as the opening or starting point of the 
spiritual life. On the other hand, it is held out as the goal, and set up as the task 
of religious philosophy, in terms of a prospective amalgamation of religious 
experience with philosophical insight: “Only through a fusion of religious ex-
perience and higher philosophical knowledge will a true gnosis [istinnyi gnozis] 
be born.”214 Only thus, we are told, will the historical limitations of the different 
theological schools be breached, outer authority replaced with inner liberty, and 
the path towards the fullness of the “mystical knowledge of God [misticheskoe 
bogopoznanie]” advanced.215 

The foreword to the anthology in which the article was eventually incorpo-
rated, dated February 1906, also makes reference to gnosis.216 Here it is stated 
that, although the articles brought together in the anthology might give an in-
consistent, even contradictory, impression, they are in fact united by an inner 
wholeness. They reflect the author’s search for, and will to uncover the meaning 
of life, both in its individual and universal aspects. And he goes on to say that 
he has always thought that all the fundamental questions of life are in the end 
religious problems, and that overcoming the “division [razdvoenie]” in the soul 
is only possible by walking down a religious path. Nevertheless, the philosopher 
continues, he has always attempted to dwell on these questions philosophically 
rather than purely religiously. To this he adds: “As long as one does not yet 
possess wisdom [mudrost’], one is left with the option of loving wisdom, that is 
to say of being a philosopher. Ultimate wisdom and real force [sila] are given 
only in religious gnosis [religioznyi gnozis].”217 Gnosis may in this instance be 
taken to represent a higher form of religious wisdom that supersedes mere 
speculative knowledge. 

                                                        
213 Berdiaev, “O novom religioznom soznanii,” 383-384. 
214 Ibid., 383: “Только из соединения религиозного опыта с высшим философским 
знанием может родиться истинный гнозис.” 
215 Ibid., 383-384.  
216 Berdiaev, Sub specie æternitatis, 5-9. The preface is dated 25 February 1906. 
217 Ibid., 5: “Когда не обладаешь еще мудростью, то остается любить мудрость, т.е. быть 
философом. Последняя же мудрость и реальная сила дается лишь в религиозном гнозисе.” 
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A little further on in the same preface, Berdiaev states that metaphysical 
knowledge unites us with Being, not in an abstract rationalistic fashion, but as 
part of a “full religious gnosis [polnyi religioznyi gnozis].”218 Although he does 
not clarify at this point what is meant by this turn of phrase, one may assume in 
light of the broader discussion in the text, that it designates a mystical acquaint-
ance with spiritual realities which integrates the knower with Being. If, as Ber-
diaev postulates in the text, reality, or Being, encompasses a spiritual dimension, 
then it follows that an intimate acquaintance with this inner core or ontological 
essence could be called, accordingly, realistic. This is perhaps the main argument 
in the foreword, also reflected in its title, “On realism,” namely that the search 
for the meaning of existence can lead to a knowledge that is realistic and con-
crete, rather than abstract and speculative. On the basis of this assumption, 
Berdiaev can then venture the seemingly paradoxical assertion that his thought, 
which, from a positivistic and materialistic point of view might be open to ac-
cusations of being fanciful and highly speculative, is actually entirely realistic 
since it is grounded in a concrete awareness of the inner or essential reality of 
things. What Berdiaev is striving towards here, no doubt, is a re-evaluation of 
the conventional understanding of what is realistic and what is not, by means of 
a provocatively revisionary use, or even transposition, of such concepts as 
“realism,” “common sense” and “reason.”  

In 1907, Berdiaev also brought out his second monograph, The New Religious 
Consciousness and Society. In the introduction to this book, entitled “Mysticism 
and Religion,” it is asked: What is the “essence [sushchestvo]” of religion, its 
central nerve? Why is it essential for us? And he proceeds to answer these ques-
tions himself in a quite unexpected manner. Religion is gnosis, which represents 
not an abstract knowledge, but a concrete, organically full “comprehension 
[postizhenie]” and “testing [ispytyvanie]” of the meaning of personal and uni-
versal life. It may be that the “pith [sushchnost’]” of religious life lies in the 
“sacrament [tainstvo],” but even the sacrament presupposes a certain degree of 
gnosis, since it must of necessity be grounded in a knowledge of God. In reli-
gious gnosis, in this “epiphany [prozrenie],” the “secret [taina]” of one’s own 
person is revealed. While a response to such questions as “where do I come 
from?” and “for what reason?” may also be found in it. It also reveals the mys-
tery about the world and reality.219 Thus, the term gnosis is used here by Ber-
diaev both in the sense of a meaning-generating insight which constitutes a form 
of self-knowledge, but also of a knowledge pertaining to the world.  

In a footnote to the above references to gnosis, Berdiaev presents a dis-
claimer in the form of statement to the effect that he does not wish to follow in 
the footsteps of the “falsely Christianizing gnostics [lzhekhristianstvuiushchie 
gnostiki],” such as Valentinus and Basilides, but in those of the truly Christian 
gnostics like Origen, Clement of Alexandria and other Eastern theologians and 

                                                        
218 Ibid., 7. 
219 Berdiaev, Novoe religioznoe soznanie, 17. 
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philosophers, such as Maximus the Confessor.220 This is the first indication we 
have that Berdiaev would increasingly try to protect his gnosis from any sup-
posedly disadvantageous associations with the “heretical” Gnostics.  

A little further on in the same text, the mystical nature of gnosis is accentu-
ated even further. Here the philosopher states that religious gnosis is an “en-
lightening [ozarenie],” a light from a mystical reality that reveals itself, and 
which is within reach even of the simplest people. It should be recalled that 
ozarenie was the term preferred by Berdiaev in describing his own mystical ex-
periences that took place around 1905 as well as roughly ten years later in con-
nection with the genesis of The Meaning of the Creative Act. Only subsequently, 
Berdiaev goes on to say, is this mystical light transformed into a “gnosis of a 
higher order [gnozis vysshego poriadka].”221 In a footnote to this passage, Ber-
diaev gives a further indication of what he has in mind. For the Apostles, he 
says, gnosis was a light that emanated from the “person [lichnost’]” of Christ, 
and only in subsequent phases of the development of the religious mind was 
this initial mystical experience reworked into “a gnostic religious system 
[gnosticheskaia religioznaia sistema].” But already the primordial mystical light 
emanating from Christ in fact constituted a “Christology [khristologiia],” that is 
to say gnosis.222 

To summarize the various uses that have been mentioned so far, in Ber-
diaev’s earliest religious philosophical works gnosis signifies 
• A metaphysical, yet concrete, mode of ontological knowledge that unites 

man with Being, and that supersedes abstract philosophical knowledge 
• A mystical experience of the light of Christ or of an otherwise hidden, mys-

tical, reality, which reaches man in the form of an intuition or a flash of in-
sight 

• An unmediated comprehension of the meaning of individual and universal life 
• A point of departure, in the sense of a mystical source of insight, which may 

subsequently be elaborated in a philosophical or religious system (doctrine), 
and which would then constitute the goal of religious philosophy, grounded 
in a fusion of intimate religious experience with higher philosophical know-
ledge 

• The essence of religion 

As concerns the origin of Berdiaev’s term, I can as yet only speculate about 
where he might have acquired it in the first place. Its appearance in his letters to 
Filosofov and Gippius, quoted several times in 2.1.2., suggests that it might 
have been in general use in that circle.223 But how does Berdiaev relate at this 

                                                        
220 Ibid., 17, n. 9. 
221 Ibid., 18. 
222 Ibid., 18, n. 10. 
223 There is yet another instance in a letter addressed to Filosofov, where it is said that “to accept 
Christ is to subscribe to a great deal, it is gnosis, and by itself already a solution to the problem of 
evil.” Berdiaev, “Pis’ma Nikolaia Berdiaeva,” 323: “Принять Христа значит утверждать очень 
многое, это уже гнозис, уже решение проблемы зла.”  
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early stage to the reception history and previous uses of the term? Or to put it 
differently, can it be associated here with any particular historical tradition or 
thinker? Vladimir Solov’ëv was mentioned frequently in my biographical sketch, 
but he actually uses the term quite sparingly and tends to prefer other synony-
mous expressions. A more likely source is Origen and the “Christian gnostics” 
who are favourably mentioned in the Gippius letter, and in Sub specie æternitatis 
as well. In a footnote to this anthology Berdiaev says that the “gnosis of Origen 
is infinitely close to my heart, and such Eastern philosopher theologians as 
Saint Dionysios the Areopagite or Maximus Confessor seem like kindred spir-
its.”224 Origen, Maximus the Confessor, as well as other Eastern theologians, 
such as Pseudo-Dionysios, who are mentioned here, did indeed make use of the 
term gnosis. Even so, I hesitate to state conclusively that it was from the writ-
ings of these thinkers and nowhere else that Berdiaev actually appropriated the 
term itself. Without necessarily disallowing Berdiaev’s self-avowed attraction to 
the mentioned theologians and mystics, I would like to suggest another possi-
bility, namely that these statements make up part of the previously mentioned 
Bloomian tactic of evasion, in terms of drawing the reader’s attention away from 
the “falsely Christianizing gnostics,” a tactic which is reinforced by outright 
negation of their Gnosis. To clear a path for himself, in other words, it was com-
pulsory for him to disown this assumed “gnosis falsely understood as such,” 
even though it might originally have been his actual source, and instead paying 
lip-service to the less suspect Eastern Orthodox theologians. This assumption 
of mine must remain conjectural, but the strategy itself is in fact sustained and 
even considerably amplified in Berdiaev’s next major work.  

 

3.4.3. The Philosophy of Freedom (1911) 
In The Philosophy of Freedom the concept of “gnosis” is used to a significantly 
greater extent than was previously the case. At the same time, it is used even 
more ambiguously.225 Moreover, the work also introduces a number of novel 
themes to the discussion on gnosis. Most importantly, although the term is still 
being used in a positive sense, it now receives a counterpart with a decidedly 
negative ring. In this connection, it should be noted that a more ecclesiastical 
tone is apparent, which is not surprising in view of the fact that the work was 

                                                        
224 Berdiaev, Sub specie æternitatis, 487, n. 4: “Мне бесконечно близок гнозис Оригена, мне 
кажутся родными такие восточные богословы-философы как св. Дионисий Ареопаг или 
св. Максим Исповедник.” 
225 The confusing and, one must admit, quite unsatisfactory general terminological usage in the 
work was later admitted by the philosopher himself. Не would also express his regret concerning 
its ontological misconceptions. Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 476: “Эта книга была написана не 
как цельное произведение, а как собрание отдельных этюдов. Меня не удовлетворяла эта 
книга. Терминология в ней недостаточно выработана. Впоследствии я гораздо лучше 
выразил свои мысли. [---] В книге ‘Философия свободы’ я еще не освободился от 
предрассудков онтологической философии и не вполне освободился онтологизма и в 
книге ‘Смысл творчества.’” 
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written at a time when Berdiaev was in the process of leaving the literary circles 
of St Petersburg and simultaneously approaching Orthodoxy. Indeed, when 
compared to former more iconoclastic and “modernist” texts written in the 
context of the New Religious Consciousness, the stance taken here by Berdiaev 
is closer to the polemicists of Antiquity, in whose eyes Greek philosophy was 
considered suspect. In this respect, the epigraph to the work is highly revealing. 
It is taken from Paul’s first epistle to the Corinthians (3:18), which in the King 
James Version reads: “If any man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, 
let him become a fool, that he may be wise. For the wisdom of this world is 
foolishness with God.” The “wisdom of this world” is here contrasted with 
divine folly. In the eyes of God, worldly wisdom is vain and futile. The imper-
fection of worldly wisdom, understood and articulated here in terms of non-
Christian thought, is one of the themes played out in the work, which consti-
tutes to a considerable degree a critique of rationalistic positivism, but also of 
other strains of thought, not least those of some modern esoteric currents. 
Even cognition itself, divorced from faith, is deemed suspect. Speculative phi-
losophy, as well as Idealists like Hegel, Schelling and Solov’ëv are suddenly 
depicted in quite a negative light. Even Berdiaev’s much-loved Origen comes 
under critique. One of the chief culprits is Gnosticism, whether in its ancient 
form or in one of its modern variants, which is represented as an expression of 
rationalism. Contemporary esoteric movements, such as Theosophy, are 
thought to constitute resurgences of this negative form of Gnosticism. All the 
same, Berdiaev strives to defend “true Christian gnosis” to which faith is a 
prerequisite, from these “false” expressions of gnosis. I shall not repeat here 
what has already been said about Berdiaev’s critique of Gnosticism (2.2.3.), but 
instead focus my attention now on his usage of the term gnosis. 

All of modern philosophy, Berdiaev states, starting with Descartes and in-
cluding the contemporary Neo-Kantians, denies the necessity of “consecration 
[posviashchenie]” and “communion [priobshchenie]” for the “acquisition 
[stiazhenie]” of knowledge, gnosis. As a result, the true mysteries of Being and of 
life are concealed from modern philosophy. Having originally constituted a 
“holy gnosis [sviashchennyi gnozis]” philosophy has turned in the hands of 
modern philosophers into a “repressive [politseiskii]” regime of abstract(ing) 
thought.226 All of modern philosophy gives ample witness to the fact that the 
problems of reality, freedom and personality can be properly formulated and 
resolved only by those initiated into the mysteries of Christianity. Only through 
an act of faith may, not an illusory, but a true reality and a “concrete gnosis 
[konkretnyi gnozis]” be acquired.227 Only in “the mystical gnosis of Christianity 
[misticheskii gnozis khristianstva]” is all this given and nowhere else. Christian 
gnosis leads to transcendental realism, to concrete personalism, to the philoso-
phy of freedom. But what then is religious philosophy, Christian gnosis, Ber-

                                                        
226 Berdiaev, Filosofiia svobody, 36. 
227 Ibid., 39. 
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diaev asks? Christian philosophy is certainly not “Gnosis” in the ancient sense 
of a Valentinus and not “theosophy” in the modern sense of a Rudolf Steiner, 
although in a proper sense it is both gnosis and theosophy.228 There then ensues 
in Berdiaev’s text a critique of Gnosticism, the main points of which have been 
elucidated in a previous chapter. Berdiaev levels his critique against “philo-
sophical gnosis,” in the sense of the knowledge fundamental to abstract ration-
ality.229 Such an “unblessed gnosis” is only gnosis falsely so called, being princi-
pally illusory and deceptive since it is lacking in the indispensable faith. In con-
trast to this Berdiaev promotes both “the mystical gnosis of Christianity,” and 
also a concrete gnosis which strives for the depths of Being. In the second of 
these affirmative uses of the term, Berdiaev’s ontologism, which is strongly 
articulated in his early works, is revealed. Indeed, he goes so far as to state that 
the “full and ultimate gnosis is being [bytie] itself, the fullness of being, the 
possession of the true realities. Such a gnosis is attained through the entire full-
ness of life, and not through abstract cognition alone.”230  

At the same time, Berdiaev allows for traces of a higher gnosis in science, on 
the grounds that some of the secrets of God's creation are partly revealed in 
it.231 The higher gnosis that faith gives us does not do away with the truths of 
science as an inferior gnosis. There are no lower truths, all truths are equal. But 
religious gnosis turns a partial scientific truth into a full and integral truth, into a 
truth as a path of life.232 Nor is Church doctrine exempt from gnosis. The dog-
mas of the Church were revealed in the universal synods by the actions of the 
Holy Spirit, and it is possible to unveil an integral system of gnosis in them. But 
gnosis was also revealed elsewhere. “The wind bloweth where it listeth” [John 
3:8] and the great gnostic gift has also been bestowed on various philosophers 
and mystics as a “divinely inspired gift [bogovdokhnovennyi dar].” This gift is 
not proportionate, however, to an equivalent degree of “holiness [sviatost’].” 
Jacob Böhme, for example, possessed a greater gnostic gift than the saints.233 

To briefly summarize the novel elements that Berdiaev brings into the dis-
course on gnosis in The Philosophy of Freedom: First, compared to previous works, 
which were more iconoclastic (daring) and “modernist” in relation to what was 
perceived as an “ossified” Orthodoxy, the stance as well as the tone of this 
work is decidedly closer to the Christian apologists of Antiquity, in terms of its 
sharp demarcation of supposedly false varieties of gnosis. Second, a critique of 
Gnosticism, both in its ancient form and in its perceived modern varieties, is 
introduced. “False” gnosis is set up against “true” gnosis. The latter is described 
as a “true Christian gnosis,” to which faith is a necessary prerequisite. It is con-

                                                        
228 Ibid., 39. 
229 Ibid., 34. 
230 Ibid., 136: “Полный и окончательный гнозис есть само бытие, полнота бытия, 
обладание подлинными реальностями. Такой гнозис достигается всей полнотой жизни, а 
не одним отвлеченным знанием.”  
231 Ibid., 79. 
232 Ibid., 83. 
233 Ibid., 162. 
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crete and not abstract, and demands humility as well as self-abnegation. And 
third, an emphasis on ontologism predominates throughout, and is contrasted 
with abstract(ing) thought and positivistic rationalism, both of which are se-
verely criticized.  

 

3.4.4. The Meaning of the Creative Act (1914/1916) 
With regard to the use of the term gnosis, this work restates a number of the 
themes met with in earlier writings. This holds good not least for the critique of 
the gnosis of Theosophy or Anthroposophy, as well as for Berdiaev’s position-
ing of gnosis in relation to science. Although gnosis is equivalent to knowledge, 
it is not a science, Berdiaev maintains.234 There is a gnosis which prevails over 
science, and is independent from it.235 Furthermore, a truly creative philosophy 
can never be equivalent to scientific philosophy. But “creative gnostic philoso-
phy” is not sentimental philosophy either, nor a philosophy of feeling, or a 
philosophy of the heart. In this instance, Berdiaev appears to employ gnosis in 
the sense of a form of religious philosophy. But in one passage Berdiaev also 
uses it to denote an experiential mode of revealed knowledge: In the pure 
higher gnosis there is a primordial revelation of meaning, a solar light, which 
falls in from above. It is a primordial “reasoning [osmyslivanie].” In it may be 
discerned the valiant activity of the Logos.236 

Besides these points, which for the most part are restatements, there is one 
aspect, not previously treated, that I would like to stress, namely that a stronger 
echo of Berdiaev’s readings of Christian mysticism may be discerned in this 
work than was previously the case. It is often maintained, Berdiaev states, that 
there is no mysticism in Christianity, and that neither should there be. This 
standpoint, however, is profoundly mistaken, seeing that mysticism has been 
present in Christianity since the time of the Apostles. Berdiaev makes special 
mention of German mysticism, in which there are to be found profound in-
sights on man, such as the idea of the need of God for man, in accordance with 
which anthropology might be considered to be a continuation of theogony. A 
special place in German mysticism is held by Böhme, in whom “human gnosis 
[gnozis chelovecheskii]” has never reached more superhuman heights. It is 
possible to feel the “transhuman [sverkhchelovecheskoe],” “natural divine 
[prirodno-bozhestvennoe]” origin of Böhme’s knowledge. Sophia, the Wisdom 
of God, can disclose itself in any man and then true gnosis is born.237 

During the next ten years, except for a few disparate appearances, the con-
cept of gnosis is not used to any wider extent, at least not widely enough to 

                                                        
234 Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” 301, n. 18. 
235 Ibid., 44. 
236 Ibid., 20: “[…] в подлинном высшем гнозисе есть изначальное откровение смысла, 
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deserve comment here. Not until Freedom and the Spirit is “gnosis” employed 
again in a broader discussion. There are two exceptions that deserve mention, 
however. In Berdiaev’s works on Dostoevsky, published in 1918 and 1923, 
gnosis is referenced a few times. It is stated here that Dostoevsky was not 
merely an eminent creative writer, but in addition a profound thinker and “vi-
sionary [dukhovidets].” Most significant in Dostoevsky’s thought, Berdiaev 
contends, was his anthropology.238 He possessed “an intuition of genius about 
human and universal destiny. An intuition that is artistic, not exclusively so, but 
intellectual and philosophical as well, a true gnosis: for in a special sense of the 
word Dostoevsky was a gnostic; his work is a system of knowing, a science of 
the spirit.”239 Indeed, Dostoevsky’s works give expression to an “artistic gnosis 
[khudozhestvennyi gnozis].”240 In addition, and contrary to the widespread 
opinion according to which Dostoevsky is considered an austere writer [muchi-
telen], whose work lacks both catharsis and “flight [iskhod],” there is definitely 
an opening to be found. “The departure [vykhod] that one experiences when 
reading Dostoevsky is the departure of gnostic revelations about man. He cre-
ated an unprecedented artistic gnostic anthropology, a unique method of prob-
ing the depths of the human spirit through an ecstatic vortex.”241 It is important 
here to take note also of the title of Berdiaev’s essay, “The revelation [otkrovenie] 
of man in the work of Dostoevsky,” which suggests the possibility of a mystical 
revelation, and acquires a particular significance in the light of the motif of 
“gnostic revelations about man,” mentioned in the essay.  

 

3.4.5. Freedom and the Spirit (1927-28) 
The discussion on gnosis and Gnosticism in Freedom and the Spirit is quite elabo-
rate. Indeed, alongside The Philosophy of Freedom, this work might be considered 
to be the high point of Berdiaev’s employment of the concept of gnosis, as well 
as the crowning of his self-imposed task of polemicizing with Gnostics ancient 
and modern. In fact, an entire chapter, entitled “Theosophy and Gnosis,” is 
devoted to various aspects of the topic. Already in the preface to this work, one 
finds several references to gnosis. According to its author, the book represents 
an unregimented work, written in the spirit of a free religious philosophy, “of a 
free religious gnosis.” The dividing lines between philosophy, theology and 
mystical cognition, which Western thought likes to set up, are said to be con-
sciously transcended here.242 As may be discerned, gnosis is used here by Ber-

                                                        
238 See Berdiaev, “Mirosozertsanie Dostoevskogo,” 406; “Otkrovenie o cheloveke,” 338. 
239 Berdyaev, Dostoevsky, 13; Berdiaev, “Mirosozertsanie Dostoevskogo,” 385-386. 
240 Berdiaev, “Otkrovenie o cheloveke,” 347. 
241 Ibid., 361: “Выход, который чувствуется при чтении Достоевского, есть выход 
гностических откровений о человеке. Он создал небывалый тип художественно-
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экстатический вихрь.” 
242 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, xix; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 25. 
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diaev interchangeably with “theosophy.” What then, is implied by the latter 
term? Mystical, non-scholastic theology, Berdiaev says, has always been true 
theosophy. Every “contemplation [sozertsanie]” that synthesizes philosophy 
and religion is in fact theosophical. The “divinity [bozhestvo]” cannot be 
understood rationally, and neither is it expressible in logical terms. This has 
always been acknowledged by great religious thinkers, great mystics and Chris-
tian theosophers. No scholastic theology or metaphysics can grasp this lofty 
truth. Regrettably, the contemporary popular “Theosophical” currents have 
spoiled the excellent word “theosophy,” and made us forget the existence of a 
truly Christian theosophy, a “true wisdom of God [istinnoe bogomudrie].” 
Nonetheless, throughout all Christian history there runs a theosophical stream. 
And Berdiaev then goes on to enumerate its most important representatives, 
inscribing himself into their lineage, and stating that he himself is a Christian 
theosophist in the traditional hallowed sense of the word.243  

Further reflections on gnosis are given later in the work. It is said, for exam-
ple, that a new, higher gnosis is neither rejected by faith, nor refuted by it: 

Faith proceeds from the depths of the subconscious or from the heights of the 
supraconscious and destroys all previously existing forms of consciousness. It is 
this experience which creates fresh possibilities of knowing the spiritual and di-
vine world. The higher gnosis [novyi, vysshyi gnozis] is not restricted by faith, 
which, on the contrary, opens up the way to this experience, but of course, a 
gnosis of this kind is by no means the same thing as a rational and logical proof 
of the Divine Being. Such a proof of the divine would at once identify It with 
those objects of the visible and natural world which compel us to recognize 
their existence. God is spirit and is revealed in the intuitive contemplation of 
spirit [intuitivnoe sozertsanie dukha]. Gnosis is precisely spiritual knowledge 
[dukhovnoe znanie] based upon a living contemplation of the spiritual world 
which is totally different from the world of nature.244 

Nonetheless, gnostic mysticism has always given rise to suspicion from the side 
of the Church. Theology has always been envious of mystical gnosis and con-
sidered it to be knowledge falsely understood as such. In this manner one of 
the greatest “gifts [dar]” bestowed on man from “on high [svyshe]” was con-
demned, according to Berdiaev. The history of the human spirit, the history of 
human culture bears witness to the fact that the gift of mystical gnosis, the gift 
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of mystical contemplation of the secrets of existence, is a special gift. Böhme 
possessed the gift of mystical gnosis to an incomparably higher degree than did 
St Francis or St Dominic, even Thomas Aquinas. In Christian consciousness 
the question of the gift has not been resolved. This is obvious in the case of 
gnostic genius. The incomparable gift of a Plotinus or Böhme could have been 
bestowed only by God. It is necessary for God’s creation. As a result of various 
pedagogical reasonings the Church mind strives to subjugate mysticism to the 
law. Nonetheless, in German mysticism – one of the greatest phenomena in the 
history of the human spirit – a “spiritual knowledge [dukhovnoe znanie]” was 
revealed, an understanding of divine mysteries which transcends the common 
unsatisfactory division between metaphysics and theology. Böhme’s “gnosis, in 
spite of certain errors, is the nearest to a true Christian gnosis.”245 

 

3.4.6. Later Works 
In works written after Freedom and the Spirit, the term gnosis is employed more 
sporadically. Important instances are Berdiaev’s two essays on Böhme, pub-
lished in 1930 (see 2.1.5 for brief commentary). Here it is maintained that 
Böhme represents the greatest mystic of the gnostic type of all time, an asser-
tion which is reiterated in Spirit and Reality (1937). Böhme’s “mystical gnosis” 
presents, however, genuine obstacles to rational metaphysical and theological 
interpretations, not least because it is articulated not in concepts, but in myths 
and symbols. Böhme was a visionary and what he saw and experienced is not 
expressible in the language of the objectified world, with which the intellect and 
its concepts deal. Things were revealed to him that lie deeper than the world of 
objects. He influenced later German philosophers, but his “vision [videnie]” 
was rationalized and adapted by them to such a degree that it no longer re-
mained Christian, despite the fact that the mysticism of Böhme is strongly 
Christocentric.246 

In The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, published in 1947, Berdiaev 
says that it is possible to distinguish three types of mysticism in the past: the 
mysticism of the individual soul’s path to God, which is the most ecclesiastical form of 
mysticism; gnostic mysticism, “not equivalent to that of the gnostic heretics of the 
first centuries,” which is a type of mysticism that treats not only the individual 
soul, but also cosmic and divine life; and lastly the prophetic and messianic mysticism, 
which is “transhistorical [sverkhistoricheskaia]” and eschatological. All of these 
forms of mysticism have their limitations. In the new type of mysticism of the 
future, the prophetic-messianic element should be strong, and a “genuine gno-
sis [podlinnyi gnozis],” which does not fall prey to “the cosmic lure of the old 
gnostics [kosmicheskoe prel’shchenie starykh gnostikov],” will disclose itself in 
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it. It will be more profound than (established) religion and should unite the 
religions. This will be the victory of the realm of the Spirit over that of Cae-
sar.247 

In Truth and Revelation, written during his last years and published posthu-
mously, various levels of cognizing the Truth are postulated: scientific cogni-
tion, philosophical cognition, religious or mystical cognition, and finally gnosis. 
Gnosis, in other words, is represented here by Berdiaev as the uppermost on a 
hierarchic scale of different modes of knowing. It should also be recognized, 
Berdiaev goes on to say, that it is possible to interpret and understand Christi-
anity with varying degrees of profundity and insight. This was strongly felt by 
Clemens of Alexandria and Origen, and was the cause of their being accused of 
being Gnostics. Insights such as those connected with the Christian mysteries 
are always tinged by the one who experiences them. The Christianity of the 
intellectual stratum of society and that of the people are virtually one and the 
same, but there are different degrees of objectification at work. But “a truly 
Christian gnosis is a possibility, and such is the purpose [zamysel] of religious 
philosophy.”248 In contrast to this, theology always revolves around what is 
secondary, and not around what is primary. It is always more socialized, i.e. 
objectified, than philosophy, which is more individual and free. Strict theologi-
cal orthodoxy is most often created by the interests of an organized religious 
community, even though this fact is usually concealed. From this comes the 
idea of authority, which is in essence social and utilitarian. Therefore, a religious 
community that depends on authority always fears mysticism and always 
searches out and condemns heresy, as a way of upholding the authoritarian 
forms of the community. And therefore theology does not like religious phi-
losophy, which is free and founded on spiritual experience and not on social 
authority, and can only be used with difficulty for social utilitarian purposes. 
For this reason the possibility of a Christian gnosis is admitted only reluc-
tantly.249 
 

3.4.7. Elucidation of the Above 
We have become aware that Berdiaev endeavours to distinguish positive forms 
of gnosis from negative ones. On the positive side he uses a number of more or 
less synonymous and interchangeable expressions, where gnosis is often quali-
fied by juxtaposition with one or more adjectives: “genuine” or “true gnosis 
[podlinnyi gnozis; instinnyi gnozis],” “religious gnosis [religioznyi gnozis],” 
“mystical gnosis [misticheskii gnozis],” “gnosis of a higher order [gnozis vyss-
hego poriadka],” “Christian gnosis [khristianskii gnozis],” “sacred gnosis 
[sviashchennyi gnozis],” “concrete gnosis [konkretnyi gnozis],” “full and ulti-
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mate gnosis [polnyi i okonchatel’nyi gnozis],” “genuine higher gnosis [podlinnyi 
vysshii gnozis],” “secret gnosis [sokrovennyi gnozis],” “free gnosis [svobodnyi 
gnozis],” “new, higher gnosis [novyi, vysshyi gnozis],” “true Christian gnosis 
[istinnyi khristianskii gnozis].” He also speaks of “gnostic mysticism 
[gnosticheskaia mistika]” and of “mysticism of the gnostic kind [mistika 
gnosticheskogo tipa].” At times, gnosis is used as a synonym for “theosophy 
[teosofiia]” and “knowledge of God [bogopoznanie].” In all of these cases, the 
term is used in an affirmative sense. 

We have also seen that Berdiaev uses the term gnosis to denote a number of 
different things. In a few instances it is employed as a synonym for knowledge, 
plain and simple, and sometimes in the disrespectful sense of mere philosophical 
knowledge. I shall say nothing further about that particular usage here. Instead, 
let us note that it is precisely when gnosis denotes a specific and privileged 
form of knowledge that it acquires a certain interest for us. What, then, are the 
distinguishing features of this form of gnosis towards which Berdiaev is posi-
tively inclined? In all probability its most basic feature is that it represents a 
religious form of knowledge. It is a product of a religious way of life.250 “True 
Christian gnosis presupposes a positive religious basis,” Berdiaev says.251 Owing 
to its religious nature, it does not preclude faith. On the contrary, the distinc-
tion between faith and knowledge is an arbitrary one, and is a purely scholastic 
division which ought to be surmounted. While religious philosophy or mystical 
gnosis presupposes faith, faith also presupposes to a degree the purely philo-
sophical and even scientific. Both knowledge and faith are intimately connected 
with the human spiritual act.252 Thus gnosis is not a substitute for faith, but 
faith should be considered instead to be a prerequisite, as it “opens up the way 
to this experience […].”253 So do moral qualities such as humility and self-
abnegation. In this sense, it could be said to be participatory, in that a mode of 
cognition which truly involves the knower himself, is implicit here. In fact, 
numerous indications in Berdiaev’s writings point toward it implying an event, 
rather than it being abstract theorizing, which is characterized by a certain time-
lessness. In fact, the expression “spiritual experience [dukhovnyi opyt]” often 
appears in the context. Furthermore, in contrast to negative forms of gnosis, 
such as that displayed by Gnosticism, true Christian gnosis is concrete, neither 
abstract, nor pseudo-scientific, nor rational: “[…] if a Christian gnosis is pos-
sible it can only be a spiritual and mystical form of knowledge and not a natural 
or rational one.”254 Thus, religious gnosis is not discursive knowledge, but 
mythic, and operates not with concepts, but with myths and symbols. The latter 
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has always been a key feature of religious gnosis, in contradistinction to com-
mon varieties of philosophy.255 

Moreover, gnosis is not a “natural” form of knowledge, but implies in con-
trast a revealed or revelatory form of knowledge. In Freedom and the Spirit, Ber-
diaev states that “the effective power” of true Christian gnosis “is due to the 
fact that it has its origin in genuine revelations of the spiritual world.”256 At 
times, metaphors taken from nature relating to light and lighting (“light,” 
“flash,” “sunlight”) are used to describe it, which further serves to enhance its 
revelatory nature. It is said to constitute an “enlightening [ozarenie],” that is a 
light that discloses a mystical reality.257 Berdiaev also speaks of “the gnostic gift” 
as “one of the greatest gifts ever bestowed on man from on high [svyshe].”258 

But what, then, does this knowledge disclose or reveal? In other words, what 
is its object of knowledge or knowledge content? In Berdiaev’s early writings, which are 
characterized by a strong ontological bent, gnosis is said to be a knowledge of 
the world or a self-disclosure of an existent mystical reality. Gnosis is also said 
to involve an unmediated participation in Being. Indeed, in one passage gnosis is 
envisioned as being equivalent to Being itself.259 At other times it is defined as a 
knowledge of God, synonymous with a “free and immanent knowledge of God 
[immanentno-svobodnoe bogopoznanie].”260 Last but not least, it is charac-
terized as being an insight [prozrenie], which discloses not only knowledge of 
the world but also self-knowledge.261 In the latter sense, it is associated with mean-
ing. One could perhaps describe it as a meaning-generating form of insight.262 A 
similar representation of gnosis as a disclosure of meaning is given yet again in 
a later work: “[…] in the genuine higher gnosis there is a primordial revelation 
of meaning, a solar light descending onto the ladder of cognition from 
above.”263 Thus to summarize what Berdiaev says about the knowledge content, 
gnosis points to a knowledge that relates to the triangle of God, world and self. 

In the sense given above, gnosis might be thought of as a source of inspira-
tion, as a non-rational unmediated insight. Thus it is the starting point which 
might subsequently form the basis for further speculation. In contrast to this 
use, gnosis is sometimes envisioned by Berdiaev as the aim or goal towards 
which philosophy ought to strive. In this sense it can be assumed to take on a 
more speculative and discursive character. At times Berdiaev emphasizes the 
integralizing or synthesizing nature of a true Christian gnosis, which “unites 
religion, philosophy, and science in an effective manner without subordinating 
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faith to a pseudo-scientific outlook.”264 In the same work he states that the task 
of “Christian gnosis is to establish an ideal balance between theosophy, cosmo-
sophy, and anthroposophy. For mysticism, occultism, and religion exist side by 
side in human consciousness.”265 This threefold division appears to be quite 
consistent with what was said above about the threefold knowledge content, as 
the three subdivisions correspond to the three fields of God, world and self. 

But what then is the relation of gnosis to theology? Gnosis is a privileged 
form of knowledge, considering that it is placed on the highest level of a hierar-
chic scale of various forms of knowledge. This distribution has its basis in the 
undeniable fact that there are different levels of perceiving Truth, Berdiaev says. 
There is scientific cognition, as well as philosophical, religious or mystical 
modes of knowledge, and there is gnosis.266 Nor is there any doubt that there 
are different levels of depth in the understanding of Christianity.267 This argu-
ment can viably be interpreted in relation to Berdiaev’s distinction between 
exoteric and esoteric modes of Christianity. Let us recall the statement that the 
New Religious Consciousness leads from the outer, exoteric, historic Christian-
ity, to a mystical, inner, esoteric, Christianity.268 The movement towards esoteri-
cism in Christianity is a spiritualization, a deepening. But, as stated in Freedom 
and the Spirit, exoteric and esoteric Christianity do not necessarily have to be 
mutually exclusive. In fact, the division is not absolute. Berdiaev thus distin-
guishes gnosis from theology, stating that it cannot be grasped by theological 
means. Gnostic mysticism has always been opposed to the theology of the es-
tablished Church hierarchy.269  

If I were to make a condensed summary of Berdiaev’s gnosis, I would say 
that the concept is employed to designate a form of knowledge that is religious, 
since it has God as one of its knowledge objects and also presupposes faith; 
non-rational or transrational, since it transcends the rational cognitive faculty, and 
is non-conceptual and is mythopoeic in expression; revelatory, since it is not “natural” 
and involves the disclosure of a higher reality. Furthermore, it is participatory, as 
it is not separable from the knower himself, but is in this sense rather concrete 
and experiential. It concerns the triangle God-world-man.  

Let us now touch briefly Berdiaev’s unsympathetic uses of the term. On the 
negative side we find expressions such as “unblessed gnosis [neblagodatnyi 
gnozis],” “abstract gnosis [otvlechennyi gnozis],” or simply “gnosis,” where the 
context makes it clear that it is used with a decidedly negative connotation. In 
one passage he states that “unblessed gnosis is knowledge falsely so called [ne-
blagodatnyi gnozis est’ znanie lzheimiannoe],” thus paraphrasing the words of 
the Apostle Paul in the New Testament (1 Tim. 6:20). As the exponent or car-
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rier of this unwanted form of gnosis we find above all “Gnosticism [gnostit-
sizm],” which in the absolute majority of cases has a very disparaging ring to it 
and is applied to a decidedly negative phenomenon. In addition, Berdiaev 
speaks of “gnostic rationalism [gnosticheskii ratsionalizm],” of “antichristian 
gnosticism [antikhristianskii gnostitsizm],” and of the “falsely Christianizing 
gnostics [lzhekhristianstvuiushchie gnostiki],” among whom he includes Valen-
tinus and Basilides. Berdiaev summarizes his attitude to this negative form of 
gnosis by stating that “false gnosis must be banished by the true gnosis of 
Christ.”270 There is no need to further delve into what is intended here by “false 
gnosis” and why Gnosticism should be rejected, as this has already been carried 
out in a preceding chapter.  

 

3.4.8. Comparison with the Gnosis of Jonasian Gnosticism 
Let us now attempt to appraise the variety of Berdiaev’s usages, by reconnect-
ing to the Jonasian paradigm. First some observations about the knowledge 
content, or object of knowledge, of this particular form of knowledge, as it is 
circumscribed by Jonas: 

‘Knowledge’ is by itself a purely formal term and does not specify what is to be 
known; neither does it specify the psychological manner and subjective signifi-
cance of possessing knowledge or the ways in which it is acquired. As for what 
the knowledge is about, the associations of the term most familiar to the classi-
cally trained reader point to rational objects, and accordingly to natural reason as 
the organ for acquiring and possessing knowledge. In the gnostic context, how-
ever, ‘knowledge’ has an emphatically religious or supranatural meaning and re-
fers to objects which we nowadays should call those of faith rather than reason. 
Now although the relation between faith and knowledge (pistis and gnosis) became 
a major issue in the Church between the gnostic heretics and the orthodox, this 
was not the modern issue between faith and reason with which we are familiar; 
for the ‘knowledge’ of the Gnostics with which simple Christian faith was con-
trasted whether in praise or blame was not of the rational kind.271 

Gnostic knowledge is hence not to be considered equivalent to rational know-
ledge. It is not the same as theoria, although it may give rise to theoretical reflec-
tion and elaboration. It is knowledge “not of the rational kind.” It is of a 
fundamentally religious nature, since it primarily concerns the relation of man to 
God. Indeed: “Gnosis meant pre-eminently knowledge of God […].”272 

Berdiaev’s depiction of the Gnosis of the Gnostics differs somewhat from 
what is being said here. For one thing, in his early works Berdiaev depicts the 
Gnostics as being rationalists. His critique of them is based, in part, also on 
what Jonas calls the “modern issue between faith and reason with which we are 
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familiar,” but which nonetheless appears to have been foreign to the ancient 
polemicists. This discrepancy holds good also for Berdiaev’s depiction of the 
Gnosis of the Gnostics as constituting an areligious, or even anti-religious, 
form of knowledge. If Jonas’s definition is taken to be authoritative, and ac-
cording to it the mystical Gnosis certainly differed from what we usually mean 
by ratiocinative knowledge, then these points in Berdiaev’s critique cannot be 
sustained. To my mind, even a cursory reading of Gnostic texts confirms this.  

What is more, Berdiaev’s own affirmed gnosis, despite his rejection of Gno-
sis, might be thought to be closer to Jonas’s depiction of the “knowledge” of 
the Gnostics. This holds good, for example, for Berdiaev’s affirmation of gno-
sis as a form of self-knowledge. A famous saying attributed to Valentinus, and 
quoted by Clement of Alexandria, amounts to the following statement: “What 
makes us free is the knowledge of who we were, what we have become; where 
we were, wherein we have been thrown; whereto we speed, wherefrom we are 
redeemed; what is birth and what is rebirth.”273 This might be compared to an 
early quotation from Berdiaev, already referred to, where he states: “I acknow-
ledge, that in religion, in religious gnosis, religious insight [prozrenie], the mys-
tery of my personality is revealed to me. What I am is also revealed, from 
whence I have come, and wherefore I am, and furthermore, the mystery of the 
world is revealed, of reality, to which I am attached meaninglessly, but to which 
I want to be joined meaningfully.”274 In both of these cases, gnosis is said to 
bestow an understanding of the existential history of the subject and also an 
understanding of the predicament in which it finds itself. It is thus a form of 
self-knowledge in a quite concrete sense, as it confers self-understanding as well 
as illumines the condition of the knower.  

Other features also display a certain affinity. As distinct from abstract theoria, 
Gnosis is integrative in the sense that, in the words of Rudolph, it “gathers 
together the object of knowledge (the divine nature), the means of knowledge 
(the redeeming gnosis) and the knower himself.”275 Furthermore, in its capacity 
to involve a self-disclosure on the part of the supra-human, it implies a revelatory 
form of knowledge. According to Jonasian Gnosticism, “the transcendent God 
Himself is hidden from all creatures and is unknowable by natural concepts. 
Knowledge of Him requires supernatural revelation and illumination,”276 that is 
to say gnosis. Jonas elaborates on this issue in a longer passage, which deserves 
to be quoted in full: 

Gnosis meant pre-eminently knowledge of God, and from what we have said 
about the radical transcendence of the deity it follows that ‘knowledge of God’ 
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is the knowledge of something naturally unknowable and therefore itself not a 
natural condition. Its objects include everything that belongs to the divine realm 
of being, namely, the order and history of the upper worlds, and what is to issue 
from it, namely, the salvation of man. With objects of this kind, knowledge as a 
mental act is vastly different from the rational cognition of philosophy. On the 
one hand it is closely bound up with revelatory experience, so that reception of 
the truth either through sacred and secret lore or through inner illumination re-
places rational argument and theory (though this extra-rational basis may then 
provide scope for independent speculation); on the other hand, being concerned 
with the secrets of salvation, ‘knowledge’ is not just theoretical information 
about certain things but is itself, as a modification of the human condition, 
charged with performing a function in the bringing about of salvation. Thus 
gnostic ‘knowledge’ has an eminently practical aspect. The ultimate ‘object’ of 
gnosis is God: its event in the soul transforms the knower himself by making 
him a partaker in the divine existence (which means more than assimilating him 
to the divine essence). Thus in the more radical systems like the Valentinian the 
‘knowledge’ is not only an instrument of salvation but itself the very form in 
which the goal of salvation, i.e. ultimate perfection, is possessed. In these cases 
knowledge and the attainment of the known by the soul are claimed to coincide 
– the claim of all true mysticism. It is, to be sure, also the claim of Greek theoria, 
but in a different sense. There, the object of knowledge is the universal, and the 
cognitive relation is ‘optical,’ i.e., an analogue of the visual relation to objective 
form that remains unaffected by the relation. Gnostic ‘knowledge’ is about a 
particular (for the transcendent deity is still a particular), and the relation of 
knowing is mutual, i.e. a being known at the same time, and involving active 
self-divulgence on the part of the ‘known.’ There, the mind is ‘informed’ with 
the forms it beholds and while it beholds (thinks) them: here, the subject is 
‘transformed’ (from ‘soul’ to ‘spirit’) by the union with a reality that in truth is it-
self the supreme subject in the situation and strictly speaking never an object at 
all.277 

Jonas emphasizes here, among other things, the participatory and experiential 
nature of gnosis: the subject (knower) is himself invariably deeply involved in 
the act of knowing, and without his involvement Gnosis would not be know-
ledge in the gnostic sense, but impersonal abstraction.278 This particular form of 
knowledge is hence not reproducible, and cannot be shared in the way that 
scientific knowledge can. Another feature of Gnosis is also mentioned here, 
emphasized less by Berdiaev in his understanding of gnosis, but nevertheless 
present also there: it is transformative, not merely translative, since it has the 
power to fundamentally alter the condition and make-up of the knower. A 
number of these aspects will be explored in the following chapter. 

There are also points where Berdiaev’s gnosis evidently differs from Jona-
sian Gnosis. One concerns not least what might be called the “this-worldly” 
nature of the former. Whereas Gnosis is depicted by Jonas as being acosmic, 
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and even anti-cosmic or contra-mundane, in the sense of being an instrument 
of salvation from the world, Berdiaev’s gnosis seems to imply in contrast an 
ontological form of knowledge which (re)connects the knower more intimately 
with reality, with the world or with Being. Whereas the purpose of Gnosis was 
to make possible an exodus from the world, thus a demundanization, Ber-
diaev’s gnosis seems instead to involve a deepened affirmation of, even union 
with, the world. In this sense, Berdiaev would come closer to being a mystic, 
rather than a gnostic, if we were to base our supposition on Peter Koslowski’s 
poignant distinction between the attitude towards the world of the mystic and 
the gnostic: “The dominant feeling of the mystic is that of unity, and the deci-
sive experience of the gnostic is that of alienation in the world […].”279  

Another point, intimately related to this one, where Berdiaev seems to di-
verge, concerns the crucial role played by gnosis in the scheme of salvation. 
Central to Gnosis in the ancient conception was its potential to fundamentally 
reconnect the pneumatic with the divine, a realignment which does not come 
about through other disengaged forms of knowledge. For this reason, Gnosis 
was considered the sine qua non in liberation from the cosmic prison house, in 
which the Gnostic perceives himself to have been thrown. Gnosis therefore 
pre-eminently imples a redeeming, “soterial” or “salvific” form of knowledge 
[Erlösungswissen / Gnosis als heilswirksames Wissen]. In terms close to those 
of Jonas, Peter Koslowski summarizes this point as follows: 

[…] Gnosticism differs from philosophy in that it strives towards a knowledge, 
which constitutes not merely object knowledge, but also soterial knowledge. The 
mission of the knowledge of Gnosis – and gnosis means nothing else than 
knowledge in Greek – is not only to reveal and disclose the world and the inner 
self to the knower, but also to be the means by which he may be liberated, even 
redeemed, from the powers of this world and from evil.280 

In other words, Gnosis makes possible the breaking out of worldly immanence. 
It effects what might be termed a “prison break,” through an overpowering 
self-transformative act. The transformative and participatory emphasis in Gnos-
tic knowledge is elaborated in a metaphysical salvation history (Heilsgeschichte), in 
which it makes up the essential ingredient. It represents the self-illumination 
and knowledge of a being involved in this history. In fact, as depicted by Jonas, 
Gnosis may be considered in this sense to be equivalent to the mythic account 

                                                        
279 Peter Koslowski, “Einleitung: Philosophie, Mystik, Gnosis,” in Gnosis und Mystik in der 
Geschichte der Philosophie, ed. Peter Koslowski (Zurich and Munich: Artemis Verlag, 1988), 9: “Das 
beherrschende Gefühl des Mystikers ist dasjenige der Einheit, die bestimmende Erfahrung des 
Gnostikers diejenige der Fremdheit in der Welt […].” 
280 Ibid., 10: “ […] die Gnosis, unterschiedet sich von der Philosophie dadurch, daß sie ein 
Wissen anstrebt, das nicht nur Sachwissen, sondern zugleich Erlösungswissen ist. Die Erkenntnis 
der Gnosis – und Gnosis heißt auf griechisch nichts anderes als Erkenntnis – soll dem 
Erkennenden nicht nur die Welt und sein inneres Selbst entschlüsseln und aufdecken, sondern 
zugleich die Weise sein, sich von den Mächten dieser Welt und dem Bösen durch eben dieses 
Erkennen zu befreien, ja zu erlösen.” 
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itself, in other words the (meta)narrative that recounts the origin of the present 
situation of man and the state of the world.  

The relation of these issues to Berdiaev’s thought is nevertheless not as 
clear-cut as might be thought. They involve the interrelated problems of trans-
cension and immanence, and above all that of demundanization, to which I 
shall have a chance to return in the following chapter. Admittedly, in the early 
ontological phase, Berdiaev can hardly be said to employ the concept of gnosis 
in a strict Jonasian Gnostic sense, since it does not seem to imply a liberating, 
redemptive form of knowledge. In most of the instances given above, gnosis 
denotes instead a knowledge that integrates with Being. But we have also come across 
at least one passage, where a more dualistic conception was hinted at. This was 
when Berdiav affirms that Gnosis is (also) “spiritual knowledge [dukhovnoe 
znanie],” founded on the living contemplation of the spiritual world, completely 
unlike the natural world.281 And, as we shall see in the next chapter, as Berdiaev 
increasingly began to bring out the anti-ontological stance of his philosophy, or 
move in other words from ontologism to world-rejection, he also began in 
equal measure to promote a conception of knowledge that comes closer to the 
demundanizing aspect of Jonasian Gnosis. 
 

3.4.9. Chapter Summary 
As we have seen, Berdiaev differentiates between positive and negative forms 
of gnosis. The same holds good for his usage of the term “theosophy,” which is 
employed more or less interchangeably with “gnosis.” He distances himself 
from what he understands by the Gnosis of the ancient Gnostics, and also 
from the gnosis and theosophy of modern esoteric currents of thought. But he 
also deploys his gnosis as an antidote to “school-theology” as well as to the 
agnosticism of Church consciousness. The price he has to pay for this twofold 
strategy of segregation is an uneasy vacillation between tradition and revision, 
between concordance with the Orthodox tradition, and heterodoxy.  

Then why does Berdiaev need the concept of gnosis in the first place? I be-
lieve it is effective above all as a means of distinguishing a particular form of 
spiritual knowledge from a rational mode of knowledge. This strategy may be 
considered quite legitimate and a crucial ingredient in his campaign against 
rationalism. But due to the reception history of the concept itself, which he 
cannot entirely escape nor break away from, despite his efforts, he was forced 
to distinguish his own gnosis from other forms of gnoses considered less valid. 
The polemic edge had to be turned against the classic Gnostics, who were after 
all the most well-known users, but also the most unwelcome in the Orthodox 
tradition to which Berdiaev belonged. In order that his own gnosis, as a form of 
mystical, non-rational form of knowledge, might remain useable, and clearly 

                                                        
281 Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 117 
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distinguishable from the Gnosis of the Gnostics, he therefore had to depict the 
latter as a variant of a negative rationalism. Unfortunately, the arguments put 
forward by Berdiaev in this connection appear less convincing. Is he not in fact 
fighting a phantom image of his own making, like a veritable Don Quixote? A 
possible explanation could be that Berdiaev was simply misinformed: the mon-
strous giant was in fact a windmill. But a more enticing explanation may be 
found, I believe, by referring to Bloom’s notion of an “anxiety of influence,” as 
previously suggested. We may indeed be witnessing a case of Bloomian “strong 
misprision,” in other words a consciously intended distortion employed in order 
to effectively clear his predecessors out of the way, in accordance with, al-
though on somewhat different grounds from the Orthodox anathema, while he 
still covertly nurtured an appreciation for them and appropriated some of their 
insights. In view of Berdiaev’s self-professed attraction to gnosis and even 
Gnosticism made in private, his critique of the Gnosis in this connection seems 
all the more questionable. 

 

3.5. Eschatological Epistemology 

My thought […] is concerned above all with a revolution in the mind, in other words, with the 
liberation of the mind from the power of objectification. Nothing but a radical change in the set 
up of the mind can lead to vital changes; a wrong attitude of the conscious mind is the source of 
the slavery of man.282 

To come to grips with the consequences of Berdiaev’s gnosis and his notion of 
a “personalistic revolution,” a broadening of focus is required. In this chapter, I 
intend therefore to make a few observations about Berdiaev’s late episte-
mology, in so far as it can be said to relate to my basic topic.283 Text passages 
will also be taken into account where the term gnosis is referred to only rarely, 
or not at all, but which nevertheless touch upon issues that are implied by it. 
The aim remains the same as in the foregoing chapters of the thematic section 
of the thesis, namely to pose certain questions inspired by selected Jonasian 
Gnostic motifs. The motifs that will be the focus of attention are as follows:  
• Dualism  
• Intuition as participatory and transformative spiritual experience 

                                                        
282 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, vii; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 165: “Моя 
мысль […] обращена прежде всего к революции сознания, т.е. к освобождению от власти 
объективизации [sic.]. Только радикальное изменение установки сознания может привести 
к жизненным изменениям. Ложные установки сознания есть источник рабства человека.” 
283 The Russian term used by Berdiaev, i.e. gnoseologiia, may refer to both epistemology (the 
theory of the method or grounds of knowledge) and gnosiology (the philosophy of cognition or 
the cognitive faculties). In what follows, I have chosen not to keep strictly to this distinction 
taken from the Oxford English Dictionary. 
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• The coercive power of objectification and the revolt against IT 
• The epistemological interpretation of the Fall and the emancipatory role 

played by knowledge in surmounting the consequences of the Fall 
• Revelatory knowledge and the eschatological aspects of knowledge as trans-

cendence  
 

3.5.1. Prerequisites: From Ontologism to Eschatology 
In Berdiaev’s view, the privileged position occupied by epistemology in con-
temporary philosophy was a sure sign of its decline. In The Meaning of the Creative 
Act it is stated that modern philosophy suffers from a malady, the major symp-
tom of which is an unwholesome self-reflexiveness, a “hamletism” that indi-
cates doubt in philosophy’s capacity and potential.284 Epistemology was now 
carrying out a despotic function, whose reflexivity impeded nearly all modes of 
creative philosophical endeavour. In line with this view, Berdiaev chose to open 
The Destiny of Man with a critique levelled against the hegemony of episte-
mology, and a challenge to philosophy’s lack of daring and will to imaginative 
innovation, instead of with an epistemological self-justification, which had be-
come more or less mandatory at that time.285  

Yet, despite the displeasure displayed by Berdiaev with regard to the critical 
role played by epistemology in contemporary philosophy, I would still argue for 
the importance of his own epistemology. After all, his project consisted in a 
continuous search for ways to express a new religious consciousness, and as a re-
sult, it was inevitable that he would have to confront also epistemological prob-
lems, although these were usually treated jointly with other issues.286 

Berdiaev chose to characterize his late epistemology as eschatological.287 In 
Christian theology, eschatology denotes a concern with “the last things,” such 
as the end of the world, the cessation of history, and more specifically the Sup-
reme Judgment, the day of reckoning. In Berdiaev we find an epistemologically 
expressed eschatology that is concerned not least with the liberation of man 
from his enslavement to the condition of “objectification,” by which he means 
the end of the objectified world in existential, rather than in historical time. 
This eschatological thought took shape during a phase of Berdiaev’s develop-
ment when he was progressively moving away from his earlier ontologism and 
increasingly insisting on a rejection of Being, an idea which he often expressed 

                                                        
284 Berdiaev, “Smysl tvorchestva,” p. 44ff.  
285 Berdiaev, “O naznachenii cheloveka,” 25ff. 
286 In fact, Berdiaev’s epistemology / gnosiology cannot be appropriately understood without 
grasping the fundamentals of the metaphysics and anthropology in which they are rooted. 
287 The expression “eschatological epistemology” is employed in Beginning and End, vi. In the 
foreword to “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 164, Berdiaev writes: “Я бы определил свою 
книгу [Опыт эсхатологической метафизики] как опыт гносеологического и 
метафизического истолкования конца мира, конца истории, т. е. как эсхатологическую 
гносеологию и метафизику.” Italics added. 
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in epistemological terms. The development of his theory of knowledge had 
begun with an ontologically grounded epistemology, epitomized in The Philoso-
phy of Freedom (1911), where philosophical reflection is envisioned not merely as 
speculative and abstract, but, on the contrary, as a participation and multi-
faceted involvement in Being. Cognition and philosophical reflection are repre-
sented at this relatively early stage as rooted in Being itself and as inseparable 
from it. But his thought eventually passed on into an explicitly dualistic episte-
mology, which presents an altogether different view of human cognition and 
the process that leads to the acquisition of knowledge, and above all of man’s 
self-consciousness, namely that they are fundamentally incompatible with the 
world and with Being. Most importantly, he now comes to emphasize the idea 
that spiritual cognition is ultimately a transformative process that can set man 
free from his enslavement to the present flawed and limiting conditions, which 
are connected with “a wrong attitude of the conscious mind.” This notion is 
encapsulated in the quotation chosen as the epigraph for this chapter. Berdiaev 
even introduces the drastic view that the cognitive act may promote the very 
cancellation of the world. If we make allowance for a slight oversimplification, 
the development of his epistemology can be said, then, to have progressed 
from a philosophy with an ontological bent that postulated the primacy of Be-
ing and the merging of man into it, to an emphasis on the primacy of man and 
of (uncreated) freedom over Being.288 Berdiaev’s motivation seems to have 
changed as well, from a yearning to merge more deeply with Being to a wish to 
overcome it altogether. 

It is this late epistemology that will be the focus of what follows. My argu-
ment is that if the Gnostic stance may be defined as “revolutionary dualism,” in 
accordance with Di Blasi’s definition, then certainly such a designation would 
be appropriate for Berdiaev’s epistemology as well, seeing that its basic stance 
is, as it were, both dualistic and rebellious, in the sense that it advocates a non-
acceptance of Being and a revolt against the enslaving powers of the world. I 
also believe that in his struggle against the power of objectification, which will 
be investigated towards the end of this chapter, Berdiaev actually grants philo-
sophical knowledge a function equivalent to that performed by Jonasian Gno-
sis, namely that of liberating man from the world. Moreover, a number of fea-
tures that point towards a gnosticizing tendency are also visible in Berdiaev’s 
assessment of Kant, on the basis of which he formed his own theory of know-
ledge. Among other things, he sought to bring out the dualism allegedly built 
into Kantian epistemology and to complement it by positing an additional 
mode of cognition, namely the transrational intuitive mode, which is disclosed 

                                                        
288 In her ”Misticheskii revoliutsionarizm N. A. Berdiaeva,” in Nikolai Berdiaev, O naznachenii 
cheloveka (Moscow: Respublika, 1993), 14, Gaidenko has the following to say: “[…] основная 
тема позднейших сочинений Бердяева — тема противоположности свободы и бытия. ‘Я’, 
личность, свобода противостоит уже не просто объективации, не только ‘миру 
феноменальному’, ‘миру сему’: свобода противостоит бытию как таковому. Именно бытию 
теперь объявлена война во имя свободы.” 
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in the spiritual experience of the individual. It seems only natural, therefore, to 
begin with some observations about Berdiaev’s interpretation of Kant. 
 

3.5.2. Berdiaev’s Gnosticizing Interpretation of Kantian 
Epistemology 
The one philosopher who, alongside René Descartes, may be said to have de-
cided the course of modern epistemology more than any other is, of course, 
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), who reconfigured the relationship between the 
two previously irreconcilable paradigms of Empiricism and Rationalism. Ber-
diaev considered Kant to have been one of the greatest philosophers of all time 
and the most significant thinker in Modernity. He even goes so far as to honour 
him with the title of being “the central event in the history of European phi-
losophy.”289 In view of this high estimation it is small wonder that he came to 
elaborate his own epistemology in dialogue with Kant, a somewhat ironic fact 
given his dissatisfaction with the contemporary Neo-Kantians, who did like-
wise. Berdiaev credits Kant with having put an end to the futile metaphysical 
speculation before and of his time, which consisted of various attempts to ap-
ply rational methods to domains that both Kant and Berdiaev deemed qualita-
tively inaccessible to both the senses and to reason. The procedure of con-
structing philosophical systems with the help of rational concepts had inevitably 
resulted in disconnected abstractions, but which were thought to be objective. 
According to Berdiaev, with the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant had justly fixed the 
limits of the conceptual mind in comprehending the realm of the Spirit, thus 
strongly delimiting all future metaphysics in the process. But as Berdiaev would 
not remain satisfied with a metaphysics “within the limits of reason,” and 
would be even less satisfied with a dismissal of metaphysics altogether. On the 
contrary, he proposed an allegedly hitherto untried type of metaphysics, one 
that started from the subject rather than the object. In Kant’s philosophy, or so 
Berdiaev thought, “the foundation stone” may be found for the only viable 
form of metaphysics, namely an “existential metaphysics,” which is equivalent 
to the “symbolism of the spiritual experience of the subject.” Thus, Kant’s 
epistemology had provided the fundamental impetus for a supposedly novel 
direction in metaphysics. “It is not true to say that Kant makes an end of all 
metaphysics; he merely makes an end of metaphysics of the naturalistic ration-
alist type, metaphysics which are derived from the object, from the world, and 
he reveals the possibility of metaphysics based on the subject, of a metaphysics 
of freedom [metafiziki svobody].”290  

                                                        
289 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 11; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 170: “Кант 
есть центральное событие в истории европейской философии.” 
290 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 9; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 169: 
“Неверно, что Кант приканчивает всякую метафизику, он приканчивает лишь метафизику 
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The subjectivistic emphasis displayed here is crucial. According to Berdiaev, 
Kant instigated a virtual revolution in philosophy not only by differentiating 
between various forms of impersonal knowledge, but above all by making pos-
sible a refocusing of Western philosophy away from the object toward the sub-
ject (although this had been prefigured already in German mysticism). For epis-
temology, this meant that the subject’s cognitive activity was held to be not 
only a reflection of a given reality, but also an active participation in a produc-
tive task. Indeed, Kant had demonstrated that the subject is in some sense the 
co-creator of the object. In short, the active role played by the subject, not least 
in the co-construction of the so-called phenomenal world, was disclosed. Today 
we would say that with Kant a shift was made from what is known as the “rep-
resentational” or “mirroring” paradigm of the Enlightenment, to what is called 
constructivism. This would have far-reaching consequences. Following in the 
footsteps of Kant, Berdiaev maintained, German idealism had delivered deva-
stating blows to the “objectivism” of Greek and scholastic thought, following 
which they would never be able to recover. It had correctly questioned the 
naïve realist view that the world of objects is equivalent to “Being [bytie],” and, 
vice versa, that Being could supposedly make up a world of objects. Moreover, 
according to Berdiaev, when the focus was transferred from the object to the 
subject, philosophers began to search for the solution to existence in the sub-
ject instead of in the world of reified reality, which from then on was con-
sidered secondary, and not primary. Sadly, however, positivistic scientism had 
persisted in taking the world as something simply (pre)given, and continued to 
cling to the idea that the accumulation of knowledge consisted in the collecting 
of sense data. Little does it understand, Berdiaev argued, that it is precisely this 
misguided “objectivism” that is the most subjective. The mind that lacks self-
awareness and does not reflect on its own activity, takes the world of phenom-
ena as the ultimate reality, whereas in actual fact it constitutes its own co-
creation.291  

As this voiced displeasure signals, Berdiaev was of the opinion that the 
philosophical revolution instigated by Kant had been far from consummated. 
For one thing, even Kant himself had not faced all the consequences of his 
own thought. He “cleared the ground for an absolutely new way of phi-
losophizing, although he himself did not enter upon that way.”292 Most import-
antly, he had not understood that his venture represented a philosophy of free-
dom paving the way for a higher spiritual knowledge. Moreover, Kant had been 
gravely misinterpreted.293 For this reason, Berdiaev wished to shed light on 
some of the hitherto hidden implications which he considered to be the most 

                                                                                                                                  
натуралистического и рационалистического типа, метафизику, исходящую из объекта, из 
мира. И он раскрывает возможность метафизики из субъекта, метафизики свободы.” 
291 In an interpretation of Kant developed on the basis of a Christian understanding, Berdiaev 
would state that God creates the subject, the subject then co-creates the object, after which the 
object in its turn reveals itself to the subject as “objective.” 
292 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 77-78; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 497. 
293 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 8; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 168. 
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essential, and amongst which was not only the subjectivism mentioned above, but 
also Kant’s dualism, which is “the greatest merit of his philosophy.”294 The latter, 
like the former, was interpreted by Berdiaev in a metaphysical direction and 
linked to several other issues introduced from Berdiaev’s own thought. “In 
Kant the foundations were laid for the only true metaphysics: a dualism be-
tween the order of freedom and the order of nature […], [and] the recognition 
of another, deeper reality, which is hidden behind the world of phenomena.”295 
Unfortunately, Kant’s followers had attempted to convert his dualism into (a) 
monism, a development which, according to Berdiaev, was comparable to what 
had occurred with the respective legacies of Plato and Jacob Böhme.296 The 
thinkers that followed in their wake, Aristotle and the Neoplatonists in the case 
of Plato, and the German Idealists in the case of Böhme and Kant, created 
monistic systems out of the dualism of their predecessors. For instance, Hegel 
and Schelling attempted on the basis of Kant to create all-encompassing sys-
tems that would bridge the gap between subject and object, phenomena and 
noumena, man and nature, the real and the ideal, and so forth. Nonetheless, all 
of these attempts turned out to be failures, Berdiaev thought, and “unity was 
not attained.”297 For his own part he would not agree to such a monistic recon-
figuration, on the grounds that “monism is a metaphysical heresy.”298 Neither 
did he wish to promote a “mundanization” of metaphysics. Instead, he denied 
the validity both of an objectivist metaphysics as well as of an ontology, and 
proposed in their place a dualist metaphysics grounded in the spiritual experi-
ence of the subject.  

Berdiaev’s repeated mention of the primacy of “spiritual experience” is cru-
cial. At this point Berdiaev parted company with Kant, considering that he had 
complemented Kantian gnosiology with an additional mode of knowing or 
cognitive faculty higher than reason, namely intuition. According to Berdiaev, 
Kant had been right in differentiating between phenomena and “things-in-
themselves” (although Berdiaev considered the latter designation unsatisfac-
tory). For Plato, true knowledge was possible only about the noumena, i.e. ideas 
or forms, whereas for Kant unfailing knowledge, i.e. scientific knowledge, was 
possible only in relation to the phenomenal world.299 However, “things-in-
themselves” we cannot possibly know, Kant thought, only the phenomena that 
are already pre-defined by the configuration of our cognitive faculties. In other 
words there are limits to human knowledge. But in Berdiaev’s view, and he 

                                                        
294 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 9; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 169: 
“Дуализм Канта был не недостатком, а самым большим достоинством его философии, 
недостатком его продолжателей будет их монизм.” 
295 Berdiaev, Dukh i real’nost’, 365: “В Канте заложены основы единственной верной 
метафизики: дуализм порядка свободы и порядка природы, […] признание скрытой за 
миром явлений иной, более глубокой реальности.” My translation. 
296 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 19. 
297 Ibid., 20. 
298 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 28; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 178: 
“Монизм есть метафизическая ересь […].” 
299 Ibid., 7. 
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sometimes states that this is confirmed by Kant himself and at other times that 
it is not, there are ways of transcending the limitations of reason and the senses. 
Kant’s fatal mistake was that he did not recognize “spiritual experience [duk-
hovnyi opyt], of which the data are noumenal,”300 and denied “intuition in 
metaphysical apprehension,”301 that he did not acknowledge that the “non-
conceptual [neponiatiinoe], spiritual [dukhovnoe], existential apprehension of a 
noumenon is a possibility.”302  

All in all, then, Berdiaev was of the opinion that Kant’s thought was all but 
final, and that it had been misinterpreted, but that its essential epistemological 
insights could serve as a point of departure for a whole new way of phi-
losophizing. For Berdiaev’s own part, this would mean a reworking of Kant’s 
impetus in the direction of an existential philosophy:  

More than anyone else, Kant came close to a peculiar philosophy of existence, 
having made a distinction between the order of nature and the order of free-
dom. Inner existence subsists in the order of freedom, and not in the order of 
nature. Kant can help us crush the old rationalism, naturalism, the naïve objec-
tivism and realism. But he did not arrive at a new existential philosophy.303 

Berdiaev’s philosophy of existence, an outgrowth and development of his 
earlier personalism, focuses even more exclusively than Kant on man and his 
existence. But it also radicalizes the subjective implication of Kantian episte-
mology, after having shed the final remaining traces of Berdiaev’s earlier onto-
logism. It would even refuse to accept the viability of ontology itself. “Existen-
tial philosophy is the one authentically real philosophy. But it is not the realism 
of the old ontological school which was under the sway of objectification and 
was a form of naturalism.”304 In the next section I will argue that in some of the 
epistemological implications of Berdiaev’s existential thought that relate to the 
possibility of the subject’s unmediated awareness through lived spiritual experi-
ence, there is visible a gnostic tendency.  

                                                        
300 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 14; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 171: 
“Основная ошибка Канта была в том, что он признавал чувственный опыт, в котором 
даны явления, но не признавал духовного опыта, в котором даны нумены.” 
301 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 13; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 171: “Кант 
не хотел прямо признать, что возможно непонятийное, духовное, экзистенциальное 
познание нуменов.” 
302 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 14. 
303 Berdiaev, “Ia i mir ob’’ektov,” 255-256: “Кант более всех приблизился к своеобразной 
философии существования, сделав различие между порядком природы и порядком 
свободы. Внутреннее существование находится в порядке свободы, а не в порядке 
природы. Кант очень помогает сокрушать старый рационализм, натурализм, наивный 
объективизм и реализм. Но к новой экзистенциальной философии он не пришел.” 
304 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 88.  
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3.5.3. Gnostic Motifs in Berdiaev’s Existential Epistemology 
Existentialism can be considered to be a unique response to the dominance of 
the rationalistic Enlightenment paradigm, which threatened the subject (the “I” 
or “self”) with disintegration in a world dominated by the impersonal and dis-
embodied universal, by the scientifically objective (It). Existentialism’s strong 
point consisted in its forceful defence of the subjective domain and its belief in 
the creative power of the individual to give meaning to his or her personal exist-
ence and to shape his or her own future. In his argument for the importance of 
Existentialism, Berdiaev highlighted its anthropocentrism, its concern for man 
and his destiny, its focus on freedom and striving towards authenticity. In his 
opinion it also encompassed some crucial epistemological principles. For one 
thing, it put great stress on concrete “human existence [chelovecheskoe 
sushchestvovanie],” taking its beginning in reality and in life itself.305 There were 
in fact a whole set of positive features that were brought out by Berdiaev in this 
connection: 1) existential philosophy proceeds from the subject and not from 
the object; 2) it strives towards non-objectivized thought; 3) it holds Existenz to 
be more primary than essence, which is to say that the cognizing subject is rec-
ognized as a living, concretely existing being. Indeed, that the philosopher him-
self is a concrete existing person becomes a crucial ingredient in the philosophy 
itself. Pure impersonal speculation, which denies concrete existentiality, was 
evaluated by Berdiaev as a negative phenomenon on the grounds that it was 
under the sway of rationalization, i.e. of objectification. In contrast, the Exi-
stentialism to which Berdiaev himself subscribed offers an epistemology that 
champions the primacy of the subject and finds its beginning in its existential 
experience. Existence cannot be an object of knowledge as opposed to, or de-
tached from the subject. On the contrary, its meaning and purpose can be un-
veiled in fact only in and through the concrete subject: “Existential philosophy is 
cognition of the meaning of being through the subject. The subject is existen-
tial, existentialized. In the object, on the contrary, the inner existence is con-
cealed. In this sense philosophy is subjective, and not objective. It is based 
upon spiritual experience.”306 Above all, Existentialism represents a philosophy 
that opposes “objectifying knowledge”:  

Existentialism may be defined in various ways, but the most important in my 
opinion is the description of existentialism which regards it as a philosophy 
which will not accept objectifying knowledge. Existence cannot be the object of 
knowledge. Objectification means alienation, loss of individuality, loss of free-
dom, subjection to the common, and cognition by means of the concept. Well 
nigh throughout its history philosophical thought has borne the mark of objecti-

                                                        
305 Nikolai Berdiaev, “Osnovnaia ideia filosofii Lva Shestova,” Put’, no. 58 (Nov.-Dec.-Jan. 1938-
9): 44.  
306 Berdiaev, “Moë filosofskoe mirosozertsanie,” 23. 
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fication, although the philosophies in which it has been expressed have been of 
different types.307 

In place of an objectified, or objectifying knowledge, this variety of thought 
makes a case for a participatory understanding of knowledge: “What we may 
for the time being call existential philosophy marks a transition from the inter-
pretation of knowledge as objectification, to understanding it as participation, 
union with the subject matter and entering into cooperation with it.”308 Here is 
seen the experiential and participatory accent of Berdiaev’s theory of know-
ledge. I shall shortly return to what is understood by objectification. But first 
some further observations need to be added to what has been said so far.  

Berdiaev’s brand of Existentialism differed to a considerable degree from 
the Existentialism of Sartre or the Daseinsanalytik of Heidegger, both of which 
became increasingly influential during the later years of his life. Certainly the 
most fundamental divergence consisted in the fact that Berdiaev’s was a pro-
foundly religious and Christocentric philosophy, and not an atheist nor an ag-
nostic one.309 French Existentialism for its part judged that no metaphysically 
authored ethical imperatives exist, nor does a higher purpose to life, nor in fact 
any pre-given meaning or values, an absence which as a consequence makes 
existence inherently absurd. In the face of nothingness, man is faced with the 
necessity of taking charge of his own existence and of not bowing down before 
illusive otherworldy ideals, which only serve to limit the realization of his free 
potential. Thus, even though it rejected the dominant objectivist paradigm of 
Modernity, Existentialism still acknowledged materialistic science as right be-
cause of its agnostic stance towards the transcendental. Man is in the world, 
while we do not know anything about the otherworldly since it is silent and 
“there are no sign in the world,”310 which is why it is reasonable to infer that it 
actually does not exist at all. This meant that Sartre made a common cause with 
naturalism and materialism in rejecting the existence of any metaphysical reali-
ties above and beyond the material world, a stance which to Berdiaev’s mind 

                                                        
307 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 13-14; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 8-9; “Экзистенциализм 
можно разно определять, но самым важным представляется мне определение, что это есть 
философия, которая не хочет объективирующего познания. Существование не может 
быть объектом познания. Объективация означает отчуждение, обезличивание, утерю 
свободы, подчинение общему, познание через понятие. Вся почти история философской 
мысли стояла под знаком объективации, хотя это выражалось в разных типах 
философии.” 
308 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 61; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 195: “То, 
что можно условно назвать экзистенциальной философией, обозначает переход от 
понимания познания как объективация к пониманию познания как partipation [sic.], 
приобщения к предмету, соучастия в нем.” This concept was borrowed from Lévy-Bruhl's 
theory of pre-logical thinking, subject to the loi de participation. 
309 Additionally, Berdiaev underscored that his existentialism concerned itself more with the 
philosophy of history than did the other philosophers. Berdiaev, “Na poroge novoi ėpokhi,” 370-
371. 
310 Jean-Paul Sartre, L’existentialisme est un humanisme (1945), quoted after Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 
332 
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was profoundly misguided. In contrast, Berdiaev would stand up both for the 
existence of suprahuman values and for metaphysics. Most significantly, he 
would decry agnosticism in relation to the higher realities, a standpoint that sets 
limits to human knowledge. Agnosticism, however undogmatic, he thought, 
does not allow for the possibility of an encounter with and knowledge of the 
divine, which in fact is possible: “The limits which are imposed by agnosticism 
do not exist. The gnosis which searches for truth further and further afield and 
ever more deeply is an effective possibility, for the process of knowing God is a 
movement of the spirit which has no end.”311 As was the case with Berdiaev’s 
interpretation of Kant, then, he counters the agnosticism exhibited in French 
Existentialism both with the notion of a cognitive faculty surpassing reason as 
well as with the possibility of a higher form of knowledge, i.e. gnosis, under-
stood here as a form of unmediated spiritual knowledge of God. 

Not only would Berdiaev remain dissatisfied with the agnosticism present in 
Sartre; he would likewise not embrace Heidegger’s project for a “fundamental 
ontology.” We might recall that, to Heidegger’s mind, a metaphysics of the pre-
modern kind was no longer a viable option, a view with which Berdiaev agreed. 
In its place Heidegger strived to construct a novel type of ontology, which 
would supposedly do away with the theological or metaphysical preconceptions 
inherent in the Western philosophical tradition, which, in his opinion, ought to 
be considered more fundamental and primary than theology. But in the pro-
cess, or so Berdiaev thought, Heidegger strayed from the path of genuine exi-
stential thought and ended up in a depersonalized naturalism. This dismissal on 
Berdiaev’s part was motivated by his view that Heidegger placed Being higher 
than freedom, a feature of any ontology. It makes freedom originate with static 
Being, even though freedom originates in point of fact in non-being. In relation 
to this uncreated freedom, Being is a secondary and objectivized product.312 
“Being,” in fact, “has no existence.”313 Berdiaev in his later years would display 
in fact a great deal of animosity towards ontology as such. An existential phi-
losophy in the true sense of the word can never be an ontology, which is always 
a teaching about Being based on the use of concepts, itself a characteristic fea-
ture of an “objectifying knowledge [ob’’ektiviruiushchee poznanie]” that is 
already under the sway of the given “congealed being.”314  

Another crucial objection to ontology, Berdiaev maintained, is that it does 
not admit by and large the possibility of transcendence, nor of creative ascent. 
In this sense, as well as others, “Ontology can be an enslavement of man.”315 In 
place of an ontology, whether in a traditional form or a re-envisioned modern 
variety, Berdiaev wanted to see a philosophy centred on spiritual experience. 

                                                        
311 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 65; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 80: “Нет 
границ, которые устанавливает агностицизм, возможен гнозис, ищущий все дальше и 
дальше в глубину, познание Божества есть бесконечное движение духа.”  
312 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 111. 
313 Berdyaev, Freedom and Slavery, 75; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 494. 
314 Berdiaev, “Na poroge novoi ėpokhi,” 298. 
315 Berdyaev, Freedom and Slavery, 75; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 494. 
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“As concerns my own philosophical path, it is crucial to point out that I do not 
believe in the possibility of a rational ontology, I believe only in the possibility 
of a phenomenology of spiritual experience, which is symbolically described.”316 
In line with this argument, Berdiaev called his own variety of existential episte-
mology “expressionism,” on the grounds that it allegedly gives expression to 
something that has been lived through and been personally experienced. This 
emphasis on the personal may give the impression that Berdiaev was an un-
qualified subjectivist. But this is not entirely accurate, since he would allow for 
the super-personal, a fact that might seem paradoxical. To his mind the trans-
cendental order of freedom is revealed in the depths of the subject, although 
this should not be understood in ontological terms. Through the inner gate, the 
trans-subjective can be reached. The path within then becomes the path above 
and beyond.  

 

3.5.4. Objectification as Power of Ignorance 

The fight against the power of objectification […] is a spiritual revolution.317 

Berdiaev’s thought constitutes a mystical philosophy, rather than a mythology 
proper. Even so, there transpires in it what I would like to term a certain mythi-
fication of a philosophy of existence, considering that it grants myths and sym-
bols an exclusive role in expressing transrational verities. In The Divine and the 
Human, Berdiaev makes an evocative comparison between his own thought and 
Gnosticism in this regard: “The old gnosticism of the first centuries, […] dealt 
with myths. We also have to deal with myths, we must not be limited by con-
cepts.”318 True to this stance, his philosophy exhibits a number of specific 
mythic motifs. In fact, the entire existential situation of man in the world is 
envisioned as an episode in a larger narrative, a metaphysical drama that trans-
cends the limits of “this world” and of Being itself. I would argue that this 
mythification, postulated by me here, has some important consequences not 
only for Berdiaev’s anthropology, but for his epistemology as well, and that it 
may throw some light on his notion of “objectification.”  

In Berdiaev’s late philosophy, the revolt is not levelled against a personified 
demiurge or similar personified cosmic forces, as was the case in ancient Gnos-
ticism, but against “Necessity [neobkhodimost'],” against “determination [de-
terminatsiia]” from without, against “Being [bytie]” and above all against “ob-
jectification [ob’’ektivatsiia].” The latter notion acquires an almost mythic stat-

                                                        
316 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 472: “Для моего философского пути важно отметить, что я 
не верю в возможность рациональной онтологии, я верю лишь в возможность 
феноменологии духовного опыта, символически описываемого.” 
317 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 62; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 196: 
“Борьба против власти объективации есть […] духовная революция.” 
318 Berdyaev, The Divine and the Human, 47; Berdiaev, “Ėkzistential’naia dialektika,” 280. 
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ure. The coercive “power of objectification” appears to be virtually hyposta-
sized as a self-supporting malignant agent. One might discern here something 
akin to a demonization of that godless reason, which Berdiaev’s predecessors 
once set out to combat and of which he himself had been a sworn enemy for 
quite some time. Even though no mention is made of Russian philosophy in 
this connection, a remark made by Luca di Blasi conveys very well what I have 
in mind: “After a century of radical reinterpretation what was once the ‘God-
dess Reason’ of the Enlightenment had turned into a demonic power, of whose 
rule it was not only thought necessary to become aware but which should also 
be overcome, as had been the case once upon a time with the rule of the Jewish 
God or the astral deities in the Gnosticism of Late Antiquity.”319 Berdiaev’s 
notion of objectification, might loosely be interpreted, then, as equivalent to the 
Jonasian Gnostic notion of a coercive power of ignorance, not entirely unlike, 
what was called, to quote Jonas, “heimarmene, universal Fate, a concept taken 
over from astrology but now [in Gnosticism] tinged with the gnostic anti-
cosmic spirit.”320  

In its most basic meaning objectification signifies above all a self-
estrangement on the part of the spirit, connected with alienation and fragmen-
tation. It is often described by Berdiaev as a “mysterious process” that occurs 
in the spirit. It implies a primeval loss and at the same time an ongoing lack of 
contact with the spiritual centre, an occurrence which leads to the emergence of 
object relations in the world and to the separation between subject and object, a 
defining trait of the given object world:  

What are the marks of objectification, and the rise of object relations in the 
world? The following signs may be taken as established: (1) The estrangement 
[otchuzhdënnost’] of the object from the subject; (2) The absorption of the un-
repeatably individual and personal in what is common and the impersonally uni-
versal; (3) The rule of necessity, of determination from without, the crushing of 
freedom and the concealment of it; (4) Adjustment to the grandiose mien of the 
world and of history […].321 

As the quotation makes clear, and in light of what was said above about Ber-
diaev’s existential epistemology, it can be readily understood that objectification 
represents the very traits that the former tries to counteract. But basically it 

                                                        
319 Di Blasi, “Antizipationen des religious turn,” 206: “Aus der einstigen ‘Göttin Vernunft’ der 
Aufklärung war nach einem Jahrhundert radikaler Umwertungen eine dämonische Macht gewor-
den, deren Herrschaft es ebenso zu durchschauen und zu überwinden galt, wie einst die 
Herrschaft des jüdischen Gottes oder astraler Götter im spätantiken Gnostizismus.” 
320 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 43. This is an example of the Gnostic conceptual use. In the mythic 
narratives, various coercive powers were personified as demiurgic and archontic entities. 
321 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 62; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 195: 
“Каковы признаки объективации, возникновение объектных отношений в мире? Можно 
установить следующие признаки: 1) отчуждённость объекта от субъекта; 2) поглощенность 
неповторимо-индивидуального, личного общим, безлично-универсальным; 3) господство 
необходимости, детерминации извне, подавление и закрытие свободы; 4) приспособление 
к массивности мира и истории […].” 
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epitomizes the very victory of the world over man, and his loss of freedom 
under the condition of necessity, in whatever form this may be. It is “the ejec-
tion of man into the external, it is an exteriorization of him, it is the subjecting 
of him to the conditions of space, time, causality and rationalization.”322 Ob-
jectification can thus be said to represent the decisive factor in the enslavement 
of man.  

Although Berdiaev tends to speak about objectification in terms of a spiri-
tual process, which implies that he understands it more in encompassing terms 
than in merely intellectual ones, he still holds it to be decisive in relation to 
man’s cognitive faculties, given that the “orientation of spirit determines the 
character of consciousness, which in its turn decides the nature of know-
ledge.”323 Thus it can be said to fundamentally alter man’s very cognition (the 
“structure of his consciousness”) as well as his very perception of reality and the 
nature of his “knowledge.” In this process, man’s everyday consciousness en-
slaves itself, and is entirely adapted to this world. This suggests a defective or-
ganization of the mind. In fact, the objectified mind represents the very oppos-
ite of spiritual awareness, integrality and creativity. It is crucial to keep in mind, 
however, that objectification is not limited to the sphere of human cognition. It 
is not merely a false mode of consciousness, but involves Being and the world 
itself: 

It is a mistake to think that objectification occurs only in the sphere of know-
ledge [sfera poznaniia]. It takes place above all in ‘being,’ in reality itself. The 
subject introduces it, and it does so not only as that which knows but also as 
that which exists. The fall into the object world took place in primary life 
[pervozhizn’] itself. The effect of this was that only that which is secondary, ra-
tionalized and objectified was regarded as reality, and doubt was cast upon the 
reality of that which is primary, unobjectified, and not rationalized. Such is the 
structure of the mind which belongs to a fallen state [struktura soznaniia 
padshesti], to alienation into the external.324 

Imperfection is not to be explained in terms of a false mode of consciousness 
only, but is grounded in the very foundation of Being itself. It hides from view 
that which is primary and unobjectified. It is actually not objectified cognition 
which in itself is the cause of the confined and fallen condition of the world:  

                                                        
322 Ibid., 60. 
323 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 4; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodogo dukha,” 29: 
“Направленность духа определяет структуру сознания, а структура сознания определяет 
познание. Познание есть духовная жизнь, активность духа.” 
324 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 78; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 203-204: 
“Ошибочно думать, что объективация происходит лишь в сфере познания, она прежде 
всего происходит в ‘бытии,’ в самой действительности. Её производит субъект не только 
как познающий, но и как существующий. Падение в объектный мир произошло в самой 
первожизни. Но это привело к тому, что действительностью признают лишь вторичное 
рационализированное, объективированное, и сомневаются в реальности первичного, не 
объективированного, не рационализированного. Такова структура сознания падшести, 
отчужденности вовне.” 
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Would it be possible to state that objectified cognition in and by itself is defec-
tive, sinful and that it constitutes the source of the fallen state of the world? 
This would be a great misunderstanding. Sinfulness [grekhovnost’], defective-
ness [defektnost’], fallenness [padshest’] should always be sought, not in cogni-
tion, but in Being itself. Cognition only gains knowledge of fallen Being under 
the sign of its fallen state.325  

In other words, passive and objectified cognition merely reflects the world, 
which is already under the sway of objectification. But at other times, however, 
Berdiaev seems to have in mind the existence of some form of causal connec-
tion here. In the quotation above he says that “the subject introduces” objecti-
fication. In another passage, Berdiaev is even more explicit on this point: “The 
objectification of the world takes place through our agency and for our sakes, 
and this is the fall of the world, this is its loss of freedom, and the alienation of 
its parts. It might be expressed by saying that the freedom of noumena passes 
into the necessity of phenomena. The world of appearances acquires a grandi-
ose empirical reality which exercises compulsion and force upon us.”326 The 
relation between objectifying consciousness and the objectified world repre-
sents in other words a vicious circle in which man is caught and victimized. 

 It should be observed that an undeniable consequence of Berdiaev’s stand-
point is that the domain of epistemology becomes inextricably intertwined with ontology, 
in a way similar to the case in Jonasian Gnosticism. What is essentially an epis-
temological notion, objectification, becomes an ontological concern, given that it 
is envisioned as a crucial constituent in the very emergence and defective con-
figuration of Being. There can be little doubt that objectification is elevated to 
the status of a defining moment in Berdiaev’s explication of the supposedly 
fallen state of the world: “Objectification is the epistemological interpretation 
of the fallen state of the world, of the condition of captivity, necessity and dis-
unity, in which the world subsists. The objectified world is subject to a rational 
cognition based on concepts, but objectification itself has an irrational source. I 
am the first, it seems, who has made an attempt at an epistemological explan-
ation of the Fall.”327 The claim that is being made here by Berdiaev, that he is 
the first to have attempted an epistemological explanation of the Fall, cannot be 
considered to be entirely accurate, given that knowledge and its absence and 
loss plays a crucial role in the Jonasian Gnostic cosmogonic narrative, and fur-

                                                        
325 Berdiaev, “Ia i mir ob’’ektov,” 254-255: “Можно ли сказать, что объективированное 
познание само по себе дефектно и греховно и является источником падшести мира? Это 
было бы большое недоразумение. Греховности, дефектности, падшести нужно всегда 
искать не в познании, а в самом бытии. Познание же лишь познает падшее бытие под 
знаком падшести.” 
326 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 56-57. 
327 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 566: “Объективация есть гносеологическая интерпретация 
падшести мира, состояния порабощенности, необходимости и разобщенности, в которой 
находится мир. Объективированный мир подлежит рациональному познанию в понятиях, 
но сама объективация имеет иррациональный источник. Я, кажется, первый сделал опыт 
гносеологического объяснения грехопадения.” 
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thermore constitutes a core factor in its explication of the condition of man and 
of the state of the world. Not merely is the human condition thought to be 
characterized by a lack of knowledge, the world itself is held to be the outcome 
of a primordial loss of a knowledge of God, i.e.of gnosis. More specifically, a 
pre-cosmic bereavement of knowledge has given rise to an imperfect and 
fundamentally flawed world whose primal features are ignorance (Gk. agnosia), 
error and oblivion. In a passage which has already been cited, Jonas depicts the 
ensuing condition of the world and the predicament of man in the midst of it, 
in the following words: 

The world, then, is the product, and even the embodiment, of the negative of 
knowledge. What it reveals is unenlightened and therefore malignant force, pro-
ceeding from the spirit of self-assertive power, from the will to rule and coerce. 
[---] Power thus becomes the chief aspect of the cosmos, and its inner essence is 
ignorance (agnosia). To this, the positive complement is that the essence of man 
is knowledge – knowledge of self and of God: this determines his situation as 
that of the potentially knowing in the midst of the unknowing, of light in the 
midst of darkness, and this relation is at the bottom of his being alien, without 
companionship in the dark vastness of the universe.328 

As is apparent from this passage, in Jonasian Gnosticism epistemology be-
comes intimately related to ontology. Elsewhere, Jonas is even more explicit 
with regard to this point. In “such a system [as the Valentinian],” he writes, 
“‘knowledge,’ together with its privative, ‘ignorance,’ is raised to an ontological 
position of the first order: both are principles of objective and total existence, 
not merely of subjective and private existence. Their role is constitutive for 
reality as a whole.”329 And he goes on to say that “not only the spiritual condi-
tion of the human person but also the very existence of the universe is consti-
tuted by the results of ignorance and as a substantialization of ignorance 
[…].”330 Ignorance cannot be said, then, to signify a mere absence, but is the 
core essence of the world, as well as being in a very direct sense an active agent 
that plays an effective role in keeping man bound: “Ignorance, to the Gnostics, 
is not a neutral state, nor simply a privation, the mere absence of knowledge, 
but a positive affect of the spirit, a force of its own, operative in the very terms 
of man’s existence and preventing his discovering the truth for himself, even 
his realizing his state of ignorance as such.”331  
 

                                                        
328 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 328-329. 
329 Ibid., 174. 
330 Ibid., 175. 
331 Jonas, “Gnostic Syndrome,” 271. 
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3.5.5. Creative Cognition as Demundanization and Eschatological 
Flight 
If for Berdiaev objectification represents the decisive attribute of the Fall, 
which gives rise to “congealed being” and leads to man’s enslavement to the 
necessity of the world, then it naturally follows that liberation from this condi-
tion must be the inverse of the process that led up to it: “[…] the act of trans-
cending follows a path which is diametrically the opposite of objectification.”332 
Simply stated, Berdiaev’s mundane timeline commences with a pre-mundane 
Fall and ceases in the existential now, that is to say the present in existential, not 
historical, time. These two, objectification and eschatological transcension, 
whereby the results of the Fall are overcome, are set up as the two crucial mo-
ments in existential time. “In my opinion,” Berdiaev writes, “the central 
thought of eschatological philosophy is connected with the interpretation of the 
Fall [padshest’] as objectification, and of the end as the final and decisive vic-
tory over objectification.”333 This victory over objectification demands an active 
effort of the will and is connected above all with creativity. Man’s path towards 
freedom is equivalent to a striving towards liberation from this condition of 
enslaving objectification through inspired spiritualization, which can lead to a 
far-reaching transformation of the entire structure of consciousness. If en-
slavement sets in with the arising of objectification, in the creative act it ceases: 

In order […] not to be humiliated and crushed by world necessity, by social 
commonplaceness, it is necessary in a creative ascent to step out of the closed 
circle of ‘reality’ […]. [---] I always thought of the creative act in terms of a 
transcension, a flight from immanent reality, a breaching of necessity by free-
dom. In a sense, it would be possible to say that the love of creativity is a dislik-
ing of the ‘world,’ of the necessity of remaining within the confines of the 
‘world.’ Thus there is in creativity an eschatological element. The creative act is 
the advent of the end of this world, and the beginning of another world.334 

The creative act is envisioned here both as a non-acceptance of the world and 
as an eschatological flight, an act of transgressing the “confines of the world.” 
It is a break-through to freedom, a breaking away from necessity, from the 
closed circle of the merely given. In the creative act, eternity is accessed. “Cre-

                                                        
332 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 59; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 194: “[…] 
трансцендирование есть путь, полярно противоположный объективации […].” 
333 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 51; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 190: “Для 
меня центральная мысль эсхатологической философии связана с пониманием падшести 
как объективации и конца как окончательного преодоления объективации.” 
334 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 482: “Чтобы […] не быть приниженным и раздавленным 
мировой необходимостью, социальной обыденностью, необходимо в творческом подъеме 
выйти из имманентного круга ‘действительности’ […]. [---] Творческий акт для меня всегда 
был трансцендированием, выходом за границу имманентной действительности, прорывом 
свободы через необходимость. В известном смысле можно было бы сказать, что любовь к 
творчеству есть нелюбовь к ‘миру,’ невозможность остаться в границах этого ‘мира.’ 
Поэтому в творчестве есть эсхатологический момент. Творческий акт есть наступление 
конца этого мира, начало иного мира.” 
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ative ecstasy (the creative act is always eks-tasis) is a breach into eternity.”335 It 
deserves mention that in Berdiaev’s understanding, creativity encompasses far 
more than the mere creation of cultural products.336 In fact, the latter is under-
stood only as a possible by-product. Instead, creativity is understood more in 
terms of a mystical flight of the spirit, a stepping out of and beyond, rather than 
in terms of the creation of something. It is explicated furthermore in terms of a 
process, an act, rather than as the attainment of a certain result.  

But what interests us here is above all the epistemological aspects of trans-
cension through creativity. For Berdiaev, genuine spiritual knowledge is not 
purely intellectual. It is subjective and participatory, in the sense that it is in-
separable from and incorporates all of the faculties of the knower (the subject). 
Moreover, under certain conditions the act of knowing involves a large degree 
of creativeness. The reverse is also true: creativity involves knowledge. And 
creative ecstasy, Berdiaev’s expression for a transcending act, certainly involves 
an epistemological dimension. We have now encountered what I believe 
amounts to an analogy of one of the essential features of Jonasian Gnosis, 
namely its liberating function, or put slightly differently, its demundanizing func-
tion, which is basically the same thing. As the previous chapter demonstrated, 
the Gnostic notion of deliverance through knowledge appears to be largely 
absent from Berdiaev’s own gnosis, oddly enough. Instead, by gnosis Berdiaev 
appears to understand a factor that promotes an integration with Being. And in 
his later ‘anto-ontological’ philosophy the term gnosis is used to a lesser extent. 

But here, in connection with Berdiaev’s reflections on the liberating role 
played by philosophical knowledge, the notion of saving knowledge is intro-
duced, although it is not explicitly connected to gnosis. For instance, in The 
Beginning and the End Berdiaev states that “knowledge [poznanie] is by nature a 
liberating agent. Philosophical knowledge is called upon to set man free from 
the power of the objectified world and from his intolerable servitude to it. Not 
the will to power but the will to meaning and to freedom is the driving force of 
philosophical knowledge.”337 Philosophy is thus held to be not so much a mir-
roring of a stable and fixed Being, as a cathartic advance: “Philosophical know-
ledge […] is not passive reflection, it is an active break-through, it is victory in 
the conflict with the meaninglessness of world reality.”338 This “active break-
through” is not a striving towards the attainment of a Romantic concord with 

                                                        
335 Ibid., 472: “Творческий экстаз (творческий акт есть всегда экс-таз) есть прорыв в 
бесконечность.” 
336 Ibid., 473: “Повторяю, что под творчеством я все время понимаю не создание 
культурных продуктов, а потрясение и подъем всего человеческого существа, 
направленного к иной, высшей жизни, к новому бытию.” 
337 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 41-42; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 185: “[…] 
познание носит освобождающий характер. Философское познание призвано освободить 
человека от власти объективированного мира, от его нестерпимого рабства. Не воля к 
могуществу, а воля к смыслу и к свободе движет философским познанием.” 
338 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 42; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 186: “[…] 
познание не есть пассивное отражение, а есть активный прорыв, есть победа в борьбе с 
бессмысленностью мировой действительности.” 
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the world, but, on the contrary, represents the very surmounting of it. Meaning 
is discovered by man in the midst of a world that is experienced as lacking in 
meaning. And it is a meaning that beckons to departure from this same objecti-
fied world that is discovered, thus pointing in the direction of demundaniza-
tion. Existence acquires meaning solely in this eschatological perspective, that is 
to say through an awareness of the fact that history and the known world are 
destined to cease. This should not remain a passive insight. In his autobiogra-
phy, Berdiaev writes: “I for my part confess to an active creative eschatologism 
[…]. [---] I have attained to a particular form of eschatological epistemology. 
Eschatology denotes the symbolical objectification of the tragedy of conscious-
ness. The end is the end of objectification, the passing over into the subjectivity 
of the realm of freedom.”339 The end of the known world should not be under-
stood as an event that will take place only at the end of historical time. In short, 
an eschatological awareness is not a passive assertion but rather an active agent in 
the cessation of the world. Actually, at each moment in time eschatological acts are 
possible, and are in fact acted out: “Man constantly performs acts of an escha-
tological character, makes an end to this world, steps out of this world and 
enters another world. He makes an end to this world also in moments of con-
templation, makes an end to it in creative cognition. This creative end always 
means the victory over exteriorization, of being outside, of objectification.”340  

Philosophical knowledge brought into existence by a creative cognition 
would not be truly liberating if it did not also possess the power to thoroughly 
alter the condition of the knower, unless it could make possible a concrete trans-
formation of consciousness: 

The change of direction in the fight for the freedom of man, for the manifesta-
tion of the free man, is above all a change in the structure of consciousness, a 
change in the scale of values. This process goes deep and its effects can but 
slowly become apparent. It is a profound interior revolution which is brought 
about in existential, not in historical, time. This change in the structure of con-
sciousness is also a change in the interpretation of the relation between imma-
nence and transcendence.341 

Implicit in the call made here for a change in consciousness is of course the 
idea of cognitive dynamism. “Consciousness is not to be thought of as static. It is 
only relatively stabilized. In principle change and a revolution in the mind are 
possibilities; consciousness can expand and it can also contract. It is possible to 

                                                        
339 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 569-560: “Я же исповедую активно-творческий эсхатологизм, 
[…]. [---] Я пришел к особого рода эсхатологической гносеологии. Эсхатология 
обозначает символическую объективацию трагедии сознания. Конец есть конец 
объективации, переход в субъективность царства свободы.” 
340 Ibid., 578: “Человек постоянно совершает акты эсхатологического характера, кончает 
этот мир, выходит из него, входит в иной мир. Он кончает этот мир и в мгновения 
созерцания, кончает его в творческом познании. Этот творческий конец всегда означает 
победу над экстериоризацией, внеположенностью, объективацией.” 
341 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 69-70; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 488-489. 
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break through objectification which creates the lasting illusion of this un-
changeable world.”342 Indeed, Berdiaev was very consistent in his rejection of 
the stable and static nature of consciousness. “I do not believe in the fixity of 
consciousness, consciousness can be purified, it can be broadened and deep-
ened, and as a result many new things can be revealed to it and in new ways.”343 
In line with this is Berdiaev’s notion of the free spirit not as a given essence, but 
rather as a dynamic act, which may serve to elevate consciousness into a higher 
state. This view is demonstrated, for instance, in the following passage, where 
Berdiaev stresses the transcendent nature of spirit and its capacity to make pos-
sible a development from ordinary consciousness to super-consciousness: 

As opposed to a ratio or abstract thought, the integral human mind is spirit; it is 
spiritual, rooted in existence. There is an inherent spiritual transcending principle 
in man. [---] Consciousness and self-consciousness [samosoznanie] are related to 
spirit. Consciousness is not merely a psychological concept, it contains a con-
structive spiritual element. Hence the possibility of a passage from conscious-
ness to super-consciousness [sverkhsoznanie]. Spirit is the agency of super-
consciousness in consciousness. Spirit exercises a primacy over being.344 

Liberation from the world of phenomena presupposes nothing less than a revo-
lution in the mind, its radical transformation. Such a revolution can only be lik-
ened to a catastrophe that transforms the mind: “When thought forces itself to 
penetrate into the final mysteries of the divine life it necessarily involves a dras-
tic revolution in our consciousness, which brings with it a spiritual illumination 
transforming the very nature of reason itself.”345  

Such an “interior revolution” described here was, as I see it, the telos of Ber-
diaev’s late philosophical endeavour, and more particularly of his eschatological 
epistemology, as the quotation chosen as caption for this chapter indicates. Its 
starting point is the wish to rise above the objectified world. But yet again, this 
demands an intense effort of the will and presupposes a change in the structure 
of consciousness.  

                                                        
342 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 85. 
343 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 445: “Я не верю в неподвижность сознания, сознание может 
очищаться, расширяться и углубляться, и потому многое новое и по-новому может ему 
раскрываться.” 
344 Nicolas Berdyaev, Spirit and Reality, 18; Berdiaev, “Dukh i real’nost’,” 370-371: “Целостный 
ум человека, не ratio, не отвлеченная мысль, есть уже дух, он духовен, внедрен в 
существование. В человеке есть духовное начало, как трансцендентное в отношении к 
миру, т. е. превышающее мир. [---] Сознание и самосознание связаны с духом. Сознание не 
есть лишь психологическое понятие, в нем есть конструирующий его духовный элемент. 
И потому только возможен переход от сознания к сверхсознанию. Дух есть действие 
сверхсознания в сознании. Духу принадлежит примат над бытием.” 
345 Berdyaev, Freedom and the Spirit, 73; Berdiaev, “Filosofiia svobodnogo dukha,” 87: “Познание 
Божества предпологает прохождение через катастрофу сознания, через духовное 
озарение, изменяющее самую пророду разума.” 
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Eric Voegelin once famously characterized “Gnostic Speculation” as an 
“immanentization of the Christian eschaton,”346 which is to say to implement a 
manifestation of the transcendent within the limits of this world, and to actual-
ize the end of time within history. Although Berdiaev’s eschatology rejected 
both such attempts on the basis that they would only be objectifications and 
something purely external, his chiliastic hope certainly did embrace the possi-
bility of an inner, or, in his own terms, an “immanent,” attainment of the King-
dom of God, of “the other world” of the quotation above. In an earlier chapter 
I showed that Berdiaev offers various versions of a two-world theory, a dualism 
between the world of servitude and that of freedom, between the realm of ne-
cessity and that of anarchic freedom. At the same time, Berdiaev emphasized 
that the relation between them ought not to be understood ontologically, that is 
to say in terms of two states of Being that are entirely independent of man and 
self-sustaining, but rather epistemologically. The dualism is explicated instead in 
terms of a distinction between different modes of consciousness, which simul-
taneously pertain to different “modes of existence” or “qualitative states in man 
and in the world”: 

[…] one must not think of the other world [‘inoi’ mir], the better world which 
lies beyond the confines of this life in naturalistic and objectivist terms, though 
traditional theology has not been free from that. One must think of it above all 
as a change in the direction taken by the conscious mind and in its structure. 
One must think of it as the world of spirit [mir dukha], which is not another and 
different ‘nature.’ [---] There is dualism [dualizm] of modes of existence, of 
qualitative states in man and in the world. The distinction between the worlds 
does not make itself known through an objectifying concept, but through pure, 
integral intuition [tsel’naia intuitsiia] which penetrates into the secret of existence 
by an existential act of spirit.347 

And in an earlier work, he had stated something similar: 

Human consciousness is subject to a variety of illusions in understanding the re-
lation between this world [ėtot mir] in which man feels himself to be in a state 
of servitude, and the other world in which he awaits his liberation. Man is the 
point of intersection of two worlds. One of the illusions consists in interpreting 
the difference between the two worlds as a difference of substance. In actual 
fact it is a difference in mode of existence [po modosu sushchestvovaniia]. [---] 
This world [ėtot mir] is the world of objectivization, of determinism, of alien-

                                                        
346 Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics: An Introduction (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1987), 163. 
347 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 87; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 208: “[…] 
‘иной,’ лучший мир, находящийся за пределами этой жизни, нельзя мыслить 
натуралистически и объективированно, от чего не была свободна традиционная теология, 
а нужно мыслить прежде всего как изменение направленности и структуры сознания, как 
мир духа, который не есть иная ‘природа.’ [---] Есть дуализм модусов существования, 
качественных состояний человека и мира. Различение миров не познается через 
объективирующее понятие, а через цельную интуицию, проникающую в тайну 
существования, через экзистенциальный акт духа.” 
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ation [otchuzhdënnost’], of hostility [vrazhda], of law. While the other world 
[‘inoi’ mir] is the world of spirituality, of freedom, love, kinship. Another illusion 
of consciousness lies in that the relations between the two worlds are under-
stood as absolutely objectivized transcendence. In this case the transition from 
one world to the other is passively awaited and the activity of man has no part 
to play. In actual fact the other world, the world of spirituality, the Kingdom of 
God, is not only awaited, it is constructed [sozidaetsia] also by the creativeness 
of man, it is the creative transfiguration of a world [tvorcheskoe preobrazhenie 
mira] which is exposed to the malady [bolezn’] of objectivization. It is spiritual 
revolution. That other world cannot be established by human strength only, but 
also it cannot be established without the creativity of man.348 

The last sentence in this quotation leads us to our next and final issue, namely 
the necessity of revelation. “The other world” cannot manifest without the cre-
ativity of man, but man’s creative powers alone are not potent enough to realize 
it either. In other words, man is not able to break free from the objectified 
world of his own accord. In The Beginning and the End it is said that “we can-
not make the decisive effort of the mind, and exertion of spirit to awaken our-
selves from the deceptive, the illusory and the unreal which mark the empirical 
world of appearances. The structure of a mind adapted to the conditions of this 
world is too strong.”349 Moreover, from what we have seen above about the 
objectified consciousness being intrinsically and fundamentally contra-spiritual, 
it follows that the spiritual realm is concealed from its sphere of perception. 
Because of that realm’s incommensurability with the things of this world, is it 
not possible either to understand it by studying only the world of phenomena. 
Therefore, revelation is needed, which is not understood by Berdiaev in terms 
of a pure act of grace from God, but rather as a divine-human or theandric 
process, to which the active creative participation of man is essential. 

 

3.5.6. A Philosophy of Revelation 
The cornerstone of Jonasian Gnosticism is its tenet that Gnosis, understood in 
terms of a knowledge of God, is a possibility. Although God is transcendent in 
relation to the world, and although the malevolent powers of this world make 
every effort to hinder this taking place, He may be revealed within man: “The 
transcendent God Himself is hidden from all creatures and is unknowable by 
natural concepts. Knowledge of Him requires supernatural revelation and illu-
mination and even then can hardly be expressed otherwise than in negative 
terms.”350 Jonasian Gnosticism holds that “the transcendent God is unknown in 

                                                        
348 Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, 254; Berdiaev, “O rabstve i svobode,” 681-682. 
349 Berdyaev, Beginning and End, 85-86; Berdiaev, “Opyt ėskhatologicheskoi metafiziki,” 207: “Мы 
не можем сделать окончательного усилия сознания, усилия духа, чтобы проснуться от 
обманчивого, призрачного, не подлинного в эмпирическом мире явлений. Слишком 
сильна структура сознания, приспособленная к условиям этого мира.” 
350 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 42-43. 
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the world and cannot be discovered from it; therefore revelation is needed. The 
necessity for it is grounded in the nature of the cosmic situation; and its occur-
rence alters this situation in its decisive respect, that of ‘ignorance,’ and is thus 
itself already a part of salvation.”351 This is one of the crucial features of that 
particular form of knowledge that is Jonasian Gnosis, namely its revelatory na-
ture.  

Berdiaev also makes a case for revelatory knowledge. Divine Truth, he says, 
makes itself known through revelation, which naturally ought to be considered 
the starting point of all religious life. But at the same time, he does not believe 
that the historical Christian Revelation gave all the truths once and for all, and 
that man has no choice but to speculate on the basis of it. On the contrary, 
revelation is not so much a historical occurrence that lies in the past, as an inner 
process of the spirit possible in the here and now, which is not to say that Ber-
diaev denied the significance of the historical Revelation. Peter Koslowski re-
marks that a Christian gnosis acknowledges, on the one hand, what is usually 
understood by biblical Revelation, but at the same time goes beyond this faith 
in the historical Revelation by maintaining that an inner analogous experience is 
also a possibility: 

A Christian gnosis shares […] the conviction that thought must recognize and 
incorporate the historical events of the Bible as being the Revelation of God 
and holds that they cannot be ‘generated’ by speculative thought. But it goes be-
yond a mere belief in Revelation in so far as it is of the opinion that a know-
ledge or ‘gnosis’ of the content of these events is a possibility within man. One 
must believe in the historical nature of the events of Christianity, and they can 
also be experienced analogously in man’s inner life.352 

Something similar is visible in Berdiaev, who strongly emphasizes that man is 
not a mere onlooker or passive receiver of revelation from without. Revelation 
is not something that takes place outside, or regardless, of him. It is not like a 
stone falling on his head. On the contrary, man participates in revelation, which 
is not something static and ready-made but a dynamic process that encom-
passes the whole of man. In the following quotation, which speaks of Truth 
with a capital letter, this point is made quite clear: 

‘I AM THE WAY, the truth and the life.’ What does this mean? It means that 
the nature of truth is not intellectual and purely cognitive, that it must be 
grasped integrally by the whole personality; it means that truth is existential. It 

                                                        
351 Ibid., 45. 
352 Peter Koslowski, Die Prüfungen der Neuzeit: Über Postmodernität, Philosophie der Geschichte, Meta-
physik, Gnosis (Vienna: Passagen Verlag, 1989), 142-143: “Eine christlische Gnosis teilt […] die 
Überzeugung, daß das Denken die historischen Ereignisse der Bibel als Offenbarung Gottes 
anerkennen und aufnehmen muß und sie nicht durch spekulatives Denken ‘erzeugen’ kann. Sie 
geht jedoch über den Offenbarungsglauben insofern hinaus, als sie der Überzeugung ist, daß die 
Erkenntnis oder ‘Gnosis’ des Gehaltes dieser Ereignisse im Innern des Menschen möglich ist. 
Die Ereignisse des Christentums müssen als historische geglaubt und können im Inneren des 
Menschen analog erfahren werden.” 
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means also that truth is not given to men in a ready-made form, as though it 
were an article, or one of the realities in a world of things, it means that truth is 
attained by the way and the life. Truth assumes movement and an urge towards 
infinity. Truth ought not to be understood dogmatically, in a catechetic manner. 
It is dynamic, not static. Truth is a fullness which is not bestowed in its con-
summated completeness.353 

Neither is revelation to be understood as Divinity itself thinking in or through 
man, which would imply monism. On the contrary, cognition of the Truth is a 
“divine-human process [bogochelovecheskii protsess],” which presupposes 
participation on the part of man. Revelation is in fact a dialectical interplay 
between the divine and the human. Through this inclusion of the human ele-
ment, however, the understanding of the divine revelation can be warped. Rev-
elation does not only mean the elevation of man, but also the risk of a debasing 
of revelation itself. Regrettably, revelation has always been objectified by man, 
since the understanding of it is dependent on his consciousness. Just as the 
collective and its social constraints, in the form of social power and authority, 
put restraints on the understanding of revelation, so it is too on the personal 
level, since it has to be filtered through the human cognitive faculty. Under-
standing, in other words, is conditioned by the individual “level of conscious-
ness [stupen’ soznaniia],” and there are different levels of apprehension of 
Christian dogmas and mythologems:  

“Truth is God, it is the divine light, and at the same time truth is human. That is 
the fundamental theme of Godmanhood. The knowledge of God is a divine-
human thing. The grasp of truth depends upon degrees of awareness, upon the 
expansion or contraction of the mind. There is no averagely normal transcen-
dental mind. Or rather, it does exist, but it is sociological in character, not meta-
physical. But behind the varying degrees of consciousness stands the transcen-
dental man. It might be said that supra-consciousness corresponds to transcen-
dental man.”354 

                                                        
353 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 25; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 20: “‘Я есмь путь, истина и 
жизнь’ Что это значит? Это значит, что истина не носит интеллектуального и 
исключительно познавательного характера, что ее нужно понимать целостно, она 
экзистенциальна. Это значит также, что истина не дается человеку в готовом виде, как 
вещная, предметная реальность, что она приобретается путем и жизнью. Истина 
предполагает движение, устремленность в бесконечность. Истину нельзя понять догматически, 
катехизически. Истина динамична, а не статична. Истина есть полнота, которая не дается 
завершенной.” Italics added. The English translation has been slightly amended since a sentence 
has fallen out. This is the italicized sentence in the Russian quotation. 
354 Berdyaev, Truth and Revelation, 30; Berdiaev, “Istina i otkrovenie,” 25-26: “Истина есть Бог, 
божественный  свет,  и  вместе  с  тем  истина человечна. Это есть основная тема бого-
человечности. Познание бого-человечно. Познание Истины зависит от ступеней сознания, 
от расширенности или суженности сознания. Нет средненормального 
трансцендентального сознания, или оно есть, но носит социологический, а не 
метафизический характер. Но за разными ступенями сознания стоит трансцендентальный 
человек. Можно было бы сказать, что трансцендентальному человеку соответствует 
сверхсознание.” Italics added. The English translation has been slightly amended since a word 
seems to have slipped the attention of the translator. This is the italicized word in the Russian 
quotation. 
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Fortunately, Berdiaev says, there are no limits to new revelations, and a deepen-
ing of spiritual knowledge is possible at all times.  

 

3.5.7. Chapter Summary 
Central to Berdiaev’s epistemology is a dynamic and processual understanding 
of cognition and knowledge. He emphatically rejects a static and non-dynamic 
understanding of consciousness that denies the possibility of transformation 
and deepening. In contrast, he recognizes the possibility of a thorough trans-
formation and transcension in consciousness, a process that can make possible 
man’s liberation from his slavery to objectification. The latter notion, the prime 
feature of the primordial Fall as well as of the enslavement of man, acquires an 
almost mythic stature.  

In his theory of knowledge, Berdiaev does not recognize any limits to the 
power of the human mind, although reason is depicted by him as limited and 
shackled to the objectified conditions of the flawed world. Therefore, the trans-
cendental cannot be understood through concepts, the tools of reason, but only 
in myths and symbols that express the verities of transrational realities in a non-
rational manner. Philosophical insights are attained through intense struggle, 
something in which the whole personality, reason, emotions and the will, take 
part. 

Also, philosophical knowledge fulfils a soteriological function, which makes 
possible an overcoming of the objectified state of being. Central here is revela-
tion, which is not understood as something that is passively received by man, 
but rather as a creative process, a reciprocal interplay between the individual 
and God. The divine is revealed as immanent in man. God and Spirit are not 
parts of the world of objects, but are encountered solely within the subject. In 
this non-objectified spiritual experience the participatory mind transcends the 
categories of object and subject, immanence and transcendence, all of which are 
traits of man’s deplorable condition in the objectified world. 
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IV. Conclusion 

With the assistance of Hans Jonas’s reading of ancient Gnosticism, I have 
undertaken in this thesis an exploration of what I have chosen to term Jonasian 
Gnostic elements in Nikolai Berdiaev’s thought, in his attitude towards the 
world, in his anthropology or teaching on man, and to a certain extent also in 
his epistemology. A key notion in this exploration was that of demundaniza-
tion, which denotes among other things a rejectionary attitude towards the 
world that is grounded in a distressing experience of evil and suffering. At the 
beginning of the thematic section of this thesis, a similar attitude was discerned 
as having been attributed by Dostoevsky to the fictional character of Ivan Ka-
ramazov. Various shades of dualism and refractions of a sense of non-
belonging, as well as the implications of pneumocentrism, were also examined. 
A separate chapter was devoted to a conceptual analysis of the term gnosis. In 
addition, I scrutinized both Berdiaev’s assessment of historical Gnosticism, as 
well as his view of an alleged gnostic revival. 

Generally speaking, the study was structured according to the following 
quasi-Hegelian scheme: thesis – antithesis – synthesis. Following the argument 
for Berdiaev’s attraction to gnosis and tendency towards gnosticism, corrobo-
rated by quotations from letters and autobiographical descriptions of his first 
“heterodox” steps on his path as religious philosopher (2.1.), I countered this 
with an antithesis, that is to say with his at times severe critique of Gnosticism 
and of what he saw as its modern reverberations (2.2.). Denying Berdiaev the 
privilege of being his own best interpreter, however, I proceeded to make a 
detailed scrutiny of his philosophy in the light of Jonasian Gnosticism (III). The 
thematic analysis offered a somewhat more nuanced synthesis, or middle 
ground, between the two extremes of affirmation and rejection, demonstrating 
both affinity and divergence in the relation between Berdiaev’s philosophy and 
Jonasian Gnosticism. If nothing else, I believe that my investigation has pro-
vided a fresh way of accessing Berdiaev’s thought and thrown light on some of 
its previously undisclosed aspects. 

I would also like to think that the efficacy with which it has been possible to 
apply the Jonasian framework to Berdiaev’s thought, serves to strengthen 
Jonas’s notion of a “hidden gnosticism in the modern mind,” and of a certain 
affinity between ancient Gnosticism and modern Existentialism, if only in rela-
tion to the particular variety that I have taken upon myself to explore. Certainly 
both the motivation and the aim are similar in crucial respects. Both doctrines 
indicate a sense of alienation in the world as a prerequisite, and both aim to free 
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man from the shackles of the world. Furthermore, although certain elements 
and concepts have been substituted by others, Berdiaev’s teaching on man 
nevertheless exhibits a certain structural affinity with that of the Jonasian Gnostic 
outlook. Most importantly, perhaps, Berdiaev propounds a similar Grundhaltung 
that is non-affirmative in relation to the world, dualistic and champions trans-
cendence as the eschatological goal.  

This case for kinship and affinity does not imply that there is necessarily a 
direct link with Gnosticism as such, in the sense that Berdiaev was directly de-
pendent on and influenced by it. I should reiterate that neither the wide-ranging 
question of Berdiaev’s gnosticism, nor the question of his reliance on Gnosti-
cism, were posed in this thesis. Instead, I have voiced my view that a compre-
hensive elucidation of these twin topics should be reserved for the future and 
would very likely demand a number of separate studies. I have contented my-
self with the exploration of certain quite specific concerns that were raised by 
Jonasian Gnosticism. Having arrived now at the end of this thesis, however, 
there is nothing to prevent me from offering on the basis of my findings my 
personal opinion on the overall question of Berdiaev’s purported gnosticism.  

I would call Berdiaev’s philosophy gnostic only with qualifications. For one 
thing, if such an ascription is to have some relevance, then it has to be made on 
substantially different grounds from those usually advanced. What makes pre-
vious ascriptions open to discussion is not least the fact that they have neg-
lected, more or less without exception, to take into account Berdiaev’s negative 
comments on Gnosticism and the Gnostics, comments that demonstrate fros-
tiness on the part of Berdiaev. Most importantly, these comments demonstrate 
that a number of purely dogmatic or doctrinal tenets, which Berdiaev and oth-
ers attribute to the Gnostics, are rejected by him out of hand. In other words, 
there is a disagreement in substance which ought not be brushed aside too 
lightly. 

Given these doctrinal divergences, I hesitate to make any general ascription 
of Berdiaev’s philosophy as gnosticism, and am inclined rather to think it 
proper to make a weak ascription, to speak about an affinity, rather than to make 
use of the all-purpose gnosticism label, which implies identity. Berdiaev’s 
thought is much too rich to be reduced to such a formula of identity. Exact 
equivalence in this case would be a misconception. I would make allowance for 
such a weak gnostic ascription primarily on the grounds of a prevalence in his 
philosophy of the concept of gnosis, rather than in terms of a precise replication 
of an ancient doctrine. 

Having said this, I am, of course, far from denying that there are substantial 
gnosticizing tendencies in Berdiaev’s thought, or that there are some major 
affinities, if not in the letter then at least in the spirit, irrespective of his own 
attempts to simultaneously call forth and ward off the Gnostic spectre. I in-
itially argued for, and then sought to corroborate, the suggestion that Jonasian 
Gnosticism might make it possible to come to grips with their specific nature. 
But with regard to ancient Gnosticism as such, it should be stressed that it is 
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only when a certain unity, which some authoritative scholars argue is absent 
from the reportedly divergent currents of antiquity, has been attributed to its 
doctrine, and its elucidation has reached a high level of conceptual abstraction 
as well as been considerably demythologized, as in the case in Jonasian Gnosti-
cism, that it becomes possible to apply it to the case of Berdiaev. This is also 
why certain of Berdiaev’s standpoints and assumptions may be seen to display a 
larger degree of affinity with the Jonasian representation of Gnosticism and a 
lesser degree, or none at all, with the actual mythic narratives found in the 
Gnostic source texts. Furthermore, it ought to be acknowledged that Jonasian 
Gnosticism is also quite specific in the sense that it focuses on the eternal and 
universal problems concerning man, downplays the significance of the concerns 
of Christian theology, and pays little attention to the exceedingly complex cos-
mological schemas of the Gnostic narratives.  

So while I would be hesitant to draw any final conclusion about Berdiaev’s 
relation to Gnosticism as such, the findings of my investigation have led me to 
the view that while Berdiaev took care to refute the doctrine which he ascribed 
to the Gnostics on a large number of points, he demonstrates a considerable 
spiritual kinship with Jonasian Gnosticism as concerns the existential attitude. 
This conclusion might be said to have been anticipated by Berdiaev himself 
when he acknowledged that “intellectually I disagree with Marcion, but morally, 
emotionally, I feel a kinship with him.”1 This statement suggests to me a dis-
crepancy between purely theological standpoints, on the basis of which Ber-
diaev rejects Gnosticism, yet at the same time an existential affinity. Doctrinally, 
intellectually, he may have diverged from Gnosticism and opposed the Gnos-
tics, but at the same time he could not refrain at times from confessing to being 
very close to them. One could perhaps make a distinction here between doc-
trine and sensibility, and say that while Berdiaev was not a gnostic in regard to 
doctrine, he certainly was one morally and existentially. Or to put it slightly 
differently: Berdiaev was a gnostic in spirit, but not in the letter.  

Let me therefore reiterate here the same quotation with which this thesis be-
gan, and in which I still believe the key to the specificity of Berdiaev’s neo-
gnosticism is epitomized, namely the declaration that “the process of thought 
must be impregnated by integral spiritual experience.” And that “Gnosticism 
must be affirmed but it must be existential gnosticism.”2 It seems to me that the 
basic motifs, the inner springs, the questions posed, and the problems grappled 
with, indicate a deep affinity between Berdiaev and ancient Gnosticism, at least 
in its Jonasian representation. His deep engagement in “the gnostic challenge,” 
to Gnosticism appears to have been stimulated not least by personal mystical 

                                                        
1 Berdiaev, “Samopoznanie,” 320: “Я интеллектуально возражаю против Маркиона, но 
морально, эмоционально он мне близок.”  
2 Berdyaev, The Divine and the Human, 46-47; Berdiaev, “Ėkzistentsial’naia dialektika,” 279-280: 
“[…] мышление должно быть оплодотворено цельным духовным опытом. Агностицизм 
есть ошибочное ограничение человеческих возможностей. Нужно утверждать гностицизм, 
но гностицизм экзистенциальный.” 
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experience, which called forth his notion of a transrational mode of knowledge 
(gnosis) and which was focused above all on the problem of evil. 

Berdiaev was brave enough, or foolish enough, to operate in the perilous 
borderland between Orthodoxy and heterodoxy, turning now to the authority 
of tradition, and then to a critique of the dogmatism and conservatism of the 
Church. Despite his expressed wish to remain true to the Orthodox tradition, it 
would turn out to be his destiny not to be able to conform to it entirely. And 
likewise, though Berdiaev tended to stress the independence of his own gnosis, 
it still has considerable resemblances with Gnosticism. In relation to what he 
saw as a gnostic return, he would take an Orthodox position, while at the same 
time testing the limits of Orthodoxy. His own words about Dostoevsky could 
certainly be applied to Berdiaev himself: “It would seem that his conception of 
an unlimited freedom of spirit is not in accordance with traditional Christian 
teachings and, though it is much more acceptable to Eastern Orthodox than to 
Catholic notions, it was sufficiently revolutionary to frighten the more conser-
vative Orthodox. Like all geniuses, Dostoievsky [sic.] was an extremist; ‘safe’ 
teachings are superficial teachings.”3  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
                                                        

3 Berdyaev, Dostoevsky, 199; Berdiaev, “Mirosozertsanie Dostoevskogo,” 509. 
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